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This VOIUB« presents a brief survey of the fundamental properties of gyro- 

scopes and their use for the purpose of determining the orientation of a given 

ob.lect (an aircraft, guided missile, etc.) with respect to a certain system of 

coordinates, which may be fixed or rotating In space In a prescribed manner; the 

type designations and cnpobllltles of typical differentiating and integrating 

gyroscopes are examined. 

Detailed consideration Is given to the design, theory, and analytical pro- 

cedures applied to floating diffe- »ntiating and integrating gyroscopes, and to 

certain problems attendant upon their application. The volume contains data per- 

taining to American floating gyroscopes. "Bie physical bases for Inertlal navi- 

gation systems are outlined brelfly. 

The book Is Intended for use by engineers working In the field of gyro- 

mechanism engineering, and may also prove useful to students In the instrument- 

engineering specialties. 

Reviewer: Dr. Hech. Sd. Prof. 
G. 0. Frldlender 

Edltor: Eng. I. L. Tanovskly 

Edltor-lu-Chief: Eng. A. I- Sokolov 
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noating g^oscopes are capable of sensing both extremely small arid quite 

large absolute angular velocities,   and of functioning reliably under heavy vlbra- 

tlonal and shock loads. 

Floating gyroscopes were originally intended only for use In the Inertlal- 

navigatloa systems which determine the altitude of flying objects (aircraft,  rock- 

ets,  guided missiles,  etc.) with respect to the earth by double Integration of 

their acceleration with respect to time.    A navigational system of this type was 

first worked out in the Soviet Union in 1932 by E.  B.  levental.    It underwent 

further development In our country at the hands of B.  Y.  Bulgakov, G. 0. 

Tridlender,  L. I.  Ikachev,  and other scientists and engineers.    A great deal of 

attention has also been devoted to these systems in other countries. 

Because of the advantages which they offer,   floating gyroscopes have recently 

found an increasingly wider range of application extending far beyond the field 

of inertial-navigatlon system. 

•Out present volume sets forth the considerations basic to the design,  theory, 

and methods of analysis of floating integratlrg and floating differentiating gyro- 

scopes;  consideration is given to the operation of the floating Integrating gyro- 

scope in conjunction with a servo drive  (Chapters II,  III,   IV,   and V).    Chapter VI 

provides a brief outline of the physical basis of the inertial-navigatlon system. 

In order to clarify the considerations which led to the development of the 

floating gyroscope and to establish its relationship to the ordinary gyroscope- 
' 

r from which it does not differ in principle..Chapter I presents a brief survey of the 
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application of gyroscopes for the purpose of determining the orientation of some 

object (an aircraft, guided missile, etc.) vlth respect to a certain system of 

coordinates erected In Inertlal space: the functions and capabilities of ordinary 

differentiating and Integrating gyroscopes are discussed (Chapter I, Sections 3, U, 

5« 6, 7). However, Chapter I is concerned not only with our previous store of 

knowledge, but also presents a number of new conclusions. These Include derivation 

of a formula for glmballing error which Includes a consideration of the pitching 

■ooent and an expression for the moments which must be applied (in the gensral 

case) to a gyroscope with three degrees of freedom in order to impart the proper 

■ode of rotation In Inertlal space to the spin axis, study of the operation of a 

typical Integrating gyroscope In conjunction with a servodrlve, etc. To render the 

book more understandable to readers unfamiliar with the general and applied 

theories of the gyroscope, the first two ssctlons of Chapter I give brief dis- 

cussions of gyroscopes with two and three degrees of freedom. 

Qw concrete data concerning the design and parameters of floating gyroscopes 

and the equipment used In their analysis have been borrowed from American scien- 

tific literature, a bibliography of which is given at the end of the book. These 

generally unrelated references were systematized, generalized, and subjected to 

analysis. "Qie theory of floating Integrating and floating differentiating gyro- 

scopes set forth In this volume takes the special design characteristics of these 

devices into account. In the development of this theory special attention has been 

devoted to definition and study of the parameters which govern the operation of the 

instruments in use, and also to presentation of these parameters in a form which 

lends itself to experimented investigation of them. As a rule, all theoretical 

derivations are accompanied by detailed analyses of the physical aspects of the 

operation of the instrument and its various elements. The paper by C. S. Draper, 

V. Vrlgley, and L. R. Crohc entitled "The Floating Integrating Gyroscope and its 

Application to Solution of the Problem of Geometrical Stabilization in Moving 
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Objects," presented at the 23rd Annual Conference of the United States Institute of 

the Aeronautical Sciences and published as a separate document has been use<J as a 

point of departure. 

Considerable attention has been devoted In the present volume to discussion 

of the procedures used in analysis of floating gyroscopes and their theoretical 

foundations. 

The book has frequent recourse to material from the series of lectures on 

aviation Instruments and automatic devices given at the Moscow Institute of Avia- 

tion by C A. Slooyanskly. 

Chapters I,  II,   III,  IV,   and V were written by G.  A. Slonyanskly and Chapter 

VI by Tu. H. Pryadllov under the editorship of 0. A.  Sloayanskly,  who made certain 

«ddltlcns (this chapter Is an abridged and slightly revised translation of an 

article by Philip I. Klass published In the magazine Aviation Week),    tti. H. 

Pxyadllov also supplied auxiliary translatlona of some of the American literature 

references from which the practical data on the floating gyroscopes were borrowed. 

In addition to this. Tu. N. Pryadllov is also responsible for the technical prepa- 

ration of the manuscript and of the majority of the illustrations.    The remainder 

of the illustrations were designed by V. H. Pappe. 

The authors consider it incumbent upon them to express their gratitude to 

Doctor of Technical Sciences Prof. 0. 0. Prldlender for the valuable suggestions 

which he offered while reviewing the manuscript. 

■a»e authors are indebted to V. G. Denisov and G.  T. Astavin for the assist- 

ance vhlch they rendered in selecting the literature references. 
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CHAPTER I 

! 
BRIEF SURVEf OF THE CHAHACTERISTICS AKD CERTAIN 

i 
i APPLICATIONS OF CYROSCOPES 

The high-speed zyroewima  used In various types of gyroscopic Instruments and 

aectMiniSBS nay he classified under two basic headings: gyroscopes with tvo degrees 

of freedOB and gyroscopes with three degrees of freedan. Each "f these tvo types 

is endowed with its own special nature and characteristics. The class of gyro- 
i 

scopes with toree degrees of freedom is the most widely used. Recently, hovever, 

an increasing number of uses have been found for the gyroscope with two degrees of 
i i 

Areedom.    The basic properties of gj-roscopes of both types are considered briefly 

in the following paragraphs. 

Section 1.    Brief Consideration of Gyroscopes VM.th Two 
Decrees of Freedom 

The gyroscope with two degrees of freedom (Fig. 1.1) consists of a rotor 1 and a 

frsse 2.    The rotor is mounted in bearings situated in the frame and rotates at high 
l 

■peed with respect to the latter about its own axis of symmetry £ at a constant ang- 

ular velocity Q , which is referrsd to as the velocity of proper rotation of the 

gyroscope. Here and in the material which follows we shall consider the vector of 
i 

fcagular velocity to be extended along the corresponding axis in a direction such 
i 

that rotation appears to proceed counterclockwise when viewed from the end of the 
I 
Vector.    The    same rule will also be observed for moments of force and moments of 

i 
itum. i 
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Th« pivot Joum»lB of the gyroacope frane are carried In the beerln^s 3, 

vhleh «re rigidly attached to the base k.   A gyroscope of this type has tvo degrees 

of freedon: first, rotation of the rotor with respect to the frame at an angular 

Telocity 0 ; and second, rotation of the frame vlth the rotor about the x axis 

(see Fig. 1.1) »latlre to the base k.    In actual applications, the outer . an» of 

'a gyroscope with two degrees of freedom. I.e., the housing of the device Itself, Is 

■oat frequently used as the base. 

The axis of symetry x Is designated the spin axis of the gyroscope.  The 

positive dlwctlon of the z axis aust coincide with the direction of the vector of 

the angular velocity 0 of the proper rotation of the gyroscope. 
| 

The frame and rotor are carefully balanced about the axis of rotation of the 

fx^^e x. Aa already noted, the proper-rotational velocity Imparted to the gyro- 

scope la higb—that la, of the order of 12,000 to 2U,000 rpm or more. A gyroscope 

I possessing a high proper-rotational velocity is called a hlrfi-spead gyroscope. 

The moaent of aosentum of a gyroscope about the rotor-spin axis z is gen- 
l 

«rally designated the angular monentum of the gyroscope and is represented by the 

letter g. • 

//■■CQ f-«•»-••« (1.1) 

r 

where C is the axial moment of inertia of the gyroscope (the moment of inertia of 

2 ' 
the gyroscope about its spin axis) in gf-cm-sec . 

It is a known fact in gyroscope theory that if the base gyroscope with two 

! degrees of freedoa is rotated with an sngular velocity * whose vector is perpea- 

dlcular to the axia of rotation of the gyroscope frame and forma some angle Ö with 

ithe vector fi, a "gyroscopic moment,,r(a Coriolis inertia equal to the vector pro- 

jduct of the vector H by the vector • ) will be exerted on the frame. Thus the 

gyroscopic acnent j  
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If e. 

(1.2) 

perpendicular to the plane containing the vector of the proper moment H and 

t  rector •» (i.e.. It acts about the axis of rotation of the frame) and Is so 

directed that the first vector tends to 

bring Itself Into coincidence with the 

second by the shortest possible path 

(Fig. 1.1). If the gyroscopic moment 

encounters no resistance it vlll turn 

the frame vith the rotor Into a posi- 

tion in iihlch the vector H will coin- 

cide with the vector « . Rotation of 

the base of a gyroscope with two de- 
i 

I grees of freedom about axes coinciding 

fig. 1.1. Gyroscope with two decrees of  with or parallel to the spin axis or the 
; freedom: 
1) gyroscope rotor; 2)  frame; 3) bearings; axis of rotation of the frame cannot 
It) base. 
I give rise to a gyroscopic moment, since 

no Corlolls Inertia arises under these conditions. 

|   It should be noted that the gyroscopic moment—all other factors considered 

I o equal—will assume a mxlmum value at the point where the angle »290 , I.e., when 

the vector of the rotational velocity of the base « Is perpendicular to the vector 

Of the proper gyroscopic moment H. This follows Immediately from Formula (1.2). 

If an external moment H Is applied about the axis of rotation x of the frame 
i 

(Fig. 1.1) of a gyroscope with two degrees of freedom, the gyroscope will, under 

the Influence of this moment, belave like any other solid object having a fixed axis 

Of rotation (in our case, the x axis). In other words, the rotation of the frame 
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with the gyroscope about the x-axls Is subject In this case to the equation 

(neglecting friction); :' 

4~At, (1.3) 

vhere J 1« the mcnent of Inertia, of the frtune with the gyroscope relative to the 
9 

X axis in gf-ca-sec and a  Is the angle through vhlch the frame rotates about the 

x axis. 

The only difference between this gyroscope and the solid object will coislst In 

the fact that the bearings of the ffane will receive an additional load due to the 

gyroscopic moment which arises from the ^ngiii«^ velocity ß  of the spin axis and is 

proportional to this velocity. However, if the frame carrying the gyroscope is 

given a velocity^ about the x-axls at the Instant tsO and is thereafter left un- 

hindered, it will continue to rotate at th's velocity for an indefinite period like 
i 
any other solid body. In practice, however, friction in the bearings and al^ re- 

sistance will eventually bring this motion to a bait. Thus a gyroscope with two de- 
I 
grees of freedom cannot persistently maintain the position originally imparted to it. 

The capacity of a gyroscope with two degrees of freedom to react to an 

angular velocity -  by generating a gyroscopic moment r proportional to w and applied 

io the fTame of the gyroscope 1» an extremely valuable one fron a practical stand- 
i 
I 
point, since it permits such gyroscopes to be used as units which are sensitive to 

sngular velocities.      Highly important gyroscopic devices, such as the differenti- 

ating and integrating gyroscopes, which will be considered later, have been con- 

structed on the basis of this property of the gyroscope with two degrees of freedom. 

Section 2.    Brief Consideration of Gyroscopes With Three Degrees of Freedom 

The gyroscope with three degrees of freedom (Fig. 1.2) consists of the rotor 1, 
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the Inner frame 2 of the glmbal suspension and the outer frone 3 of the glabal 

suspension.  Ihe rotor Is mounted In bearings carried on the Inner fraae, and re- 

volves rapidly with respect to the latter with a constant angular velocity Jl  about 

the spin axis z.  Hie inner frame may rotate with respect to the outer frame about 

the x axis,  ühe outer frame Is, In turn, mounted in bearings fixed In the base k, 

and nay rotate with respect to the latter about Y axis. 

Thus the rotor of the gyroscope has three degrees of freedom:  first, the 

rotation of the rotor Itself with respect to the Inner frame about the spin axis z; 

second, the rotation of the Inner frame carrying the rotor about Its x axlf, relative 

to the outer frame; and third, the rotation of the outer frame carrying the Inner 

frame with the rotor about Its Y axis with respect to the base. The spin axis of 

the gyroscope has two degrees of freeojm. The point 0, at waich the x axis, the 

Y axis of the glmbal suspension and the spin axis z  Intersect, Is the fixed point 

of the gyroscope. All of the motions of the gyroscope reduce to Its rotation with 

a certain Instantaneous angular velocity relative to the fixed point 0. In a 

mechanical sense, therefore, the gyroscope with three degrees of freedom represents 

a solid body secured at a single point—the fixed point 0. 

All components of the gyroscope with three degrees of freedom are subjected to 

careful static balancing with respect to the axes of rotation of the glmbal-suspen- 

slon frames so that the center of gravity of the entire frame-and-rotor system will 

coincide with the fixed point 0. When this condition is established, the gyroscope 

is referred to as astatic. The rotors of gyroscopes with either two or three de- 

grees of freedom are balanced dynamically about their spin axes z. 

Let us consider the basic characteristics of the high-speed gyroscope with 

three degrees of freedom. 

1. If a certain direction in inertia! space, e.g., the direction of a certain 

fixed star, is imparted to the spin axis at the initial moment of the time, and the 

gyroscope is thereafter left unhindered and free from the influence of any external 
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rig. 1.2. 

moments.  It will rigidly    retain the 

direction In Inert:*1 space which was 

originally laparted to It;   this rigidi- 

ty will Increase with Increasing magni- 

tude of the proper moment H.    In 

practice, however.  It Is Imposslule to 

attain complete freedom from effects 

exerted on the gyroscope by external 

moments;  consequently.  Ideal mainten- 

ance by the gyroscope of the direction 

originally Imparted to It Is not 

possible. 

This Is explained as follows: 

Oyroacope with three de- 
grees of freedom. 

1) Rotor of gyroscope; 2)  Inner glmbal 
suspension frame;  3)  outer glmbal-sus- 
penslon frame;  k) base; fi) fixed point     First,   It Is impossible In practice to 
of gyroscope; x)  axis of rotation of 
inner glmbal-suspension frame; Y) axis      fabricate acceptable glmbal-suspenslon 
of potation of outer glmbal-suspenslon 
frame; x) spin axis of gyroscope. bearing« with virtual freedom from 

friction, and consequently to free the 

gyroscope completely from the Influence of the frlctlonal moments which arise  In 

these bearings.    Secondly,  It Is Impossible to construct an Ideally astatic 

gyroscope.    As a result of noncoincldence of xhe center of gravity of the gyro- 

scope with its fixed point 0, a gravitational moment will be exerted on the gyro- 

scope, and, when th«i base is subject to accelerated motion,  a momsnt of transfer 

inertia as well. 

■ 

♦(Author's note) H^re and throughout, the term rigidity refers to the capacity 
of a high-speed gyroscope with three degrees of freedoa to resist the Influence 
of externally applied moments. Thus, the grester the rigidity of the gyroscope, 
the smaller will be its deflection from its original position under the sctlon 
of ■ given applied moment. 
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Any gyroscope vlth three degrees of freedoa used In practice will according- 

ly depart In the course of time from the direction in Inertlal space which was 

originally imparted to it. This departure Is frequently referred to as gyro- 

scopic drift. The drift velocity vill be a function of the param-U-rs of the 

gyroscope and the quality of its construction. The drift velocity of a real 

gyroscope has both systematic and accidental components. The systematic compon- 

ent of the drift velocity may be compensated by applying an appropriate mo=-;nt 

to the gyroscope, but It Is Impossible to compensate the accidental drift-veloci- 

ty components. 

2* An external momsnt M, acting on the gyroscope about the axis of rota- 

tion of one of the glmbal-sus^enslon frames, will cause the spin axis to rotate 

(precession) about the axis of rotation of the other glmbal frame at a velocity 

»'• Hunt ' (lA) 

vtaere 0 la the angle between the global frames. 

This rotation has a tendency to superpose the vector H on the vector M. 

If the external moment M acts about the axis of rotation of the outer glmbal- 

suspenalon frame, the spin axis (the vector H) will. In the course of time, co- 

incide vlth the axis of rotation of this frame. If the moment M acts about the 

axis of rotation of the outer frame this coincidence will not occur, as will 

rradily be seen from fig. 1.2. 

In caaes where the moment applied to the gyroscope does not coincide in 

direction with the axis of rotation of either of the gimbal frames, only its 

projections to these axes will give rise to procession. Formula (lA) and its 

accompanying explanation are referred to as the law of precession of the high- 

speed gimbal-suspended gyroscope, and the motion of the gyroscope under the 

Influence of an external moment which they characterize is known as gyroscopic 
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£rece88lon.    Let us coa^lder examples vhlch serve to llluatra-.e this lav. 

Suppose that an eternal moment ^-due, say, to a load of weight P suspend- 

ed on the am 1 (see Fig.  1.2) fro« the outer frame-act. on the gyroscope ahout 

the «is of rotation x of the Inner frame of the glmbal suspension.    This rodent 

vlll he equal to 

A(a=/>/sin«. 

where © is the angle betweau the gimhal jTramea. 

In accordance with the law of precession (lA), the gyroscope will rotate, 

or "precess" undir the influence of the moment »^ at a velocity 

«       M. PI 
H%in* H 

.bout the «1» of rotation T of the outer frame. This precession will continue 

until the load P is removed, 1. e. as long as the moment »^ remains effective. 

Id» let on extern»] moment ^ be applied to the gyroscope about the axis 

of rotation of the outer frame (Fig. 1.2). Thereupon the gyroscope will precess 

about the axis of rotati:^ of the inner frame at a velocity 

W     Hunt' 

in accordance with the law of precession. 

If the moment M   acts for a sufficiently long period,  this precession will 

sooner or later bring"the spin axis z into coincidence with the axis I of the 

outer frame.    Here the gyroscope loses one degra of freedom, and consequently 

will no longer possess the ch-racteriotlcs of gyroscopes with three degrees of 

freelam; hence it is no longer subject to the law of precession.    For this 

reason, coincidence of the glmbal frames must not be permitted to occur under 

actual operating conditions. 
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Beferring back to Formula (l.U), we should note that the given BOaenta 

acting along ths «tea of the glabal fraaea vlll produce higher precenslonal 

yelocltlea aa the angle between the glnbal fraaes departs increasingly fro* 90 . 

The amallest precesslonal velocities are obtaln-d when the glmbal fraaes are 

mutually perpend5cular (0 = 90°). Accordingly, a high-speed gyroscope will 

achieve maximal rigidity with respect to the disturbance moments acting upon it 

when its glmbal frames are mutually perpendicular. Formula (l.U) for the pre- 

cesslonal velocity of the gyroscope takes the following form for the case of mut 

ually perpendicular frames; 

M 
«F.-w* (1-5) 

The actual motion of a gyroscope with three degrees of freedom under the 

Influence of an external moment is somewhat more complex than that indicated by 

the law of precession. Let us consider this motion. 

Let u» again apply an external moment H^ to the gyroscope about its x  axis; 

this may be done, as before, by means of a load P (Fig. 1.3). Assume that the 

spin axis la stationary at the moment of application of the load P and that the 

load is applied without Importing a velocity to tue sp?" axis. In accordance 

with the law of precession, the gyroscope will precess (rotate) about the T axis 

under the influence of the moment »^ at an angular velocity 

•V. *      H 

The end of the spin axis will now describe the circular arc aa (Fig. 1.3). 

In actuality, however, the gyroscope will move in such a way that whe end of the 

■pin axis describes the trajectory reprssunted by the heavy line in Fig. 1.3. 

The spin axis will revolve about the T axis in one direction with a periodically 

Tarylng velocity whose mean value during a period T will be equal to the velocity 

« 
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It will oscillate simultaneously about the axis to which the external momen,. Is ap- 

piled (the j axis) with an amplitude ß*   _"L »"d a period Tg = 2»-|- , where A 

1. the equatorial moment of Inertia of the ^roscope In gf-cm-sec2. I.e. the moment 

of Inertia of the gyroscope rotor about any axis passing through the point 0 perpen- 

dicular to the spin axis z  (neglecting the Inertia of the glmbal frames, although 

they alao exert an Influence on 0* and T ). , 

This oscillation of the spin axis 

about the axis to which the external mc- 

ment Is applied Is called nutation.'  It 

can be seen from the formulas for tf * and 

T that nutation becomes less pronounced 

as H Increases. Consequently, the higher 

the velocity of proper rotation of the 

gyroscope, the smaller f* and T will be. 

The actual trajectory described by the end 

of the opln axis may also assume looped or 

wavy forms, depending on the Initial con- 

ditions. 

In high-speed gyroscopes, the ampll- 

yig. 1.3 Precesalon and nutation of a 
gyroscope with three degrees 
of freedom. 

tude $*  and the period T^ are so small as to be practically Imperceptible. There- 

fore nutation is usually neglected In studies of the motion of high-speed gyroscopes 

under the influence of external moments, i.e. only the fundamental precesslonal 

motion of the spin axis as deteroOned by the law of precession is taken into account. 

Let ua Justify this procedure in an example using a gyroscope with relatively 

tautation (Latin}: nodding. - - - 
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small H.     We  shall nssume that C  for this gyroscope  Is 1 gf-cm-sec ,   A - 0.6C, 

0   - 12,000 rpm - i*00«rad/sec.     Then,   applying the  formulas  for    f and Tf and 

Formula (l.l) we  find that 

>,-'(fiSW''W,0'lAO 

or, expressing ß  In seconds with Mx In gf-cm, 

P--0.1S7JK,. 

Even with M = 100 gf-cm—a very high figure for gyroscopes of this type- 

. r->»~: 
0.6-1  . _, 

r.»3a—-—-0003 ••«. 

Such oscillation Is virtually unnotlceable  and,   as we said.  Is usually 

neglected.    Since nutation Is highly undesirable In gyrotoechanlsms,   they are 

usually designed In such a way that the amplitude of nutation Is quite  small with 

the result that nutation Is  Imperceptible In operation. 

3.    The high-speed gyroscope with three degrees of freedom is practically In- 

ertlaless.     This means that precession ceases Immediately the external moment act- 
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Flg.  l.k.    Inertia! motion of gyroscope with 
three degrees of freedom. 

Ing upon the gyroscope Is removed.     Bie Inertlal motion of the spin axis which 

arises when precession ends proceeds with such a small amplitude and such a high 

frequency that it Is virtually Imperceptible.     Furthermore,  this Inertlal motion 

Is rapidly damped by air resistance  and the inevitable bearing friction. 

To clarify the nature of the Inertlal motion of a gyroscope with three de- 

grees of freedom,   let us refer to Fig.  1.1».     Let us assume that the gyroscope has 

a proper-rotational velocity   a   and is fixed Immovably In Inertlal space.     Now, 

by striking the frame,   for example,   let us Impart to it an additional angular 

velocity  Q     about the ^ axis,  which is perpendicular to the x and z axes  and,  with 

them,   forms a trihedron (at the initial Instant,  the jr axis coincides vlth the 

Y axis);  then let us leave the gyroscope to itself, without exerting any external 
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Boment upon lt. 

Since the Instantaneous absolute angular velocity of the gyroscope 

5 a "  &♦ 5^   »ill now no longer coincide in direction vlth the spin axis z, but 

fora an angle f vlth It  (see Klg.  1.1») such that tan^=Oy/o   , the spin axis 

Vill no longer be fixed In Inertlal space, but will begin to «ore relative to It. 

The motion vhlch begins will be an Inertlal äotlon since we have Imposed the con- 

dition that no external moments act on the gyroscope.     In Its Inertlal motion, the 

■pin axis of the gyroscope will describe a circular cone with a constant angular 

velocity «e    about th-i stationary vector o of the kinetic acment of the gyroscope 

vlth respect to the fixed point 0.    The magnitude and direction of the vector G are 

constant since no external moments are applied to the gyroscope (klnetlc-moaent 

theorem). 

The kinetic monent O of a gyroscope Is the result of rotation of the gyroscope 

about Its spin axis z as well as of rotation of the spin axis Itself.    The proper 

mement H of the gyroscope Is equal to the projection of the vector O onto the spin 

t axis.    The second canponent of the vector 9 , which Is perpendicular to the z axis, 

la referred to as the equatorial component of the kinetic moment of the gyroscope. 

Since the velocity with which the spin axis of a high-speed gyroscope can rotate I« 

small by canparlson with Its proper-rotatlooal velocity, the eqimtorla:  component of 

the kinetic moment G of a nlgh-speed gyroscope Is negligibly SMII by comparison with 

the angular momentum of the gyroscope H. 

The apical angle of the cone (2 *   ) Is determined fro» the expression 

Where C and A are the axial and equatorial moments of Inertia of the gyroscope (the 

inertia of the glmbal frames Is neglected). 
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■onent upon lt. 

i Since the Inatantaneoua at«olute angular velocity of the gyroscope * 

5a > 6+ 6  vlll now no longer coincide In direction with the «pin axis z, but 

for« an angle f with It (sec Fig. l.k)  such that tan ^ = Q y /o ,  the spin axis 

will no longer be fixed In Inertlal space, but will begin to move relative to It. 

Ihe motion which begins will be an Inertlal motion since we have Imposed the con- 

dition that no external moments act on the gyroscope. In Its Inertlal motion, the 

■pin axis of the gyroscope will describe a circular cone with a constant angular 

velocity WQ about th^ stationary vector ö of the kinetic manent of the gyroscope 

With respect to the fixed point 0. The magnitude and direction of the vector G are 

constant since no external moments are applied to the gyroscope (kinetic-moment 

theorem). 

P>e kinetic moment Ö of a gyroscope Is the result of rotation of the gyroscope 

about Its spin axis z  a» well as of rotation of the spin axis Itself. The proper 

^y    moswnt H of the gyroscope Is equal to the projection of the vector G onto the spin 

'if f* 
B axis. The second component of the vector G , which Is perpendicular to the z  axis,  't- 

is referred to as the equatorial component of the kinetic moment of the gyroscope» 

Since the velocity with which the spin axis of a high-speed gyroscope can rotate Is 
i 
•mall by comparison with Its proper-rotational velocity, the equatorial component of 

tha kinetic moment G of a high-speed gyroscope Is negligibly small by coaparlson with 

the angular momentum of the gyroscope H. 

The apical angle of the cone {2 9   } Is determined from the expression 

A A    Q, 

c    T     c   a 

«here C and A are the axial and equatorial moments of Inertia of the gyroscope (the 

Inertia of tae glmbal frames Is neglected). 
          [; 



The Telocity *    Is the component of the -velocity  «i directed along the 

rector 0 and la obtained on deconposltlon of w  In the direction of the yector 
a. 

O and the «pin axis z (see Fig. 1.4). Using the slallar triangles 03E and OVF,  we 

obtain the value of the velocity •_ In the form 

vheree = A 0y la the equatorial component of the «yroscope's kinetic aonent. 

It !• evident fron the exprecslon for tan * that this angle Is very BHäII, 

•Ince the velocity which may be laparted In practice to the spin axis of a high- 

speed gyroacope without damaging the gyroscope (in our case, the velocity Q ) Is 

considerably ■sailer than the proper-rotatloiÄl velocity Q . Moreover, A < C In 

production gyroscopes. Let us consider an exaaple. 

Suppoa» we have a gyroscope with caaparatlvely snail H whose cl»racterl«tlc 

values are as follows: C . 1 gf-cm-«ec2, A . 0.6C, Q . 12,000 rp«. Let us la- 

part to It a secondary angular velocity o £ = 10 rpa (Fig. 1.4) which we know to be 

larger than the velocity which can be glv«, the spin axis of a gyroscope of this 

type. Mien, applying the formula for tan * , we obtain 
• 

.  0.6-1      JO 
Ua •>• . »rA MOS     ■•■I'AJ- 

I        U/JOO       *        •    *     ' *• 

In this example, therefore, the total apical angle of the cone described by the 

spin axis in its inertlal motion will be 3' 26". 

As seen from the expression given for the velocity -e , this is greater than 

the proper-rotational velocity Q . 

 AceePdl"*l0r' *** laert1*1 ■otlon or the «P1» "!• «y »l*»ys be kept practically 
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Imperceptible by proper aelcctlon of the gyrcscopc parameters.    This  condition Is 

invariably met In the case of high-speed gyroscopes.    At the Instant at which the 

external moment applied to the gyroscope ceases to act—as a result of which pre- 

cession al«o stops—the instantaneous absolute angular velocity of the gyroscope 

will be composed of the proper-rotational velocity and the velocities of precession 

and nutation which prevailed at this Instant, and will consequently be directed at 

a certain aiimll angle to the spin axis.    The inertial motion will begin as a result 

of this.    As indicated previously, however, the amplitude of tils motion will be so 

■oall in hitfi-speed gyroscopes that the spin axis will.  In practice, become sta- 

tionary as soon a« the external moment ceases to. act.    Alao mentioned above was the 

fact that friction in the glmbal-suspension bearings and air resistance lead to 

rapid decay of   the inertial motion of the spin axis.     It is this which causes the 

practically inertialess character of the high-speed gyroscope. 

1».    The high-speed gyroscope with three degrees of freedom is characterized 

by rigidity toward disturbing forces which act for short periods.    This means that 

when a short-term disturbing force acts upon this gyroscope, its rotor spin axis 
I 
I will eaqperlence Tlrtually no change of direction in space. 

It should be remembered, however, that even very small external moments which 

act for conalderable periods in one direction are capable of producing considerable 

deflections of the gyroscope spin axis from its original position. 

•One fundamental properties of the high-speed gyroscope with three degrees of 

freedom which we lave outlined above are such as to ensure its use over a broad 

range of technical fields.    In certain cases, however, the degree of precision with 

which it is necessary to maintain the direction in inertial space originally im- 

parted to the gyroscope is so high that it is frequently impossible to ensure this 

precision by mean» of the designs ordinarily used for gyroscopes with three degrees 

of frecdcu. 
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Section  3.     Certain Specific  Applications   of the  Gyrosci-pc 

With Three Degrees of Freedom 

The technical applications of gyroscopes with three degrees of freedom are 

exceedingly numerous and varied with respect to both the purpose Jevolved and the 

way In which the gyroccope  Is put to use. 

Here we shall consider,   In one of Its 

variants,   the practice of using a gyro- 

scope with three degrees of freedom to 

determine the orientation of some object 

(an aircraft,  rocket,  etc.) with reference 

to a certain coordinate system which mpy 

be either fixed or revolving In a pre- 

scribed manner In Inertlal space.    This 

application of the gyroscope Is  of the 

highest Importance In controlling the 

motion of aircraft,   rockets,  etc.    We shall not,  however,  make It our purpose to 

study this problem In detail,  but shall consider It In general terms and only to the 

extent necessary to explain why the so-called floating gyroscope has now been 

adopted as a means of solving the zost critical cases of the above problem. 

Let AXQ^QSQ be seme earth-related or inertlal system of coordinates  (Flg.l.?). 

It will be recalled that  a system of measurement Is termed Inertlal when Newton's 

first law (the law of Inertia)  applies to It.     Suppose further that  some object, 

e.g.,   a rocket,  is moving with respect to this  system of coordinates.  The  trihedron 

OXYZ,  whose origin occurs at the object's center of gravity 0,  is permanently at- 

tached to it.     The X and Y axes lie in the object's  longitudinal plane of symmetry, 

Fig.  1.5).     Determination of the 
position of an object moving 
In space. 
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with the X axis directed along the longitudinal axis of the object.    We shall des- 

ignate X the longitudinal  axle,  Y the nonBal axis,  and Z the transverse  axis.    The 

positive directions of these axes,   as well as those of all the other axes repre- 

sented In Fig.  1.5,   are  Indicated by the arrows.     Further,   let us take  a system of 

axes 0 P >1^ which have their origin at the saae point 0 and proceed parallel to 

the axes of the Ax^-ZQ-system or possess a definite orientation with respect to 

the earth. 

The position of the object In question with respect to the  coordinate system 

AJCQ&JZQ,  or with respect to the earth when the axes AXQJTQZQ are referred to the 

c »rth and the axes 0%7j£   are related to It In a definite manner,   Is determined 

by the three coordinates of Its center 

of. gravity 0 and the three angles   p, ^, 

and  y which describe the position of the 

OXYZ-systea with respect to the axes 

0 t« f.    I^t us examine these angles. 

The system 0 g Ä C   "^ te shifted to the 

position of OXYZ by three rotational 

operations,  as  follows  (Fig.   1.6).    First, 

we must turn the system of axes O^rjf 

through an angle If   about the axis  J , 

bringing the axes   f   and 1J   Into the 

positions Z,   and X.;  next,   the system 

OX, f Z,  should be turned through an angle 

/J about the Z,  axis,   so that the axes X^ 

and    f occupy the positions X and Y ; 

finally,  the system OXY2Z1 must be rotated 

through an angle -y   about the X-axla, 

whereupon the a>"» T2 and Z^ assume the 

Fig.  1.6.    The angles   j«-, if, 
and ^ , which characterize the 
position of the axes OXYZ of 
the object with respec£"to the 
axes 0£7)£,  which have a fixed 
orientation In space. 
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position« Y and Z and the ayitem 0 ( « f has been made congruent vlth the tyatem 

Onz .    The cosines of the angles fonned by the axes X,Y, and Z with the axes 

ft** and    f    are presented In the following table: 

X —tin^cost   .    tos + ct»J    !        tint 

cos <|> un T sin f xn i cos t cos t 

Z       I     cm'y COST sis i cos x     I   —cos I sin 7 

(1.6) 

The three angles under consideration -- ♦  , t  , and >    — fully determine the 

directions of the axes OXYZ of the object,  or, In other words.  Its position with 

respect to the axes 0 ( 11.    Since the angles   i , *    , and T   are the angles of 

rotation of the object about the axes   f , Zj, and X, the latter will be referred 

to as the axea of measurement.  I.e.   the axes to which measurements of the above 

angles are referred. 

rOtuM in order to determine the position of the object with reference to the 
t 
! system KX^QZQ (F1K.  1.5)* It Is necesairy to have the three coordliÄtes of Its 
1 

j center of gravity 0, which determine the location of the object, and the three 

angles + , d , and 1 , knowledge of which Is necessary for control of the ob- 

ject's motion. Hie coordinates of the center of gravity 0 are measured by means 

of the so-called navigation system«, which perform this operation either seml- 

; automatically or automatically.    If the moving object is an airplane and is not 
1 
1 

equipped with an automatic or semi-automatic navigation system.  Its location with 

, reference to the earth -- in other word«,  its location with respect to the system 
I 

AJ^TQZQ, which in this case is referred to the earth —  is determined by the pilot 

_or navigator, using aerial-navigation techniques and the appropriate lamedlate- 
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•valuation devices. 

Tberc are In exlttence several t,ype« of navigation »yeteni» which differ 

from one another in operating principle.  Ore of these -- the Inertlal-navlgatlon 

■yitea, for vhlch floating gyroscope« have also been developed -- will be dis- 

cussed in general terms In the last chapter of this book. 

Although determination of the coordinates of the center of gravity 0 of the 

object. I.e. It« location. Is possible and was accomplished for Bane time without 

the aid of gyroscopes, no generally reliable method exists for direct determination 

without the use of gyroscopes of the angles ♦ , < , and y   for an object moving 

through the air. 

Let us assume that the system kxrtfnZn  1B Inertlal and that the axes 0 M f 

are respectively parallel to the axe« kxrtfnzni  now consider the manner In which It 

will be possible, using gyroscopes with three degrees of freedom, to determine the 

angles * , « , and v for this case. The case is characterized by the necessity 

of determining these angles with reference to the axes 0 { v f, which, like the 

axes AxoJoZO' have fixed orientations in inertlal space. To make it possible to 

measure the angles * , * , and y  , therefore, it will first be necessary to 

reproduce the axec 0 (? f in a concrete form -- either together or separately — 

*in the moving object. For this purpose we may use a gyroscope with three degrees 

of freedom, which, as indicated In Sec. 2, will possess the ability to maintain 

it« spin axis rigidly in a given direction in Inertlal space. 

A «laplified drawing «howing the design of a gyroscope with three degrees of 

freedom appear« in Fig. 1.7. The gyroscope ro4 or and the inner frame of the glmbal 

suspension together farm, the so-called gyromotor. The gyroscope shown in Fig. 

1.7 has an alternating-current gyromotor, which is usually built as an asynchro- 

nous motor with a short-circuited rotor which revolves at constant speed. As a 

rule, the inner frame Z of the glmbal suspension Is given the form of a closed 
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■hell — a practice baaed on conBlderatlone of principle. 

Let ua mount the gyroacope housing 5 In a moving object, e.g., the rocket 

ahown in Fig. 1.5, In auch a vay that the fixed point 0 of the gyroacope (Fig. 

1.7) colncldea with the center of gravity 0 of the object, and tne axla of rota- 

tion of the outer glmbal frame la directed along the normal Y axla of the object. 

The longitudinal and tranaverae axea of the Inatrument housing are made to coin- 

cide with the longitudinal (X) and transverse (Z)  axes of the object, recpectivt-ly. 

(Flga. 1,5 and 1.7). Let ua further direct the apln axla (^)of the gyroacope 

along the  » axle of the ayatem £ ( i {.    Thla arrangement makes the apln ax «a 

a concrete reproduction of the  » axla. With ^ * * = T i0, the axla of rotation 

Y of the outer frame will coincide with the f axla, and the axla of rotation of 

the inner frame with the axea Z and t    ,  which are coincident in thla Instance. 

The diapoaition of the axea for +   r * = 7 <5 is ahown in Fig. 1.7. We 

til 

Fig. 1,7. Simplified drawing ahowing conatructlon of gyroacope with three 
degreea of freedom, l) BearInga of outer glmbal frame; 2) inner glmbal 
frame; 3) bear Inga of inner frame; 1») gyromotor atator; 5) gyroacope 
bousing; 6) outer glmbal frame; 7) gyroacope rotor. 
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have noted that the device Is positioned In such a way that the fixed point 0 

of the gyroscope coincides with the center of gravity 0 of the object. This 

condition Is by no means obligatory, however, and has only been made to make the 

discussion clearer. 

If the object, together with the gyroscope housing, Is now rotated with 

reference to the system of axes 0 t f f, the following will take place as a result 

of the directional stability of the spin axis In space: 

1) the housing of the gyroscope will turn through a certain angle i** 

•bout its axis of rotation with respect to the outer frame; 

2) the outer frame will turn through a certain angle i'    with respect to 

the Inner frame about the letter's axis of rotation; 

3) the inner frame will turn through a certain angle y' about the spin 

axis z of the gyroscope. 

In the general case, these three angles i»', a',  and 7* will not be equal 

to the angles f , ' » and y    , but will be known functions of these three angles. 

As will be seen upon examination of Fig. 1.7, however, the gyroscope shown in 

this figure can only be used in one way or another to measure the angles #• and 

§'  . It will be impossible to measure the angle > ' because the body of the 

gyroscope rotor Is in continuous rotation relative to the inner frame. In what- 

ever position we place the gyroscope with three degrees of freedom, it can only 

be used to measure two angles—the angle of rotation of the housing with respect 

to the outer frame, and the angle of rotation of the outer frame relative to the 

inner frame. Ve cannot measure the angle of rotation of the Inner frame about 

the spin axis because the rotor spins uninterruptedly.  To render it possible to 

measure all three angles with a single instrument, the device would need a com- 

ponent whose orientation In space was constant, rather than an axis of the type 

which is found in the case of the gyroscope with three degrees of freedom; In this 

' ess« ve would have only two equations for determination of the three angles f , 
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» , and    7   : 

ThvM It 1« lapoMlble to determine all three angles  * ,  a , and   "r   ty means of a 

■ Ingle gyroscope vlth three degrees of freedom.     In practice, tvo such gyroscopes 

are used for this purpose.    It Is desirable to Install these gyroscopes In the 

Object In such a wy that they produce direct measurements of the angles which In- 

terest us:    * ,    # , and    y .    However, this can be accomplished only In the cases 

of   # and   >  .    The reason far this Is as follows.    The axis of the device about 

which the angle that It measures directly Is reekonel will be designated the In- 

strument's measurement axis.    Kor the angle measured directly by the device to be 

equal to the angle In which we are Interested, It would be necessary for the 

measurement axis of the Instrument to coincide with the measurement axis of that 

angle.    The measurement axis of the angle   *   is the   f   axis (Fig. 1.6), whose 

l orientation In space la fixed. 

Ifce spin axis z of the gyroscope alone retains  Its fixed orientation In 
i 

apace when the object la subjected to arbitrary motion. However, It la Impossible 

to make use of this as the measurement axis of the Instrument, since -- as we have 

already noted — It la impoaslble to measure angles of rotation about It. All the 

accessible measurement axes of the Instnanent are aubject to one form of variation 

or another In their orientation In space when the object Is moved In an arbitrary 

flaahlon.    Thus direct measurement of the angle   ♦   Is not possible In the general 

case. 

In order to obtain signals proportional to the angles which are measured 

directly by the gyroscopes, we must equip them with contact-type or contactless 

detectors  (plckoffa) of one kind or another.    Let us assume that our gyroscopes 
I j I 
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are provided vlth potentiometer plckoffs 

Let u« consider the problem of positioning the gyroscopes for measurement 

of the angles + ,  t t  and  > .  One of the pair of gyroscoTi(»B UBe<i rr>»- ti»e aeubure- 
l * I 

ment of these angles will be used to determine 9   and ir , and the other for 
I 1 

■casurement of ^ . Let us examine first the gyroscope with which it is intended 

to measure * and T , referring to Fig. 1.8. The housing of the instrument is 

Installed in the object in such a way that the axis of rotation 1 of the outer 

glmbal frame lies along the longitudinal axis of the object (Fig. 1.8), while the 

transverse axis of the instrument housing (the axis of rotation of the ball ring 

10; coincides with the object's transverse axld Z. The coincidence of these axes 
I      " j 

is not mandatory, however; it is adopted here as an aid to description.  It is 
1 I 

only necessary for the axis of rotation of the outer frame and the transverse 

axis of the bousing to be parallel to the longitudinal and transverse axes of the 

housing, respectively. ' 1 

The spin axis x  of the gyroscope must be directed along the f axis of the 

system 0 i  »fin order to reproduce the latter axis In a concrete form.  In this 

case, the Z^ axis vin coincide with the geometric axis of rotation of the inner 

glmbal frame 2 (Figs. 1.6 and 1.8). With the instrument housing and gyroscope in 

this position it develops that for +   s 4 z J sO,  the X axis coincides with the 

* axis, the Y axis with the z  and t  axes, and the Z axis with the { axis, as 

shown In Fig. 1.8. The measurement axes of the device are the X and Z axes; the 

angle 7 must be measured about the formar, and the angle t   about the latter. 

Since the X axis Is the measurement axis for the angle > (Fig. 1.6), this nngle 
! ! 

will be subject to direct measurement, dirce the Z axis does not generally 

coincide with the measurement axis Z. of th« angle a  , the reasurementa of this 

angle will be subject to error.  What is done to measure the angle * directly 

vlll be described below. 
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Fig. 1.8. Simplified drawing showing construction of a gyro- 
scope designed for measurement of the angles * 
and r  . 
1) Outer glmbal frame; 2) Inner glmbal frame; 3) 
gyroscope rotor; 1») gyromotor stator; 5) poten- 
tloneter for angle 7 ; 6) wiper of potentiometer 
for angle t ; 7) center-point tap of potentlo- 
■eter for angle > ; 8) gyroscope housing; 9) dog; 
10) ball ring;  II) potentiometer for angle * ; 
12) wiper of potentiometer for angle a   ; 13) 
center-point tap of potentiometer for angle tf . 

Potentiometer plckoffs are mounted on the measurement axes of the device. 

Th« wound potentiometer carcasses 5 and 11 are attached to the Instrument housing 

8 at the X and Z axes, respectively. The wiper 6 of the potentiometer 5 Is 

mounted on the outer glmbal frame. The wiper 12 of the potentiometer 11 Is at- 

tached to the ball ring 10, which Is carried In bearings located In the Instrument 

housing on the measurement axis Z. This enables the ball ring to rotate relative 

to the Instrument housing about the Z axis. The roller of the dog 9, which Is 

■ounted on the Inner glmbal frame and coincides with the negative part of the 
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Flg. 1.9. Potentiometer circuit dia- 
gram, l) Center point of potentio- 
meter winding; 2} potentiometer wind- 
ing; 3) potentiometer wiper. 

T  axla, insert« into the slot of the tall 

ring. Thia roller la free to travel along 

the bail-ring alot. When # = "r =  0, 

i.e. when the T axla coincides with the 

z  axla, the wipers 6 and 12 are located 

opposite the center tape 7 and 13 of the 

potentiometers, under these circumstances, 

their output voltages will be zero, as 

will be seen from the potentiometer cir- 

cuit diagram presented in Fig. 1.9« When 
• 

the Y axla does not coincide with the z 

axis, the output voltage U^ of each 

potentiometer is proportional to the 

angle of rotation of the wiper about the centerpoint of the potentiometer. The 

polarity of the output voltage la determined by the direction in which the wiper 

is deflected. I 

Let us find the angles of rotation of the wipers with reapect to the 

potentiometer centerpolnts as they appear on rotation of the housing through the 

angles ^ , ♦ , and 1  . We shall refer for this purpose to Fig. 1.10, In which 

j the axes OXTC occupy arbitrary positions with respect to the axes O |» {■  . The 

i centerpoint 7 (see Fig. 1.8) of the potentiometer 5 lies in a plane which passes 

t 
j through the X and Y axes, l.evln the plane XOY. The wiper 6 of thia potentiome- 

ter is situated in a plane passing through the X axis and the gyroscope spin axis 

I _t,l.e.,ln the plane XOz. Thus the angle of rotation of the wiper 6 relative to 

the centerpoint 7 of the potentiometer 5 will ^e equal to the dihedral angle be- 

tveon these planes.  It is obvious from Fig. 1.10 that this angle is the angle 

•%      . Accordingly, the output voltage of the potentiometer 5 will be directly 

1 proportional to the angle Y , In other words, measurements of the angle Will r.-.t 

be subject to error. 
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The centerpolnt 13 of the potentiometer 11 llee In the plane of the Y and Z 

axei, or In the plAne YCZ fFlg. 1.10). The wiper 12 of thla potentiometer occu- 

plea the pla,ne of the axes Z and r^.e.jthe plane ZOz. The angle of rotation of 

the viper 12 with reference to the centerpolnt 13 will be equal to the dihedral 

angle between these planes.  Let this be denoted by *' . To determine thla 

angle we refer to the right spherical 

triangle ABC (F1K. 1.10). Fraa  this we 

have 

i"»»sin(90a4-T)(ol'. 

It follows that 

.„ft-«'.Hi.     (1.7) 

BUIB the angle * ' , which Is mea- 

sured directly by the Instrument, will 

not be equal to the angle t .    Measure- 

^ h.2?:    1>etermlaa"<« of angles of  ments of the angle tf will be subject to 
rotation of wipers relative to 
potentiometers of a gyroscope      an error which Increases as T • The 
designed for measurement of angles 
♦  and y   • reason for this was explained earlier. 

|To obtain a literal measurement of 0   , 
i 

it would be necessary to place the potentiometer not on the Z axis of the housing, 

but rather on the axl/i of rotation x of the Inner frame, which, in the Instance 

under consideration. Invariably coincides with the measurement axis ^ of the angle 

«  (Figs. 1.6, 1.8 and 1.10)j the positive directions of the x and ZL axes are 

directly opposed. For this purpose It would be necessary to mount the wound car- 

cass of the potentiometer on the outer glmbal frame and attach the potentiometer 

wiper to the inner frame of the jiyroscope (the converse arrangement could also be 

used, but this would be leas convenient from an engineering standpoint). In this 

case the angle of rotation of the wiper relative to the potentiometer will be 

equal to the dihedral angle between the planes YO^ fthe plane of the potentlome- 
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ter centerpolnt) and zOZ^  (the plane of the potentiometer viper), vhlch (angle) is 

eqiml to # , aa seen from Fig. 1.10. As a rule, hovever, the # potentlaneter of 

an autonatlc pilot Is placed on the Z axis of the Instrument houslii«, as shown In 

Fig. 1.8. The reason for this Is the fact that elevator control must be a function 

of #' rather than # for correct automatic piloting. Furthermore, this location 

of the potentiosieter permits reduction of the number of current leads to the outer 

frame of the gyroscope and relieves its bearings of the weight of the potentlo- 

■eter. It vill be seen fron Formula (1.7) that the angle a' is practically equal 

to 0  at sssüJL angles y  , since ve may assume, in this case, that cos » *  1. 

However, if It is required that an electrical signal proportional to the angle * 

be developed with the potentiometer located on the Instrument housing, it will be 

necessary to aultlply the voltage obtained from the potentiometer for tf (more 

properly, # ' ) by the cosine of the voltage recorded by the T potentiometer. 

Let ua turn now to consideration of the gyroscope whose function it is to 

sure the angle ♦ (Fig. 1.11). The instrument is placed in the object In the 

outlined in connection with Fig. 1.7. The neajxirement axis of the device 

I im  the T azla (Fig. l.ll). The wound carcass of the potentiometer Is accordingly 

mounted on the instrument housing, while the potentiometer wiper is attached to 

the outer gimbal frame. For determination of the angle of rotation * 'of the 

viper with respect to the potentiometer, given an arbitrary position of the ob- 
i 

! Ject (of the axes 03CYZ) with respect to the axes 0   f « f   , let us turn to Fig. 

1.12.    The centerpolnt 6 of the potentloaeter 7 (aee Fig.  1.11)  is situated in a 

plane which passes through the X and f axes,l.e.jlies in the plane XOY (¥1*. 1.12). 

The potentiometer viper 5 falls in a plane passing through the Y and z axes  (Fist. 

il.ll), Leslies in the plane YOz (Fig. 1.12).    The angle of rotation of the wiper 

, 3 vith respect to the potentiometer 7 is equal to the dihedral angle between the 

'above planes,i.e.,, the angle *' (Fig. 1.12).    Applying the cotangent formula for P 
i i »- 

!        I  
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Flg. 1.11.  Simplified drawing showing construction of gyro- 
scope designed for measurement of angle ^ 
1) Outer global frame; 2) Inner glmbal frame; 
3) gyromotor rotor; k)  gyromotor stater; 3)  poten- 
tiometer wiper; 6) center-point tap of potentlo- 
■eter; 7) potentiometer; 8) gyroscope housing. 

the spherical triangle fBC. we obtain 

+ sin(90° !»)..., (90,-i.'). 

nils glres 

,..f- IM'- co« T + tin 7 «in 4 

(1.8) 

I 
It Is seen from this formula that the angle #' will be eqjal to our 

■ought angle 1* only for T -  *     = 0. The error In the determination «if the 

angle ^ , which we shall designate the plmballlng error, will be equal to 

cost (1.9) 

nils is the most general form of the formula.    If we set   * here equal to zero, 

we shall obtain the formula usually presented In the literature for the glmballlng 
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nror due aolely to the presence of an angle y 

A Toltage proportional to the angle t   nay be obtained by correcting the 

output Toltage of the potentiometer, which Is proportional to «(', In accordance 

vlth the formula 

— vhich Is derived from Equality (1.8)- 

ualng the output voltages of the poten- 

tlometers for the angles t   and  <9 . 

It will be seen from Jormula (l.A) 

that If the angles J and 7 are BUCH 

that the product of their sines may be 

neglected and their cosines assumed 

equal to unity, the angle ^ will be 

equal far practical purposes to the 

angle ^ 

Thus we have seen how two gyro- 

scopes with three degrees of freedom may 

i b« used to determine the angles t   ,   9     ,  and > , which characterize the 

position of an object (aircraft, rocket, etc.) with reference to a system 0 {f f 

, (see Fig. 1.5) having a fixed orientation in inertlal space. 

!       low let us consider means of determining the position of an object, e.g., 

an aircraft, with respect to the earth by the use of gyroscopes with three de- 

| grees of freedon. We shall relate the axes Ajcpyozo (see Fig. 1.5) to the earth, 

for example, by placing their origin A at the point of take-off. Let the zQ axis 

1 be directed vertically upward, then the XQ  and JQ axes will lie in the horizontal 

plane. We shall assign "geographical" orientations to these axes: the x0 axis 

j will be directed to the east, and the ^o sxis to the north. The origin of the 

axes 0 (« T (Fig. 1.5) will be connected to some point of the moving object 

Fig. 1.12. Determination of angle of 
rotation of wiper with reference 
to gyroscope potentiometer designed 
to measure the angle ^ 
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(aircraft,  etc.)—e.g.,   to Its center of gravity 0—and ve shall assign orientations 

to these axes  similar to those given the axes Ax^ z  .    Here the    £ axis will be 

directed vertically upward;   the   ^   and  f]   axes will be horizontal,   with the 

axis pointed eastward and the  "7 axis  toward the north (Fig.   1.13).     As previously, 

we shall only concern ourselves with detenr-lnotlon of the position of the object, 

or,  in other words,   the axes OXYZ connected to it (Fig.   1.5),  with reference to the 

axes 0 £ ft £ .     As before,   this position will be characterized by three angles:   yfr , 

J;   and ^   (Fig.   1.6).    In this case these angles bear the  following designations: 

J^ Is the course angle  (or,  more properly,   the course with Its sign changed), <tP  is 

the pitch angle,   and f   Is the roll angle.     However,  the orientation of the axes 

0 fc Jy £  in Inertia! space,   although fixed 

in our previous discussion,  will now vary 

continually,  even In cases where the ob- 

ject Is stationary with respect to the 

earth.    The instantaneous angular velocity 

of the axes 0 £ 7f £  in Inertlal space Is 

the sum of the following three velocities 

(Fl«. 1.13): 

llnrllf 

^ Cr.„« 

[; 

Fig.  1.13.     Orientation of axes 
0 § 71 ^  in determining posi Mon of 
object (e.g.,   an airplane) wl'h re- 
spect to the earth.     R) Radius of 
earth; \ t <P ) geographical coordin- 
ates (longitude  and latitude) of point 
k^ directly beneath object; h) alti- 
tude;  v ,   v  ) «"»st-and north-directed 
components of ground speed of object; 
Ci>e) angular velocltjr of earth's di- 

urnal rotation;   ^,   X ) angular rates 
of change in latitude and longitude 
due to motion of object with veloc- 
ities vv and v_. 

1. CJ    the angular velocity of the 

earth's diurnal rotation,   since the system 

0 P >i f rotates with the earth; 

2. If ,  the  rate of change in 

latitude due to motion of the object 

with reference to the earth along a 

meridian arc at a velocity v  . 

Since angular velocity is equal to cir- 

cumferential velocity divided by the 
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radi,us, we may write  (neglecting h as  snail by cor.parlson with R) 

T   « 

The velocity v    Is considered positive when directed toward the north.     Thus when 

v    1B positive,   the velocity  ^ Is  In the negative direction of the    J£ axis. 

3. X    ,  the rate of change  In longitude due to motion of tne object with 

respect to the earth along a parallel with  a velocity vE,   which Is  considered 

ppsltlve when directed eastward.     Dividing the circumferential velocity vE by the 

radius of the parallel,   which Is equal to R cos f , we obtain 

(1.12) 
Acoif 

The vector of the velocity X Is directed along the axis of diurnal rotation of 

the earth, Juct as Is the vector of the velocity We. 

For the sake of convenience, we shall transfer the composite vector cJe + \ 

to the origin 0 of the system of axes 0^7/^.  I^t u , u , and u  denote the 

projections of the instantaneous angular velocity of the system 0 | 7| ^ onto the 

f, y\,  and T axes.  It is seen from Figure 1.13 and Formulas (l.ll) and (1.12) 

that 

B,=(•,+Mcos r = "*.cos T +-jf 

m-^+^sinf—<»,«inf+—■'■•9. (1.13) 

In the case under examination,   as in the case where the orientation of the 

Byatem 0 f h f  In space remained invariant,   two gyroscopes with three degrees of 
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freedom, disposed In the object a« »hown In Figs. 1.8 and 1.11, are used to 

■eaaure the angles f  , *  , and  T .  In addition, eyerythlng »aid In con- 

nection vlth the relatlonBhlps between the angles measured directly by the gyro- 

scopes and the angles * , 0 , and 7  remains fully valid. Here, however. 

In order to create combined or Individual concrete reproductions of the axes 

0 t » f In the object. It will be necessary to correct (to vary) constantly the 

directions of the spin axes of both gyroscopes In Inertlal space, l.e.^to set the 

spin axes rotating In Inertlal space In such a way that they maintain the re- 

quired positions with reference to the earth. The spin axis z of the gyroscope 

to be used for measurement of the angle ^ must be horizontal and directed toward 

the north. I.e.,must coincide with the *  axis (Fig. 1.13); the spin axis z  of 

the gyroscope whose function Is measurement of the angles * and Y should retain 

its vertical position, that Is, coincide with the f axis (Fig. 1.13)- 

It follows fTon the law of precession that a corresponding external moment 

Must be applied to the gyroscope In order to shift the spin axis In Inertlal 

space at the desired velocity. The devices used to generate this moment are 

extremely varied In nature, but the conmonest one at the present time Is the 

torque generator (we shall refer to It as the tarquers) which Is Installed on the 

axes of the outer and Inner glmbal frames. Torquers vary In design and working 

principle.  Flat, asynchronous two-phase multlpole reversible motors with short- 

circuited rotors of the squirrel-cage type, operating in the short-circuited 

condition, are frequently used as torquers. A torquer of this kind Is often 

termed a motor-corrector or a correction motor. 

A torquer fitted to the axis of the outer frame and applying to the gyro- 

scope a moment which acts about this axis will be referred to as an outer-frame 

torquer) similarly, a torquer  applying a moment to the gyroscope about the axis 

ef rotation of the Inner frame and mounted on this axis will be called an Inner- 

 1   
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r frame torquer. 

Instead of mounting the Inner-frame tcrquer on the Inner glmbal frame, we 

■ay locate It on tie Z axl« of the Instrument hou*lng vlth the «tator on the left- 

tend vail of the housing anl the rotor on the «haft of the hall ring 10 (see Klg. 

1.8;th* torquer doe« not appear here).  In this case the torquer moment would be 

transmitted to the gyroscope through the hall ring 10 and the dog 9. This posi- 

tion is to be preferred In certain cases; In others, however. It Is generally un- 

suitable. Moreover, It considerably complicates the laws governing the moraent 

generated by the torquer and makes it a function of the angle ♦ , even with 

# a » =0, which is a highly undesirable situation. Accordingly, we shall 

assume that the inner-frame torquer is mounted on its axis of rotation, with the 

stater on the outer frame anl the rotor on the inner frame. 

As previously noted, the outer- 

frame torquer is mounted on the axis of 

rotation of this frame, with its stator 

on the instrument housing and its rotor 

on the outer frame. 

Figure l.lU presents a schematic 

drawing showing the construction of a 

gyroscope equipped with two torquers 

and designed for measurement of the 

angle #  .  The position of the hous- 

ing with reference to the axes 0 1 it 

In Fig. 1.1k  corresponds to the case in 

which * = * • T « 0. 

The spin axis £ of the gyroscope 

must be hcrlsoatal and directed toward 

Fig. l.lh.  Simplified drawing showing de- 
sign of gyroscope equipped with two 
torquers for measurement of the angle ^ . 

1) Outer giabal frame; 2; inner glm- 
bal framej 3) gyroscope rotor; k) 
gyromotor stator; 5) potentiometer 
wiper; 6) center-point tap of poten- 
tiometer; 7) potentiometer; 8) gyro- 
scope housing; 9) stator of inner- 
frame torquer; 10) rotor of inner- 
frame torquer; 11) stator of outer- 
frame torquer; 12) rotor of outer- 

 frame torquer. 
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the north. I.e., muBt coincide vlth the i »xls (Fig. 1.13) «t all tlmee. To 

do so It Bust rotate In Inei Hal space about the (   and t   axe« vlth the veloci- 

ties u and u given by Equalities (1.13).  Let us establish the moments vhlch 

the torquers must develop In order to effect the required rotation of the spin 

axis In Inertlal space.  The argument vlll refer throughout to Fig. 1.15, In 

which the axes OXYZ occupy an arbitrary position, characterized by the angles + 

t   , and y    , vlth respect to the axes 0 j ^ f,  The gyroscope spin axis z  Is 

drawn coincident with the  »  axld. I.e., In the required position.  The systen 0 

I ? f is oriented as shown In Fig. 1.13. Let us determine first the position of 

the axis of rotation of the inner ginbal frame.  It is clear from Figs. l.lU and 

1.15 that this axis must coincide with the line of intersection of two planes 

which pass through the point 0:   the plane XOZ, which Is perpendicular to the 

axis of rotation Y of the outer frame and the plane  f 0 f  , which is perpen- 

dicular to the spin axis _z.  Extending these planes, we find their line of 

Fig. 1.15. Determination of moments M and My for gyroscope 
designed to measure angle —  ^ .— 
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{      Intersection, which Lm  the negative part of the axis of rotation x of the Inner 

fraae. Extendlcg this axis through the point 0, ve obtain the positive axis of 

rotation x of the inner frame. 

Tb* position of the x axis Is determined hy the tvo angles ^ and  T . 

Ttoe angle +'  Is given hy Formula (1.8). Let us deteralne the angle 7 ' fron the 

spherical triangle DEF. Applying the law of sines, we have 

»MMO* + v) ^ »in (90° * +') 
iin(W+T)  ^(«W0 +) 

It fdlonrs fros this tint 

COS 7'-= COS T[ , 1 cot y 
(1.14) 

lav let us determine the angle between the frames of the glmbal suspension, which 

ve shall designate •  . Applying the law of sines to the spherical triangle 

ABC, ve may write 

 »In«       ^«InrJir   — i) 
tin (90°+•)" "" »i n (90P - ♦') * 

This gives 

,     a iy    ti*s (1.15) sln8««cosd 
Co« y 

The moment K^ generated by the inner-frame torquer and the moment My 

generated by the outer-frame torquer are represented In Fig.  1.15 in the positive 

sense of their vectors.    The moment Mj^ gives rise to precession of the gyroscope 

about the axis of rotation Y of the outer frame at a velocity which,  in accordance 

vlth Formula (l.V) Is equal to 

C, -   M'    . (1.16) 
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Correspondingly,  the moment K^ causes precession at a velocity 

Alt 

II »in ti (1.17) 

about the axis of rotation x of the Inner frame.    The minus sign In Equality 

(1.17)  signifies that positive moments M^ produce precesslonal velocities directed 

along the negative part of the x axis. 

Ut us project the velocities    a      and 
x onto the     t *    , and f 

axes.    yig. 1.15 gives 

,-,.t= -2, cos;'. 

ß.:-2J,slnV 

Substituting Equality (1.17)  In the above, ve obtain 

»> .=   My 
«»In 6 

COS; , 

2^ 0. 

C:-- My    sin,'. 
(i.lß) 

Using the direction cosines glYen In Able  (1.6), we may determine the projec- 

tions of the velocity    o Y on the   f     ,   •      , and     f     axes: 

CfSrcos I'Sin-. 
&,,■■&, sin > sin ■;. 
0»-= Or cos »COST 
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Substituting Equality (1.16)  In the abore, ve obtain 

"»■1° „ .' . cos i sim. 
//tin t 

(1.19) 

•Bus the yelocltle« of rotation of the gyroscope spin axis about  the    {     and   f 

axes under the influence of the moments M^ and My are 

Ot-Qrt+Ön- „'  . (/tf>cos:'-Afico*i.<!fnT), 

Q..—2rtfQn=      '      ( —-WKSIrn' + AfjCcs&cosi). 
W »In ( 

(1.20) 

4 • 
These Telocitles should be equal, respectively, to the velocities u .   and u 

Replacing   0    and   Q    In Equations (l,20) by u      and Ü »   , respectively, and 

solving for Kg and My, ve obtain 

r 

MM-H 

My-H 

(ut «In T' + ut cos i' ) sin f 

to» + «in T »I« 7' + ecs ^ co. ; cos -j ' 

(«j CO* I CO» T — "; co* 'r to« 1) sin 0 

cos <{i «in T «In i' r cos ft cos 7 cos 7' 

(1.21) 

Die velocities u {   , u       and the angles    y' ,    $    are determined from Equalities 

(1.13),  (l.lU) and (1.15).     It vlll be seen from Formula (1.21) that the moments 

Mj and My are rather complex functions of the velocities a      and u      and the three 

angles    *    ,     '   , and    T    measured by the tvo gyroscopes vlth three degrees of 

freedon. 

Ums ve see that It vlll be necessary far the torquers to apply the monents 

1^ and »^ — as determined by roraulas  (1.21)   — to the gy-oscope If Its spin 
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«vis la to remain at all tlaes horizontal and directed northvard.    Let u* aasune 

that the aoment generated hy the torquer Is proportional to the control current 

supplied to It.    Yar this It Is necessary that the control currsnts of the 

torquers be governed hy the sane lava  (1.21) as the moments F^ and My.    Comrutlng 

»Mplltleru may be used to obtain such currents.    Voltages proportloml to u       , 

u        , and  ♦    »   *   ,   T    must be delivered to the amplifier Input.    It should 

produce currents at Its output corresponding to the laws governing the moments 

(1.21). 

The lava governing the moments vhlch must be generated by the torquers of 

the gyroscope used to measure the angles «   a»d   >  may be determined In a similar 

fashion. 

Ofcroughout the discussion ve have asavned tteit the gyroscope is not sub- 

ject to drift, end consequently that the spin axis rigidly nalntalns the direc- 

tion In Inertlal apace originally Imparted to It, or rotates In exact conformity 

to the control signals supplied to the torquers.    However,  every gyroscope of 

the type under consideration Is In practice subject to drift arising from friction 

In Its bearings, noncolncldence of the center of gravity of the gyroscope with 

its fixed point, and a number of other factors.    The drift velocity ( or drift 

rate) la not constant, and Includes conelderable accidental components.    Aa noted 

previously, the aystematlc component of the drift velocity may be compensated by 

the application of moments generated expressly for this purpose by the torquers. 

C«penBatlon for the accidental drift-velocity components la Imrownlble.    The 

problem of attaining mMimal drift suppression by all practical means Is there- 

for« highly ImportÄnt In the design and manufacture of the gyroscopic Inatru- 

■ents under discussion.    Considerable progress has been achieved In this re©ird. 

Th« moat general formulas are those given In (1.21).     In a number of 

caaea it la poaalble to reaort to almpllflcatlon, which conalats In neglecting 
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Individual values which appear In thea, or disregarding them for reasons of prin- 

ciple.      It should be noted that the moment applied to the gyroscope to establish 

the desired motion of the spin axis  In Inertlal space  (its position vlth respect 

to the earth) may be generated by a variety of technical means, and not necessar- 

ily by the use of torquers of the type described here. 

lu the majority of devices constructed and used in practice for measurement 

of the angles ^ ,    *   ,  and   >,  the gyroscope spin axla is maintained horizontal 

(or vertical) not by applying  to the gyroscope roments which are definite functions 

of the velocltlee u    , u     , and u       and the angles   *',    a   , and   T   by means -|     -   i -f 
of torquers, but by another method.    A device whose gyroscope spin axis la to 

retain a vertical direction la provided with a mechanism sensitive to the position 

of the spin axis with respect to the vector of gravity, I.e., with respect to the 

vertical.    If the spin axis  deviates from the required position with respect to 

the gravitational vector,   thia mechanism actuates torquers (which.  In this  case, 

would be termed correction motors).    The latter apply momenta to the gyroscope 

which make It precess back to the required position.    As soon as the spin axis has 

returned to the required position, the sensing elements switch off the torquers, 

vlth the result that the moments developed by them revert to zero.    In this case 

the moments are functions of the angles, through which the spin axis deviates from 

the roqulred position.     In instruments of this type, whose function is meaourement 

of the angle f  , the position of the apln axis with respect to north may be left 

totally uncorrected, but  is most frequeutly corrected In a similar aanner by a 

magnetic or induction compass.    In this case the Instrument is equipped with a 

device which senses the deflection of the spin axis  from the north and actuates 

the torquer on the  inner gimbal frame.    The outer-frame torquer is switched on by 

a mechanism which senses  the position of the spin axis with reference to the hori- 

zontal plane or, which amounts to the same thing, with reference to the gravity 

vector (the vertical).     In this case, however, as seen from fig.  1.15»  the moment 
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My will not only restore  the spin axis to the horizontal,  but  also slmultRneously 

produce a change  In  Its  azlmuthal position;   the concnt M ,  vhose purpose Is to 

correct the spin-axis azimuth,  will simultaneously cause deflection of this axis 

from the plane of the horizon. 

Due to the small magnitude of the precesslonal velocity,   the oscillations of 

the pendulum which reproduces the gravitational vector and those  of the corpnss 

card (magnetic needle) which reproduces  the northerly direction will huj-dly exert 

any influence on the gyroscope. 

This method of maintaining the spin axis In the required position Is the one 

■ost widely used at the present time.     It ensures a comparatively high degree of 

precision. 

An ever greater demand for precision In maintaining the system 0 E  ^  f   In the 

required position—a particularly Important function In self-contained navigation 

systems—has led to a situation In which the precision attainable by the msthods 

considered above,   using ordinary gyroscopes,   is clearly inadequate.     A way out of 

this situation has been found in the use of floating gyroscopes.     Before turning 

to study of these devices,   however,  let us consider veiy briefly the means by which 

it is possible to create  a system capable of measuring directly not only the angles 

# and T ,  but the  angle   f   as well. 

Section 4.     The Stabilized Platform 

To be able to make direct measurements not only of the angles   tf   and f , but 

also of   *,  we must have  an object which is stabilized with respect to the three 

axes 0 { » f ,   and thus constitutes a concrete reprcductlon of these axes      It is 

customary to reter to such an object as a stabilized platform.     Stabilization is 

accomplished by means of gyroscopes and the motors which they control.     It may be 

effected by a variety of mechanisms differing in operating principle.    In the 
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following we shall consider the Banner In which the platform Is stabilized with 

respect to the axes 0 g 77^ by means of three ordinary Integrating gyroscopes, or—a 

euperlor arrangement from the viewpoint of precision—by three floating gyroscopes 

equipped with servodrlves.  We shall not concern ourselves with other stafclltza- 

tlon nethods.  ^t le pointed out that the precision stabilization required In the 

most critical self-contained navigation systems, and in inertlal navigation systems 

In particular, can apparently be attained only by the use of floating Integrating 

gyroscopes and properly selected servosystems • 

Krom the standpoint of mechanics, tha stabilized platform should represent a 

solid body with one fixed point with respect to the InEtrument housing, i.e.. It 

should possess three degrees of freedom with reference to the latter. With this 

In view, the platform Is Installed in the instrument housing in the manner shown 

schematically in Fig. 1.16. 

The stabilized platform 1 is mounted on the shaft 9, which Is carried In 

bearings located In the Inner gimbal frame J.     To avoid cluttering the drawing, 

the shaft 9 is shown ■'.n Fig. 1.16 with only one end supported, and the frames of 

the gimbal suspension is shown as open brackets. In actuality, both frames are 

closed to obtain the necessary rigidity, end the shaft is supported at Loth ends. 

Thus the platform and each of the frames are carried in two bearings. 

This permits the platform 1 to rotate with respect to the inner frame 7 about 

the axis C, which is the geometric axis of the shaft 9. Ifce Inner framp 7 is 

mounted within the outer frame 5 of the gimbal suspension in such a way as to per- 

mit it to rotate with respect to the latter about the x axis (or, which emounts 

to the same thing, about the Z, axis, whose positive direction is opposed to that 

of the x axis), which Is perpendicular to the ^ axis. Finally, the outer frao« 5 

is irstalled in the Instrument bousing 2 in a manner which permits it to rotate 

with respect to the latter about the X axis, which Is perpendicular to the x axis. 

The axes 0 f 71 ^ are attached to the platform and bear a fixed relation to it. 

The axes OXYZ bear a fixed relation to the object, and thereby ta the Instrument 
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Flg.   1.16.     Stabilized Platfona.     l) Platform;   2)  Instrunent 
housing;   3)  flange with bearing for outer glmbal frame;   k) 
circle showing angle of rotation of Instrument housing with 
respect to outer frame  (read-off scale  for angles  y,);   5) 
outer glmbal frame;  6) circle showing angle of rotation of 
outer fraaie with respect to Inner frame (read-off scale  for 
angles^);   7) inner glmbal frame;  8) circle showing angle 
of rotation of Inner frame with respect to platform (read- 
off scale  for angles ^ ),   9)  axis of platform. 

housing 2.    All of the above axes havo their origins at the point 0. 

■Qie Instrument Is  Installed in the object In such a way that the axis of rota- 

tion of the outer frame 5 is directed along the longitadlnal X axis of *he object, 

and at  ^.^=-^.0 (see Fig.  1.6) the 5   and ^ axes coincide with its    /sic/ 

transverse Z axis,   the   »7    axis with its X axis,   and the /   axis with its normal Y 

axis. 

Ifit us assume that the platform 1,   and therefore the axes 0 5 /? f   attached to 

It,  are In one way or another either stabilized in inertial space or made to rotate 

with respect to It In a specified manner,  e.g..   In the same manner as  the axes show! 

In Fig.  1.13.    If the object,  together with the instrunent housing,   now rotates In 

sane arbitrary manner with respect to the axes 0 g /j f ,  which are reproduced by the 

platform 1,  the result In the general case will be as follows  (see Figs. 1.16 and 
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1.6): 

1. The Inner frame 7 vlll rotate through «n angle * vlth reapect to the 

platform 1 about the f axla. The rotation vlll aanunt to exactly thla angle by 

Tlrtue of the fact that the f axla la the meaaureient axis for the anSle * .    The 

angle reading may be taken vlth the aid of the Indicator 8, vhlch conalata of a 

acale attached to the frame 7 «nd an arrow attached to the shaft 9« 

2. The outer frame 5 vlll rotate abcit the ^ axla, vhlch 5B always located 

In the plane I On,  paealng through an an-le * with respect to the Inner fraie 7, 

aince the Zj. axla la the aeaaurement axla for the angle a .    The acale 6 provides 

readings of the angle 4 . 

3. The inatrument housing 2 rotates about the X axla through an angle > 

relative to the outer frame 5, since the X axla la the axla of meaaureiient of the 

angle t  . The reading for thla angle la taken from the acale \. 

In the actual instrumenta, plckoffa, vhlch exit electrical algnala proportional 

to the angle« * , ♦ , and T are uaed Instead of the angle-reading devlcea. 

Thua the construction deacribei above peralta =easurement of the anglea f , 

# , and T directly. I.e.,It la unaffected by any gimballine. eri-or. 

Let us consider the slallaritlea and differencea between the present device 

(see Fig. 1.16) and the gyroscope vlth three degrees of freedom represented in 

Fig. 1.8. It has been shown above that the gyroscope In Fig. 1.8 enables us to 

obtain direct meaauresents of the angle r , and alao the angle * , provided the -if- 

potentiometer la Installed on the Z^  axis in the same manner aa the visual Indicator 

of the device shown In Fig. I.l6. Measurement of the angle ^ vlth the gyroscope 

In Fig. 1.8 VB« Impossible due to the fact that f.» gyrosmpe rotor is in continu- 

ous motion about the spin axis, ao that its poaltlon in apace io aubject to contlnu- 

oua varlatlcmj only the apln axla E retalna a fixed direction. Hence, if it vere 

possible for a gyroscope to retain all of Ita properties vlth the rotor stationary, 

it could be uaed to measure the angle * aa veil, and could do this directly. 
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However,   no gyroscope retains  all of Its chorasterlsties when the proper rotation 

of Its rotor ceases. 

■Hie  device  shown In Fig.   1.16 embodies the concept of a gyroscope with three 

degrees  of freedom and a nonrotatlng rotor.    The jlmbal-suspended stabilized 

platform 1 simulates the gyroscope with three degrees of freedom and nonrotatlng 

rotor.     The platform Itself represents the rotor,   the  shaft 9 Its axis,   and the 

axis the  spin  axis.    The platfonr. Is  capable of rigid retention of a position In 

Inertlal space  Imparted to It,   or of varying It In a specified manner In response 

to appropriate  correcting signals.     The measurement axes   f ,   Z.,   and X of the 

platform coincide with the measurement axes of the  angles   *,    d,  and   T   (see 

Fig.  1.6).    Thus the platform,   which is stabilized with respect to the three  axes 

0 t i   f,   renders possible direct measurenent of all three  angles  * ,   * ,   and  T . 

In Inertial-navlgatlon systems,   two acceLerometers,  which measure the  acceleration 

of the object  In Inertlal space  In the directions of the   E ,   and   f   axes are 

mounted on the platform 1.    Sometimes  a third accelerometer Is Included to detect 

acceleration along the   f   axis.     The output signals of the  accelerometers are 

subjected to double integrp.tion with respect to time.    'Bie first integration yields 

the projections of the linear velocity of the object onto the   (   and   n   axes; the 

second gives the component distances traveled along these axes. 

As  already noted,  either ordinary or floating gyroscopes may be used to 

stabilize the platform.    However,  the platform drift obtained in the use of ordin- 

ary gyroscopes  is Inadmissibly large  for the purposes of inertial-navlgatlon 

systems.     In this case the basic factors producing drift are the considerable mag- 

nitude  and variability of the  frlctlonal moments which arise In the glmbal-sus- 

pension bearings of the gyroscopes,   and imperfect balancing.     These  factors  are 

virtually eliminated In the  floating gyroscope—a fact which ensures stabilization 

with a high degree of precision. 
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Sectlom 5. The Dtfferentlattnp: ayroecope 

The differentiating gyroscope Is a gyroscope with two degrees of freedom 

(see Fig. 1.1) equipped with some device (mechanical or electrical) which, upon 

deflection of the gyroscope frame from a given position (referred to as its Initial 

position), applies to It a moment proportional to the angle through which the frame 

la deflected and tending to return It to Its Initial position. Such gyroscopea 

are generally further provided with dampers the function of which Is to suppress 

oscillations of the frame about Its axis of rotation. The damper generates and 

applies to the frame a moment proportional to the angular velocity of the frame 

■bout its axis of rotation. 

The differentiating gyroscope serves to measure the angular velocity of rota- 

tion of its housing about an axis perpendicular to thj axis of rotation of the 

gyroscope frame and to the Initial position of the spin axis (the position occupied 

by the spin axis when the measured angular velocity is zero). The construction of 

■ differentiating gyroscope is shown acheiastlcally in Fig. 1.17. The rotor 3 la 

carried in the frane^ and r-Utes with respect to the latter about the z axis with 

a constant angular velocity O .  The frame k  Is mo anted in turn In the Instrument 

housing 5 in a manner which permits it to rotate with reject to the latter about 

the x axis. The two springs 7 «re fastened to the frame 1* at a certain distance 

from its axis of rotation. The other ends of these springs are attached to the 

instrument housing. They serve to subject the frame to a moment proportional to 

the angle of its deflection In any direction from Its original position and 

directed in such a way as to return it. Since the springs are elastic components, 

we shall deslfjnate the moment which they generate by Mgi. 

The dashyot 2 serves to suppress oscillations of the frame with respect to 

the housing. The remaining components of the design will be considered somewhat 
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71g,  1.17.    Simplified repreeentatlon of construction of differentiating 
gyroscope.    1)  Potentlooeter viper; 2)  daahpot;   3)  gyroacope 
rotor; \) ^roscope frame;  5) gyroscope housing; 6)  torquer; 
7)  springs;  8)  gyromotor stater;  9)  potentiometer;  10) 
center tap of potentiometer. 

later. 

Let the system of muLually perpendicular axes 0xyx0 he attached Imaovahly to 

the instrument housing; this system has its origin at the point 0, vhich is the 

point of intersection of the gyroscope spin axis z vith the \  axis of rotation of 

the frame. As noted previously, the x axis is directed along the axis of rotation 

of the gyroscope fraite. The y and ZQ axes are perpendicular to the x axis. Here 

the z0 axis is made to coincide with the direction occupied by the spin axis z 

when the moment applied to the frame by the springs is zero, i.e^when the measured 

pngular velocity assumes zero value. 

Ve shall designate the y axis the meaaureaent or input axis of the pyroacope 

in view of the fact that our gyroscope is intended to measure the angular velocity 

of rotation « of its housing about the y axis. The direction of the ZQ axis will 

be termed the initial direction of the spin axis z, since the z axis coincides vith 

the Jo «als at - » 0. Finally, the x axis will be designated the output axis of 

the gyroscope, since (see Fig. l.l) rotation of the houalng with the angular 
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Telocity •• reaults In rotation of the frrtne about the x axis. 

Accordingly, vhen the angular velocity w of  the housing about the aeiauren.ent 

axis  Is zero, the spin axis  z coincides with the ZQ axis and the moment  genernted 

by the springs Mel z 0. 

If now the gyroscope housing rotates about the aieaaureaent axla with a  con- 

stant angular velocity   «•    (see Fig.  1.17),  « gyroscopic monent la  created which 

tends to turn the frame about Its x axla of rotation.    Tola moment la  called the 

restoratl   . moment o^ the differentiating ^yroacope. 

The  r«atoratlve moment will be realated by the Tnoment Mel generated by the 

springs.    As a result,  the frame will be deflected from Its original position until 

the gyroscopic moment la balanced by the counteracting moment generated by the 

springs and the frlctlonal moment applying to the axis  of rotation of the frame. 

Let us derive the equation of motion of the  frame.    Vhen the Instrument 

housing rotates about the measurement axis  at an angular velocity   u ,  which  Is 

considered poaltlve when Its vector coincides with the direction of the positive 

part of the y axis, the following moments will act on the frame about Its x axla 

of rotation.    (Here and henceforth, a moment will be considered positive when Its 

: vector is directed along the positive part of the x axis for positive values  of 

the quantity of which It Is a function): 

j l,    A gyroscopic moment,  which,  according to Formula (1.2), will be  given by 

£--//..jln(90°-?)--//-cosß, (1.22) 

where 0 la the angle of deflection of the frame  (or of the spin axis)  from Its 

initial position;  this angle Is  considered positive In the direction Indicated by 
I 
the «rrow in Fig. 1.17. 

2.    A moment generated by the springs.    By specification this Is proportional 
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to the angle t and directed so RS to return the fraae to Its   Initial   position 

(   * r 0).    Accordlnely,   the moaent generated by the springs will be equal to 

M.rKJ' (1.23) 

where t^ is a proportionality coefficient  equal to the aoment generated by the 

aprlngs when tf Is  equal to one radian;   dlaenslons, gf-ca/^ad. 

3.    A daaplng monent generated by the dashpot.    This moment Is proportional 

In value and opposed in direction to the velocltv i .    Thus  (the velocity i is 

poaitlve when its  vector is directed along the negative x axis)   it  is  given by: 

where K^ ia the specific damping momsnt, or the moment generated by the dashpot 

when the velocity i is 1 rad/sec; dimensions,  gf-cm-oec. 

*•    A moment of inertia equal to (the acceleration V is positive when its 

rector is directed along the negative part of the x axis) 

Af ~yp. (1.25) 

where J is the moment of inertia applied to the axis of rotation of the frane by 

all parts of the  instrument moving with it;  diaens'ons, gf-cm-atcp. 

5.    The relerred frictlonal moment t Hfr (the plus eign is  used for # >0, and 

the minus for tf < 0).    This value is equal to  the sum of all frictlonal forces and 

■nta ariaing on rotation cf the frame and referred to the j axis.    We shall 
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consider the value of this moment constant,  although It will be to some extent a 

function of the angle   fi tn the design represented acheaotlcally in Fig. 1.17. 

Equating the sum cf all these moments  tu zero, we obtain the equ«tlon of 

notion of the gyroscope  frerae In the for» 

J't + KJ + KJ + M^H^. (1#26) 

The device Is constructed In such a way that the angle 0 will reaaln small 

throughout the entire range of measurement of the velocity w . When this condition 

prevails, we may assume cos 4*1, whereupon Equation (1.26) takes the form 

Ji\-Kj + KJ±M trIU. (1.27) 

The frame can be set Into motion only In cases where the gyroscopic moment E^ls 

greater than the frlctlonal moment Mfr«    Thus by making these momenta equal to 

one another, we obtain tLe following expression for the smalleBt angular velocity 

to which the Instrument will be sensitive: 

M ,, 

"77" 

Therefore the smaller the angular velocity to which tha device  is to respond,  the 

■■aller must be its frlctlonal moment Mj^..    At the present time  it is frequently 

necessary to measure angu.ar velocities so small that this can no longer be 

accomplished by means of differentiating gyroscopes of the visual design (see Fig. 

1.17)f due to considerable frlctlonal moaents.     It Is consequently necessary 
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In these CMCB to uae floating differentiating gyroacopee.   In vhlch the frlctlonal 

moment In reduced to zero for all practical purposes. 

Solving Equation (1.2?)  for   8, ve obtain the follovlnfj expreaslon for the 

current value of this angle: 

*~i"*+M,.-l<i-W (1.28) 

In the equilibrium position, which Is  reached a certain period after the 

Instrument housing starts rotating ifith the constant velocity   u,   ß   = fi «0,   so 

that the angle of d'flection of the frame  from Its original position becomes equal 

to 

p«_^.,_^!L. (1-29) 

i In the equilibrium position, the gyroscopic moment is  balanced by the moment 

I generated by the springs and the referred frlctlonal moment.    An effort is made to 

construct the device in such a way that the second term in the right-hand member of 

Formula (1.29) will be negligibly small.    Let us assume that this  is the case. 

Then, inatead of Formula (1.29) ve obtain the following expression for the value 

of the angle fi  in the equilibrium position: 

P—^-.. (1.30) 
K mi 

It will be seen from this expression that In the equilibrium position corresponding 

to acne given measured velocity * ,  the angle of deflection of the frame from Its   / 
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Initial position vlll be directly proportional to w , so that It nay be used aa 

• aeaaure of tbla angular Telocity for constant values of H and K^. 

Formula (1.30) la an approximate one, since It was obtained on the basis of 

the conditions that cos 0x1  and Mfr r 0. In exact measurements, therefore. It Is 

necessary to eatlnate the errors vhlch these assumptions Introduce. Furthermore, 

it should be borne In Bind that when the spin axis g Is deflected through an angle 

fi   from its initial position (the ZQ  axis), the device vlll also exert a reaction 

upon the angular velocity about the ZQ  axia. At small values of 0 , the resulting 

error vlll be small. In exa:t measurements, however, it must also be taken into 

•ccounc. 

The reason for referring to the present device as a differentiating gyroscope 

becomss clear fron Formula (1.30). The designation is explained by the fact that 

the output quantity of the gyroacope, the angle /» , is proportional to the first- 

order derivative with reapect to tine of the input quantity, the angle « of rota- 

tion of the gyroscope about the measurement axis, or of the angular velocity 

am 

If the gyroscope housing rotates with a variable angular velocity « , the 

1 value of the angle fi at a given Instant will no longer be determined by Fortaula 

(1.29) or (1.30), but by Expression (1.28). In order to obtain the closest 

possible correspondence here between the current values of the angle fi  and the 

Instantaneous values of the measured velocity *• , the parameters of the device 

: should be selected in such a way that the Influence of the last two terms in the 

right-hand member of Expression (1.28) will be minimal. To achieve this as well 

as small values of Mfr in the frames of the design shown in Fig. 1.17 is exceed- 

ingly difficult. A device built in accordance with this design will often be 
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Incapable of providing the high-precision measurements of •» required for conteapor- 

ary navigational systems, and particularly for the self-contained ones. The so- 

tfalled floating differentiating gyroscope, which we shall consider later, la 

markedly superior In this respect. 

Direct use of f as an output signal la feasible only in direct-evaluation 

devices. In order to use a differentiating gyroscope In any type of telemetering 

or automatic control system It is necessary to convert this angle into an «lecrical 

signal proportional to it, e.g^lnto a voltage. 

The potentiometer pic/coff 9 serves this purpose in the diagram shown In Fig. 

1.17. The wound carcass of the potentiometer is mounted on the Instrument housing, 

and the wiper 1 is rigidly attached to the gyroscope frame. The wiper is positioned 

in such a way that when - » 0 and M^ = 0, the voltage registered by the potentio- 

meter is also zero. The potentiometer is made strictly linear so that the voltage 

which it registers will be proportional to the angle 9 and characterised by a 

sign (or phase} corresponding to the sign of this angle. 

Other types of output-signal plckoffa having the properties necessary to meet 

the aoove requirfcments, e.gv Inductive devices may be used Instead of the poten- 

tiometer plckoff. 

In Isolated special applications, the differentiating gyroscope is also 

equipped with a torquer device similar In construction to that seen in the gyro- 

scope with three degrees of freedom. The function of the torquer 6 (Fig. 1.17) i» 

to apply to the gyroscope frame a moment proportional to the correction (control) 

current silvered to its input. A mooient (e.g. an imbalauce moment) created by 

deflection of the frame from its Initial position at •« = 0 may be compensated by 

the moment generated by the torquer. 
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Section 6.    The Integrating Cyroscopg 

The Integrating gyroicope consists of a gyroscope vlth tvo degrees of freedom 

(71g. 1.1) equipped vlth a damping device which applies to the gyroscope frame a 

mooent acting about Its jc axla of rotation and proportional to the angular velocity 

of the frame about this axis. 

i 

Fig. 1.18.    Simplified dravlng showing dealgn of Integrating gyroscope. 
1) Potentiometer wiper; 2) shell of damper (rigidly mounted 
in eyroscope houalng); 3) disk of damper (rigidly attached 
to gyroscope frame); 4)  gyroscope rotor;  5)  gyroscope frame; 
6) gyroscope housing;  7) torquer; 8)  gyromotor stator;  9) 
potentiometer;  10)  center tap of poter.tioneter. 

A gyroscope of this type serves to measure the angle of rotation of its 

housing about an axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the frame and to a 

given initial position of the spin axla.    The design of an integrating gyroscope 

is represented schematically in Fig. 1.18.    Tals is similar to that of the differ- 

entiating gyroscope (Fig. 1.17) but differs in the following respects:    the  inte- 

grating gyroscope is not equipped with springs or other devices perforalag a 

alailar function.    A liquid damper is used with it Instead of a dashpot, since 
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the latter, vhlch la used In the differentiating gyroscope only for the purpose of 

suppressing oscillations of the frame, cannot fully aeet the specifications for 

the damper of an integrating gyroicope.    In contrast to the air damper, the liquid 

damper is Tirtually free of dry-surface friction.    Its characteristics are more 

■table and it permits the generation of considerably larger damping moments. 

Die liquid damper is represented schematically in Fig. I.l6 as consisting 

of the shell 2, vhlch is mounted in the gyroscope housing 6, and the disk 3# vhlch 

is rigidly connected to the axis of the frame 5*    de gap between the shell and 

the disk la filled vlth a viscous liquid. 

Tb» axes represented in Fig.  I.l8 are Identical In significance to those 

shown in Fig. 1.17.    As before, the angle of deflection of the frame (the spin 

axis z) from its original position (the au axis) is denoted by    9.       «     denotes 

the angle of rotation of the gyroscope housing about Its measurement  (input) axis 

£.    Hence     w  , the angular velocity of the gyroscope about the measurement axis, 

is equal to    •     . 

Using this notation, we aay state that the integrating-gyroscope problem 

faraulated above revolves about the proportionality of the angle    9    to the angle 

■        or. In other vords, to the integral of the angular velocity   »   vlth respect 

to time.    This last also explains why the present device is termed an integrating 

1 gyroscope. 

If ve neglect the friction and inertia of the gyroscope frame and the rela- 

: ted components of the device, the operation of the integrating gyroscope may be 

presented in general terms as follows:    a gyroscopic moment arises upon rotation 

of the housing about the measurement axis 2 at an angular velocity   «•    .    The frame 

begins to rotate under the influence of this moment.    The moment generated by the 

dwuper resists the rotation of the frame.    According to Formulas (1.22) and (1.2U), 

these moments are respectively equal to 
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•I» dp 

Under the asBtxned conditions, the sum of these tvo aoments should be equal 
i 
I • ' * 
;   to zero at all times,  l.e.^I^pf        =      H M      ;  It follovs frcn this that 

f-f-. (1.31) 

i I.e..at any given Instant, the velocity of rotation f    of the frame Is propor- 

i tlonal to the angular velocity of rotation «  of the housing about the axis of 
I 
measurement. 

j      Integrating this last equality and assuming that f = 0 at the Initial 

i Instant t = 0, ve obtain 

(1.32) tf" dt. 

l.e^the angle of rotation jf the Integrating gyroscope fram; Is equal to the time 

i Integral of the angular velocity   w   .    Since  «•   =    **     , the Integrand       «dt 

»d •     «so that 

i 

P-(////0 fdaCO- 

Since « (0} = 0 and • (t) = • , integration yields 

P=(«/K)a, (1.33) 

i 

i.e.^ the angle of rotation of the frame Is directly proportional to the angle of 

rotation of the housing of the Integrating gyroscope about its measurement axis. 

f As in the case of the differentiating gyroscope, the smallest angular 
*-• 
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velocity to which the  Integrating gyroscope can respond Ic given by a»   ,    - M, /H. 

where Mfr Is,  as before,  the referred frlctlonal moment.    Taking Mf    Into con- 

sideration and neglecting the Inertia of the design members which rotate about 

the x axis, we find that for   iu>cu .   , the angle 

/9 = (H/K^)  fcudt-t^K^)!. 
0 

Hie second term In the rJjjht-hand member is the Instrument error due to the 

frlctlonal moment. "Rils error Is directly proportlonel to the time during which 

the device rotates at the velocity tu.    It la to be noted that the error of a dif- 

ferentiating gyroscope due to the moment M, is a constant value when M, « const. 
-rr -fr 

At the present time. Integrating gyroscopes with frlctlonal moments practically 

equal to zero are required for the solution of a number of highly important techni- 

cal problems. This requirement is satisfied only by »floating Integrating gyro- 

scopes. 

When an integrating gyroscope is used lr. a telemetering or automatic control 

system, it is necessary to convert the angle y3 into an electrical signal propor- 

tional to it, such as a voltage. The potentiometer plckoff 9 performs this func- 

tion in the design shown in Fig. JL.lß; this is completely analogous In construction 

and operation to the one described for the differentiating gyroscope. 

"Die torquer ^  (Flg. l.lß) serves to compensate any const.vit-value and uni- 

directional disturbance moments which may act on the frame of the gyroscope about 

its axis of rotation.  These Include, for example, imbalance moments, moments 

generated by the leads to the gyromotor (these are not shown in Fig. 1.18), and 

so on.  A current I   supplied to the torquer causes it to generate a moment equa' 

in value and opposite in direction to the moments of the above disturbances. 

Another very Important function of the torquer will be discussed later. 

Let us now consider the operation of the integrating gyroscope in somewhat 
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greater detail, taking Into consideration the Inertia of the gyroscope frame and 

the components of the device attached to it. Suppose tlat the Instrument hous- 

ing rotates about the measurement axis ^ at an angular Telocity ** . Under these 

conditions the following moments will act on the frame about Its x axis of rota- 

tion: 

1. A gyroacoplc moment equal to 

S — — Hm cos 0. 

| As a rule, the operating conditions created for Integrating gyroscopes In the 

' mechanisms In vhlch they are used are such that the angle g remlns snail at all 

I times. This Tlrtually eliminates the effect on the Instrument of the angular 

I Telocity of rotation of Its housing about the Initial position XQ of the spin 

i axis, and renders the gyrosropic moment In practice proportional to «» , since 

j co« p may be assumed equal to one with a Tery small error. Thereupon the expres- 

i alcn for the gyroscopic moment takes the farm 

2. A moment generated by the damper and given by 

3« A moment of Inertia, equal, as In the case of the differentiating 

gyroscope, to 

k.   A i-eferred frlctlonal moment  ± M^,. The instrument Is designed In 

•uch a way that thl« moment Is held to a minimum. We shall accordingly disregard 

it for the sake of simplicity. 

Equating the sum of the first three moments to tero, we obtain the eqt»- 
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tlon of motion of the Integrating-gyro«c ope frame In the form 

J^ + Kj-Hi. (1.31») 

j      A single Integration of thli equation for the Initial conditions 

•s»   =    »    =    Oattso yields 
I 

7| + P-=-r-«. (1.35) 

I 
vhere 

; 

r—f • ■ (1.36) 
i '     ■ 
I  the time constant of the Integrating gyroscope. 

Integrating Equation (1.35) for the same Initial conditions, we obtain 

P-4-/^|«(O^A' 
j 

Integrating the right-hand member of this equality by parts, we obtain 

*"\ -o /    H     i J (1.37) 
Here   «    Is a variable of Integration. 

It will be seen from this equality that to permit measurement of the angle 

•        , the bracketed Integral, In which t  > »     , must at all times remain Tanlsh- 

Ingly saall.    For this purpose the parameters of the Instrument design must be 

chosen so thrt the -ralue of the time constant T becomes sufficiently smll and the 

Talue of    5     not axcesslTely large.    As seen from Equality (I.36), this In turn 
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necessitate« ■»king the uoaent of inertia £ as small as possible end the specific 

damping moocnt K^p as large as possible.    If the SHäU-T condition Is »stltified, 

m may drop the second term in the bracketed notation of Equality (1.37).    We 

;   shall then hare the familiar ratio (1.33) 
i 

j P-(//Ay«. 

The use of an integrating gyroscope to measure the angle • by direct 

| (immediate or remote) measurement of the angle of rotation 9    of the gyroscope 

{ frame vith respect to the ir.strument housing is expedient only in those cases 

1 vhere the range of possible values of the angle * and the parameters of the 

| instrument are such that the angle 9    remains small enough at all times during 

I operation to permit setting cos ff   s 1 and sin f "0 vlth a sufficiently 

I small error. Otherwise the operation of the instrument will be ccnpllcated by 

1 the following circumstances: first, if the angle 9    Is such ttait cos f       nay 

j not be assumed equal to unity, the gyroscopic moment becomes H«  cos ff  (in- 
i 

stead of Hi       , as when cos  9       s l); this results in nonlinear dependence of 

9       on   •    .    Secondly, if it is inadmissible to set sin   f  ■ 0, the angular 

Telocity of the instrument housing about the initial position of the spin axis 

s, i.e., about the axis ZQ, will affect the value of the angle   9 

When arbitrary values of the angle   •    «re to be ■easured, therefore, the 

integrating gyroscope must be used in conjunction with a «ervomechanlsm.    A sys- 

tem formed in this way constitute« a spatial angular-velocity integrator which 

operate« on the principle of an Integrating drive.    In this system, the integra- 

ting gyroscope serves as the sensing unit.    We apply the deslgimtlon "spatial" to 

this integrator in view of the fact that it detects rotational velocity relative 

to inertial space and integrates it with respect to time  (like the integrating 

gyroscope). 
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Section 7. The Spatial AnguLB-r-Veloclty Integrator and Applloi- 

tlon of the Integrating Gyroscope to Geometrical 

Stabilization 

A schematic representation of the unlaxlal spatial angular-velocity Inte- 

grator appears In Fig. 1.19. The Integrator Is termed unlaxlal because Its pur- 

pose Is to Integrate the angular velocity of rotation In Inertlal space about a 

single arbitrary axis, with which the measurement (input) axis of the Integrator 

must be brought Into alignment (or parallelism). The  Integrator must not be 

sensitive to rotations about the axes perpendicular to Its measurement axis. The 

principal components of the Integrator are the Integrating gyroscope and the 

servcmechanlsm. 

Tbm  Integrating gyroscope 2 is held In the clamp 1, which Is mounted rigid- 

ly on the shaft 3. The latter is carried In the bearing 6 of the flange 7, which 

Is fixed to the Integrator housing 8. The geometric axis of the shaft 3 Is the 

measurement axis of the Integrator, or (a term by which we staJJL refer to it troa. 

I BOW on) Its input axis. The Integrating gyroscope 2 Is Inserted In the clamp 1 In 

such a way that Its measurement (input) axis coincides with the Input axis of the 

integrator. We shall therefore refer to the Input axis of the integrator as the 

X •*!••  To avoid complicating the drawing, the gyroscope housing 2 in Fig. 1.19 

is not sectioned. Nevertheless, the disposition of the gyroscope elements is 
i 

( readily understood on comparison of Figs. I.19 and 1.18.    The x axis is the axis 

1 of rotation of the gyroscope frame In both illustrations, and the  JQ axis  repre- 

j scnts the initial position of the spin axis z . The arrows indicate the positive 

directions of the angles   «    and    9    .    The slave motor 5 of the servosystem is 

j mounted on the flange 7J this functions to rotate the gyroscope housing 2 about 
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Jig. 1.19-    Schematic representation of unlaxlal spatial angular-velocity 
Integrator with Integrating gyroscope and servomechanlsm.     l) Clamp 
rigidly attach.prt to shaft 3;   2) Integrating gyroscope;   3)  shaft;   k) 
amplifier; 5) »lave motor; 6) bearing;  7) flange; 8) Integrator housing; 
9) indicator;  10) gear train;  11) reduction gearing;  12) wipers and con- 
tact rings for pickoff of output voltage U        from Integrating-gyroscope 
potentiometer;   13) wipers and contact rings for delivery of current I 
to torquer of integrating gyroscope. -con 

the input axis jr with respect to the integrator housing.    The angle of rotation Of. 

of the integrator housing 8 in Inertlal spac» «bout the input axis y is indicated 

by dial 9 which is driven from the shaft 3 by the gear y-aln 10.     The voltage U 

of the potentlooKter 9 (see Fig.  1.18) is delivered via the wipers and contact 

rings 12 (Fig. 1.19) "to the input of the amplifier k.    The slave motor 5  is con- 

nected to the amplifier output. 

The integrator operates as follows:     let us assume first that the  servodrlve 

is shut off,  i.e.,  that the amplifier input Is disconnected from the vipers 12. 

Mow let us turn the integrator housing 8 in Inertlal space through a certain angle 

A  about its Input axis jr at an angular velocity tu.    The housing 2 of the 

Integrating gyroscope, which functions in this case as a sensing element,  will 
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turn vlth It through the Mme »ngle.  Then, In accordance »1th the foregolns, the 

«rro«co?e frame will turn through an angle 9  ,  proportional to the angle • , 

»1th respect to the inatrument housing. An output elgml, an electrical yoltage 

Uout proportional to 9   and thereby to the angle • , »lU appear at the output of 

the integratlng-gyroscope potentiometer 9 («ee Flg. l.lB) as % result. 

Let us switch on the servodrlve and apply the voltage üout to the Input of 

Its amplifier U. After amplification., this roltage will set the slave motor 5 

Into operation. The latter, working through the reduction gear 11 and the shaft 3, 

will begin turning the Integratlng-gyroscope housing 2 In the opposite direction. 

Ihe angle • , and therefore the angle 9   and the roltage Ü „ »111 becaae smal- 
out 

ler.    This process will continue until the operation of the serrodrlve ceases; 

this occurs when the voltage U^ Is reduced to tero.    The voltage U^t beccsKs 

•Vial to zero, however, only when the angle   9   and therefore the angle •   are 

«•ro, l.evwhen the servodrlve returns the Integratlng-gyroscope housing to Its 

original position.    The angle of rotation ef the Integratlng-gyroscope housing 2 

with respect to the Integrator housing 8 will be Indicated by the dial 9 (see Fig. 

1.19).    This angle Is equal to the angle of rotation »   of the Integrator housing 

8 In Inertlal space. 

We have considered the operation of the Integrator In separate phases.    In 

actual operation, the servodrlve Is "on" at all times.    The process Is as follows: 

let us assume that the Integrator housing 8 rotates In Inertlal space about the 

Input axis jr of the Integrator with a certain angular velocity   «  .    At the Ini- 

tial Instant of this rotation, the Integratlng-gyroscope housing 2 will also ro- 

tate together with the Integrator housing.    As a result, an output signal, the 

voltage Uout, will appear at the output of the Integrating gyroscope.    This vol- 

tage will actuate the servodrlve.    The latter, which Is nlgbly sensitive and 

responds rapidly, will keep turning the gyroscope housing in the opposite direc- 

tion at a velocity equal In magnitude and opposite In direction to the velocity w . 
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Cooaequently the integrattng-gyroaeope h<yjlng vlU renaln Btatlonary In Inertlal 

■pace.    In so doing It will be deflected from it* Initial position through a very 

■nail angle, which vlU depend on the sensitivity thresholds of the integrating 

gyroscope and the servodrive.    Thus the angle   9    vlU remain small at all times, 

which, as noted above, is extremely important. 

The rotation of the integratlng-gyroscope housing relative    to the inte- 

grator housing abort its input axis jr is transmitted to the indicator dial 9 

(sec Fig.  1.19).    Thus the integrator indicator will show the angle of rotation 

of the integratlng-gyroscope housing with respect to the integrator housing.     It 

is clear from the preceding discussion that this angle will be equal to the tine 

Integral of the angular velocity of rotation  *• of the integrator housing 6 in 

inertlal space about the integrator Input axis y,  l.e.jto the angle   « 

Thus the uniaxlal spatial angular-velocity integrator only integrates the 

angular velocity of rotation of the housing about its input axis ^, since the ro- 

i tatloos of the integrator housing relative to all other axes perpendicular to the 

I input axis cannot create an output signal, a voltage UoUt»  la the Integrating 
I 
I gyroscope, and cannot, therefore,  operate the servodrive. 

Let MM suppose that the integrator housing may only rotate in inertlal 

space about the jr axis, or, in other words, that the orientation of the jr axis in 

: inertlal space does not change.    It follows directly from analysis of the operation 

of the integrator that under these conditions the claiup 1 and the integrating 

i gyroscope 2, mounted within it, will retain fixed orientations In inertlal space 

during any rotation of the housing 8 about its input axis £.    With reference to 

the clamp 1 the Integrator under examination, which consists of an integrating 

gyroscope 2 and a servodrive,   functions as  a unlaxlal stabilizer which effects geo- 

metrical stabilization of the clamp 1 in inertlal space with respect t- the £ axis. 

Consequently,  if we have a platform which must be stabilized geometrically with 
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respect to a «Ingl* «1« In Inertlal space, an Integrator of the type discussed 

abore my be used to acconpJleh It.    Let us consider this extremely Important ap- 

plication of the Integrator In somevhat greater detail. 

Suppose that the platform k (rig. 1.20) requires gecnetrlcal stabilization 

In Inertlal space with respect to the axis Y^.    The axes OiXpiYp^! are fixed to 

the platfora.    The platform uniat be stablllred with respect to the axis Y    .    This 
-Pi 

■eans that the orientation of the X^ and Z^ axes must remain stationary during 

, all rotations of the base 1 about the fa axis In Inertlal space, and also when 

there are monents which tend to turn the platform k about the axis Y JL.    The plat- 

form k Is mounted on the base 1 rla the two .«aurnala 5, which are directed along 

the *xl" Ipi-    "»e Int.Tratlng gyroecope 6 is attached to the platform.    The In- 

put (measurement) axis Z of the gyroscope tost be parallel to the stabilization 

axis Yp! of the platform; let the x axis run parallel to the 1^ axis and the 

j^ axis coincide with the Z^ axis. Let the slave motor 8 of the serrodrlve be 

mounted on the base 1 of th* stablllxer.    The motor torque Is transmitted to the 

platform J» rla the reduction gear 9-     In principle, the scheme shown in Wg.  1.20 

Fig.  1.20.    ünlaxlal stabilizer.    1) Base of stabilizer; 2) brushes and con- 
tact rings for plckoff of output voltage U^ fro« integratlng-gyroscope 

potentloaeter;    3) brushes and contact rings for delivery of current I 
to torquer of Integrating gyroscope;  h) platfora to be unlaxlally stabilized; 
5) platfora axis Journals; 6)  Integrating gyroscope;  7) amplifier; 8) slave 

-    motor; 9) reducing gear. '    / 
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differ» In no respect from that of Fig. 1.19. Thus the position of the platform 

k,  i.e., the orientation of the Xpl and Zpl axes In Inertlal space, will remain 

unchanged during all rotations of the base 1 about the Tpl axis. 

Let us now assume that a disturbance moment H^  has begun to act on the 

platform about the Y 1  axis.  Under the Influence of this moment the platform 

will begin to rotate about the axis Y  . This results In the appearance at the 

output of the gyroscope pontentlometer 9 (Flg. 1.18) of a voltage U^, which, 

after amplification and suitable transformation by the amplifier 7 (see Fig. 1.^0) , 

sets the slave motor 8 of the servosystem Into operation. The latter, working 

through the reducing gear 9, begins to apply to the platform k  a moment which Is 

opposed in  direction to K^  .  Let us suppose that the moment developed by the 
"ipl 

slave motor Is proportional to the voltage üout. I.e., to the angle of deflection 

• of the platform from Its Initial position (• = 0). The motor torque will 

then increase as the angle of deflection of the platform from Its Initial prjltlon 

Increases. But, as long as the motor torque remains smaller than the moment M^ , 

the platform will continue to deviate from Its original position. When, however, 

the motor torque becomes equal to the moment M   at a certain value of ^he «mRle 

"Ipl 
• , further deviation of the axis under the Influence of M   will not, occur. 

ipl 
Thus the servodrlve has arrested the rotation of the platform due to the moment 

M    but has not been able to return It to Its Initial position. The angle • 

at'whlch this equilibrium Is established may be referred to as the static error of 

the system.  If the moment Hy  now revert» to zero, the Bervodrlve will turn the 
"-pi 

platform to Its Initial position («SO). The manner in which this occurs is 

clear from the preceding arguments. 

If, however, we use a servodrlve equipped with an Integral control, the 
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■tatlc error vlllAlv&ys be zero.    Fixed orientation of the platform J», both 

during rotation of the base 1 and under the Influence of disturbance monenta 

My      , aay accardlfl£ljr be ensured by the use of a rapid-response servcnechanlsm 
■"ipl 
baring adequate capacity and a suitable control function.    We shall consider this 

problem in greater detail in Chapter III. 

Everything vhlch we have said vlth reference to the action of the distur- 

bance moment ML     upon the platform applies vlth equal force to the Integrator 

in flg.  1.19, vhere the clamp 1 plays the part of the platform. 

This mode of operation of the system. In vhlch its function Is to maintain 

the platform in a fixed orientation in space, vill be referred to as the geometri- 

cal-stabilization regime.    Similarly, the operation of the integrating gyroscope 

in this regime vill also be referred to as its operation in the geonetrlcal- 

stabllliatlon regime. 

Hoverer, the system under consideration not only enables us to maintain the 

platform (the axes Xpl> £.)  in a fixed orientation in space, but also to alter it 

j at a prescribed velocity and by a prescribed angle.    This is acconplished by 

1 supplying a current Icon proportional to the desired rotational velocity of the 
i 

platform in inertlal space about the Tpl *xi-B to the torquer 7 (Fig.  1.18) of the 

integrating gyroscopj.    This is actually the second function of the torquer vhlch 

ve referred to earlier.    The torquer applies to the frame of the gyroscope a mo- 

ment proportional to the current 1.«.. 

Suppose it is required that the platform (the X^, and ^ axes) rotate 

about the axis Y ^ at a certain constant angular velocity    t»   .    This necessitates 

delivery cf a current 1^.^ to the   torquer     7 (Fig.  1.18) such that the moment 

Mt     generated by the torquer as a result vlU be equal in magnitude but opposite 

in direction to the gyroscopic moment vhlch arises upon rotation of the gyroscope 

housing vlth a constant angular velocity   <*   about its  input axis 2*    Let us 
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assume that Just such a current 1^.^ 1» supplied.    The tcrquer 7 will then apply 

the constant acnent M to the frame of the gyroscope.    The presence of this 

moment Is equivalent In its effect on the gyroscope to rotation of the gyroscope 

housing with a constant angular Telocity      «»•-«•    . under the Influence of 

M.        , the gyroscope frame begins to rotate and the spin axis z Is deflected 

through a certain angle   9  from Its Initial position ZQ.    A yoltage 0^^ vlU 

then appear at the output of the potentiometer 9 (see Fig. 1.18), setting the 

slare motor 8 (see Fig.  1.20)  of the servodrlTe Into opa»tlon.    The latter will 

hegln to turn the platform U about the TLj axis In such a way as to return the 

s axis to Its Initial position.    To do this the serrodrlre must rotate the plat- 

form with the gyroscope In the opposite direction to the angular velocity      •* t  . 

Let   « denote the Telocity of rotation (adjustment).    Rotation of the gyro- 

■cope housing at a Telocity    «•    -. will glTe rise to a gyroscopic moment   r 

j   which opposes the moment Mt    .    When the Telocity  «* adj attains the required 

« |   Talue   *»   t which corresponds to the control current I^--» the gyroscopic manent 

'   r       »HI be equal to the moment »T    .        The rotation of the gyroscope frame 

i   ceases and the platform with the gyroscope and the X . and Z     axes attached to It 

i   will rotate about the Y ,  axis with the required angular Telocity   •• .    Here the 
-Pi 

:   angle 9   will assume a value determined by the sensitivity threshold of the Inte- 

grating gyroscope and servodrlTe, which should be as low as possible. 

The above statements may be supported by the following relationships.    When 

the gyroscope housing rotates at a T-locl'.y ••   the gyroscopic moment Is equal to 

The correctlTe moment K«.      Is proportional to the current I      ; that Is, —i, -xon 

^ 

r 

H =*;'  

To preTent the gyroscope frame from rotating about its own axis, we must hav« 



r-f A^ =o. 

or, «ubttltutln« the values of r and »^   In this equality, we obtain 

Hm~l^ If*. 

Tram,  this It follows that If 

H 

I.e., If a current I        proportional to the desired velocity of rotation   «  of the 
■Tcon 

platform (the Xplf and Z^ axes) about the Y . axis Is supplied to the torquer, 

the servodrlve will rotate the platform at this velocity. 

Since   •• =   •     ( •     i« the angle of rotation of the platform in Inertlal 

•pace), th" last expression may be revrltten In the form 

—.+ ^1(^. 

where • c Is the value of the angle • at the Instant t = 0. 

This node of operation of the unlaxlal stabilizer will be termed the spa- 

tlal-integration regime.  This designation Is based on the following considera- 

tions: an electrical signal, the current I«.^» 1« supplied to the system Input; 

at the output we obtain the angle of rotation • of the platform In Inertlal 

■pace, which Is proportional to the time Integral of the Input signal. It should 

be noted that this mode of operation of the nn^vi^i stabilizer corresponds 

exactly to the operation of an ordinary electromechanical integrator with the dif- 

ference that by virtue of the properties of the gyroscope, the output qimintlty of 

the unlaxlal stabilizer is the angle of rotation in inertlal space, while the out- 
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put quantity- of the electranechanlcal Integrator Is the angle of rotation with 

respect to the iMtrtraent housing. 

Any change In the current I        initiate« rotation of the platfonn vlth the "xon ' 

gyroacope (the ^^  and Zpl axes) at a new angular velocity corresponding to the 

new value of the current I  . The character of this transient effect Is deter- "con 
■Ine« by the dynamic properties of the system as a whole. In the unsteady opera- 

tlnj state, the output »Ignal of the gyroscope, i.e., the voltage UQ^, le also a 

function of the angle of deflection  J of the gyroscope frame fron Its Initial 

position, which angle is determined In this case hy the difference between the 

angular velocity which correspond« to the corrective signal and the actual angu- 

lar velocity, and also by the acceleration. 

n* »ode of operation of the integrating gyroscope in the presence of a 

1 c™™1* Icon v111 be designated its operation in the spatial-integration regime. 

*• *•▼• considered the use of the integrating gyroscope and «ervodrive to 

'<■» • «patlal angular-velocity integrator (see Pig. 1.19) and a uniaxlal «tablll- 

j sar (see Pig. 1.20). Let us new examine the means by which «tabillzation of the 
t 

platform 1 (Fig. 1.16) in inertlal space with respect to the three mutually per- 

pendicular axes 0 t ■ C # and, consequently, concrete reproduction of the«e axes, 

■ay be acctaplished by the use of three integrating gyroscopes and «ervodrive«. 

A simplified schematic representation of such a trlaxlal stabilizer Is 

given in Pig. 1.21. The housing of the «tabillzer 1« positioned in the object in 

the same way as in the Instance shown in Fig. 1.16. For the sake of clarity. 

Fig. 1.21 illustrates the case in which the axes OXYZ connected to tne object 

(or with the stabilizer housing) coincide with the axes 0 t • <  , which are con- 

nected to the platform. The three integrating gyroscopes 10, 17 and 18 (Fig. 1.23) 

are mourned on the platform to detect its deflections from the position in iner- 

tia! space imparted to it. The input (measurement) axes 2« t 2  » •"»* t     of 

the gyroscopes are directed parallel to the f , « , and c axe«. The reB»lnlng 
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two axes of each of the gyroscopes are keyed by the same subscripts as the 

neasurement axes. The  axis 3 of the platform 1 to be stabilized and the axes of 

the Inner and outer glmbal frames (6 and 11) are equipped with servodrlves.  'nie 

servomechanlsm amplifiers are aot shown In Fig. 1.21.  The servodrlve of the axis 

3 of the platform 1 Is controlled exclusively by the gyroscope 18.  In combination 

with the servodrlve which It controls, this gyroscope stabilizes the platform In 

Inertlal space with respect to the f axis.  The stabilization process takes place 

In the manner outlined In the discussion of the operation of the unlaxial stabil- 

izer shown In Fig. 1.20.  Stabilization of the platform 1 In Inertlal space with 

reference to the { and T axes Is accomplished In a similar manner by means of 

the gyroscopes 10 and 17 and the servodrlves of the inner and outer glmbal frames, 

i.e., these gyroscopes and servodrlves maintain the platform In the plane £ 1 . 

To effect this stabilization It Is necessary that each of the gyroscopes 10 and 

17 be capable of controlling both the inner-frame servodrlve and the outer-frame 

servodrlve. Let us  Illustrate this with examples. Suppose that * ■ # » > ■ o, 

as indicated In Fig. 1.21; the axis of the inner frame coincides with the C 

axis, and the axis of the outer frame with the i   axis.    The input (neasurement) 

axes y  and jr^ of the gyroscopes 10 and 17 are therefore respectively parallel 

to the Z1 and X axes of the inner and outer glmbal frames.  Accordingly, only the 

inner-frame servodrlve should operate upon deflection of the platform about the 

axis, which is sensed by the gyroscope 10, and only the outer-frame servodrlve 

should respond to deflection of the platform about the   axis, which is sensed 

by the gyroscope 17. T5:u8 in the given case (*= J-T = 0) the gyroscope 10 

controls the servodrlve of the Inner frame, while the gyroscope 17 controls the 

outer-frame servodrlve. 

How let us turn the stabilizer housing through an angle ^ - 90° about the 

f axis (F*g. 1.22). Now the measurement axis ^  of the gyroscope 10 will be 
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Tig.  1.21, Simplified schematic repreaentatlon of trlaxlal stabili- 

zer. 
1) Platfom to be trlaxlally «tablllzed;  2)  Indicator for angle 
♦     I 3) axis of platform;  k) reduction gear of platform servo- 
drlrej 5) alare motor of platform »ervodrlve; 6)  Inner glmbal 
frame; 7) reduction gear of Inner-frame aervodrlve; 8)  Indi- 
cator for angle •    ;  9) «lave motor of Inner-frame servo- • 
*rl*ej 10) Integrating gyroscope eensltlve to angular velo- 
city of platform about  *    axis; 11)  outer glmbal frame; 
12)  slave motor of outer-frame servodrlve;  13) reduction 
g«ar of outer-frame servodrlve; Ik) flange;  15)  stabilizer 
houalng; 16)  Indicator for angle   T   ; 17)  integrating gyro- 
scope sensitive to angular velocity of platform about   ■ 
axis; Iß)  integrating gyroscope sensitive to angular velo- 
city of platform about (   axis. 

parallel not to the axis of rotation Zx of the inner frame, as it vas at   *  - 0, 

but to the X axis of rotation of the outer ftame;  the measurement axis ^        of the 

gyroscope 17 will become parallel to the 2^ axle of rotation of the inner frame. 

Thus with   ♦ -   90°, the gyroscope 10 must control the outer-frame servodrlve, 

while the gyroscope 17 must control the inner-frame servodrlve. 
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Wg. 1.22. Poaitlon of elements pf •tablllrer «hovn In Fig. 1,21 
after rotation of housing through an angle 4 = 90° 
about the C axis. Key same as for Fig. 1.21, 

i 

I' ♦ ;£ 0, 90, iflO, or 2700, the measurement axes jr   and ^   vlU not 

generally coincide vlth the axes of rotation of the glmbel frames.  In this case, 

the serrodrlves of the Inner and outer frames should function simultaneously upon 

deflection of the platform about the axis l   OP upon rotation of the object about 

this ajcls. They must be controlled by the gyroscope 10, since It senses rotations 

about the f axis. Similarly, both serrodrlves function upon rotations about the 

axis • , but they must be controlled by the gyroscope 17. Finally, when rota- 

tions occur simultaneously about the « and • axes, both gyroscopes, 10 and 17, 

contribute simultaneously to control of the Inner- and outer-frame servodrlves. 

Thus the stabiliser must be equipped with a device which will distribute 

the output Yoltages of the gyroscopes 10 and 17 appropriately between the ampli- 

fiers of the Inner-and outer-frame servodrlves. Such a device Is referred to as 

• coordinate trans former. It Is Installed on the axis 3 of the platform 1 (Fig. 

2.21). Since the coordinate transformer Is there to distribute the gyroscope out- 

put voltages according to the size of the angle 4 , one of Its elements Is fixed 
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to the platform and the other to the Inner glmbal frame.    The coordlrÄte trane- 

former Is not «hown In Fig. 1.21, «Ince  It« treatment Is heyond the scope of 

the present rolume. 

Thum If the required orientation In Inertlal space Is la-parted to the plat- 

form 1, or. In other wordc, to the axes 0 t •   <   (Fig.  1.21), and the stahlllter 

set In operation,  the platform will aalntaln the orientation Imparted to It re- 

gardless of the motion of the object.    The angles of rotation  *    ,   »   , and   T   of 

the object about the   i   , Z^ and X axes vlll be indicated by the visual Indica- 

tors 2, 8, and 16.    To obtain electrical signals proportional to the angles   ♦   , 

•      , and   T   , it is necessary to replace the Indicators vlth suitable data- 

transmitting devices which transform angular displacements into electrical signals. 

In this case only the ^^-current necessary to suppress the systeaatlc 

1  disturbance moments of the gyroscope Is supplied to the gyroscope torquer. 

| low suppose it i« required that the axes 0 { • ^  rotate in ine-tlal space in 

; a certain manner,  for example,  that they be orierted with respect to the earth In 

| the manner indicated in Fig.  1.13.    For this it is necessary that the projections 

| of the instantaneous angular velocities of the platform 1 (of the axes 0 ( ■ <  of 

i Fig.  1.21)  in Inertlal space onto the «     ,   •    , and  (   axes be equal to the velo- 

j cities u     , u       , and u       as determined by Equalities  (1.13). 

It was Indicated earlier (in discussion of the operation of the unlaxlal 
1 

t stabilizer shown in Fig. 1.20) that In order to set the platform rotating in 
i 
1 Inertlal space at a specified angular velocity about the Input axis, it is neces- 

sary to supply a current 7^^ proportional to this velocity to the torquer.  In 

our  case, it is necessary to set the platform into simultaneous rotation about all 

three axes. To accomplish this, therefore, we must supply currents I   respec- 
~con 

tirely proportional to the velocities u  , u   , and u ' to the torquers of 

the gyroscopes 10, 17, and 18. 
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In this way the trloxlal stabilizer under discussion enables us to repro- 

duce the axes 0 f »j f   in concrete forn,  either with  fixed orientations In Inertlal 

space or with a specified orientation relative to the eurth,   or rotating In Iner- 

tia! space in some other manner.    In all cases,   the  angles   f , -& ,   and y   are 

measured directly pjid without distortion. 

Provided that floating Integrating gyroscopes  are used In their construc- 

tion,   the devices  discussed here,  the  spatial Integrator and the  stabilizer,   can 

ensure the high preclslor,  required In modem self-contained navigational systems, 

and particularly in those of the Inertlal type.    Ordinary Integrating gyroscopes 

are unable to provide this degree of precision,   due  largely to the  presence of 

considerable .and variable frlctlonal moments which arise In the gyroscope's  frame 

bearings. 

Die above treatment of the problem In which the platform la  stabilized with 

respect to one and three axes with the aid of Integrating gyroscopes and servo- 

drives is not,   of course,  exhaustive.     It has only been dealt with to the extent 

necessary to explain the application of the Integrating gyroscope  for this purpose. 

The characteristic feature of this method Is  that here the gyroscopes do not exer- 

cise any direct stabilizing Influence on the ilatfon,  but  are used only as  sensing 

elements.    This fact,   in particular,   differentiates the given method from the method, 

widespread at present,   of direct gyroscopic stabilization,   Investigated both 

theoretically and in practice by B.  V.   Bulgakov,   Ya.   N.  Roytenberg,   and others. 
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CHAPTER II 

DESIGN AND BASIC PARAMETERS OF FLOATING GYKOSCOPES 

Ihe Integrating and differentiating gyroscopes designed for use in modem 

automatic flight-control systems,   especially in self-contained inertial-navlgatlori 

Systems,   for the gyrostabilizatlon of radar pathfindlng apparatus,   and for a 

variety of other automatic devices should be characterized by high parameter 

stability,   low sensitivity thresholds,  high precision,   and great strength and 

stability with respect to vibration and shock,    "niese requirements are not,   as 

a rule,   adequately met by the conventional integrating and differentiating gyro- 

scopes,  the basic designs of which are  shown In Figs,  l.lfl and 1.17.    The funda- 

mental reasons for the failure of such gyroscopes to meet the above specifications 

are as follows:     the significant and variable frlctional moments which arise in 

the frame bearings of the gyroscope and between the reciprocating elements of the 

damper;  insufficient strength and stability under vibration and shock;   and the 

difficulties encountered in ensuring the required damping.     Ihus the development 

of gyroscope designs having great strength and stability,   negligibly small frlc- 

tional moments in the gyroscope-frame  supports,   and dampers  free  from dry friction 

has been a problem whose successful solution has made it possible to use integra- 

ting and differentiating gyroscopes  to  advantage  in ax-dern precision systems. 

The problem of reducing friction in the bearings of gyroscope  suspensions 

la not a ncv cne.     The problem arose  in connection with the  first gyroscopic 

device,   which was  constructed in  1852 by L.  Fouca-ilt to demonstrate the diurnal 

rotation of the earth.    The practiced, realization of the marire gyroscopic conpass 

depended in many respects on finding a successful solution to this problem.    A 
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highly successful and effective  solution was proposed In 1908 by Dr.  Anschütz  In 

his marine gyrocompotü.    Tills method ccnslsted In mounting a shell contalnlnt; the 

gyrowheel on a float which rode  In a bowl filled with a heavy liquid—sercury.     A 

pin attached to the bowl served to center the floating system. 

Hie practice of harnessing the buoyancy of a liquid to relieve supports  of 

their loads has been widely adopted,   and not only  for gyroscopic devices.     For 

ex2r.pl»,   to reduce  friction In the  compass-card supports  of modem marine  and 

aviation magnetic  compasses,   the  card  Is  Installed  In  a  liquid-filled bowl.     The 

buoyant forces <■ f the liquid,   acting In a direction opposed to those of the  card's 

weight,   relieves Its support almost  completely,   leaving only the small pendulum 

effect necessary for normal operation of the  compass. 

In floating gyroscopes—the most recent and most promising variant of the 

Integrating and differentiating gyroscopes—reduction of frlctlonal moments Is  also 

accomplished by exploitation of the buoyancy of a liquid.     The  liquid serves  simul- 

taneously to provide the necessary damping and the high vibration- and shock- 

resistance and stability characteristic of these devices. 

•Hie concept of the floating gyroscope with two degrees of freedom was  first 

put forward In the Soviet Union by Engineer L.  I.  Hcachev,  under whose guidance the 

first design for a floating Integrating gyroscope was worked out at the Moscow 

Institute of Power Engineering (Moskovskly Energetlcheskly Institut) In 19^5.     On 

the basis of an appllr^tlm dated January 29,   19^9>   !••   !•  Tkachev was awarded 

Author's Certificate No.  II3J+U6  for the  floating gyroscope,  which was designated 

"A Sensitive Elerot-nt for Precision Gyroscopic Devices used In Spatial Orientation 

of Flying Craft." 

Die design of the MIPE floating gyroscope Is presented In Fig.  2.1.     The gyro- 

motor 12 Is enclosed In the cylindrical shell 3 which,   together with the head as- 

semblies,   forms a hermetic  float.     The  float containing the gyromotor Is Installed 

In the instrument housing on *he  suspension axes  18  (dleun.  = 0.6 am),  which are held 
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Fig. 2.1. MIPE Floating gyroscope (19^5): 

1) gyromotor current-aupply lead; 2) outer cylinder; 3) Inner cylinder 
(float); k)  inductive pickup; 5) rear vail; 6) textollte plate; 7) axial 
tension member; 8) balancer disc; 9) rear cap; 10) corrector coll; 11) 
permanent magnet of corrector; 12) gyromotor; 13) front wall; 14) plates 
carrying disc bearings; 15) disc; l6) current-supply bands; 17) axial 
■pring; 18) suspension axis; 19) front cap. 
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under tension by the axial spring 17.    The suspension axes bear against the discs 

15/  which are mounted In turn In  Jewelled bearings carried in the plates Ih.    The 

entire free Inner volmae  of the  Instrument housing Is  filled with n heavy liquid. 

The volume of the float and the  specific gravity of the  Uqold ere  adjusted In such 

a way that the buoyancy of the  liquid in equal  te the weight of the  floating gyro- 

assembly.    The current  leads to the float are  formed by the silver bands 16.     Pur«; 

liquid damping produced by friction between the   float  3 and the  film of liquid 

between it  and the  Inner  surface  of the cylinder 2,   Is used exclusively In this 

device.     The Inductive pickup k functions  as  an output-signal detector.    The 

corrector consists of the permanent magnet 11 and the  coll 10.    This  first model of 

the instrument possessed the following characteristics:     kinetic moment   ->* 55,000 

gf-cm-sec;   frictions! moment In the supports of the  floating gyroassemtly ^ 0.001 

gf-cm;  error,   of the order of 0.05  0/hr.    The device was designed for use with a 

8er\odrlve. 

Work toward the realization of floating gyroscopes was first Initiated abroad 

in I9J46 by C.  S.  Draper in the laboratory which he supervised at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (USA).     A number of experimental models were built and 

studied under his direction under a contract with the US Army Air Corps.    In 191*8, 

working on the basis of data furnished by KIT,   the Minneapolis-Honeywell firm 

developed several variants of the  floating gyroscope which were put into batch 

production;   this began in 1951.     By the beginning of 1957 approximately 21,000 

floating gyroscopes had been produced. 

The floating gyroscopes made by MIT,   the Minneapolis-Honeywell Company and 

several other firms will be examined in the fullowlng paragraphs. 

Section 1.     Integrating Gyroscopes 

The general design features of the floating Integrating gyroscopes are as 
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follova:  the frame car^ln« the gyrovheel 1. Inatallci vlthln a heraetlc cylindri- 

cal .hell, and tuma In bearings located In the Inatrum-nt houaln^.  The houaln^ 

1. also cylindrical In form and coapletely flllea with a heavy liquid (a fluoro- 

organlc compound). Thua the gyroasaembly behavea as a float Iroersed In a liquid, 

which alao explalna the tena "floating" applied to gyroscopes of this type. The 

TOlu« of the shell and the specific gravity of the liquid are chosen so that the 

buoyant force, of the liquid will be equal to the weight of the gyroaasembly and 

relieve Us bearings of practically their entire load, thus reducing the fictional 

monent which arises-In them to a negligibly small value.  It la necessary to ensure 

correct centering of the gyroasaembly with respect to the Instrument housing, and 

the center of gravity of the gyroa.sembly and Its center of pressure must coincide 

■t .11 time.; .n attempt should be made to locate the point of coincidence In the 

«la of rotation of the gyroasaembly. The damping moment Is provided by friction 

of the cylindrical surface of the gyroassembly shell against the thin film of 

f Tlscou. liquid In the narrow gap between the cllndrlcal surfaces of the gyroasaem- 

bly .hell and the InstruBent housing. Dry friction Is completely eliminated by 

thl. damping principle.  Since disturbing forces of all kinds are generally trans- 

mitted from the instrument housing to the gyroasaembly through the viscous liquid 

and not through the bearings, the floating gyroscope possesses. In addition to 

negligibly small friction in the gyros cope-frame supports, great stability against 

.   .hock and vibration which, far from damaging it during operation, do not even cause 

any noticeable deterioration in the quality of its perforaance. 

The design of a floating integrating gyroacope developed, constructed, and 

tested in the Instrument laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

1. presented in Fig. 2.2. The mechanical construction of this Instrument la 

.la^lar to that shown In Fig. 1.18, and consist« of the same components as those 

required for operation of an integrating gyroscope. The x, 2, z,  and z0  axes of 

,. ^    Fig. 2.2 have the same .Ignlflcance as in Fig. 1.18. The rotor 8 of the gyroscope   [" 
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la carried In the frame 9» The frame vlth the rotor ani gyromotor atator 12 are 

enclosed in a heraetlc, perfectly cylindrical ahell 7 to form a unit to which we 

aball refer henceforth as the floating gyroaaBembly. The latter la mounted In the 

bearings k,  which are located In the hermetic housing 1 of the instrument in a 

manner which permits it to rotate about the z-axia with respect to the housing. 

Along the section AB, which covers the floating ^yroassesbly, the housing 1 la 

Tig. 2-2. Simplified drawing showing design of floating integrating gyroscope: 

1) housing; 2) balancer nuta; 3) yokes; k)  gyroscope frame aupports; 5) atator 
of mlcrosyn output-signal detector (plckoff); 6) rotor of mlcrosyn output- 
signal detector; 7) ahell; 8) gyroscope rotor; 9) yoke  (gyroscope frame); 
10) rotor of mlcrosyn corrector (torquer); 11) stator of mlcrosyn corrector; 
12) gyromotor stator. 

perfectly cylindrical in form. There la a small uniform gap (of the order of 0.2 

am) In this section between the surface of the floating gyroaasembly shell and the 

Inn.-r surface of the instrument housing. The entire unoccupied space inside the 

Instrument housing Is filled with a liquid having a high specific gravity. This 

liquid serves to relieve the bearings of the floating gyroaasembly, protect them 

from shock and Vibration, and generate a damping moment. The outer surface of the 

shell 7 (in the section AB), the Inner surface of the housing 1, anl the liquid in 

the gap between them perform the functions of a damper. The liquid and the clear- 

ance between the floating gyroaasembly shell anl the instrument housing are chosen 
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BO thut the damping inoiT«nt will be strictly proportional to the velocity of rota- 

' tlon of tlie floating gyroa^cer.bly,   i.e.,   eo that there will be  friction proportion- 

al to the  first power of this velocity,   at all operationally possible velocities oi' 

rotation of the floating gyroassembly with respect to the Instrument housing;.    Under 

operational conditions,   the entire Instrument Is placed In a chaciber In which the 

temperature Is automatically maintained constant.    Automatic regulation of temper- 

ature  Is necesscxy for the  following reasons: 

1) the specific gravity of the filler liquid Is detemlned by temperature. 

By suitable adjustment of the temperature,   the specific gravity of the  liquid can 

be made  approximately equal to the mean specific gravity of the  floating syro- 

asSÄmbly.    When this  condition Is met,   the effective  load on thi bearings  of the 

gyroassembly can be  reduced to a very small value.     Maintenance of the llq-ild at 

the proper specific gravity Is the chief purpose of temperature regulation; 

2) temperature  determines the viscosity of the liquid and the value of the 

*>.             specific damping moment.     But since floating integrating gyroscopes  are employed in 

practice In conjunction with servodrives,   variation in the specific damping moment, 

as a rule,  only affects the dynamic characteristics of the  system; 

"3)    a change In the temperature of the liquid produces changes in the posi- 

tions of the center of gravity of the floating gyroassembly and the center of 

pressure with respect to its  axis of rotation,  which may lead to increased imbal- 

ance of the floating gyroassembly and the action of transfer accelerations on the 

Instrument. 

It should be noted that,   as a rule,   the problem of the regulation of tempera- 

ture and specific gravity is always more complicated than elimination of the dif- 

ficulties which arise  as a result of variation in viscosity. 

■Qie virtually complete relief of the bearings permits the use of Jewelled 

instead of ball bearings and reduction of the  frictional moment to a negligibly 

small and stable value,   and also enables the position of the x axis with 
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rcBpect to the InstrvL-ncnt housing to regain Invariable for practical purposes.     Im- 

nerälon of the gyroajsrjcrrJbly In liquid ensures great ntrength  and stability In with- 

standing shock and vibration without doff-age,  and prevents almost «ill disturbance of 

Its  characteristics  at moments when disturbing  force;:  act upon  It.     It  is possible 

to obtain very high  perforrcance  levels  In  a  floating Integrating gvroscope over a 

vide range of Input angular velocities by appropriate selection of the design of 

the  floating gyroassembly,   the Instrument housing and the  liquid. 

The floating gyroassembly Is  carefully balanced to bring  Its  center of gravity 

Into coincidence with the  center of pressure and reduce Its buoyancy to zero.     Thus 

a floating gyroassembly Immersed In liquid of the required specific gravity and 

vanned to operating temperature should poscess  zero buoyancy,   be  free of x-axIs 

trim,   and be in equlllbrluia with respect to this axis.    The elimination of trim 

and reduction of buoyancy to zero are most efficiently accomplished by means of 

weights attached to the x axis at either end of the floating gyroassembly (these 

weights are not indicated in Fig.  2.2).    Equilibrium relative to the x axis Is 

established by means of the four nuts 2,   which are screwed onto four mutually per- 

pendicular threaded rods attached to the shaft of the floating gyroassemb. y.    One 

pair of rods is directed parallel to the spin axis z,   and the other perpendicular 

to it.    Only two of the rod-and-nut devices appear In Fig.  2.2;   the other pair is 

omitted from the illustration.    The floating gyroasseirbly is balanced prior to 

installation In the  instrument housing.     The flna'  balancing operation about the 

x axis is carried out with the Instrument completely assembled.   I.e.,   after Its 

housing has been filled with liquid and hermetically sealed.     This  should be done 

under the operating  conditions of the  Instrument.     This balancing operation is 

accomplished by adjusting the sajae nuts 2.     The nuts are turned by means of the 

yokes 3 which grip them across their flats.     The yoke heads extend hermetically 

out through the housing land are provided with screwdriver slots. 

The final balancing about the x axis makes it possible to reduce the 
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■ yitematlc dlaturblng aoa»ntB which act on the floetlna ^yroassembly about this 

•xls to a minimum.    It vaa noted above that the entire device la Inatalled In a 

chasber provided vlth autoaatlc temperature regulation.    The need for autoxatic 

maintenance of a constant tetperature will becoae clear when It la re=emb«red that 

the gyromotor encloaed In the shell continually generates heat In algnlflcant 

quantities while the conditions for loss of heat to the aurroundlng apace may vary 

considerably.    Without positive automatic temperature regulation, therefore, the 

floating Integrating gyroscope could not 

generally operate with   -iie very high prs- 

clslon requlrrri of It.    The time required 

to bring the Instrument to the proper 

operating state 1« determined by the time 

needed to establish the necessary stable 

> temperature regime.    In designing a 

Fig. 2.3.    External view of mlcrosyn: floating integrating gyroscope, there- 
1) laminated stator; 2)  rotor;  3) atator 
•haft; J») wound spools mounted on stator   fore, careful attention should he devoted 
poles; 5) effective air gap. 

to those of its parametera which charac- 

| terlze it as an object of temperature control.    Devices known as mlcrosyna are used 

, in the present instrument (see Fig. 2.2) as the output-signal detector (plckoff) 

, and the corrector (torquer).    Their rotors 10 (plckoff) and 6 (torquer) are rigidly 

fitted to the axle of the floating gyroaasembly, while the corresponding stators 

11 and 5 are attached to the instrument housing.    Tae two rotora are identical. 

The laminated stator blocks are also identical.    The mlcroayn is shown separately 

in rig. 2.3. 

list us consider,  in general terma,  the operating principle and design of the 

mlcrosyna. 

The design of the mlcrosyn plckoff and the mlcrosyn torquer is  Identical;  the 

difference between them consists solely in the purposes for which they are used. 
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The «Icrosyn plckoff operates on alternating current only, vhlle the mlcrosyn 

torquer vorka on both alternating and direct current.    The atator 1 of the mlcro- 

■yn (Fig. 2.10 takej the fora of e Bysmetrlcal, four-pole magnetic circuit and la 

built up from individual laminae of a ferromagnetic material characterized by the 

■nallest possible hysteresia.    The rotor 2 la a two-pole design with 90    pole arcs, 

and la also composed of separate laminae of a ferromagnetic material vlth minimal 

hysteresis.     Sach pole of the stator car- 

ries a primary and a secondary coil.     The 

primary coils  are series-connected in the 

manner shown in Fig. 2.5,  and form the 

excitation winding, which, when supplied 

with an excitation current of voltage 

U    , magnetizes  the stator pole aa  indi- 

cated in Fig.  2.4.    If the excitation cur- 

rent is a direct current, which it may be 

Fig. 2.k.    Schematic representation of      in the case of the microsyn torquer,  the 
mlcrosyn: 

1] rotor;  2)  stator; P,, P2,  ?,<   P^) Indicated polarity will remain unchanged. 
colls of primary windings; J^J S2J S3, 
8^) colls of secondary winding. ""        If, however,  an alternating current la 

supplied to the excitation winding,  the 

polarity of the poles will alternate with the frequency of the alternating current. 

The secondary coils are alaj series-connected and form the secondary winding (Fig. 

2.5).    The coils on opposed   (unllV.e) poles are connected accordingly (coils S^ 

and S3;  S2 and SjJ.    The two pairs of coils produced in this way are countercon- 

nected (Fig. 2.5b).   Thus the coils S^ and S, are connected with the colls §2 and 

Sji in such a way that their phases are opposed. 

In the starting position, each pole of the rotor overlaps half of each of 

two unlike poles of the stator (Fig. 2.4).    The effective angle of rotation of 

the rotor is usually small.    Thus the total overlap of like poles of the stator 
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ty the rotor remains the sase. 

Let us examine the operation of a 

mlcrosyn as an output-signal detector. 

In this case It functions as an Inductive 

plckoff acting on the principle of the 

differential tranafonncr. The Job of the 

mlcrosyr plckoff is to deliver at its 

i ^ V L» secondary-winding output a voltage U 

proportional to the angle of deflection 

fiot  the rotor from Its original poai- 

Flg. 2.5. Diagram of mlcr-ayn vindings:  tlon { ß a 0),  which corresponds to the 
a) disposition of windings In stator; b) 
relative positions of primary and second- zero value of yout. The phase of this 
ary windings; g) directions of currents 
induced ID secondary colls i^, §2/ S?,        voltage la determined by the direction 
and Si^ in one half-period. 

in which the rotor Is delfected.   With 

I the rotor in its starting position, the flux created by the colls of the primary 
1 

winding induce an identical   emf       in each pair of opposed secondary-winding colls, 
j 
due to the perfect synntetry of the system in this position (See Flg. 2.U).    Since 

1 the coils Sj^ and S, are phase-opposed to the colls S^ and ^ (Fig. 2.5b and c), the 

resulting roltage UQ^ at the secondary-winding output will be zero in the case 

under examination.    For the sake of clarity,  the directions of the currents in 

the secondary-winding colls during one half-period are Indicated by arrows in Fi?. 

2.5s«    ^ **'• rotor 1P now deflected from its original position through a certain 

angle, let us say in a counterclockwise direction, tbe amount by which It overlaps 

the poles 2 and h will Increase, while the overlap of poles 1 and 3 will decrease 

(see Fig. 2.'»).    This will result In redistribution of the flux created by the 

primary-winding coils, so that the   emf's   gg    and Eg    Induced In the coils S„ and 

Sj. become larger and the  emf's    E      and Eg    Induced in the coils S^ and S, smaller 

by comparison with the values for the original position.    A voltage U    .   having 
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the phase of the emf Induced In the colls S2 and S,   (eee Fig.   2.5c) vlll therefore 

appear at the- secondary-winding output.     The  amplitude of this voltage will be 

proportional to the angle of deflection   fi   of the rotor from Its  etarting position. 

Upon deflection of the rotor fron Its starting position through an Identical 

but oppositely-directed angle,   the phase of the voltage U will be reversed,  but 

Its amplitude will remain the same. 

We have stated that U        will be proportional to the angle of rotation   fi  of 

the rotor with respect to the  stator.     This will apply,  however,   only in car.es 

where the total  flux created upon rotation of the rotor by the prljnary colls re- 

mains constant,   and Its redistribution among the poles of the  stator,  which serve 

as the cores of thf. colls,  proceeds  In strict proportion to the angle of rotation 

of the rotor from Its center position.     T5ie extent to vhlch this requirement Is 

fulfilled will depend on the precision with which the geometrical shape and 

dimensions of the rotor and stator are maintained,  the precision with which the 

proper air gap Is maintained between the poles of the rotor and stator,  the 

degree of uniformity achieved In the magnetic properties of the lijnlnated rotor 

and stator blocks,   and the precision with which the windings  are fabricated.     It 

Is perfectly obvious that the larger the effective angle of rotation of the rotor, 

the soro difficult It will be to keep this angle proportional to the voltage U- t- 

Hence the working angle must be kept  small.     Moreover,   a mlcrosyn plckoff whose 

parameters have been suitably chosen and which has been carefully made,   assembled, 

and regulated Is virtually Inertlaless  at small working angles.    The resultant 

force attracting the rotor to the poles  of the  stator Is also practically zero 

under these conditions.    These  last characteristics of the mlcrosyn are highly 

Important since they make It possible to obtain an output signal with the exertion 

of practically no reactive force on the gyroscope. 

One of the principal advantages of the mlcrosyn plckoff over the potentiometer 
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plckcff 1« the fact that It does not make use of sliding contacts. In addition, 

the sensitivity threshold of a wire potentiometer Is limited by the diameter of the 

wlw, vhlle in the mlcroayn It Is virtually zero (l/600o, which, for a rotor 

approximately 13 mm in diameter, correaponda to a 0.26-»• linear dlaplaceaent of 

the rotor pole relative to the stator pole). Thus In all Instances where the 

angle to be measured Is small, the mlcroayn poasesaes considerable advantajjea over 

the potentiometer. In thla connection, however, we should not overlook the weight 

of the mlcrosyn rotor, which Is, of course, considerably greater than that of the 

potentiometer wiper. This fact does not apply to the floating gyroscope. 

Although in practice mlcroayn plckoffs are made In a variety of slzea, the 

outer diameter seldom exceeds 51 mm. In certain cases In which the dimensions 

must be kept tc a minimum, mlcrosyns are mad- with outer diameters of approximately 

19 mm. The typical mlcrosyn plekoff has an outer diameter of approximately 38 mm, 

weighs about 57 g and displaces a volume of about l6A cm3. For excitation by a 

current of 50 ma and 1»00 cpa, the amplification factor (sensitivity) of a mlcroayn 

plekoff of this kind will be 

K  „   . "Q"1 = 12 av/mrad 
-tf^Wout    * 

for a range of rotor angles of rotation # = ♦ 10 . 

Let us turn now to consideration of the operation of the mlcrosyn as a correc- 

tor. In this case it must develop a moment proportional to the value of the 

control current I   delivered to the Input of Its secondary winding. The dlrec- 
"con 

tlon of the moment sust be determined by the phase or polarity of the voltage 

U   impressed on the secondary winding.  In addition, the magnitude of this 
-con 

moment should not depend in practice on the angle of deflection of the rotor from 

its starting position, even at small values of this angle. 
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Suppose that the rotor In In Its starting position. Let us spply to the 

secondary-winding Input a corrective voltage ü_on vhose polarity (If the xlcrosyn 

torquer Is fed vlth direct current) or phase (if the alcrosyn torquer Is fed with 

alternating current) Is such that the secondary colla S2 and S^ generate fluxes 

coincident in direction with the fluxes from the primary colls ?%  and P^, thereby 

aapllfylng the fluxes of poles 2 and k.    H?re the fluxes of colls S^ and S^ will 

he opposed to those of colls P^  and P3, and will weaken the latter accordingly. 

The result Is the appearance of a moaent which tends to turn the rotor In the di- 

rection of increasing magnetic field strength. I.e., to the left. The magnitude 

of this moment will be proportional to the product of the currents 1^ and Icon 

supplying the primary (excitation) and secondary windings. Since Ig^ la constant, 

the rotor moment will be proportional only to the value of the current lcor  fed to 

the secondary winding. 

If the phase (or polarity) of Dgon Is now reversed, the fields of poles 1 and 

3 will become stronger while those of poles 2 and k will be weakened; this results 

in a change of sign :n the rotor moaent. It is noted that some hysteresis appears 

when the microsyn torquer is fed with direct current. This, however, may be 

eliminated readily by the use of high-frequency alternating current. 

When th; primary winding of a microsyn torquer is fed with either alternating 

or direct current and no current flows in the secondary winding, the effects 

exerted by xhe poles 1 ,k  and 2,3 on the rotor, under ideal conditions, will cancel 

each other out. Consequently, th? rotor Jiotnent in the absence of a current Icon 

will be zero. 

In conclusion, it is again noted that the microsyn will function satisfactor- 

ily only if it is constructed and regulated with extreme cars. In the floating 

gyroscope, as will be seen from Fig. 2.2, the microsyn is iamersed 1; liquid. 

Any working design for a floating integrating gyroscope must include a number 

of components which have been oaitted from Fig. 2.2 for the sake of simplicity. 
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For  exaaple,  the drawing  docs   not  Indicate  the lea Jr.  which provide the gyrootor 

with  current  from an external  source.     It  is  highly  Important that  ther.e  current 

leads be  practically  Inertlaless,   I.e.,  that  they apply only a negligibly  paall 

moment to  the  floating gyroasseably.     This  requirement  Is   satisfied by the use of 

thin band-type  leads of high-grade material which are semicircular or spiral  In 

ahape  In the unstressed state.     One  end of the  lead  is  fixed to the housing and 

the other  to a  component of the mechanism which  communicates  with  the  floating 

gyroassembly.     After  Installation,   the lead rea^lns   in the unstressed state when 

the spin axis  of the gyroscope occupies 

its  starting position.     Since  the  float- 

ing gyroassembly turns  through  small 

angles when  the  Instrument  is   in opera- 

tion,   the moment which such a current  lead 

applies to  it will be negligibly small. 

A schematic representation of the 

Fig.   2.6.     Schematic drawing showing    principle of the  floating  Integrating 
principle of floating integrating 
gyroscope:  l)   instrument housing;   2)     gyroscope under discussion is shown in 
bearings of floating gyroassembly;   3) 
microsyn output-signal detector Fig.   2.6.     As before,  the axes  0xyz^ are 
(pickoff); k)  gyroscope frame;   5) 0 

gyroscope rotor;  6)  microsyn  correc-    attached to the instrument  housing.     The 
tor  (torquer);  7)  liquid damper; jr) 
input   (measurement)  axis  of  instru-       z axis   is   the gyroscope spin axis;   the y 
ment;   x)  output axis;   z)   spin axis *. 
Of gyroscope;   z^)   initial  position axis  Is  the measurement  (input)  axii,  of 
of spin axis   z;  the axes Oxyz. 
are attached to the Instrument the Instrument;  the x axis  is  Its  output 
housing. 

axis,  and the  z    axis defines   the  Initial 
0 

position of the spin axis  z.     In  the  drawing  In Fig.   2.6,   the microsyn  staters  are 

represented by discs,  and  the  rotors  in the form of pairs  of triangular  petalr 

which represent  the two poles   of each  rotor.     We shall use  this  scheme  from now 

on to represent  the floating  integrating gyroscope. 
It 

An axonometric projection of the Type 10    floating integrating gyroscope 
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under consideration appears   In  Fig.   2.7.     Type  designation Is based  en  the  value 

of the angular mo-aenturr. H of the gyroscope expressed  In cgs units.     "Type 10 

deslgrjites a gyroscope  for which K-r I0U gm -   ca? -  sec"1   » 10.?. gf-cm-sec. 

The functions of the baric design components of this gyroscope will be 

readily understood on comparison of Figs. ?.7 and 2.2. Therefore, we shall 

merely concern ourselves with certain details  of the  instrument's  construction. 

The  instrument   housing may be disassembled and  consists  of a  central  section 

6,   two  lateral sections  2 and 10 and a cover 11,   which are Joined  hermetically to 

one another by means of the bolts 15.    The gyromotor  is mounted In the yoKe  19 

(in Fig.   2.2,  this   is   keyed with  the number 9).     The  rotor of the microsyn 

pickoff is  installed to the left of the floating gyroassembly 17, and the torquer 

rotor to the right of it.     The microsyn st tors  19 and 16 are attached by the 

screws 9 to thln-walled ring-shaped components with the flanges  5 and 7,  respec- 

tively.    The flanges are apparently gripped between  the components  3 and 6 and 

6 and 10 of the instrument  housing.    The spaces  3 and 7 probably serve to permit 

adjustaent of the positions of the microsyn stators with respect to their rotors. 

If this  is the case,  there siiuuld be four such spaces  located at 90°  intervals 

around each stator.    The position of the stator would be adjusted by exerting 

pressure through these  spaces  to shift the  stator  in the desired direction. 

Whether or not the stator  is  in the correct position may be Judged from the output 

signal of the microsyn pickoff.     The plate U appears  to be a screen intended to 

shield the microsyn pickoff from disturbances arising in the gyrometer during its 

operation.     Current is  supplied by the gyromotor by means of the band-type leads 

12  (of which there  should be three)  Installed  in  component 1].     The  compensating- 

menibrane chamber Ik, which communicates with the internal cavity of the instrument 

housing,   is  installed  in the  cover 11.    The  liquid in  this  chamber serves   to 

compensate variations  in the volume of the liquid contained in the instrument 

housing caused by changes  in its  temperature.    The angle of rotation of the 
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floating gyroiisneinbly relative  to the Instrument  housing Is  limited  to ♦•  5    by a 

.top pin «ecured on the right  In the central section 6 of the inntrucent housing. 

All of the electrical input» and outputs of the Instrument are by vay of the con- 

tact pins 1 looted in the base of the device. 

,        5        ,» 

Fig. 2.7. Design of Type lQh  floating integrating gyroscope: 

1) pins far current-supply leads and output-signal pickup; 2,  6, 
10) conponents forming instrument housing; 3,8) spaces for adjust 
ment of microsyn stator positions; U) screen; 5, 7) flanges for 
attachment cf microsyn stators to instrument housing; 9) holts 
attaching microsyn stators to flanges 5, 7; H) cover; 12) band- 
type lead; 13) disc carrying svpply leads; lU) membrane chamber; 
15) assembly «crews for housing components; 16) stator of microsyn 
torquer; 17) floating gyroassembly; 18) yoke (gyroscope frame); 
19) stator of microsyn plckoff. 

A conjectural section through the gyromotor is shown In Fig. 2.8b. 

The MIT-Type 10U floating integrating gyroscope Ho. 79 has the follow- 

ing characteristics (Tables 1 and 2): 
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Table 1.     Values  Deteralned Prior  to Final AsscBbly of Device 

Ho. 

k 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Designation 

Weight of gyros cop- 
rotor 

Axial moment of inertia 
of gyroscope rotor 

Proper-rotational velo- 
city of rotor for UOO- 
cycle feti current 

Angular momentum of 
gyroscope 

Weight of floating gyro- 
assembly 

Symbol 

Moment of inertia of float- 

ing gyroasBembly with re- 
spect to its  x-axis  of 
rotation 

Maximal angle of rota- 
tion of floating gyro- 
assembly from its  Initial 
position with respect to 
instrument housing (as 
permitted by stops) 

Radial clearance of 
damper 

Specific gravity of 
fluid 

Viscosity of fluid at 
71.1° C 

«•max 

Specific damping moment 

Tfl 

K 
:^v 

Dimensions 

2 gf-cm-sec 

rpm 

gf-cm-sec 

gf 

gf-cm-secc 

degrees 

Mini 

gf/on3 

centlpoisea 

gf - cm 

rad/sec 

gf-cm 

'/mln 

Theore- 
tical 
Value 

12.79 

0.0122 

8000 

10.19 

53.5 

+5 +0.5 

0.25h 

1.93 ±1^ 

650 +5* 

20.39 

5.92-10 

Measured 
Value 

11.81 

0.0122 

8000 

10.22 

53.6 

0.036     0.038 

.5.6 

0.2U6 

1.928 

687 

22.12 

6.U3-10 

(calculated) 
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1        Table 1. (continued) 

No. Designation Symbol Dimensions 
Theore- 
tical 
Vnlue, 

Measured 
Value 

12 Mlcrosyn-torquer moment 

M obtained when pri- 

mary and secondary wind- 
ings ere supplied with 
currents I  and I 

-ex    —con 

C gf-cm/ma u.oa.io"1* h.ih.io'u 

whose products I • 

2  eX 

'I   « 1 ma2 

—con 

13 Sensitivity of mlcrosyn K 
">£out 

mv/mrad 21.0 20.0 

plckoff for excitation 
current of 125 aa,1*«) c^c 

volts/degree 

volts/degree 

O.366 

0.366 0.3^9 

1U Ratio of output voltage 
U ^ of mlcrosyn plckoff- 
—out 
to product I'  f fi/j* 

and f are the magnitude 

~E 
and frequency of the exci- 
tation current, and 0 1« 
the angle of rotation of 
the floating gyroassembly) 

C mv/ma•cps•rad 

mv/ma'cps'deg 

0.42 

7.33-10-3 

O.UO 

6.98 • 10-3 

Ho. 

3 

k 

5 

Table 2, Values Determined after complete Assembly of Device 

Designation Symbol 

Phase voltage of gyromotor 
supply 

Frequency of gyromotor 
current supply 

Phase current of gyromotor 

Temperature In damper gap 

Zero-point output signal 
of mlcrosyn plckoff  Csi8" 
nal delivered by device at 
rero Input angular veloci- 
ty  M   and torquer control 
current I (spurious sig' 

—con 
nal due to Interference 
harmonics Q  

U 
-pb 

gyr 

I . —ph 

Dlmens lonr> 

volts 

cps 

Theoretical     Measured 
Value 

mv 

8.0 _f 1 

hOO + 0.1» 

0.3 

71.1 + 1.1 

<5 
( root-mean- 
square ) 

Value 

7.5 

too + 0.0^ 

0.2 

71.1 

1.9 
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Table 2.   (continued) 

Theore- 
No. Designation Symbol Dlmen- tical Measured 

slonr. Value Value 

6 Drift velocity due to Im- rad/sec 10" •* 0.3  •  10""* 
balance of floating gyro- 0/ialn 0.3^ 0.103 
assembly 

7 Drift velocity due to mo- rad/sec <5   •  lO'5 
IO'5 

ments  whl'-h  cannot be  ta- 
ken Into account due to 

0/niln <0.172 0.03U 

their random nature 

8 Smalleot  detectable velo- rad/sec <5   .   10-5 
See  Ch.  V 

city of  rotation of device "mln 0/mln < 0.17? 
about measurement axle jr 

9 Largest  value  of measured rad/sec > ^.5 See Ch.   V 
Input angular velocity -max rpm > U2 

10 Time constant T sec 0.0017 0.0027 

11 Ratio of angular velocity 
/S of floating gyroassem- -«,4 

rad/sec 0.5 O.kl 
(calculated) rad/sec 

bly to  input angular ve- 
locity w 

12 Ratio of angular velocity 
^ of floating gyro- ^con.* 

rad/sec 2   -  lO"5 
1.9 • 10'5 

2 
assembly to product of ma 

currents  I      and I 0/cln —ex          —con 
ma2 

0.115 0.109 
applied  to primary and 
secondary windings of 
mlcrosyn turquer 

13 Ratio  of angular veloci- 
ty /J of floating gyro- 

C.   •   r  T rad/sec 0.0017 0.0027 

.         2 
rad/sec assembly to angular accel- * 

eration -yoT Instrument 
housing about output axis 
X 

1U Ratio of angular veloci- 
ty w to which  (velocity) 

K 

lexicon"— 
rad/sec k • io"5 

l*.09  •  10'5 

2 
application  to  currents ma 

I      and  I         to prlnary 
-ex          -con lexicon,ß /mln 0.229 0.23k 

and  secondary windings      s 
K         i 2 

of mlcrosyn torquer  Is - « /P ma 
equivalent  (in Its effect 
on the  floating gyro- 
assembly),  to the pro- 
duct of these  currents 
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Tatle 2,(continued) 

Ko. 

15 

16 

Designation 

17 

Ratio of angular velocl 
ty « to wlilch (veloci- 
ty) rotation of Instru- 
ment housing about Its 
output axis xwlth an 
acceleration V Is 
equivalent (in Its 
effect on the Instru- 
ment), to this accel- 
eration 

Ratio of rate of change 

U   of mlcrosyn-pick- 

off output voltage to 
input angular velocity w 

Ratio of rate of change • 
U ^ of mlcrosyn-plck- 
-out 
off output voltage re- 
sulting from delivery 
of currents I  and 

—ex 
I   to primary and 
—con   r    ' 
secondary windings of 
mlcrosyn torquer to 
the product of these 
currents 

Symbol Dimensions 

K    ; 

^'U 

rad/ sec 

rad/ sec 

—out 

^1 I "-lexicon' 

U . 
-out 

Theoretical 
Value 

0.0035 

Mcacured 
Value 

0.0057 

volts/sec 10.5 10.05 

rad/sec 

mv/sec 3.053 2.92? 

7mln 

mv/sec O.U O.koG 
2 

ma 

It la seen from Tables 1 and 2 that the weight of the floating Integra- 

ting gyroscope rotor Is very small ( ~ 12 gf) and that it has a small specific 

nüment of inertia ( ~ 0.012 gß-cm-sec2). By way of comparison, we might note 

that the cards of fluid-filled magnetic compasses (types k-k,  KI-11, etc.) have 

approximately the sa=e weight and moment of inertia. At the same time the proper- 

rotational velocity of the rotor is comparatively rather small at 8000 rpm.  It 

will also be seen from Tables 1 and 2 that the angular momentum of the floating 

gyroscope is relatively small ( - 10.2 gf-cm-sec). The total weight of the entire 

floating gyroassembly, 53.6 gf, is quite typical. All this gives some idea of 

the very small dimensions of the device Itself and the high technical requ rements 
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Inevitably Involved In the manufacture, asaembly, regulation and testing of the 

floating gyroscope. 

The device operates at saall angles of deflection of the floating gyro- 

assenibly from Its original position, since the working angles must be snaller 

than the angles of rotation permitted by the stops, ± 5° ± 0.bo.    This ensures 

virtual linearity of both gyroscopic moment and output voltage as function» of 

the angle of deflection. The oparatlng temperature of the instrument Is 71.1° c# 

This Is because the fluid used (more exactly, the medium used to fill the Instru- 

ment) Is too viscous or completely solidifies at normal temperatures, and only 

acquires the required vlsco-lty at this temperature. 

The drift velocities due to imbalance of the floating gyroassembly 

( ^ 0.103 /mln) and to moments of an accidental nature (^ 0.03U0/mln) are worth 

nctlng. This drift attests to the great difficulty encountered In balancing and 

regulating the device. It Is highly Important for the drift velocity to remain 

constant in magnitude and direction.  It can then be reduced with relative ease 

by supplying the corrector with the appropriate constant current I 
—con* 

The time constant of the Instrument under consideration Is only 0.002? 

»ec (calculüted value 0.0017 sec), a figure which Indicates the rapidity with 

which transient processes run their course. 

The Instrument was designed to detect angular velocities beginning with 

5 • 10- rad/sec {0.1720/mln), or a velocity smaller by a factor of 1.U6 than that 

of the eart i-s diurnal rotation.  In other words, it has to sense an angular 

velocity approximately equal to one revolution per thlrty-slx hours. The tests 

showed that the Instrument was able to detect a considerably saaller angular 

velocity. At the same time It has to be able to measure angular velocities 

higher than i».5 rad/sec. I.e., more than k2  rpm. Hence, the theoretical ratio be- 

tween the maximum «^ and minimum «^ values of the measured ang-ilar velocity 

• 9-10 .  Since the actual value of «^ is less than the theoretical value, 
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the effective value of the ratio  Is even greater.    It should be pointed out 

that  w    .     Is dependent upon both the moaient of friction In the supports  of the 

floating gyroassenibly and the level of electrical Interference which disturbs the 

correct functioning of the instrument. 

Let us consider some of the Industrial models of the floating Integrating 

gyroscope made In America, known by the abbreviation HIG (Hermetic Integrating 

Gyroscope)..   A figure Is usually added to these letters to Indicate the power to 

which the number 10 must be raised to obtain the angular momentum of the gyroscope 

2 -1 3 2 -1 H In cgs units.  I.e.,   In g-cm    - sec    ;   for example HIG-3 (H = 10    g-cm -sec    ), 

HIG-6 (HS10    g-cm -sec"   ), and so on. 

Figure 2.8 shows the main features of the design of the HIG-U made by 

the Minneapolis-Honeywell firm.    Some of the parts may not be reproduced exactly. 

Basically,  the Instrument  Is  similar to the one considered earlier, depicted In 

Fig. 2.7.    The floatlr j gyroassembly consists of a hermetically-sealed shell con- 

** tainlng an asynchronous gyromotor.    The shell is made from two sections 11 and 

lU, and from the kinematic point of view constitutes the gyroscope frame.    The 

section«  11 and lU are connected respectively to t;e shafts  3U and 23 which lie 

along the geometrical axis of the cylindrical shell, which Is  the x axis of ro- 

tation of the floating gyroassembly.    The ends  of the shafts are fitted with 

Journals which Insert  Into Jewelled socket-bearings attacned to the walls of the 

bousing 6 (as In Fig.   2.7, the housing Is  sectional).    There should be Jewelled 

disc bearings behind the sockets to receive axial loads. 

The gyromotor,  like the one shown in Fig.  2.8b,  Is mounted on an launo- 

vable axle 12 between the brackets 13 and 23 of the unit 14.    The axle 1? passes 

through openings  In the brackets 13 and 28,  the upper p'.rt of it being held by 

bracket 13.    The lower end of the axle 12 Is  threaded and  ^he nut holding the 

axle in place is screwed onto it  (this   is  not visible  In Fig.  2.8).    The parts 

*• attached to the axle 12 are the plate 30,  the socket  31, to which  Is  fixed the 
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gyromotor Stator 27, and the Inner rings of the magnetic-type bearings 10 and 29 

of  the gyromotor rotor with the spacer 8 between them.  The inner ring of bearing 

10 bears on the shoulder of the axle 12 while the ring of bearing 29 bears on the 

end of the stator socket 31. The outer rings of the bearings and the spacer 33 

between them are fixed to the socket of the rotor 26; the outer ring of bearing 

29 pushes against the shoulder of the rotor socket 32. The outer rings of the 

bearings in the rotor are kept in place by the cap 9 which Is screwed to the 

gyromotor rotor by the screws 7. The tightness of the bearings is regulated by 

a nut at the end of the axle 12. 

Current is supplied to the floating gyroasscmbly through band-type leads 19 

lying in one plane.  The angles of rotation of the gyroas: .;mbly are restricted by 

the stop 15 which Is attached to the Instrument housing by one end, the other end 

fitting Into an arresting socket In the unit 14. 

The rotor 36 of the mlcrosyn-plckoff is attached to the shaft 34, and the 

#^      rotor 18 of the mlcrosyn-torquer to the shaft 23. The laminated stators 5 and 

17 with windings 3 and 16 are fixed to the housing of the instrument. The 

gyroassentoly is balanced by four flat self-braking nuts 2 screwed onto the 

threaded balancer rods 35. The nuts are turned by means of the yokes 1, the 

heads k  of which extend hermetically through the outer surface of the housing. 

Variation In the vo^e of the filler liquid due to temperature change lo 

compensated for by a corrugated membrane chamber 21 comnronicating with the Inside 

of the housing via the hollow center 20.  The sections maMng up the housing are 

held together by the screws 22. All Joints must be hermetically sealed. 

The temperature of the instrument housing Is kept constant by an autOB»tlc 

temperature controlling device. This is done by varying the current supplied to 

the heating element, 25, which Is situated on the outside of the housing under the 

shell 2k.    Ihe resistance of the temperature sensor Is probably located on the 

f*      houalng tmder the heating element. 
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Figure  2.9 shows  an HIG-5   floatlnc gyroscope r.ade  by the   snne  flnr.,   with one 

sectlor. opened.     It Is similar In design to the HIG-U,   but  Its main difference 

from the  latter and the model  shown  In Fig.  2.7 Is  that  the  gyroscope  frtur-e  2 

(see Flg.  2.9) Is actually a closed frair.e  and not a yoke as  In the HIG-U and the 

Instrunent In Flg.  2.7.    The  face surfaces of the  frame take  the  form of circular 

disks  and are used to secure  the  cylindrical shell which,   together with  them,   forms 

a hermetically-sealed float with the gyronotor Inside.     The  disks of the  frame have 

tshafts to which tre attached the mlcrosyn rotors.     The  shafts  are equipped with 

Journals by means  of which the  floating gyroasserably  Is mounted on bearings.     At 

the beginning of 1957 these  Instruments were being turned out at the rate of 300 a 

month.     The same firm is  turning out  (at the beginning of 19IJ7 at the rate of 25  a 

month) an instrument similar In design,   the HIG-6,   intended for the stabilized plat- 

forms of long-range Inertia! systems.     All three types  are  shown side by side  In 

Fig.  2.10 for comparison of their relative sizes.     Each one has  Its own particular 

features.    The HIG-6 has the  lowest threshold of sensitivity and the greatest ac- 

curacy. 

Fig.   2.9.    HIG-5  floating Integrating 
gyroscope:     l) gyromotor;   2)  gyroscope 
frame;   3) mlcrosyn rotor. 

Figure 2.11 shows an external view of the KlO-k made by the Greenleaf Company. 

Figure 2.12 shows a variation of the  floating integrating gyroscope  somewhat 

different In design from those considered above.     Tills  Instrument has been devel- 
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oped by Mlnneapolls-Honeyvell. The naln feature of Its declgn Is replacement of 

the mlcrosyns by a plckoff and torquer of another design; they are both situated 

at the same end of the Instrument. Other differences In construction can eaclly 

be seen from a comparison of Figs. 2.IP and 2.8. 

Fig. 2.10. Floating Integrating gyroicopes made by Minneapolis- 
Honeywell: (left to right) the HIG-4, HIG-5 and 
HIG-6. 

Fig. 2.11.  External view of HIG-4 floating 
integrating gyroscope made by 
Greenleaf. 

Figure 2.13 shows an external view of two floating Integrating gyroscopes 

with angular momentum of 2.10 and 6.05 * 10 g£cm-sec"  (20.U and 6.170 gf-cm-sec) 

made by the Kearfott firm. 

The minimum angular velocities which are detected by these Instruments 

are U.l deg/hr and 0.01 deg/'hr respectively. The parts are made from materials 

with practically identical linear temperature coefficients of expansion, wMca 
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Flg. 2.12.    Floating Integrating gyroscope: 
l) torquer;  2) plckoff;  3) housing;  4) gyroscope 
rotor;   5) heating element;  6) compensation- 
membrane chamber;   ?) floating gyroessembly. 

prevents  the possibility of the gyroassembly becoming unbalanced over a wide re   ge 

of variation in the temperature of the surrounding medium.    These  Instruments  con- 

tain both dc and ac correctors, and also dc linear detectors.    Deviation from 

linearity throughout the working range does not exceed 0.1^ In the former and 

0.17^ In the latter.    The time constants T are respectively 0.0025 and 0.0035  sec. 

The weight  jf the Instruments Is  626 gf and 2.95  kgf.     In addition,  the  firm 
,. 6 2 

produces instruments with angular momentums of 2.5   "  10    and 12.5   •  10    g-cm - 

sec"     (2,550 and 12,750 gf-cm-sec). 

One of the very Important uses of floating Integrating gyroscopes  Is  In 

the construction of stabilized platforms.    Here the size of the platform Is 

roughly proportional  to the  cube of the size of the gyroscope.     Kence  to  reduce 

the size of the platform it  Is first and foremost necessary to reduce  the dimen- 

sions of the gyroscope, but without affecting its accuracy. 

An example of the design of a miniature floating gyroscope is the MIG 
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(Miniature Integrating Gyroscope)  which vas  put  Into production on a small sc&U 

(about  two per month)  by Minneapolis-Honeywell at  the beginning cf 1957.     The 

Instrument  Is   Intenrted  for  InterMal  guided missiles  of the  short-range  ty.e,   as 

well as for use In aircraft.    The weight of the MIG Is about Z'O gf.   Its  dlam— 

ter 1« W».5 mm, and Its length Is 63.5 mm.    The angular momentum Is H = 10P gf-cm- 

sec and the drift velocity  Is not more than 0.5 deg/hr.     If the Instrument Is 

properly regulated when set  Into operation,  the random drift  velocity  Is approxl- 

oately 0.15 deg/hr. 

We should point out  that  the  drift velocity of the MIG  Is  half that  of  the 

HIG-5  In which  It amounts   to 1 deg/hr, although  the HIG-5   Is  six time-  as  heavy 

and  four and a half times   greater  In volume  than  the MIG,  and also  has   the  same 

angular momentum.    This Is because In working out the design of the MIG greater 

attention was given to achieving stability of dimension under the Influence of 

t«Bp«rature variation and shock,  to reducing the  Intake so as to reduce such un- 

desirable effects as  electromagnetic nonlinearity and asymnetry, and also to 

eliminating anisoelasticity in order to do away with the vibration and moments 

caused by it for all practical purposes; the latter constitute one of the main 

sources of drift. 

Although  the  parts  of  the  MIG are 

small  In  size,   they must nevertheless be 

manufactured and assembled with an ex- 

tremely  high degree of accuracy.     The 

following facts are  Indicative in this 

respect.     The diameter of the  laminated 

stator of  the  gyromotor has   to be main- 

tained with an accuracy of up  to 7.6  M  . 

Polishing is not permlssable since it 

Fig.  2.13.    External view of float- 
ing integrating gyroscopes made by 
Kearfott with angular momentum:     a) 
H ■ 20.k gf-cm-sec,   and b) H =• 6170 
gf-cm-sec. 

causes short-circuiting of the stator plates, which in turn causes magnetic 
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asymr.otry.    The Journals,  which arc andc  fron; tungsten carbide,  and the  rapphlr-- 

bearlngr. of the  floatlrg gyroasscably hav»"  to be alaost Ideally  cylindrical  In 

shape.     Deviations  of more than 0.5 M  from Ideal  cylindrical  fern are  r.ct tolera- 

ted.     The Jewel-type bearings  u-ed  In watches are not satisfactory. 

The basic  features of  the design of the MIG are shown In Figs.   ?.lh and 

2.15.     An external  view of the  Instrument  can be  seen In Fig.   ?.l6.     Figure ?.15 

shows  that the  float  U,  which  Is made of  two sections screwed  together,  acts 

directly as  the  frame of the gyroscope.     The  ?.5-watt .gyromotor  Is  mounted  In the 

left-hand  naif of the  float.     The right-hand half  is attached after the gyromotor 

3 

Flg.   2.1U.     MIC-miniature floating integrating gyroscope  (1956): 
1)  recess  for flexible lead;  2)  duelsyn rotor;  3)  dualsyn 
Stator;  h)   gyromotor feed;  5)  Journal of floating gyre- 
assembly;   6)   rotor of gyromotor;  7)   floating gyroassembly; 
8) and 9)  air-tight  Inlets. 

has been conmletely assembled.    The angle of rotation of the floating gyroassembly 

Is +   3°.    The design makes  the gyroasseably very convenient to assenble, and 

at the same time provides  great rigidity and practical isotropy of the elastic 

properties  in all  planes  passing through  Its  rotation axis.    At  first sight,  the 

design is very simple, but this  Is not actually so since manufacture of it with 

the requisite accuracy is extremely complicated from tbe technological standpoint. 
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This difficulty,  however.   Is  fully cocipenrated  for by the advantages  of  the de- 

sign when compared with the designs of the gyroassembllos  In the  lnstra.-ner.tr we 

have considered above.    The floating gyroasseably has Journals  made of tungsten 

carbide 0.1*6 nun In  diameter.    They are  Inserted  Into  Jewelled bearings  fixed  to 

the  instrument housing.     The  suitable Journals and bearings are  found by selection, 

To  increase the rigidity of the gyromotor  rotor axle,   It  Is made  In the  form of 

two cones rigidly attached  to the rotor  5.     The  elastic properties  of the derlgn 

are Isotropie  for practical  purposes.    The  floating gyroassombly  is  filled with 

helium.     In the Instrument under consideration  the mlcrocyn-plckoff and mlcrosyn- 

torquer are Incorporated  Into one unit  called a dualsyn.    Thus  the dualsyn  I? 

both  the output-signal detector and the  corrector   (torque generator).  The dualsyn 

consists of a multlpolÄr rotor 2 (Fig,   2.1U)  attached to the floating gyroassembly 

and a corresponding stator  3 attached to  the housing,    la Fig,  2.15 the stator and 

/ I J 

I 

Fig.  2.15.     MIG - miniature floating Integrating gyroEc^pt  (1957): 
1)  hermetically-sealed  Inlet;   ?)  flexible lead;   j)   heating and 
heat-eensltlve elements;   k)  float  (gyroscope frame);  5)  gyro- 
motor rotor;  6)   dualsyn  stator;  7)  dualsyn rotor;   9)   Instrument 
housing;  9)   Jewelled bearing;   10)  bellows;  11)   flat  Internal 
heating element. 

the rotor of the dualsyn are marked 6 and 7.    The plates of the rotor and stator 

are made from a ferromagnetic material with strong magnetic properties. The stator 
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has  four windings  of O.ll-ism wire,  two  for the alternating  current  required by  the 

dualsyn when working as  an output  signal  detector,  and  two  for direct  currcr-.t  for 

whrn  it  1B  working as  the  corrector.     The working  principle  of the dualr.yr.  ir. 

similar to  that  of the mlcrosyn-detector and mlcrosyn-corrector. 

The Instrument Is  filled with  "fluorolube" (a fluoro-organlc compound) 

which Is  solid at  normal  temperatures.     The  filling Is  done  in a special way  that 

In effect  prevents   the  formatier, of air bubbles,  which  disturb   the balance of the 

gyroassembly.     Variation  In the volume  of  the  liquid due  to   temperature  Ir   ccrr".-n- 

sated for by  the bellows  10. 

To -aalntaln tne  temperature at  32.2° C,   the  Instrument  contains  the 7-watt 

intemaj. heating element 11 and heating elements  3  (see Fig.  2.15).    The desired 

temperature Is automatically maintained.    The resistance of the sensitive element 

Is  960 ohms. 

Current Is supplied to the gyromotor by the flexible leads 2 (Fig.  2.15) 

in the recesses  1 (Fig,  2.1U).    One end  is soldered to the element connected to 

the housing, while the other end Is soldered to the heniictlcally-c«.i.led Inlets 9 

(see Flg. 2.1U)  of the floating gyroassembly. 

A coaparlson of the Figs. 2.12,  2.1'*, and 2.15 makes  It  clear that the 

Instrument In Flg.  2.12 Is the forerunner of the MIG. 

In the main It differs  from the MIG 

In the arrangement of the detector and 

corrector,   the  elastic  compensation cham- 

ber (a membrane chanter instead of the 

bellows  In the MIG),  the heater and the 

Fig.  2.16.     External  view of the MIC     rotor axle  (in the  form of cylindrical 
(1957). 

cups, whereas In the MIG It consists of 

cones).    In Fig.  2.12 the plckoff and torquer are at the same end and have moving 

coils.    The Act that they have been replaced by the dualsyn shows the advantages 
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of the  latter  In  comparison with other urrangenients   Intended  for  the  ca-r.e  purpor-.e. 

Besides   these  instrument?-.,   the   firm Klnneapolls-Honeyvell  al?o imites  the 

GG37  floating  Integrating gyroscope,   known as  the ISIP   (five  such  Ir.fitru.-.cp.ts 

were produced at the beginning of 1957).     It  Is designed  specially for use In con- 

structing stabilized platforms  for  long-range  Inertlal  systems.     Its  dimensions 

are: diameter 83.B mm,  length 116.8 mm,  and drift velocity 0.01 deg/hr. 

Floating  integrating gyroscopes  are  high-precision  InsLmments.    Their 

accuracy  is   so great tnat a  comparatively  r.hort time ago   It was   considered  that 

such accuracy could only be achieved In a few individual laboratory models and 

under laboratory conditions.    Many of the parts of the gyroscope have to be made 

with an accuracy of up to 0.5 microns.     A number of complex technological prob- 

lems had to be solved before it became possible to mass-produce these instruments. 

The floating gyroscopes have to be ast jmbled In specially equipped rooms 

free from practically all dust.     The temperature,   humidity,  and pressure  in these 

** rooms must be kept constant.    In the Sperry Company's assenfcly rooms,  for example, 

the air is purified to the extent that no particles of dust larger than 0.3    « 

remain.    The temperature is  kept constant to within half a degree, and the humi- 

dity with an accuracy of 5 percent. 

The use of paper and pencil  In the assembly shops  is  prohibited so that 

the air will not be contaminated with fibre particles and graphite dust.    All 

drawings are made on light-sensitive plastic and notes are taken down on sheets 

of vinyl nasticated rubber with ball-point  pens.    The walls of the rooms are 

covered with the same material. 

Work tools are polished to mirror-like brightness and are cleaned ultra- 

sonically each day.    All parts not being used at a given time are kept in plastic 

bags or under glass  covers.     Each  component  part of an  instrument goes  through a 

preliminary-treatment section before being taker into assembly.    Here, any pro- 

jecting edges are removed from the parts and they are then electropolished.    The 
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removal of projecting ed^.es Is  carried out under a microscope with X 1»5 magnlfl- 

catlon,  with the aid of special Instruments slnllor to those used by dentists. 

Before entering the asse-nbly shop the worker has to go thrcj^-h seven 

special rooms.     In the first (outer)  sterile room,  he washes his hands and face 

(women are not allowed to use cosmetics).    In the  second his  shoes are thorou^ily 

cleaned.     In the third room his clothes are cleaned by a strear. of air.     In the 

next room the worker takes off his outer clothing and puts  on nylon trousers  and 

a nylon shirt,   and over them nylon overalls.    On top of his  footwear he puts  nylon 

coverings,   and on his head a nylon cap.     The whole  set  of nylon  clothing Is 

cleaned and sterilized dpüly.    When he has changed his  clothes,   he enters the 

fifth room where his clothes are  again defined In an alr-strean.     Finally,  when 

he has passed through two more rooms,  he reaches the assembly shop. 

A serious problem has been the need to build test apparatus with an ex- 

tremely high degree of accuracy.     Tills ca^be Illustrated by the following In- 

stances taken from the experience  of Mlnneape 11 s-Honeywell.     It was mentioned 

above that the MIG floating gyroassembly is filled with helium.    Hellun seeping 

through Into the liquid filling the housing of the floating gyroscope creates 

sudden moments which impair the accuracy of the Instrument,   since helium bubbles 

settling on the gyroassembly or on Its bearings caufe  p. sudden moment as a result 

of imbalance,  which,  in its turn,   gives rise to drift.     Special mass-spectrome* 

trlcal devices have been constructed to detect the escape of helium and they can 

measure a leakage rate of 1 cm    in 30 years.    These instruments are used In the 

assembly shops. 

There are similar devices of sti'^l greater sensitivity.     One of them,   ac- 

cording to available literature,   can measure a leak of 1 enr  in 3000 years. 

Another vitcJ. problem is to remove all the air and any other gas from the 

space to be  filled with liquid.     The gyroscope is  filled in a vacuum.     Before the 

operation,   the gyroscope is heated for forty hours to remove the air and other 
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gases.    Warmed   "fluorolube"  is  Introduced  Into  the gyroscope  In a  vacuum.    The 

process of filling takes  ten hours.    Figure 2.17 shows the work bench at which these 

operations are carried out.     On the left-hand ber.ch the  floating  ayroacnenbly  ic 

Fig.  2.17.     Photograph of work bench on which  the floating 
gyroasseiably is   tested  for helium leak and the 
HIC-5  is   filled with liquid In  a vacuum under 
glass Jars. 

being tested for helium leakage with a mass-spectrometer.    On the right  can be seen 

two pieces cf apparatus for filling the Instruments.    The gyroscopes are In evacu- 

ated glass Jars.    Two HIG-5 gyroscopes can be seen in each Jar.    The filling is 

carried out automatically. 

E014^ rv/l 
r 

Fig. 2.l8. Final adjustment and testing of floating gyroscope: 
1) testing stand. 

••» 
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Fig.  2.19.    Diagram of unlttxlal spatial Integrator of angular 
velocity with  floating  integrntlng gyroscope   and servodrlve: 
l) microsyn-plckoff;   2)  liquid dar.per;   3) gyroscope  frazne;   k) 
gyroscope rotor;   5) microsyn-torquer;  6)  floating gyroscope 
housing;   7) part fixing gyroscope housing to shnft 14 (which 
may be  considered as  a unlaxlally stabilized platform); 8)  ampli- 
fier;   5) reducer;   10)  slave motor;   ll)  flange;   12)  integrator 
(stabilizer) housing;   13)  read-out device;   14)  shaft  (input axis 
of integrator);   15) brushes  and contact rings  for picking off 
output voltage-signal U from mlcrosyn-pickoff;   16) brushes and 
contact rings for supplying  current I        to secondary winding of 
mlcrosyn-torquer;  y)  input axis of gyroscope  and integrator;  x) 
output  axis of gyre scope;   and z-) initial position of spin axis z. 

Each operation In manufacturing a floating gyroscope needs a great deal of 

time and has to be carried out with the greatest care.     Production of the MIG is 

further complicated by the fact that during Its manufacture  it has to be assembled 

and dismantled several times.    The most critical operations in the asseidäly of the 

HIC-5 are: 

a) checking the microsyn rotor and stator for production of the output signal; 

b) balancing the floating gyroassembly; 

c) selecting the  Journals  and bearings; 

d) testing the load on the bearings from the characteristics of the gyroraotor. 

All these operations are  carried out before the instrument is filled with 

liquid.     Since the comparatively heavy gyroassembly is supported by slender Journals 

of tungsten carbide resting on Jewels during these operations,  a small Jolt can 
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deatroyboth the  Journals and the  Jevela.    Conasquently, this proceaa haa to be 

carried out with the greatest caution. 

Tne final teats also take up a great deal of time.    It requires about lh hr 

to test the EO-U, 7 hr for the HIG-J, ?-h hr for the HIO-6 and Zh hr for the W!. 

It la extreaely Important to choose a suitable place for the testa since one 

person walking across a concrete floor can cause enough ahtU'.in,; to disrupt the 

tests completely.    Some gyroscopes are tested In the evening when there are  fewer 

people about In the bulldln?.    The turntable platfom Is one  of the most  Important 

and critical pieces or test apparatui. 

Tlgur« 2.13 glvss some lnpresPi.cn of the layout and equipment required for 

the final testing of floating gyroscopes.    The  Instrument under^oin.j examination Is 

mounted on the platform 1. 

Tqfle 3 gives the basic characteristics of floating Integrating gyroscopes 

' produced by different firms. 

i It vaa pointed out above that fitting Integrating gyroscopes are most suit- 
I 
; able for use as the sensing components  of spatial Integrators of angular velocity 

Ivith aervodrlvea, and for geon^trlc ctabillzation of platfonna In Inertlal spaje, 

Ivhlch amounts to the aame thing in effect.    Having familiarized ourselves with the 

I design of the floating integrating gyroscope, we can now turn to consideration of 

| ita use in the integrator.    The schematic layout of an angular-velocity spatial 

I integrator with an integrating gyroscope and servodrlve  Is shown In Fig. 2.19. 

; The floating integrating gyroscope is represented here  In the SSM way as  in Fig. 

' 2.6.    In principle the layout Is not in any way different from those shown In Figs. 

1.19 and 1.20.    The only difference is that a floating integrating gyroscope  is used 

here instead of an ordinary integrating one.    The gyro housing 6 Is firmly fixed 

hy 7 to the axle lk which is the output axis of the  Integrator.    The input axis y 

| of the gyroscope coincides with the input axis of the  Integrator.    The x axis of 

! rotation of the gyroassembly la perpendicular to the jr axis.    The z0 axis, which 
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Is the Initial position of the spin axlr. z,  Is perpendicular tc the x and jr ax<.r., 

and together with them forms & trihedron. All the axes originate at the point 0 

which is the point of Intersection of the 21 and ^ axes.  In principle the Inte- 

grator functions In exactly the same way ar the Integrator and unlaxlal stablllzt-r 

with an ordinary Integrating gyroscope (Figs, 1.19 and 1.20), described In Chapter 

1, Section 7. 

The floating Integrating gyroscopo Is rensltlve to considerably smaller 

angular velocities than the ordinary Integrating gyroscope In which the friction 

in the frame bearings Is extensive. The Integrator (stabilizer) with a floating 

integrating gyroscope, therefore. Is much more acc.rate as an Instrument.  We 

will not repeat for Flg. 2.19 everything that has been said vizh  regard to the 

work of the angular-velocity spatial Integrator, but will merely point out the 

following. Two basic regimes should be distinguished In the operation of the 

»ystem; the geometric-stabilization regime and the spatlal-tntegratlon reglr.e. The 

geometric-stabilization regime Is the automatic maintenance of the Initial orienta- 

tion of the x and z. axes connected to the gyro housing In Inertlal space.  It Is 

assumed in this connection toat the orientation of the input axis ^ of the inte- 

grator in inertlal space remains unchanged, irrespective of the functioning of 

the integrator. 

Any rotation of the housing 12 of the integrator about the jr axis in inertlal 

space causes a voltage U   at the output of the microsyn-plckoff 1. This voltage 

actuates the servodrive which will keep turning the component 7 (the platform) 

with the gyroscope housing back to its original position, thus  keeping its  orien- 

tation in inertlal space constant. The basic characteristic of the fixed geometric- 

stabilization regime is the relationship between the constant values of the angular 

velocity «tra of rotation of the integrator housing in Inertlal space about the 

2 axis and the corresponding values of the angular velocity "-^ of rotation of 

the gyroscope housing about the integrator housing ( «tra is the transfer velocity 
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of the gyroscope houslne).     It Is  clear that  In an  ld«al  Integrator the valu.-c  of 

these velocities should be the sace. 

The  spatial-Integration  regime  Is  the  coercive  rotation of component  ^  (tht- 

plAtfonn),   In other words  the gyroscope and connected x and z    axes.   In Inertia! 

space about the jr axis with the desired angular  velocity   w .    This  rotation 1G 

effected by  supplying a current  1 to the  secondary windings  of the mlcrosyn- 

corrector  5.     As was  described above,   In  tills   case the  gyroscope housing  rotate:- 

In  Inertlal  space about  the % axis  with an angular  velocity cu proportional to  the 

current lcon.    The angle of rotation about  Lhe ^ axis will be proportional to the 

Integral of  the current I with  respect  tc  time.     The basic characteristic  of ~con 

the  fixed  spatial-integration regime  Is  the  dependence between  the constant values 

of the current I        and the  corresponding values  of the angular velocity    w  . 

Thus  the study of integrating  floating gyroscopes   Intended for use   in  Inte- 

grators and  stabilizers  of the type we have  considered  should be  conducted with 

respect to these two regimes, 

Section  2.     Differentiating  Gyroscopes 

It has been stated above that at the present  time the best-perfected form of 

differentiating gyroscope  Is  the floating differentiating gyroscope.    This  Instru- 

ment differs  from the floating integrating gyroscope by the presence of a component, 

either electrical or mechanical, which is  Intended to Impose upon the floating 

gyroassombly a moment proportional to the angle of deflection ß of the gyroasr.em- 

bly from its  initial position,  corresponding to a  zero value of the measured angular 

velocity   a» and tending  to  return   It  to the  initial  position.    As  a  component of 

this  kind,  we  can use a torsion rod made of any material with good elastic  proper- 

ties,  which,   incidentally,  are the  same under  torque towards  either side within 

the working range of angles  of twist. 

Figure 2.20 shows the construction of a floating differentiating gyroscope 
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with a torsion rod, deolgned by the MaBsachuaetts Institute of Technology.    In 

dealgn this  Inatruaent  Is on the rfhole similar to the floating Integrating gyro- 

scope .hown In Fig. 2.7-    The aaln difference  la that the right-hand support of 

the floating gyroasseably Is made In the fora of an elastic torsion rod 1.    The 

other end of the torsion rod,which Is elongated and cylindrical,  la rigidly fixed 

to the gyroaaaeably.    The right-hand end of the rod, which la spherical,  is rigidly 

fixed to the  Instrument houslns by means of a conical claap. 

The central,  elastic, part of the torsion rod (the working part)  smoothly 

opens out into the  thicker ends which serve to hold It.    In this way the torsion rod 

fulfills tvo functions at the same time:     firstly.  It la a support (on the right- 

hand side In Fig.  2.20)  for th9 floating gyroassembly, and,  secondly, when the 

gyroassembly departs from Its initial position. It laposes on It a xoment propor- 

tional to the angle of deflection,  tending to return the assembly to its Initial 

poaitlon.  I.e.,  It acts as does the sprlrs 1» In the differentiating gyroscope in 

o i Fig. 1.17. 

' In the dealgn shown there is no corrector.    A mlcrosyn la used as the detec- 

tor, as In the floating Integrating gyroscope.    Its component parts can clearly be 

I seen In Fig. 2.11* to the left of the floating gyroassembly. 

The principle of this type of floating differentiating gyroscope Is shewn 

: In Fig. 2.21, but for the sake of conaiatency a microsyn-corrector has also been 

| included in thia figure. 

It la alao poaaible to have differentiaing gyroscope designs which use some 

kind of electrical arrangemert instead of a torsion rod.    One auch version (with a 

feedback circuit) will be examined later on when we deal with the theory of the 

floating differentiating ayroscope. 

Tables 4 and 5 contain the basic characteristics of the floating dlfferentla- 

jting gyroacope with torsion rod. Type lo\ Ho. 55, depicted in Fig. 2.20. 
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Flg.  2.21.     Principle of floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion 
rod:     l) Instrument housing;   2)  torsion rod;   3) mlorosyn-torquer;   k) 
gyroscope  frame;   5) gyroscope rotor;  6) mlcrosyn-plckoff;   7)   floating 
gyroassembly bearings;  8)  liquid damper;  y) Input  (measurement)  axis of 
Instrument;   x)  output axis;   z)  spin axis;   z  ) Initial position of gyro- 

scope spin axis  z;   axes Oxyz0 are  connected to the  instrument housing. 

Table 4. 

Values determined prior to final otssembly of device 

No. Designation Symbol Dimensions Theoretical Measured 

♦ 
Value Value 

1 Weight of gyroscope rotor gf 11.79 11.8U 

2 Axial moment cf inertia of 
gyroscope  rotor 

C 
2 

gf-cm-sec 0.0122 0.0123 

Proper-rotational velocity of 
rotor for UOO-cycle feed 
current 

Q rpcn 8000 Gooo 

k Angular momentum of gyroscope H gf-cm-sec 10.19 10.2S 

5 Weight of floating gyroassembly gf 51.8 52.U 

6 Moment of Inertia of floating 
gyroassembly with respect to 
its 2 axis of rotation 

J 
p 

gf-cm-sec 0.035 0.036 
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Table k.  (Continued) 

Ho. Designation Symbol Dimensions Ttieoretlcal 
Value 

Meiiaui-eJ 
Value 

7 Maximal angle of rotation of 
floating gyroastembly from 
It« initial position with 
respect to instrument housing 
(as permitted by stops) 

max 
degrees 12'5 ♦ 2.5 

8 Radial clearance of damper < am 0.25lt 0.272 

9 Specific gravity of fluid 7fl 
gf/cm3 

1.93 1 1* 1.912 

10 Viscosity of fluid at 
71.1   C 

n centlpolses 230 t 5* 232 

11 Specific damping moment 
-ß ' ??dp 

gf-cm 
rad/sec 

5-1 k.l 

gf-cm 

7.1n 
1.U6-10"3 1.36-lO-3 

(calcu- 
lated) 

12 Hatural undamped frequency 
of floating gyroassembly In 
absence of darplng liquid 

^0 
cps 19 20 

13 Sensitivity of mlcrosyn- 
plckcff for excitation 
current of 250 ma 1*00 cps 

K     u ß'  Hout 
mv/mrad 

volts/deg 

k2 

0.732 

1*0 

O.698 

ii» Ratio of output voltage 
U    .  of mlcrosyn-plckoff to 

product i;x fp ^(1^ and 

f    are the magnitude and 
-P 
frequency of the excitation 
current,  and  ß   Is the angle 
of rotation of the floating 
gyroaeiembly) 

£P 
mv/ma cps rad 

fflv/ma cps deg 

O.^ 

7.32-10"3 

O.UO 

6.98-10"3 

Values determined after ccmplete assembly of device 

Table 5. 

Ho. Designation Symbol Dimensions ■Hieoretlcal 
Value 

Measured 
Value 

1 Riase voltage of gyromotor 
supply 

Hph volts 3-5 k.O 
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TeMc 5.   (Continued) 

No.    Designation Symbol 

2 Frequency of gyromotor cur- 
rent supply 

3 Rias«' current of gyromotor 

k        Temperature In damper g;ip 

5   Rigidity of torsion rod 

6 Natural undamped frequency 
of floating gyroassembly 
after housing Is filled 
with liquid 

7 Damping ratio (ratio of 
tone damping factor to 
critical damping factor) 

8 Maximum /alue of detectable 
angular velocity (limited 
by mechanical means) 

9 Minimum value of de- 
tectable angular velocity 
(see Chapter V) 

10   Ratio of output voltage 
■Icrosyn-pickoff U^ to 

input angular velocity CO 

11 Drift velocity caused by 
displacement of torsion roc. 
from center (zero) positlor. 
(see Chapter V, Section 5) 

12 Drift velocity caused by 
moinents unaccountable be- 
cause of their random nature 

13 Mechanical hysteresis of 
torsion rod in unite of 
equivalent input siigular 
velocities 

f 
-gyr 

tph 

T 

max 

"min 

*« ' üout 

Dimensions 

cps 

amp 

gf«cm/rod 
gf-cia/deg 

cps 

Theoretical 
Value 

rad/sec rpm 

rad/sec 

0/sec 

mv 
rad/sec 

mv 

7mln 

rad/sec 

rad/sec 

rad/sec 

UO0 *_ O.k 

71.1 ♦ 1.1 

k9k 
8.62 

19 

0.6lk 

2 

19.1 

830 

0.2»H 

0.001 

0.0005 

0.0003 

Vensured 
Value 

1*00 ♦  O.Oi* 

0.6 

71.1 

515 
8.96 

25.2 

OA36 

1-95 

lß.6 

0.17 

9-75 

819 

0.238 

0.0026 

0.0007 

0.0001 
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OB the basis of Tables k and 5 we can draw the following conclualons vlth 

regard to the floating differentiating gyroscope vlth elastic torsion rod No. 55' 

The aost chamcteristic feature of this Instrument la the comparatively high xini- 

mum detectable angular Telocity, « ,r 0.17 nsd/sec, and the. low value of the 

ratio ^I^ 
max hSSi   = 11.5. 

"min    0.17 
The conparatlvely high value of -m^n  does not mean at all that the instru- 

; ment does not react to angular velocltiea less than ",,,££• The point is that at 

| angular relocitiea smaller than w-j- the proportionality coefficient between the 

I output voltage Ü   of the microeyn-detector and the measured angular velocity 

; will be a variable value and, to a certain extent, a random one. In the case of 

angular velocities w within the range u mljx < w ^ w BU:, thla coefficient can be 

| considered constant for practical purposeo. 

Later on we «hall ahow that in this respect the floating differentiating 

gyroscope vlth a feedback circuit is considerably more efficient; Its w min  is 

equal to 0.0009 rtvd/sec w        equal to 1.8 rad/sec, and, consequently 
max 

max 
= 2000. 

mln 
The floating differentiating gyroscope requires a considerably smaller 

j 
specific damping inomeat, and consequently, a leas viscous liquid than the floating 

integrating gyroscope. This is because the moment created by the damper is utll- 
I 

Izeff in the integrating gyroscope as a counteracting moment and has to be large if 

the Instrument Is to function properly. In the differentiating gyroscope, however, 

this moaent is used solely to dampen the vibrations of the floating gyroassembly. 

It can be seen from the Tables that the specific damping moment of the differenti- 

ating gyroscope la one quarter of its value in the Integrating gyroscope and the 

viscoaity Is one third as much. 

Figure 2.22 shown an external view of two floating differentiating gyro- 

scopes, types JR and K, made by Minneapolis-Honeywell. According to the advertise- 

ments, both these instruments ensure a proportional dependence between the output 

signal and the input angular velocity in the working range with an accuracy of 
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. +0.25^ of tue upper llalt of measureaent, 

and vlthitanfl excess load through vibra- 

tion up to 15 g at frequencies up to 

2000 cps. The JR withstands Impact loads 

up to 100 g applied to any plane, vhlle 

the type K withstands similar loads up to 

50 g. Type K weighs 1.6k kg and has 

the dimensions 81.3 (dlam.)X ll*6 mm; it 

i is Intended for the control and homing of 

guided missiles, and also for aircraft. 

Fig. 2.22. External view of the Kinne-  In order that the instrument nay be cor- 
apolls-Honeywell floating 
differentiating gyroscopes:  rectly installed, the mounting flange 2, 
(a) type JRj (b) type K; 
l) graduation line; 2)~mount- as in other floating gyroscopes, is 
ing flange; 3) plate. 

I marked with a graduation line 1 which 

indicates the diametric plane of the output (measurement) axis of the instrument. 

Above the line is a plate 3 vlth the words "Output Axis" and in addition there Is a 

dot with an arrow round it shoving the direction of positive rotation about the 

input axis. 
j I 

Type JR has an angular mosientum of E * 10 g-cm -sec   a 1020 gf-cm-sec and 

is equipped with a compensating arrangement which malntaina the damping coefficient 

constant without beating. The dimensions are 20.8 (dlam.) X 85.7 mm, and the 

starting time is less than one minute. The  Instrument is designed for tactical 

weapon systems, which apparently explains its comparatively high kinetic moment 
I 
in relation to the small six«. 

j    Wgure 2.23 shows a patented design (Wfendt H. C. GEC, US Patent, Class 7U-5.7, 

'Mo. 2,731,836 of 1/24/1956) for a floating differentiating gyroscope with a two- 

rotor asynchronous gyroaotor, similar to one developed and constructed by 7. A. 

Pavlov in 19^9. The .-^lu aim of thia particular design is to reduce the error 
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Fig. 2.23. Floating differentiating gyroscope with two-rotor 
gyromotor:  l) Instrument housing; 2) and 10) inner walls of 
housing; 3) and U) gyroassenibly bearings; k)  and 19) sq^rrel- 
cages of rotor; 5) stator winding; 6) rotor axle; 7) aad 16} 
rotors; 8) and 15) laalnated stators of gyromotor; 9) d1" . 
made in one piece with socket; 18) and 12) spiral spring; 13) 
and 21) Journals of gjrroassembly (sy«> frame); 1U) parts 
holding gyromotor (disc 9); 17) rotor bearings; 18) socket 
made in one piece with disc 9; 20) cylindrical shell; 22) 
plckoff; 23) block with pins.   . 

■ caused by asymmetry of the parts of the ordinary single-rotor gyromotor with 

! respect to the plane passing through the axis of rotation of the gyroscope frame 

I perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the rotor. The gyromotor is mounted on 

'the disc 9 which is made in one piece with the socket 18. The disc 9 la held by 

I two identical parts \k  and together with them, from the kinematic standpoint, 

form« the gyro frame. The parts lU are enclosed In a hermetically-sealed cylind- 

i rical shell 20, which together with the gyromotor forms the floating gyroassembly. 

Its Journals 13 and 21 are mounted in the bearings 3 and 11 in the '«11 2 and 10 

\ot the instrument housing 1. The space between the shell of the floating gyro- 

assembly and the Instrument housing is filled with liquid. The elastic counteract- 

ing moment is created by the spiral spring 12, one end of which is attPched to the 

Journal 13 and the other to the vail 10 of the Instrument. The pickoff 22, which 

la alBllar to the microsyn-pickoff examined earlier, generates output signal. The 
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pins In the block 23 are used to supply currect and to pick off the output algnal. 

The Btator coi-islats of two sets of Identical laalnatlona 8 and 15 attached 

to the aocket l8, vlth the coaanon windln« 5 arounlthem.    Thl« design Is disting- 

uished hy having one common winding rather than two separate onea.    It Is not al- 

together easy to make a stator of this kind but the advantages of the symmetrical 
« 

arrangement and the more uniform distribution of the winding make up for this. 

The double stator with a slnöle winding takes up considerably less room than one 

with separate windings.   The laminations can be nearer the center of the instru- 

ment since there are no windings on the adjacent sides  of the sets of laminations. 

In consequence, the over-all length of the rotor is also reduced. 

Each set of laminations la encased by Its own rotor.    The rotors 7 and 16 

are Identical;  they are bell-shaped and are attached to the common axle 6 mounted 

In the bearing 17 Indicated aketchlly In the drawing.    The squirrel-cages k and 19 

fit Into the rotors.    Thus the gyromotor consists of two asynchronous motors,  the 

rotors of which are attached to a common axle and the atatora of which have a 

canon winding.    This kind of gyromotor Is little affected by loaa of balance 

ithrough variation in temperature, and Is almost entirely free from the influence 

iof asymmetrical forces and preasures of various kinds which arise in an ordinary 
i 

single-rotor gyromotor. 

According to Information contained in advertisements,  the Olanninl firm pro- 

ducea a medium-aiied floating differentiating gyroacope, Ko. 36128, Intended for 

aircraft and missile guidance, and for telemetering as well.    The liquid used to 

fill the instruaent is oil (apparently sllicone oil).    It haa an internal electri- 

cal heating unit which keeps the temperature of the oil conatant over a wide 

range of outside temperatures.    The «lamping coefficient la thus kept the same. 

The gyroscope works on l*00-cps three-phaae alternating current.    Either a potentio- 

meter-detector made of precious metal or a atandard aelsyn is used to obtain an 

output signal.    In either caae the output signals are high-level and can be uaed 
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to measure angular velocities or for automatic control, either directly or after 

slight amplification. Hie instrument has a damping ratio of 0.5 to 0.6, and is 

o 1 
suitable for the measurement of angular velocities ranging fron 15 to 250 /sec 

(0.262 to U.36 rad/sec). As usual, angular displacements of the floating gyro- 

assembly are limited by mechanical stops. As In the case of any floating gyro- 

scope, the Instrument can withstand great vibratlonal and Impact loads. 

Hie ijBar Company produces an ultra-accurate miniature floating differentia- 

ting gyroscope (diam. 38.1 mm, length 76.2 nm and weight 318 gf). Tfcis is type 

2157-F, the design of which differs slightly from the normal. Ihe instrument has 

an Improved -orsion rod which is particularly rigid in a transverse direction; 

this fact considerably helps to remove errors brought about by transverse deforma- 

tion of the normal-type torsion rod. All parts which Join together are maxie from 

materials with matching linear coefficients of expansion.  This helps to eliminate 

errors and. In particular, loss of balance by the gyroassembly through change in 

the dimensions of the parts due to temperature, and makes it possible to have a 

zero point which for practiced, purposes is Independent of outside temperature. 

The task of keeping the damping factor constant from -51* to +7^ C has been 

similarly solved in principle. 

Vibrations of the floating gyroassenbly are damped by means of two hydrav-Mc 

dampers which consist of thin steel cylinders filled with a special viscous 

liquid and their plungers. The material from which the damper parts are made and 

the viscous liquid are selected so J»at in practice temperature changes do not 

affect the damping factor. This can be done in the following way: the damping 

factor is directly proportional to the viscosity of the liquid and inversely pro- 

portional to the square of the gap between the cylinder and plunger.  Since the 

viscosity is increased as the temperature falls, to prevent the damping factor 

depending to any extent on the temperature, the gap has to decrease as the temper- 

ature increases, and vice versa.  For this to happen, the coefficient of linear 
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expansion a -  of the plunger must be greater than the corresponding coefficient of 

the cylinder materlül a    .    It Is advisable to use a material for the cylinder In 

which a     M 0.  and for the plunger,  one In which a ,  ensures the requisite change 
-cy "P-*- 

In the gap,  with temperature. 

Ulla arrangement has made It unnecessary to have an electric heater and temper- 

ature control system In the Instrument,  and this has to a certain extent made It 

possible to simplify Its design and operation.     The output signal Is obtained from 

an electromagnetic detector without sliding contacts.     According to data supplied 

by the firm the Instrument has an extremely low threshold of sensitivity,   ap- 

proaching zero. 

tte floating differentiating gyroscopes which we have considered by no means 

exhaust all the possible variations In design,  which are extremely diverse. 

Section 3.     Floating Gyroscopes With Three Degrees of Freedom 

Alongside the continual perfecting and ever wider application of floating 

gyroscopes with two degrees of freedom,  research Is being carried out at present 

in the construction of suitable floating g>TCscopes with three degrees of frvi-dom 

which will react to angular displacements about two mutually perpendicular axes. 

They are designed to work together with aervodrlves,  which ensures that the Instru- 

ment bousing remains practically unchanged In position with respect to the spin 

axis throughout the operation of the Instrument,   thereby ensuring a high degree 

of precision. 

As en example of this type of design we will take a gyroscope manufactured 

by the Arma Bosc? Corp.,   shown In Flg.  2.2U.     In this gyroscope there  Is practi- 

cally complete suspension of the flarroassembly without the use of any glmbal bear- 

ings,  which ensures that the drift does not exceed 0.1 /hr. 

As is clear from Fig.  2.2h,  the gyroscope is constructed In the following way. 
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The two-rotor motor (only one rotor 1 can be seen In the diagram) is  plRced Insfde 

• hernetlcally-Maled shell float k,  which from the kinematic standpoint repre- 

■ents the .Inner glmbal frame. The shell float is constructed of two mushroom- 

shaped parts, a central cylinder and two lateral cross pieces 9»  »nd together with 

the gyrtaotor forms the flouting gyroaasembly k. 

The central cylindrical section of the gyroaasembly is encircled by a ring 8, 

which is a kind of outer gimbal. The cross pieces 9 are on the outside of the 

ring 8. The gyroaflsembly U is suspended 

on two sides from the ring by two thin 

metal wires 10, which are perpendicular 

to tue spin axis z, and form, as it were, 

the ? axis of rotation of the glmbal 

frame. Thus, these thin wires replace 

the Journals and bearings of the glmbal 

frame used in ordinary gyroscopes. The 

ring 8, with the gyroaasembly k  suspend- 

ed from it, is in turn suspended by thin 

wires 7 and 12 from the spherical instru- 

ment housing 5. These wires form the 

Y axiq of rotation of the outer gimbal 

frame and replace the usual Journals and 

Pig. 2.2U. Floating gyroscope with 
three degrees of freedom:  l) one 
rotor of a two-rotor gyro motor (the 
other is not shown); 2) pickoff; 
3) pickoff magnet; h)  floating gyro- 
asaembly; 5) instrument housing; 6) 
and 11) leads; 7), 10), 12) sus- 
pension wires; 9) ring; 9) cross 
pieces. 

bearings. All three axes are mutually perpendicular and intersect at one point, 

which is the fixed point of the gyroscope. 

'    The inner space between the housing 5 and the gyroassembly k  is filled with a 

liquid whose specific gravity is such that the gyroassembly and the ring 8 are in 

a state of neutral equilibrium, i.e., in a state of complete suspension. Under 

these conditions the gyroaaaembly hardly exerta any load at all on the suspension 

vires. The negligibly small load which doea act on these wires is ^solely due to 
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the fact that the gyroaasembüy Is not Ideally suspended. Hence, the work of the 

vires Is to center the gyroasaeably with respect to the ring 8, and to center the 

ring 8 together with the Kyroasaeahly vlth respect to the housing 5« 

Current Is supplied to the gyromotor through the spiral leads 6, 11 and 12. 

A ccmblned detector la used to pick off the output signals propcrtlonfl to the 

angles of rotation about the x and Y axes; one section of It Is a permanent aagnit 

3# fixed Inside the gyroassembly 1*, and the other section Is attached to the 

housing 5. When the axis of the magnet coincides with the centerpolnt of the out- 

side of the detector, the output signal Is equal to zero. Whenever the housing 5 

turns with respect to either pair of suspension -Ires, or both pairs of wires 

■ imultaneously, the centerpolnt of the outside of the detector la displaced rela- 

tive to the magnet axis 3 and a signal Is produced at the output of the detector 

proportional to the angle through which the housing has turned about the x and Y 

axes. 

A great advantage of this design Is the absence of glmbal bearings and, con- 

sequently, friction moments In the glmbal axes causing drift that is to a great 

extent unaccountable and, therefore, uncompenaatable. 

The gyroscope 1B mounted on a platform Btablllsed along two axes by servo- 

drives which are switched on and off by the output signals. As In the case of the 

floating Integrating gyroscope, the use of aervodrlves makes It possible In stabil- 

izing the platform to keep to very small angles of rotation of the gyroscope 

housing with respect to Its Initial position since they are determined by the 

amplification factor of the amplifiers, the capacity and working speed of the 

servodrlves. 

This Instrument, like any floating gyroscope, can be expected to withstand a 

great deal of vibration and to resist Impact loads to a high degree. 

This gyroscope was developed for the express purpose of constructing a minis- 

ture aircraft gyroscope able to work on the principle of the marine cowpaaa and 



also «a a guiding gyroscope.   When It la to be used as a guiding gyroscope, the 

pendulum action can be eliminated vlthout any disturbing moments being imponed. 

«♦ 
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CHAPTER III 

THBOFY OF THE FIOATIMG IHTBGIUTIRG GYROSCOPE 

The present chapter deals with the fiuidanentals of the theory of the floating 

Integrating gyroscope, taking Into account the characteristic features of Its de- 

sign and singling out the parameters of Interest from the standpoint of practlca1. 

application, testing, and Integration of the test results. 

The standard design and working principle of this Instrument are shown In 

Figs. 2.2 and 2.6. It should he recalled that In these diagrams the x> y and z 

axes are connected to the Instrment housing; r Is the spin axis of the gyroscope, 

jr Is the Input (measurement) axis, and x Is the output axis; JQ IS the Initial posi- 

tion of the spin axis z  corresponding to zero Talues of the input angular velocity 

! .», the output voltage üout of the mlcrosyn-plckoff, and the control current Icaa 

of the mlcrosyn-torquer. ß  designates the angle of deflection of the spin axis 

from Its Initial position. In Figs. 2.2 and 2.6 this angle Is shown In the positive 

sense of Its vector. The same deslgna'^ons are adopted In Fig. 3.1. Henceforth, 

when considering hoth Individual parts of the Instrument as veil as the Instrument 

as a whole, we shall use the concept "amplification factor." In so doing we shall 

take the amplification factor of a part to mean the ratio between the value obtained 

at Its output and the value reachlne its Input In the steady state. Let us use the 

following symbols to express this: x^-. input value; x^— output value; and 

^*ln* Sout" ■inPlificatlon factor. Then, according to our definition 
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'« ~. *.., (3tl) 

The amplification fewtor may be constant or variable. In our theoretical 

arguments ve shall take the amplification factors to be constant. 

Section 1.  Differential Equation of Motion of the Floating Gyro assembly. 
i 

i 
The floating Integrating gyroscope consists of the following basic components: 

1. Floating gyroassembly 

2. Damper 

3. TOrqjier (torque generator) 
I 

\,    Plckoff 

Various types of plckoffs and torquers are used in floating gyroscopes, but 

*•     I the mlcrosyns discussed In Chapter II are the commonest. From now on we will con- 

sider that mlcrosyns are used as the detectors and torquers In order to keep our 

discussion consistent with what has gone before. 

Let us consider the basic relationships of the components of the floating 

i Integrating gyroscope. 

1 

1.    Floating Gyroassembly 

Let us use the following symbols (Fig.   3'l): 

«   rad/sec is the angular velocity of the  Instrument housing about the  Input 

(measurement) axis ^  equal to the projection of the Instantaneous absolute angular 
i 

velocity of the Instrument housing onto the Input axis ^. This velocity is con- 
i 

■idered positive when Its vector coincides with the positive direction of the ^ 

•*>     axis; 
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w, rad/sec Is the projection of the Instantaneou« absolute angular velocity 
=0 

of the Inatruinent houalng onto the zQ  axis. The velocity * % 1*  ccncldered posi- 

tive vhen Its vector coincides vith the positive direction of the ZQ  axis; 

E gf-cm-sec Is the angular momentum of the gyroscope. 

Whan the Instrument housing rotates vlth angular velocities of •» and *z t 
-0 

a gyroscopic moment G Is created (Fig. 3-1); on the basis of Formula (1.2) 

— -//•COJP+//•«. sin ?. (3.2) 

Factoring the product H «  In the second expression, we obtain 

--//•(cos?- sinS (3.3) 

Fig. 3'.1. Derivation of equation 
of motion of floating gyroscope. 

l) Instrument housing; 2) floating 
gyroassenbly; 3) gyroscope rotor. 

The floating gyroassembly, as veil 

as the instrument as a whole. Is designed 

to detect the angular velocity w alone. 

To moke this possible, the gyroscopic 

moBwnt, which Is the motive moment of 

the Instrument, must be a function of 

the angular velocity w alone. As is 

clear from Equality (3.3)/ this can only 

be the cane vhen 0-0,  for only In this 

case is 

G * -Em (3.M 

I.e.,there Is one single value of G for each value of ■   .    When the values of  «* 

are positive,  the gyroscopic moment G Is directed along the x axis  (see Fig.  3.l). 
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But If ß j 0,  the gyroscopic moment will depend In addition on w   and ß , 

which 1B not at all desirable. 

Thus, even If «   =0, vhen ^ # 0 there will be dlfferert gyroscopic mo- 

ments (equal to —H » cos ß  ) for the sane values of the angular velocity w at 

different values of the angle ß ,  I.e., the greater the angle ß , the smaller they 

will be. Since the floating Integrating gyroscope Is used solely for detection of 

the angular velocity c* , It Is essential vhen using It to ensure conditions under 

which the gyroscopic moment depends solely on « with a high degree of accuracy. 

For this purpose the angle ß   must remain Insignificantly small - approaching 

sero - the whole time the Instrument Is working. 

The angular momentim of the gyroscope H can be considered as the amplification 

factor of the floating gyroassembly. 

2. Damper 

<► 

It has been pointed out that the floating Integrating gyroscope uses a liquid 

daaqwr. The basic components are shown separately In Fig. 3.2. Let us use the 

following designations: 

1^Is the length of the do=3?er (the length of the gyroassembly shell) In 

r Is the outer radius of the gyroassembly shell in cm, 

I Is the gap between the shell and the Instnnrent housing In cm, 

ß Is the angular velocity of the floating gyroassembly with respect to the 

instrument housing about the x axis (it is considered positive vhen 

Its vector is directed along the negative x axis) in rad/sec (see 

Fig. 3.1), 

%   z ? (T)1S the absolute viscosity of the liquid filling the damper gap In 

poises, and 

o 
r is   the temperature of the damping liquid in   C. 
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As 1B known, the damping moment created by the liquid damper under considera- 

tion is in direct proportion 'M  the first power of the angular velocity of one 

cylindrical surface with respect to the other. Calling this moirent M^ and the pro- 

portionality coefficient c, we arrive at 

Sd Z I*' 

here 

f MI • ^ " 

Vlhen the velocities fi  are positive, the moment JJ^ Is directed along the posi- 

tive x axis (see Fig. 3.1). 

Regarding the angular velocity ß   as the input value of the damper, and the 

d—ping moment ML, as its output value, we find that £ represents the amplification 

factor of the damper.  Calling this K *  , we obtain 

Bd'XJ,^, (3.6) 

where 

Pit   ^ 
K«u ■c-arr^- *t  gf-cm-sec. (3,7) £/»Md"£-95lX- *  ^-cm-sec. 

tte ftwtor cr or K- u , which is the same thing, is often called the specific 

damping moment. 

It should be pointed out that since the viscosity <r depends on temperature, 
i 
l in order to keep ££,1/, constant, the temperature of the damping liquid must be 

kept constant. 
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3. Microsyn-Toniuer 

The construction and working principle of the olcrosyn-torquer have been con- 

sidered earlier and are shown In Figs. 2.3/ 2.U and 2.5« The moment >L created 

by the torquer is proportional to the product of the excitation current Iex and the 

control current Icon' ajl^ CAa ^ represented as 

üt s Ctlexlcon (3.8) 

the value of the proportionality coefficient Ct gf-cm/amp i8 determined by the 

constructljn parameters of the mlcrosyn. In order to make the moment of the 

■Icrosyn-torquer a function of the control current Icon alone, the excitation cur- 

rent Iex has to be kept steady. Assuming that this Is the case and designating 

<- 
ive find 

t   v     m  C*1«, gt-cm/eap, 
-xon **• 

(3.9) 

*t S Sjcon' **t icon (3.10) 

The constant coefficient lJlcon» M^ 

la tue amplification factor of the 

mlcrosyn-torquer If the control cur- 

rent Icori Is regarded as the Input value 

and the moment M+ as the output value. 

If the mlcrosyn-torquer works on direct 

Fig. 3.2. Diagram for use In determln-  current, the direction of the moownt 1^ 
Ing basic characteristics of the damper. 

is determined by the direction of the 
l) Instrument housing; 2) floating gyro- 
assembly shell; 3) gyroassembly axis.    current I con' and if it works on 
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alternating current, the direction of M depends on the phaae of the current IgQj,» 

Let UB agree to consider JL positive when It» direction coincide« with the posi- 

tive direction of the x axis (Fig. 3.l). In this way» the currente Icon which are 

taken ea ponltive, will correspond to positive moments J^, i.e., mooents along the 

x axis. 

k.    Mlcrosyn-pickoff 

Die construction and working principle of the output signal mlcrosyn-pickoff 

have been considered earlier ar.d are shown in Figs. 2.3, 2.U and 2.5» The input 

value of the mlcrosyn-pickoff is the angle 0  of rotation of the microsyn rotor 

from its initial position relative to the stator. The output value is the voltage 

Uout which is picked off the secondary, output winding of the microsyn. 

This voltage is 

I "out ■ K fit  yout ß . (3.11) 

jwhere K 4 u   iB the amplification factor (sensitivity) of the mlcrosyn-pickoff; 

I I 
I *#, yout^p&tlpVr«! (3.12) 

where        £_ is a constant coefficient dependent upon the construction parameters 

of the mlcrosyn-pickoff in v/rad amp    cyclec, 

I      Is the excitation current in amp, 

f     is the frequency of the excitation current in cps. 

Since the amplification factor K -    „       depends on I,.- and f... to keep it 
~ p/  sout ~t* "P 

constant,   the magnitude and frequency of the exc'tatlon current have to be kept 

invariable with the greatest pooslble degree of accuracy.    Henceforth it will  be 
I 
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considered that the plckoff excitation vlndln« Is fed vlth current from a stabi- 

lized source In such a way that It can be considered vlth a high degree of ac- 

curacy that 

I z  constant; f = constant. 
-ex -p 

As follows from Formula (3.12), the amplification factor of the mlcrosyn- 

plckoff K « IT   depends both on Its construction parameters which determine the 
- "t  Sout 

coefficient C_ and on l^x  Baii 'o* Strlctly speaking, the coefficient Cp will not 

have the same value at different angular positions of the detector rotor with re- 

spect to the stator. This Is because the actual parameter values of the electric 

and magnetic circuits of the mlcrosyn-plckoff are on the whole slightly different 

frcn their nominal values, which in turn is due to Inaccuracies in the manufacture 

and assembly of the parts and units of the plckoff, and also the quality of the 

material used. Moreover, on account of radial and axial gaps In the supports of 

the floating gyroassembly the Instrument may make random movements with respect 

to the stator within the limits of these gaps, causing variation in the gap 

between the rotor and the stator. I.e.,random variation In the parameters of tht- 

magnetic circuit of the plckoff. This movement of the rotor relative to the 

stator may be caused by factors both inside and outside the gyroscope. The chief 

internal factor Is the vibration of the gyromotor caused by a rotor which Is not 

perfectly balanced. "Rie rotor must therefore be mounted with the greatest care 

frcn the dynamic point of view. Hit re must be no gaps In the bearings of the 

rotor, nor should gaps appear at any time during the guaranteed life of the In- 

strument. Changes In the magnetic circuit can also be caused by irregularities 

in the shape of the bearings and the Journals of the floating gyroassembly.  It 

will be clear from this that It Is essential to reduce the radial and axial gaps 
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In the bearings to a mlnlmua and to make the highest deaands vlth regard to the 

correct shape of the bearings and Journals. 

The fewer the relative changes possible In the paraneters of the electric aid 

magnetic circuit when the Instrument Is functioning, the less the actual values of 

the voltage Uout will depart from Its values as determined fron Formula (3.1l). It 

should be pointed out that deviations from Formula (3.11) can also be caused by 

variable magnetic fields created by the working gyromotor. It Is essential to aim 

at reducing these fields to a minimum and also to screen the mlcrosyn-plckoff from 

the gyromotor. 

All these facts, and also the Impossibility of keeping I^x and f absolutely 

constant, lead to a certain discrepancy between the values of the mlcrosyn-plckoff 

output voltage and the same values obtained fron Formula (3«ll) ^h«11 £ $f  Uout( 
= 

«const. In view of this, the actual value of the output voltage, which Is the out- 

put voltage of the floating Integrating gyroscope, can be represented as the sum 

»     of the two terms: 

1 : 

Hout = * 9,  üout » - 4 (3.13) 

1 

where K « n „Is considered constant and equal to its nominal value. Ihe first 
- '* _out 

tenn Is the voltage produced by the mlcrosyn-plckoff when Qp/ Jex "^ ?p are con~ 

stant. This voltage, which can be called nominal. Is exactly proportional to 

angle 0 . The second term A , given careful construction, assembly, and adjust- 

ment of the Instrument and the use of a stablllred current supply, represents a 

slight departure of the output voltage from Its nominal value caused by the fact 

that Cp, Iex and f are not constant. 

In praitlce it can be considered that the output voltage K « „   0  Is w'  .out 
proportional to the angle 0 not only wuefl this angle is constant, but also when 

•>      it varies. In other words, the voltage does not depend on the rate and 
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acceleration of the change In the angle $ .    The voltage A ,  in  exactly the saiie 
•     •• 

vayy does not depend on fi  and fi   in practice. 

Since the deviation of the values of 2p, l' and fp from their nominal values, 

observed over a period of time t wl ^h the change of the angle ß ,  are Indefinite 

and to a certain extent random in nature, the voltage A is an indefinite and to 

a eonalderable extent random function of the angle $   and the time t^ Therefore, 

In the general case 

A = *(*, t). 

In an ideal case, when the output angular velocity •• equals zero, the voltage 

U^ut must also equal zero. It is extremely difficult, however, to achieve this 

completely. In the Massachusetts Institute of Technology instrument, for instance, 

the zero signal of the microsyn-pickoff is equal to 1.9 mv (see Table 2, p. 93). 

Thus, in the general case, in Equality (3-13) when ß  - 0,  the voltage yout 

I will not be zero.  In other words, vhen * = 0, Uout^ 0 but 18 eclual to A 0' 
•      • • 

Let us find the expressions for yout and yout# *he first and second derlva- 

tives of UQ^ with respect to time. Differentiating Equality (3»13) with respect 

to time, we find 

I 

Vhere A V and   A ', are peurtial derivatives of   A with respect to t^ and   ß   respec 

;tlvely. 
i 

Differentiating (3.lU) with respect to time, we obtain 

(3.14) 

Ü     - (Af,„     + fti) ji + Ai< 1 2A; , j » AIIP». 
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ff * * «• 
where A .., At- arä A ^^ are part led. derivatives of the eecor.d order of A . 

Suh«Mtutlng the value fi deteralned from Equality (3.1|0 in the expression for 

^Lut» ** obtain 

■ (K,u   + 4.)H.-   A'>. ...OL + 
<Vw     ■f*»>; 

In an Instruaent working normally the voltage   A   and the derivatives    A ■,   A*., 

;   «      f» I» 

*mg>   AtB   and  tt are 8malli and ^ the general case, together with A , they 

are indefinite and to a considerable degree random functions of ß   and _t. An 

analysis of the physical causes of the dependence of A on ^ enables us to con- 

sider that with respect to fi   the voltage A is a continuous and defined function, 
i 

at least within the range of working values of 0 . It can therefore be taken that 
i 
the derivative A "^ * is a second-order infinitesimal with respect to the first 

derivatives of A . On the basis of what has been said, in the last expression for 

U. we can ignore the terms containing the product of the derivatives, and also 

the term containing  A ßß.    Having done this, we obtain 

24:. 
ü =(*,,<, -\*t)i+-le*A-A.ü +*;. (3.15) 

••i 

It can be seen from Eqs. (3.lU) and (3*15) that the true sensitivity of the 

Bicrosyn-plckoff with respect to the angle fi  will be equal not to X ^ u  , but 
• — 

^ ^ a ir   + * «• Since, in the general case, the derivative A « is not constant, 
~ '»ilout    m * 
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the senaltlvlty will net be constant either.  But, as pointed out. In an Instru- 

ment which is working nonnallor A '^ is a small value, so it is quite pemlssltle 

to ignore It as a term extremely small compared to K      .We shall not do so 

here, however, so that we shall have the char.ee later on of qualltatl, , detemln- 

Ing the ii^Tl^^^c „i    a -^ 0Ii tne perfonnance of various types of floating gyro- 

scopes. 

The interrelation of the parts of the floating integrating gyroscope which 

we have examined is clearly Illustrated by the block-diagram in Fig. 3.3. This 

figure gives a diagrammatic representation of the floating integrating gyroscope 

showing the individual parts of the Instrvunent, their Interconnection and their 

functions. In addition, the figure shows all the physical values affecting the 

j work of the Instrument, in particular, the moments acting on the floating gyro- 

j assenblor about its x axis of rotation. The symbols used are those which were -x- 
I • 
plained earlier. 

The physical values indicated in the diagram are all subdivided into the 

I following three groups: 

1. Basic values. These include the angle ß , the angular velocities * and 

I *, the current lcon, the voltage yout, and the moments G, {^ and M,.. The inter- 

j connection between these values Is shown by thick lines. 

2. Auxiliary values. These are the  currents I^x and leXf   the gyromotor power 

i consumftion Pgyj. and the temperature T. The interconnection between them Is shown 

I by broken lines. 

;    3. Interference. This includes the velocity H ■ and the acceleration V . 

The direction of their effect is shown by lines consisting of dots and dashes. 

The lines showing the interconnection are in all cases marked with arrows to 

Indicate the direction in which the effect travels. Furthermore, the lines show- 

Ing the influence of the moments are shown with small circles. This means that 

1 

.—  f 
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according to Newton's third law,   the component parts which create moments experi- 

ence an eqtial and oppositely directed effect from the parts upon which they Impose 

those moments.    The moments of Inertia M.   and also the components of the  Inter- 

ference moment, which Inevitably occur when the Instrument functions,  have not 

been included. 

I*t us now proceed to the formulation of the equation of motion of the  float- 

ing gyroassembly relative to its x axis of rotation.    Besides the above-considered 

moments C,  M. and H.,  determined by Formulas  (3-3),   (3-6),   and (3.10), respectively, 

there is also a moment of inertia acting on the gyroassembly about Its x axle of 

rotation (Fig. 3.1) 

Min - J( /» + 7 )' 

where J is the moment of inertia of the floating gyroassembly «ind all the parts 

2 
connected to it obout its x axis of rotation,in gf-cm-sec , 

fl is the angular acceleration of the gyroassembly about the x axis with 

respect to the instrument housing;- it is considered positive when its vector 

is directed along the negative x axis (Fig. j.l), in rad/sec , and 

y  Is the absolute angular acceleration of the instrument housing about the 

x axis. "Äe angle -r , and consequently the angular velocity f   and angular 

acceleration y , of rotation of the housing about the x axis are considered 

positive in a clockwise direction when viewed from the positive end of the 

•  ••        .g 
x axis (in the same way *s p , ß , ß ) In  rad/sec . 

When the acceleration of ß  and y  are positive, the moment M.  is directed 

along the positive direction of x axis (see Fig. 3'1)- 

Other moments of various kinds which may act on the gyroassembly about Its 

axis of rotation and which cannot be calculated with any accuracy will be desig- 

nated fL (the "1" standing for "interference").  Among such moments are, for ex- 

ample, the moment of residual friction in the bearings of the floating gyroassembly. 
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the moment arising through lack of perfect balance of the gyroassembly, the moment 

created by the leads, and diaturblng mor-ntc created by the detector and corrector. 

The numerical values of < / * / r , K ^ j^ 5 c, Ct, Cp, K -  LT  , and J for 

the floating Integrating gyroscope Type 10^ No. 79 are reproduced In Tables 1 and 

2 (Chapter II, Sec. l). 

5y making the sum of all the moments considered equal to zero (taking their 

signs Into account) we obtain a differential equation of the motion of the float- 

ing gyroassembly about its x axis relative to the Instrument housing: 

Jft+~ti + Kt.M9~H*(coi?- -^ iin^-K,   W -Af,. (3.16) 
«       \        m ' *«• > rum 

In this equation the values H. K 1 w and KT M are taken as constant. 
-^ - P* «d    -icon' £t 

To meet this condition, it is essential that 

Iex -  const; ft = const; r r const. 

Here f^ is the frequency of the torquer excitation current. The other symbols are 

the same as before. In order that H z const, fgy,., the frequency of the current " 

fed to the gyromotor, and Pgyy/ the gyrcmot^r Input power, must be constant. I.e., 

ve must have 

?gyr = «>°"t; fgyr = const. 

Dividing Eq. (3.16) by K^ j^, transferring the term with y   to the right- 

hand side and introducing new designations for the coefficient constants, we obtain 

the differential equation of motion of the floating gyroassembly in the following 

final form: 

ni+P-^.i»(cofp—^■»tnp)-/fW4/e-r/rÄi,Afi -rj.      (3>17) 
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In this equation 

r-—'—»c 
*♦•*< (3.18) 

Is the time constant of the Integratlns gyroscope. 

*'-*"*^7 (3.19) 

Is the dlmenslonless umpLlfication factor of the Integrating gyroscope characteriz- 

ing the dependence of 0 on cu In the steady state, vlth ß   - 0  (and with negli- 

gibly Baal] values of 0 as well In practice). 

*w- icrz    • 
*M* (3.20) 

: I» the amplification, factor of the floating Integrating gyroscope characterizing 

"«     ' the dependence of B  and I.„ in the steady state. Replacing KT    M In (3.20) «con -icon* 5t 

I by the value for it determined from Eq.  (3.9)» and Introducing the designation 

V-.»- K^   V-» (3.21) 

we obtain 

(3.22) 

The amplification factor KT T   ß  characterizes the dependence of ß    on the w "iexicon ^ 

product of the currents IexIcon In the steady state. 
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la the amplification factor of the gyroscope describing the dependence of ß   on 

VL  In the steady state. 

The experimental values of T. K , * , KT  T   1     for the floating Inte- 
_'_*»'»»' "iex icon' p 

grating gyroscope developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Type 

KT Ho. 79 - are given In Tab.'e 2 (Chapter II, Sec. l). 

In Eq. (3.1?) the term 

denotes the Influence of the angular velocity w  00 the work of the Integrating 

gyroscope when fi ^ 0.    If the gyroscope Is being used In systems which ensure 

low values of the angle g ,  this term can be Ignored. For Instance, if the angle 

la never greater than 0.05°, sin t <  0.001 and, consequently, the term In question 

will be insignificantly small compared to cos £ , and In practice equal to unity 

In this case. 

1     We will not consider Eq. (3.17) In detail since in the final analysis 

we are interested In the output voltage Uout of the mlcrosyn-plckof f, and not the 

, angle fi , 

I 

Section 2.  Equation for the Floating Integrating Gyroscope. 

When the floating gyroassembly turns through an angle 0   relative to the 

Instrument housing, a voltage Uout is created In the secondary, output winding of 

the mlcroayn-detector. This voltage Is defined by Eq. (3.13). We should point 

out that since it Is taken that the angles of rotation of the gyroassembly rela- 

tive to the bousing should not be greater than 0.001 rad the whole time the In- 

strument is functioning, the mlcrosyn-pickoff has to be a high-precision sensitive 

device. Ibis can be understood when It is considered that given * - 0.001 and a 
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mlcroeyn rotor reullus of about 10 nm, the greatest possible displacement of the 

rotor pole relative to the stater will only be 0.01 ma. 

In general, floating integrating gyroscopes are Installed In automatic systeaa 

as units sensing angular deviations and control signals, and producing output sig- 

nals vhlch operate the slave motors of servodrlves. In any saoothly working system 

the aervodrive slave motors restrain the object being guided and, consequently, 

the floating integrating gyroscope mounted In it, from deviation ffojn Its initial 

path within such narrow lia-lts that the angle of rotation of the floating gyro- 

assembly relative to the Instrument housing remains close to zero all  the time the 

gyroscope is functioning. The reaction o-T liic62 systems to control signals, or in 

other worda, their work as spatial integrators, takes place, likewise, at angles 

of ß   close to zero. We will therefore take it that the angle ß   Is always so 

small that for practical purposes we can assume sin ß   - 0  and cos ß   - 1,    The 

mall value of angle ß  ensures that In practice the work of the Instrument does 

not depend on the angular velocity « z • Hence, assuming in Eq. (3^7) »In ß   z 0 

and cos ß   - lr  and replacing ß  and ß   by means of B^s. (S-l'O and (3«15)# we 

obtain 

TO    +/, '^it^    . 
•«I 

• •I r tu« 

In view of the small value of the time constant T we can ignore the term contaln- 
n 

ing the product TA"     in this equation, and also the term TA tt.    Having done so, 

we will rewrite the equation in the form 

i 

TÜ    +U    =|l + ——\\'(. ö    •- 

tmm     •« "" •" 
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where 

(3.8t>) 

(3.26) 

Ki.4„-TK*.u„   &* ^.27) 

^ ü.-^y.^.^ ffe- (3-28) 

The amplification factors K   •  ,1c.       » K 0 ..  , and IC.  •   charac- 
*"' -out  icon' iiout " '  ilout     "?1' iiout 

terlze tae dependence of ÖQU^, the rate of change In the output voltage, on the 

values M , Icon/ V A
04

 *if  respectively. Using Eq. (3.22) and Introducing the 

designation 

/f'.'«•/«"^'~*'f',/-, (3.29) 

the amplification factor KT    ü   can he put In the follovlng form: -icon» -out 

/f/-.*-."/fj.'»<'-/-, (3.30) 
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The experUnental values cf K        0        and Ki      1      , Q    , tor the floating Inte- 

grating gyroscope Type ICT No. 79 are given In Table 2 (Chapter II,   Sec.   l). 

Equation (3.2*0 can be written as follows after the elementary  transforsa- 

tlons: 

(3.31) 

where 

*/    -- 
',.,*■ t '■">   •• 

H 
(3-32) 

4 

»L _- 
i. w. 

»•"   « « (3-33) 

*«i.-' #c   ...        «     " •- 
(3.3*0 

Squation (3.3l) will he called the equation of the floating Integrating gyro- 

BC! ope. 

Die second expression for the coefficients in Formulas (3.32), (3.33) and 

(3,34) have been obtained by substitution of Eqs. (3.18), (3.19), (3.20), (3.23), 

(3.25)» (3.26), (3.2?)/ end (3.28) Into the first expression In the coefficients. 
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Each of the coefficients k^^ *  i Vy , -   J "* ^ , w 1" numerically equal 

to the value of the ratio between the velocity » and the value for Its first In- 

dex, at which the output voltage Uout of the Integrating gyroscope vlll re:naln 

constant, and, consequently, the equality 

«out " ?out - 0 

will be valid If the values for the first Indices In the other two aapllfIcatlon 

factois are equal to zero (or Insignificantly small), and 4 ' = 0. 
X 

Let us examine the physical meaning of each one of these three factors sep- 

arately. In so doing we will consider that A ^ = 0. 

1. Amplification factor k-r    ... Let us assume that V - 0 and that 
-con' 

-&> **  ^ is insignificantly small compared with unity. Moreover, let us con- 

sider that 

t9X - const; 1^ . const; f « const 

?gyr " conB^i  fgyy *  const; r « const. 
(3.35) 

Then, as follows frcm Eq. (3.31) in order that U„ ,. - "out - 0/ i* l8 «"^Bt neces- 

sary that the equality 

-con 
-Icon» - (3.36) 

be satisfied and, secondly, that the sign of the control current Icon be the same 

as that of the input angular velocity w . When these conditions are met, the 

■ooent created by the mlcrosyn-torquer will be equal in magnitude and opposite in 

direction to the gyroscopic monent occurring when there is an input angular 



3 

velocity •« . AB a result, the floating gyroaisembly vlll be In eqallibrlux ar.d the 

output voltage U-^* vlll therefore remain constant. 

It ensues directly from Eq. (3.36) that from the size of the current Ico. re- 

quired by the secondary winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer for the output voltage 

UQU^ to remain constant (for example, equal to zero) ve can Judge the magnitude of 

the input angular velocity •» . In this case the value of the angular velocity w 

vill be determined from the equality 

-  = kj    „i  , (3.37) 
-icon* " icon 

The sign of w vlll be the sane as that of the current ICOQ« 

nie amplification factor kT    « has the following meaning in addition. 
~±con' 

numerically it is equal to the «ngul ar velocity O  to which the application of a 

current I __ 0' one ampere to the mlcrosyn-torquer is equivalent in its action on 

the floating gyroassembly. 

Expression (3*32) for kj , w is sometimes more conveniently represented in 

a slightly different form. Let us substitute Eq. (3-30) into (3«32) and introduce 

the amplification factor 

». V -* - . jjt± „ S. ^. 0.38) 

we obtain as a result 

The amplification factor lcT      T       .  „   is nicaerically equal to the angular velocity 
-ex »con' 

to which the application of currents 1^- and Icc>n,  the product of which Is 1 amp^. 
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Is equivalent In Its action on the floating gyroasseaibly. The experlaer.tal value 

It 
of the factor kT  T   . „ for floating integrating gyroscope T^-pe  10 No. 79 Is 

-iex icon' 

given In Table 2 (Chapter II, Sec. l). 

2. Amplification factor k V» w •  Let u8 consider that Icon 
= 0 ar.d that the 

value k«  ^ *?1 Is Insignificantly small conpared vlth unity.  Furthermore, let 

"5* 
us assume that Equalities (3.35) are satisfied. Then, as in the previous case, it 

follows from Eq. (3.31) that for Uout = \}Qut -  0, it is first necessary to 

satisfy the equality 

tr*'- (3.^) 

and, secondly, for the signs of the input angular velocir.y w and the the angular 

acceleration of the Instrument housing V to be equal. When these conditions are 

met, the floating gyroassembly vill be stationary with respect to the Instrument 

housing and, consequently, the output voltage Uout will be constant.  In this case 

the aneulsi" velocity u   will be 

•«»i..*. (3.^1) 

Thus,  the amplification factor k",w     is equal to the angular velocity'w ,   to 

which the rotation of the  instrument housing abcv^  the x axis with am angular 

velocity of 1 rad/sec^ is equivalent In its action on the floating gyroassembly. 

The experimental value of the factor k y, w    for floating integrating gyro- 

scope Type 10    No.  79  is given in Table 2 (Chapter II,  Sec.  l). 

3.    Amplification factoi- j^1,w.   .    Let us consider that Eqs.   (3-35) are satis- 

fied,  that the current  Icon 
= 0,  and that the angular velocity of the  instrument 

m s •• • 

bousing   7  ■ 0.    Tten,  as follows from Eq.  (3.31),   in order that Uout 
= yout 

e 0, 

It is first necessary that the equality 
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«J"**-- (3.^2) 

be .atlBfled, and, secondly, that the signs of the Input angular velocity « and 

-cnent ^ be th^ «ame. When these condition« are met, the floating gyroassembly 

will re«ain stationary with respect, to the Instrument housing, and consequently, 

the output voltage Uout vlll be constant.     In thl, case the angular velocity will 

•-V.-^- (3.^3) 

tte «npllflcatlon factor k^, „ ta equal to the angular velocity „ to which the 

application of a aoment ^ of 1 gf-cm about Its x axis is equivalent In Its action 

on the floating gyroassembly. 

ttus the work of the floating integrating gyroscope is defined by Eq. (3.31). 

We should point out that if .the rate of change of the output voltage is taken as 

the output value of the instrument, i.e. &out, then Eq. (3.31) will be transformed 

into an equation of the first order, that is to say the work of the Integrating 

gyroscope will be defined by a differential equation of the first order. 

Section 3. Transfer Function and Frequency Characteristic of 

the Floating Integrating Gyroscope 

Assuoing in Eq. (3.31) for the floating integrating gyroscope that 

• A»s A^ » 0, i. e. considering that the output voltage Uout of the mlcrosyn- 

pickoff is determined by Eq. f3.ll) «hen K       - —-* 1 "l'  kJ.-u.; wnen K ^ ^^ . const, we can rewrite the equa- 

tion in the form 
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and ve will consider that all the Eqs.   (3-35) are satisfied.    Equation (3.M.)  Is 

the differential equation for the floating Integrating gyroscope,  given an Ideally 

working mlcrosyn-plckoff.    Using the differential symbols, 

ve can rewrite Eq.   (3.44)  In the following form as an operator: 

p 
Dividing this equation by Tp    + p,  we obtain 

where 

«/^-»'..Wl—*;,„./.-*,.T-V..^I. (3-U5) 

r^«)-^«! (3-46) 

is the transfer function of the floating integrating gyroscope. 

We should point out that under working conditions a certain small, and gen- 

erally variable, voltage of an indeterminate nature (caused by the factors men- 

tioned earlier) is added algebraically to the voltage yout as determined from Eq. 

(3.45). 

To obtain the frequency characteristic of the floating Integre'.ing gyroscope 

ve will assume that ve have a steady state in which the output voltage Uout 
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: 

*•- 

changes according to a hamonlc law with a frequency of f cps, so that 

U    ~U tn'f', 

where 2»f Is the angular frequency of oscillation.  Then 

d 
Using the differential p = Z_i we can rewrite this equality in the form 

at 

r 

From this we find that for steady-state harmcnic oBcillatlcn of the voltage Uout. 

Substituting this value of £ into Formula (S.^o), we obtain the following expres- 

sion for the frequency characteristic of the floating integrating gyroscope; 

i 
I K 

m    lift _   »t^t = 
W*  U// f2MfU2*JT*\) {Z.kl) 

-   ^-^r ^ f' ['"W"/r'+ ^] 
mm7*fV i + V'/Tp 

Multiplying the numerator and denominator in Expression (3'1*?) by T, and introduc- 

ing the designations 

a = fT (3.W) 

TK 

'"/)-i^t^' (3-t9) 
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*(/)--[wc (2^) + -^]. (3.50) 

the frequency characteristic of the floating Integrating gyroscope car. be further 

represented In the following form: 

IT, (>/)-*(/) *'♦«'>. (3.51) 

Expression (3.U9) represents the agplltude-frequer.cy characteristic of the 

floating Integrating gyroscope.    It gives  the ratio of the amplitudes of the output 

(voltage UQU^) and input values of the gyroscope In a steady state with the Input 

value virylng harnonlcally with a frequency f.    The value A(f)  can also be re- 

garded as the amplification factor of the floating Integrating gyroscope when an 

effect varying haraionically with frequency f is impressed upon its input,  for ex- 

ample, when the input angular velocity is 

1 1*   = •» „gji Bin 2 » ft. 

Expression (3.50) is the phase-frequency characteristic of the 'floating in- 

tegrating gyroscope. It gives the phase shift of the output value with respect to 

the input value under identical conditions. 

If the amplitude of the effect at the input of the integrating gyroscope is 

equal to unity, A(f) is numerically equal to the amplitude of the steady-state 

oscillations of the output voltage Uout, ar.d ^(f) is equa1 to the angle of the 

phase shift of Uout in relation to the input value.  It follows from this and from 

Bq. (3»1*?) that the basic input values of the floating integrating gyroscope are 

the wrg"^^ input velocity w and the control current Icon of the mlcrosyn-torquer. 
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while the subsldlary values are the angular acceleration of the Instruaent housing 

•• t  and the moment M^. 

For practical purposes Expression (3.'♦9) Is sometimes more conveniently rep- 

resented In the form 

A(/)=/W/). ^3.52) 

where 

*»■ 

w-*^rh*w ^-M 

Section U. Relative Dimension!ess Values 

Let UB look at the relative dlmenslonless values by means of vhlch the per- 

formance of a floating gyroscope (hoth Integrating and differentiating) In a steady 

state can be conveniently assessed from test results. 

These values are: 

l) the relative dlmenslonless amplification factor, 

11) the relative error of the output value, and 

111) the relative dlmenslonless angular velocity. 

Let us consider these values. 

We will denote the value reaching the Input as xin/ and the value obtained at 

the output as xout.  We will consider that, under Ideal circumstances. In the 

steady state the output value Is directly proportional to the input value, I.e. 
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50111 ' -Äln' So«* -m* 

where the amplification factor 

tin ' iout 
const. 

Graphically we can represent this 

dependence, which for the sake of brevity 

we will slaply call the characteristic, 

by a straight line through the origin of 

the coordinates;  for example,  the 

straight line OC (Fig.  3-1*)'    The angu- 

lar coefficient of this line will be 

equal to the amplification factor 

! Kx x    ... Next,  let the graph of the 
j -* in» =out 

] effective dependence of xout on x^. 
Fig. 3.h.    Diagram adding determina- 
tion of relative dimensionless       determined experimentally, be shown by 
Talues used in assessing performance 
of floating integrating gyroscopes    the curve DABF (Flg. 3.U). The values 
In the steady state. 

of Xjjj and xout along the axes are 

ked "exp" to show their experimental origin. Let us consider that within the 

sector AB the effective characteristic DABF Is proportional to, and to a great 

degree of accuracy coincides with, the theoretically proportional characteristic 

OC. 

The amplification factor for any arbitrarily chosen point on the actual 

characteristic, which we shall also mark with "exp", will be equal to the ratio 

of the coordinates of this point, i.e. # 
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(3.55) 

In other words, the amplification factor (K*. , xout)eXp 
for any «Iver. point or. 

the effective characteristic Is equal to the angular coefficient of a straight line 

drawn from that point to the origin of the coordinates. For example, for the point 

E (Fig. S'M the factor is equal to the angular coefficient of the line QJ. 

For all the points on the sector AB the factor (K^  _  )eXp  1« the same 

and we shall call this value the calibration value and denote it (Kx,_ X-,,,*)--,! • 

For all points on the actual characteristic DABF outside the sector AB the factor 

value will be different. 

For a quantitative estlaatlon of the deviation of the values of the amplifica- 

tion factor (iC,   _  )__^ from its calibration value we will introduce the con- 
•^in' Xout exP 

cept of the relative dlmenslonlesa amplification factor 

(*',. -.„> 'm •» " 
:.) c 

(3.56) 

Fran what has gone before it follows that the value of this factor for any 

I point on the actual characteristic is equal to the ratio of the angular coefficient 
I 
] of a straight line drawn fro» the origin of the coordinates to that point to the 
I 
! ane"1'"' coefficient of a straight line passing through the origin of the coordl- 
1 
I nates and coinciding with the proportional sector of the effective characteristic. 

For all points on the proportional sector of the effective characteristic this 

factor is equal to unity. 
i 

The relative dlaenslonless anplification factor can also be interpreted in 

the following way. Let us write the value (K*.  JL. *.)exp. rel for the Polnt ?S» 

for exaaiiile (Fig. 3.U) 
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IK \ ^OV __KM _  x.>i^..r 
' '■•*„!'»■» r.i ^ SH K^ (3.57) 

O.V 

It follows from this equality ar.d froa the graph In Fig. 3.^ that the rela- 

tive dlmcnslonless amplification factor Is equal to the ratio of the actual output 

value to that which would be obtained If the dependence between the Input amd out- 

put values were proportional. 

The absolute error A x^,^ In the output value, obtained at any value of the 

Input value Is 

^ 5out " ?out exp ~ ?out* 

i Here, as before, J^ . Is the output value which would be obtained If the charac- 

teristic were proportional; ^avxt eXp Is the effective output. Dividing the ex- 

pression for^j,   by xcut, we arrive at an expression for the relative error 

&ut 

: The sign of #     is the same as that of A ,  • Consequently, the relative er- 
iout aiout 

ror «in the output value is positive for sectors of the effective charac- 
;     'sout 

jteristio lying above the ideal proportional characteristic (the line passing 

through the origin of the coordinates and for practical purposes coinciding with 

the proportional sector of the effective characteristic), and negative for sectors 

I lying below it. 

j    It la clear that this error Is zero for the proportional sector of the actual 

I characteristic. For example, for the sector AB (see Fig. 3.U) « „   a 0. For 
*" =out 

\ the remaining sectors of DABF the relative error is 
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Cout ^ 

Since both for floating gyroscopes as a whols and the Individual parts of 

them ve have considered, the dependence of the output value on the input value must 

be proportional, • ,  / Ju"t aa the relative dlmenslonless amplification factor, 

describes the deviation of the effective characteristic from the required propor- 

tional dependence. 

Substituting Eq. (3.57) Into Expression (3-58), we find the following formula 

which establishes the dependence of the relative error «     of the output value 
-out 

on the relative dlmenslonless amplification factor (Kj^ Xout^exp. rel 

* «out = (^in' 5outW rel " 1- 
(3.59) 

*> 
<• 

Frcn this 

^in' 5ouVexP' rel ' 1 + • 5out.- 
(3.60) 

Let us now Introduce the concept of the relative angular velocity ■* ^XQ.  rel 

defining it by the equality 

exp 

exp. rel 
(3.61) 

cal 

«► 

*» 

vfaere «    is any value of tne angular velocity arrived at by measurement in 

testing the gyroscope, and 

•  i is a certain constant value of the angular velocity taken as the call- cax 

bratlon value. 
! 
!    Experimentally obtained graphs of the dependence of the relative amplifica- 

tion factor. (K^ ^ )exp< rel and relative errors . ^^ in the output 
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values on the relative angular velocity w       . are the basic static ch&rac- 
cxp• rci 

terlstlcs of floating gyroacupeß. 

Section 3.    Floating Integratlr.g Gyroscopes Operating 

In the Steady State 

Let us define the steady state as the vorklng conditions under which yout 
= 0 

and Uout = const. Taking It that In Eq. (3.31) Üout " 
0' ve obtaln the following 

equation which describes the steady-state operation of a floating integrating gyro- 
« 

scope: 

-».,..*,.i+4;- 

Assuming that in this equation A 1 = A ' = M^ = 0, we obtain the equation 

describing the steady state of the ideal instrument. 

0    *=K  „    (•-*/ ./ -*;.?)• (3-63) 

From this., when Icon = V =0, ve obtain 

"out = !<.., Vt «, (3.64) 

i.e. in the steady state Uout is directly proportional to M .  Integrating (3-00 

under zero initial conditions, and keeping it in mind that in this equation 

•» s constant, since, as agreed UQ^ = const, we have 

i 

yout = K-f uout -i- 
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<- 

If the olae constant T Is snail encugh, Eqß- (3-62), (3-63) and (3.00 are valid 

in practice even if - ^ constant. In such a case integration of Eq. (3.&0 

gives 

U^K^oUdt. (3.65) 
0 

Equatlona (3.6>t) and (3.65) describe the work of an ideal floating Integrating 

gyroscope with a small value T and without a servodrlve. 

For the reasons mentioned in Chapter I,  Sec.  6,  the floating Integrating 

gyroscope Is usually only used,  with a servodrive.     Hence,  from now on when dls- 

cuaslng the steady state, we refer to the steady state of a floating integrating 

gyroscope coupled with a servodrive. 

It was shown in Chapter I,  Sec. 7 that when a floating Integrating gyroscope 

1 with a aervodrlve functions in the steady state,  a certain constant voltage yout 

I is created at the output, which is necessary and sufficient for the system to work 

properly.    Thus, when functioning with a servodrive in the steady state Öout = 0. 

Vfcen u ut « 0,  and it is taken into account that in a normal instrument 

K        il+- ——Wo-      E*»  (S*^2) assunes the form 

0«-*/..„-^r*T. Jf- 
A 

-» !«.v .*, + r^Z-T- ^.66) 

From this equation it is clear that when U^ = 0,   i.e. when yout = const,   A'J 

.only Influences the work of the instrument if   A ^   ?*  0.    It is therefore very im- 

'portant to ensure that   A ^ = O,  or in other words that the voltage   A   /see (3.13_j/ 
i " 

1 should not depend on time. 
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Let us assume that the acceleration V s 0. Then, solving Eq. (3-66) vlth 

respect to kT   „ , we obtain 
"icon/* 

k    .-(,_* *'+3-) (3-67) 

The  value Uout w can be regarded as the rate of change of the output voltage 

Uout caused by the angular velocity « alone. 

Equation (3.67) Is the equation for the steady spatial-Integration regime^ 

when the floating Integrating gyroscope is working as the sensing component of the 

spatial integrator, shown diagranmatically in Fig. 2.19. This equation has beer. 

expressed in a suitable form for evaluation of the amplification factor kT .  m , 
; -icon* 

which is the baalc »«lue characterizing the gyroscope working in the spatial- 

I integration regime. 

Let us clarify this point. The spatial-integration regime, as explained ear- 

lier, is the achievement of rotation of the instrument housing about the input axis 

with the desired angular velocity w by impressing a current Icon on the control 

lwinding of the mlcrosyn-corrector. Hence this regime is characterized by the de- 

pendence of w on IC0I1. Prom (3'67)/ when **! r A ^ s 0 this dependence appears as 

and, consequently, is defined by the factor kj  . •» • When M  ^ 0 and A ' # C, 
-icon' —l x 

ive have from (3.67) 

1 
1 
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I.e. in thl« case the dependence of w on Icon 1« detennlned by the values of the 

factor 

rom.m Mi (3.68) 

It la not possible to determine the value of this factor theoretically since the 

values of K.   and A  ' are  indeterminate.     It can only be found experimentally for 

which purpose we have to find the ratio j- 
ylconje 

exp 
 —, which we will denote 

icon,   exp yicon/exp 
Clearly, the value of this ratio will be equal to k-r .    The value thus ob- 

' "icon* w 
tained can be conveniently used as the experimental value of kr      .       , which will 

con' w 
relieve us of the need to bring In another factor and will enable us to study and 

take Into account experimentally possible deviations from its nominal values which 

may also occur when M* s A ' = 0. Thus, taking the ratio /■= ]       as the experi- 
£ licon/exp 

♦ n it mental value of kT , which we shall mark with    exp,    we obtain 

(-icon' - )exP icon.exp    \l 'r^ lyexp 

l 

The value of the factor (kT     )   determined when M, at 0 and/or 4 '^ 0, will 
-icon'M exP "- » 

not be equal to the value which Is determined from Eq. (3-32).  In this case 

(kr      ) .-. will be equal to kr      * determined from Formula (3.32), divided 
j -icon' ^ exp        *     -icon' »• 

by the parenthesis in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.67), I.e. will be determined 
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by Fonnula (3.68).     In this way.  If none of the teras of Foraiula (3.67) can be Ig- 

nored,  for (kr *        ve obtain the expression 
-icon* w     <-•**' 

<k'^'l.7\,J..r l_kMimüt+    **       ' (3-69) 

In every Integrating gyroscope used in practice the amplification factor 

^1   *»   Kxp  w111 v*** ^^ :con ajld *• •  In a quantitative evaluation of this 

variation it is convenient to use the concept of the relative dinenslonless ampli- 

fication factor which, according to Formula (3.56), in the given caae will be 

(^l-,..-?* I"- (3.70) 

where the calibration value (kj   m)       ,  determined experimentally, is 

(**.^)..r.--'-(.-) • (3.71) 

j. It la advisable to determine the value {kr )    ,  under condltiona where the "icon* ««    cai. 

following inequalities are satisfied: 

1^      "'I    cl^l-j^-l    -fl. 
.^1 m    imii 

i.e. when the influence of M. and A^ are insignificantly small. In this case 

(kT     )/..i i8 I**  practice equal to the theoretical value of kr     , taken -icon* •• CB"L "icon' w 

«Translator's note. In the original, this factor is usually written 
tecon' - ^exp" Occasionally, it is «ore accurately rendered as (k^ ^ „ )exp; 
wenave followed the original in all cases. 
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■4.- 

» 
In all the previous arguments as  constant.    Proceeding froa Eq.   (3»32),  the the- 

oretical value of k-r is 
-icon'  •• 

*i   .-%-• (3.72) 
rimi IT 

It is also possible, however, to have cases vhen this factor will not be con- 

stant. For exaiiple, if the core of the jnlcrosyn-torquer becomes saturated, the 

dependence of the moment M^, created by it, on the current Icon creating it vlll 

cease to be proportional.  Hence, in the given case the amplification factor 

K_    „ will become variable,  "nils, as can be seen from Eq. (3-72), gives rise 
"Icon' -t 
to variability of the factor kr «as well.     In vlev of this, we will mark the 

-icon' 

factor kj    w and the coefficients through which it Is expressed with the Index 

"cur" (current value) In order to cover all feasible values, when considering the 

factor (kj    „ )    r-i' and ^l1 determine It In accordance with (3.72) by the 

O      equality 

4 ! 

*. ,*(w..-(V'>' (3-73) 

In practice, we should choose as(k      )__, a value of (kr   M )„__ which —I   , **  i-a~i. —icon»   cxr 
^con' 

corresponds to the working range. I.e. the range over which the angular velocity 

•• ex_ Is for practical purposes proportional to the current Icon< exp' 1R  this 

range the factor (klcon, •» )eXp Is constant to a sufficiently accurate degree and 

almost equal to the theoretical value kj  ,»• , determined by Eq. (3.72). There- 

fore, following Eq. (3'72), we can write 

(3.7^) 
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Since  In the general case  (kT ) IB determined oy Eq.   (3.69)/  B^- 
*■ con   ••    CA^» 

stltutlng It Into Foraula (3.70),  we obtain 

*fc \ „ J~Z. —: — 
*"'cQ.»'«i».r»l    /». J M: 4. 

' 'c«»»/««i   ■ A  ;.L  
■»i... 

If. instead of (kr      )_ ,, we eubetltute here Its value as obtained from 
-icon* « cai' 

Eq.« (S.?1*)/ nark kj       with the Index "cur" arid substitute Its value (3.73), we 

obtain 

C3.75) 

The factor (jil      , «  )eXp.  rei obtainable from this expression has the three fol- 
1 loving characteristic regions. 

} I.    Working region.     In this region 

(in practice this condi- 

tion is always satisfied); 

and,  consequently. 

.'^   IC- «1 (3.76) 

(-icon* * ^XP- rel *** 1- 
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Thus, in this region the angular velocity - will be proportional to the control 

j 
current Icon« 

2. "Refil0n in vhlch there is considerable Influence tg indeter^'.r.ate Xrgrdo^ 

Interference.  In this region 

But here the absolute values of both terms to be added 

M.    A; 

(or one of them) are such that they cannot be Ignored compared to unity. I.e. In 

this region the inequalities (or one of them) are not satisfied. 

i 

i    i k.."-l "■■\-M ♦• l3-n) 

Hence In the region under consideration 

! «„d is consequently a variable of random nature because of the random nature of 

the ««ant Mi and the indetemlnate nature of A ;. This region can be found at 

very ««11 vllues of the control current Icon/vhen the monent created under the 

effect of this current by the mlcrosyn-torquer Is conmensurate with the moment M*, 

i or less than It. 

i    3. Re^on in vhlch the amplification factor of the microsyn-torqu.r Is varl- 

<.      able (region of core saturation). In this region 

*>•     i __l   -- 
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//, 

^,- 
«1. 

(3-79) 

by virtue of vhlch 

(XI -I al.H, r<l    .« 

(3-80) 

and is a variable. 

This region appears at large values of the control current Icon causing 

saturation of the magnetic circuit of the mlcrosyn-torquer. 

To increase the working region, the second region has to be reduced and the 

boundary of the third region increased in every way. To reduce the second region 

great care in the manufacture, assembly and adjustment of the instrument is re- 

quired; the materials used for its parts have to be carefully selected and cur- 

rent supplied from stabilized sources. The systematic interference component can 

Be reduced by impressing a corresponding current Icon on the microsyn-torquer. 

1 It is possible to increase the boundary of the third region by using materials 

with the greatest possible induction which are not subject for practical purposes 
i 
< to hysteresis. 

How the work of the Instrument In a eteady geometrical-stabilization regime 

! is evaluated will be dealt with In the cert section. 

|     We shall not concern ourselves here with consideration of the steady state 
I 
i of a floating integrating gyroscope when working as an independent instrument 

without a servodrive and used for measuring angular displacements, since it is 
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not advleatle on the vhole to use It for this purpose.  Ve vlll r.erely point out 

that this steady state Is characterized by the dependence of the voltage yout on 

the angular velocity w , which If need be can easily be obtained fron Eq. (3.^2). 

Everything that has been said on this use of the ordinary Integrating gyroscope 

(Chapter I, Sec. 6) applies as well to the floating Integrating gyroscope.  The 

only difference Is that the floating gyroscope ensures considerably greater ac- 

curacy..  Equation (3.62) takes Into account the factors affecting the work of the 

Instrument more fully than the equations In Chapter I, Sec. 6. 

It can be concluded from the analysis of Formula (l.37), made earlier In 

Chapter I, Sec. 6,  that for a floating Integrating gyroscope to work the whole 

time In a steady state. It has to have a fairly small time constant T. To achieve 

this, the moment of inertia J of the floating Integrating gyroscope should be as 

small as possible, and the specific damping moment Kg VU a;S ^"S6 a8 possible. 

As follows frcm Table 2, this condition Is satisfied in practice In the case of 

the floating Integrating gyroscope Type lo\ No. 79/ since It has a time constant 

of T ■ 0.0027 »ec. It should be pointed out, however, that this considerably ex- 

ceeds the calculated value of 0.0017 sec. The values of T for certain other In- 

tegrating gyroscopes are given In Table 5. 

Section 6.  Floating Integrating Gyroscopes Coupled With a Servodrive 

I    Let us derive the equation for the uniaxlal spatial integrator of angular 
i 
velocity with a floating integrating gyroscope and servodrive, shown in Fig. 2.19. 

A block diagram of this integrator is shown in Fig. 3.5.  Since the gyroscope 

.housing Is rigidly connected to the input axis I!* of the Integrator by the part 7 

(see Fig. 2.19)> all our arguments will be conducted with reference to the instru- 

'aent housing. We will call part 7,  to  which the gyroscope housing is directly at- 
] I 
tached, the platform. 
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In Flg. 3.5, as tefore, J-.- ls tke control ctirrent Impressed upon the sec- 

ondary winding of the mlcrosyr.-torquer; w .  is the absolute «uig-jlar velocity of 

the Integrator housing 12 (Fig. 2.19), or, what axour.ts to the same, the transfer 

angular velocity of the gyroscope housing about the Input axis v of the Integrator; 

" rel lB the e10«111*1" velocity of the gyroscope housing vlth respect to the Inte- 

grator housing about Its Input axis ^. 

The absolute angular velocity of the gyroscope housing about the Input axis 

jr of the Integrator (let us recall that It coincides vlth the Input axis of the 

gyroscope) will be 

4- •* 
tra   rel (3.81) 

t«4     '   >  I 1 1 1 1 > 1  1      ! 

Fig. 3«5. Block-diagram of unlaxlal spatial integrator of angular 
Telocity with floating integrating gyroscope and servodrlve. 

I«t us first look at the equations for the separate parts composing the Inte- 

, grator in Pig. 3.5. Let us atsuae the initial conditions to be zero. 

1. Floating Integrating Gyroscope 

Its work is described by Eq. (3.,*5). By replacing the angular velocity tw in 

this equation by its value (3.81) we obtain the equation for the floating integrat- 

ing gyroscope in the form 

^-«^ WK,.*•„-*'...-',-*i-T-*-...^I. (3.82) 
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In Flg. 3.5, as before, Icon Is the control current impressed upon the sec- 

ondary winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer; - tra Is the aosoiute angular velocity of 

the integrator housing 12 (Fig. 2.19), or, what amounts to the sar.e, the transfer 

angular velocity of the gyroscope housing about the Input axis l  of the Integrator; 

"rel l8 the angular velocity of the gyroscope housing with respect to the Inte- 

grator housing about Its Input axis ^. 

The absolute angular velocity of the gyroscope housing about the Input axis 

jr of the integrator (let us recall that it coincides with the Input axis of the 

gyroscope) will be 

4-    M tra rel (3.81) 

4i»pJitii-r 
I I 

1 ml -* ' 
I     i.;.pl,r.. 

Fig. 3.5. Block^ilagraa of unlaxlal spatial Integrator of angular 
velocity with floating integrating gyroscope and servcdrlve. 

Let us first look at the equations for the separate parts composing the inte 

grator in Fig. 3.5. Let us assume the initial conditions to be zero. 

1. Floating Integrating Gyroscope 

Its work is described by Eq. (3A5). By replacing the angular velocity OJ  in 

this equation by its value (3.81) we obtain the equation for the floating integrat- 

ing gyroscope in the form 

v<~ - «^ OI-.,.+ -r.1-*'t„.-/f„r*.-f-^ ..^1. (3.82) 
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where the transfer function of the gyroscope £l,.g.(p)  ls detenalned,  as before,  by 

Eq.   (iM). 

2.    Atopllfler 

The ang)llfier consists of the voltage amplifier,  converter unit,  and power 

amplifier. 

Taking the voltage amplifier to be linear and inertlaless, ve obtain 

-out'   - 
(3.83) 

where   U t tz  the output voltage of the floating Integrating gyroscope and the 

input value of the voltage amplifier, in v; 

U 1B the output voltage of the voltage amplifier in v, and 

K,      is the amplification factor of the ventage amplifier. 
iiout/ ? 
The converter unit converts the error signal (voltage yout) in accordance with 

a certain desired functional dependence for the purpose of ensuring that the system 

behaves dynamically and statically as required in the presence of controlling and 

disturbing effects. The equation for this unit can be written in the form 

uc - & <P) V' (3.8U) 

Where   Uj, is the output voltage of the converter in volts, and 

WgCp) IS the transfer function of the converter. 

Die form taken by W_(p) depends on the system of control (adjustment) adopted. 

Let us consider two possible systems of control: 

1    Firstly, control according to the error and Its time derivative. Here and in 

the future we will take the error t.o mean the angle of deviatioa of the gyroscope 

I housing from its desired orientation in inertia! space. As is known, the inclusion 
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of the time derJvatlve of the error vlth respect to the control Eystez helps to 

Increase damping. To bring this about, the converter unit changes the incoclr.g 

voltage U Into the output voltage 

U„ = aU + bU, 
"x  "~  — 

(3.85) 

where a and b axe constant coefficients, for this the transfer function of the 

converter in the ideal case ought to take the form 

V'c(p)-~o(\ + ±p). (3#86) 

But In practice In the case under consideration the transfer function of the 

converter unit, which represents a correcting circuit, takes the form 

Kip)-*"-vcfftr' o.ffr) 

I  where 1C.    t,    is the anpllflcation factor, 

Tc is the time constant In sec,  and 

1 n is the constant coefficient. 
I 

Secondly,  control according to the error and the derivative and integral of 
i 
I the error with respect to tijne. The integral of the error with respect to time 

is included in the control system with a view to eliminating the static (steady- 

1 state) error of the system.  In this case the output voltage of the converter unit 

should take the form 

U^aU+bU + ctUdt, (3.88) ■c\Udt 
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for which, In an Ideal case, the transfer function Is 

«» "O + V'-f 7)- 

where a, b, and c are constant coefficients. 

It 1B possible to obtain a voltage proportional to the Integral with respect 

to tJJse of the Input voltage U by using an integrating c'rcult as part of the con- 

verter unit. Assuming thet the transfer function of the Integrating circuit Is 

for practical purposes equal to s~^- and adding It to (3.87), we obtain the trar.s- 

fer function of the converter unit In the following form: 

w (p)= -KV
-
L

* K' '+,>'^:-{T '*IL . (3.89) 

Of the two control systems considered, the second. I.e. control according to 

the error and the derivative and Integral of the error with respect to time is the 

1 more perfect.  It is the one which should be adopted since under this system there 

la nore possibility of fully ensuring that the integrator functions properly in 

{ actual conditions. Naturally, the entire servodrive in this case should be cor- 

rectly designed and should have a fairly high amplification factor. A high ampli- 

fication factor enables the servodrive to work a' low output voltages Uout from 

the integrating gyroscope, or in other words, at very snail angles of rotation ß 

of the floating gyroassembly with respect to the instrument housing. 

Turning to the power amplifier, let us assume that it is linear and for prac- 

tical purposes inertlaless, by virtue of which its equation will take the form 

h  " ^ la ?C' (3.90) 
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<* 
<" 

where    I 1« the output current of the power amplifier In amp,  and 
"ft 

Kj  X l6 the »apllficatlon factor In aap/volt. 

Successively substituting Eqs. (3.8U) and (3.83) Into Kq.. (3-90), ve obtain 

an equation for the whole amplifier 

la = Wa(p)«out' (3.91) 

in which the transfer function of the amplifier 

Wa(p) = Kycut/u Kifc, Ja^cCp). ^3.9?) 

3.    Slave Motor with Reducer 

Taking the slave motor to be inertialess, we obtain 

I i 

! Snot :r   "  *l*> *moth ' (3-93) 
I i~ 
i 

I where %iiot iB tbe 1BQ,nent on the output shaft of the reducer in gf-cm, and 

KI  . M_ *.  ^ the amplification factor of the slave motor with the reducer in 
1 ".a*   jnot 

gf-cm/amp. 
I 

Tbie  minus sign in Eq. (3.93) means that the output shaft of the reducer turns 

the bousing of the floating integrating gyroscope in the opposite direction to its 

1 absolute angular velocity «*, since positive w produce corresponding currents 

Ia, which are also taken as positive. 

i k.    Platform 
1 

j     Let us consider that the only external moment which may act upon the platform 

' about the input axis y of the Integrator la the moment ^JQ^ transferred to it by   ! 
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the output ehaft of the reducer.  The equation for the aotlor. of the platfcrr. with 

respect to the base of the Integrator about Its Irput axis ^ car. ther. be vrltter. 

In the form 

i-ef-rei = ^aot' (3.9^) 

where Jj-gf is the reference moment of inertia equal to 

iref s  ipl + Jref tf-cn-sec2. (3-95) 

H»»re, 

Jpl Is the moment of inertia of the platform with all the rigidly attached 

parts of the construction with reste .'t to the input axis ^ of the inte- 

grator in gf-m-sec®, and 

iref ls the 8um of the moments of inertia of the Jlave motor rotor, referred to 

the output axis jr of the integrator, and all the parts of the reducer 

rotated by it in gf-cm-sec2. 

In the form of an operator Eq. (3.9U) becomes 

; 
1 

•rrt'WtAp)MM (3#96) 

where the transfer function of the platform is 

I 

«w-rr (3.97) 

If it is necessary to take into account the effect of any disturbing moments 

(which we will denote Mdl8t) on the platform, for example, the moment of Imbalance, 

the following equatior should be used instead of Eq. (3.96) 
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«,„-*',»(•"„,,+"-•.-! (3.98) 

Thus, ve have considered all the parts of the integrator. A functional dia- 

gram of the Instrument, complied from the equations obtained and on the assumption 

that the transfer function of the converter unit Is defined by Eq. (3.89), Is given 

In Fig. 3.6. 

Let u& now formulate the equation for the Integrator - the differential equa- 

tion of motion of the platform, or what is the same thing, the gyroscope housing, 

about the input axis jr of the Integrator. This equation can either be obtained by 

the normal methods on the basis of the functional diagram in Fig. 3.6, or by suc- 

cessively substituting Eqs. (3-93), (3.9l), and (3.82) into Eq. (3.96). In either 

caae the desired equation is obtained in the form 

*> 
<» 

|tt(/») +1]-,..--K'O»)!«,,-*^.-/,.,; 
(3.99) 

where the transfer function is 

U 0») = /f,. HJ»/,. (P)V\(P) W,. (P). 
(3.100) 

rioaiing   inirgrallnf 

$yrosrup« AffplifW 
Sit*«   atolor 

«ilk   rvtfyrtr   platform 
'l     V   '.,, 

/MM.*, 
"„, . r- 

'',1 
"I,.. *. 

■'- - 

'*•►„ 

<",„ 

Fig.  3.6.    Functional diagram of uniaxial speuse integrator of angular 
velocity with floating integrating gyroscope and servodrive. 
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Replacing the transfer function W (p) In Eq. (3.99) by the expression for 1 

(3.100) and applying Eqs. (3.1*6), (3.92), (3-09), and (3-97), this equation can 

be reduced to the form 

t 

(^(7i' + ixrcr+i)+/f.[/»(«rc^ + i) + -^^-(r^+!)]]•„,- 

= -*,U«7"c/» + i) + -^-(rr/»+i)>< 
l AM.€/C 

XC-,,,-**,../r(.-*,..T-*« .,/M,)|, (3.101) 

where 

*t-T A'-,«/™/'</ü-.t;Ä'('.wcA'«/c./1A'/8>«n<—^l/fjI,.,,2 (3.102) 

As agreed, the orientation of the input axis of the integrator In space Is In- 

variable, as a result of which y   -   J  m O.    At first, however, let us take It that 

the acceleration 7^0 and see. In principle, how Its effect on the work of the 

Instrument can be eliminated. If •» tra = constant, 1^,  z  constant, V ■ const 

and Mi a const, then, taking p = 0 In Bq. (3.101), we find that the work of the 

Integrator in the steady state Is described by the equation 

•™."--<-».-*'o.-/™-*'*T-*.<.1.-'**,)• (3.103) 

I     In an ideal integrator the angular velocity •• rel should be a function of the 

angular velocity *» ^j^  «uid the current Icon alone. In actual fact, as is clear 

from Bqs. (3.99) and (3.IO3), both In the transient and steady states the velocity 

«•rel depends on the moment Hj^ and the acceleration V , «nd this leads to corre- 

sponding errors in the integrator. The  moment H^  causes drift. The components of 

I this moment are due to various causec, but they can all be divided into two basic 

^categories:  systematic components and random components.  Thus, 
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¥l = tfl syst + *Jl rand> (3.104) 

where H^ Bye^  Is the systematic component, and 

*Jl rand i8 the random component of the moment Mj. 

It follows from Eqs. (3.99) and (3.IO3) that If the current Ioon r i,,^ Mj _con  _con H| syst 

impressed upon the secondary winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer Is such that the 

equality - kicon/ „ Icon ^ ^^ - fy, *  Hi  syst = 0 l8 »atlsfled. I.e. 

Iconic «yst ~ " V 
-1. - 

-con. 
*?i syst (3.105) 

4. 

Z 

the effect of M^ syst> the systematic coinponent of moment K.,  will be eliminated. 

In other words, the systematic component of the angular velocity of drift will be 

eliminated. The  moment Mj rand cannot be compensated, on the other hand. The 

random component of the angular velocity of dxlft produced by It determines the 

B'liy^n"m performance of the integrator (stabilizer) la the region of small angular 

velocities. 

In this way, complete compensation for the effect of the moment M^ is not 

possible due to the random components in it. In adjusting the floating integrat- 

ing gyroscope every attempt should be made to reduce the mcment »^ and particu- 

larly its random component H^ rand. 

To compensate the effect of the acceleration V on the functioning of the 

integrator, as is clear from Eqs. (3.99) and (3.IO3), a current Icon =1 

should be supplied to the control winding of the microsyn-torquer such that will 

satisfy the equality - kj^, „ 1^ y - k V/ ^ y s o, 

i.e. 

/.w :_^L. 
»/,-- 

(3.106) 
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If the acceleration V changes In a random vay vhlle the Integrator Is work- 

^ m order to compensate for It, It Is essential to measure the acceleration In 

.one way or other and In accordance with Its current values vary the current 

I   •• in auch a way that Ea- (2.106) Is always satisfied. 
icon t .  .      * 

Assuming that in the Integrator the moment K,  8y8t is compensated,^ the moment 

Ml rand l8 for Practical purposes zero, and that the acceleration Is V = 0, or is 

coated, instead of E^s. (3-99) and (3.103) ve obtain respectively 

1^(^ + 11-«- -W^l-u.-*'.»-.-/"1 (3*10T) 

.* r (3.108) 

In these equations Icon denotes the current supplied to the control winding 

of the microsyn-torauer, apart from the current supplied to it for purposes of 

' the given compensation. This current Icon can he called the input current of the 

gyroscope or Integrator, 

! .   From Bq. (3-107) for the dynamics of the integrator and Bq. (3.108) 
1 describing its statics, we can easily obtain equations for the two possible special 

I working regimes of the integrator:  the geometrical-stabilization regime {l^  = 0) 

; a I the spatial-integration regime ( -tra 
s 0). Assuming the current Icon = 0 in 

'  Bi. (3.107), we obtain the following equation describing the dynamics of the 

integrator in the geometrical-stabilization regime: 

Hro»)+il-r.,= -W(P)-- (3.109; 

j Corresponding^, when !_ - 0,  we find from Eq.  (3-108) that in the steady 

I   geometrical-stabilization regime,   i.e. when - tra = const, 

i 1 
I „_« (3.110) 
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and, consequently,  the orientation of the platfonn (the gyroscope housing)  In In- 

ertia! space rcaolno unchanged.    In practice, however,  this equality Is only ful- 

filled with a high degree of accuracy In the working rcmge of the Integrator. 

Hence the basic value describing the work of the gyroscope when tested within the 

integrator syeteni In the steady geometrical-stabilization regime Is the factor 

^-,,.-r..'"p ^„.'..p^i-.j..; (3-iii) 

To evaluate the deviation of this factor from a particular value 

(/f---r..>..rTH,H'^i • (3-:L12) 

1
 taken as the calibration value, let us Introduce the relative dlmenslonless factor 

In accordance with Formula (3.56) 

i (" ^""'KZ^JJ (3.113) 
i i 

I     Alongside this factor. It Is convenient to consider as well the relative er- 

ror of the output value •* rel which according to Formulas (3.58) and (3.59) will 

' be 

••r.l«--2^'-«^-!,,.,.,.!)"» r.1— ' (3.114) 

I 

Asaiadng « tra 5 0 In Eq.  (3-107), and, consequently, w rel « ••, we obtain 

the equation 

I IW^ + U—^(P)*/.^/«,,. (3.1*5) 
! " I 

I 
1 
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which describes the dynaalcs of the Integrator In the spatlal-lntegratlor. regtae. 

From Eq. (3-108) It follows that In the steady state with Icon « constant 

Consequently, the steady-state spatlal-lntegratlonreglme Is characterized by the 

factor fclcon w » which !ias been given fairly thorough conalderatlon above. 

Equation (3.101), which describes for the general case the dynamics of the 

Integrator (stabilizer), shows that the dynamic properties of the latter are de- 

termined by the dynamic properties of the parts composing it. The dynamics of the 

integrating gyroscope are characterized by the time constant T which Is determined 

hy Eq. (3.18). As a rule. It only amounts to a few milliseconds.  Hence the in- 

tegrating gyroscope has a much tp-eater speed of reaction than the other components 

of the integrator, by dint of which its Influence on the dynamics of the inte- 

grator will be insignificant.  The same can be said of any other kind of device 

using a floating integrating gyroscope coupled with a servodrive. 

The dynamic and static properties of the floating integrating g>-ro8cope are 

such that when coupled with a carefully selected servodrive it is possible to 

solve successfully any problem to do with geometrical stabilization with respect 

to inertial space. Furthermore, as will be showr In the next chapter, a floating 

integrating gyroscope fitted with a feedback circuit can be converted into the 

most improved form of differentiating gyroscope. It can be stated that the float- 

: ing integrating gyroscope coupled with a servodrive is capable of providing a more 

successful solv.tlon to many technical problems which are solved at the present 

time by ordinary gyroscopes, and opens up new horizons in the development of gyro- 

scopes. 

I    Let us now assume that a servodrive without integral control is used In the 

I integrator, and that the only control is according to the error and its derivative 

:  _        J 
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vlth respect to time. The transfer function of the converter unit Is then deter- 

Bdned by Eq. (3.&r). Let us see how this Integrator will vork when the dlrturblr.g 

Booents Haizt are actln« on the platform. Successively substituting Eqs. (3-93), 

(3.91)/ (3-92), and (3.82) Into Eq.. (3.98), and afisualng that tfi rand = V = 0, 

and that the Influence of 1^ 8yst Is con?)ensated by supplying a corresponding cur- 

rent to the control winding of the. mlcrosyn-torquer, we obtain the following equa- 

tion for the dynamics of the integrator In the presence of the moment Mdl8t: 

(ir'(r) + ii-r.---w(/.)K.-*/,n/*+«
f;.(/')iM-l      (3.116) 

where the transfer function W (p) determined by Eq. (3-100) can be presented as 

ViP) = Kv,„.vKv,.> *'*.*.*''* ^>W'c(/') ^.O* (3.117) 

Equation (3.116) is valid for any control system since the transfer function 

i W (p) of the converter unit is contained in it in general form. 
"C — 

In the case concerning us W^p) is determined by Eq.  (3.8?).    Substituting 

I this and also the values of the transfer functions ¥i.g.(p) and Wpl(p)  lnto E(l- 

(3.II6), and applying the equalities 

••lrisPOltilW..l=',0r-'» 

where • *  is the angle of rotation of the Integrator housing in Inertia! space 

about the input axis jr, and 

•  , is the angle of rotation of the gyroscope housing with respect to the 
rel 

integrator bousing about the Input axis jr. 

we obtain 
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--A;(«rc^+i)(.lr,--'*<./.)+ 
•        .. (3.118) 

■'et 

Here Kf. is determined as before by Bq. (3-108)• 

It 18 dear from Eq. (3.U8) that If Mi^t = 0, In the steady state, when 

Icon = 0, - re] =-"tra' 
that ls to 8ay' tbe orl«ntatlon ü{  the Platform (s^0" 

Bcoi-i housing) remains unchanged In Inertlal space, as In the case of the servo- 

drive with integral control. 

How let • «.  = 0, that is to say, let the orientation of the base of the 

integrator remain unchanged in inertlal space, let the current Icon r 0 and the 

platform be subjected to the effect of the constant moment Mdist- 'nien» assuming 

p s 0 in Eq.. (3.118), we find that in a state of equilibrium 

tÜ4i4J, (3.119) 
Km 

where 

w      r        K       K      K       K •"- ' (3-:L20) 

This angle is the steady static error. The greater the amplification factor 

Koi, the less it will be.  If a servodrive with integral control 1» used, this 

steady error will be tero. 

In the practical Investigation of Bq.. (3.118) the terms ^ arvi Tg? can be 

ignored in view of the «mall value of the ti«e constants T and Tg. In this case 

Eq. (3.II8} assumes the form 
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(3.121) 

where the time constant 

T^Vi"- (3.122) 

nie Bane thing can be done In Eq. (3*101). 
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CHAPTER IV 

THEORY OF THE FLOATING DIFFERENTIATTNG CYHOSCOFE 

The present chapter deals with the  floating differentiating gyroscope,  taking 

its  specific  features  Into account and singling out the parojneters of interest 

from the standpoint of Its practical application,  testing,   and analysis of the 

test results. 

The floating differentiating gyroscope differs from the floating Integrating 

gyroscope In that it contains an electrical or mechanical unit or arrangement 

which inpose': upon the floating Qrroassembly,  when the  latter deviates  from its 

initial position (corresponding to a zero angular velocity  « ),   a noment propor- 

tional to the angle of deflection tending to return the gyroassembly to its 

initial poeltion.     As before, we will call this the elastic moinent and denote it 

X .    Ve will consider below two types of arrangement for creating an elastic 

moment in the floating differentiating gyroscope: 

1) the gyroscope In which the elastic moment is created by a torsion rod (or 

any other mechanical spring or springs); this type of instrunent we shall call the 

floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod; 

2) the gyroscope in which the elastic moment is created by an electrical 

arrangement using a rigid electric feedback circuit;  this instrument we shall call 

the floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback circuit. 
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Section 1.     Differential Enuatlon of yotlon of the  Floating 

Differentiating Gyroscope With Torsion Rod 

One of the variations In the design of this Instrument and Its working prin- 

ciple is given In Figs.   2.20 and 2.21.     As in the case of the  floating Integrating 

gyroscope,   In Fig.  2.21 x,  y and z0 are  the axes attached to the Instrument housing, 

z Is the spin axis,  y Is the Input  (measurement) axis,  x Is the output axis,   and 

z    Is the Initial position of the spin axis z,   corresponding to a zero angular 

velocity u»,   a zero mlcrosyn-torquer control current Icon and a zero output voltage 

U        from the mlcrosyn-plckoff.    The angle of deflection of the spin axis z  fron 
—out 
Its Initial position zn Is represented as y9 .     In Fig.  2.21 this angle Is shovn In 

the positive sense of Its vectors. 

The elastic torsion rod,   shown separately In Fig.  U.l,  Is  rigidly attached by 

one end to the floating gyroassembly (Figs.  2.20 and 2.21) and by the other to the 

Instrvunen; hovslng.    Hence the moment Imposed by It on the floating gyroassembly 

Is in proportion to the angle  fi  en«, directed in such a way as to return the gyro- 

assembly to Its initial' position.    Thus,  the moinent imposed by the torsion rod on 

the floating gyroassembly Is 

where k is the rigidity of the elastic torsion rod in gf-cm/rad.    When the angles 

ß  are positive,   the ncment M    lies along the x-axis. 

If a system of springs is used to create the elastic moment by acting on the 

floating gyroassembly via a lever (or levers),  Eq.   (4.1) •.•111 contain.  Instead of 

k, an expression for the moinent imposed by them on the gyroassembly with ft  - 1 rad. 

■Bils moment,  if we follow the method adopted earlier,  can conveniently be 
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denoted    K 
• •Se 

and called the  acpllfIcatlon fa-tor of the  arranscir.cr.t cre-o- 

tlng the elastic moaent.     In future,  therefore, we will use the  follovlne: expros- 

slon for iäe: 

Af, = K, MeP (U.2) 

In the case under consideration 

AWs* (U.3) 

f,\ 

Fig. k.l.    Elastic torsion rod. 

The  interrelationship between  the 

Individual parts  of the floating differ- 

entiating gyroscope with torsion rod is 

clearly Illustrated In Fig- ^-2 which 

shows the purpose of the component parts 

and their Interrelationship 've assume 

that the Instrument Is equipped with a 

mlcrosyn-torquer).    The diagram shows all 

the physical values affecting the work of the Instrument and determining the mo- 

Bents acting on the floating gyroassembly.    The symbols used are the same as he- 

fore. 

The physical values given In Flg. U.2 are subdivided Into three groups. 

1. Basic values. These are the angle 9 , the angular velocities » and p , 

the current I , th» voltage yout and the moments I, Md, Mt and M^. The later- 

connection between these values la  shown by thick lines. 

2. Auxiliary values.    These are the currents  1^ and 1^,  the Intake P^r 

and the temperatur-i    »  •    The  Interconnection between these values is shown by 

broken lines. 

3. Interference. These are velocity a» and acceleration T • Their inter- 

connection is shown by lines consisting of dots and dashes. 
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The lines showing the Interconnection (or Influence) of the values have 

arrows to Indicate the direction of their effect. Those of the moments have small 

circles on them In addition. This means that according to Newton's third law the 

parts which are sources of moments experience an equal and oppositely directed 

reaction from the parts on which they Impose those moments. The moments of Iner- 

tia and the components of the Interference moment M^ which Inevitably .rise when 

the instrument Is functioning, have been left out of the diagram. 

Let us formulate the equation of motion of the floating gyroassembly about 

: Its x axis of rotation with respect to the Instrument housing. Since the only dif- 

ference between the floating differentiating gyroscope we are dealing with and the 

integrating gyroscope considered In Chapter III Is the torsion rod, to obtain a 

| differential equation of motion we have to add to the left-hand side of Bq. (3-16) 

| the moment Me determined by Eq. (U.2). The differential equation of motion for 

I the floatlng'gyroassembly of the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion 

I rod will assume the following form 

y(P + i) + 'W + *iV- (UA) 

«=//.(co$p -■^•sinp)-^««» '~r Mi' 

The numerical values of J, K^, M^, K^ M  - k for floating differentiating 

gyroscope Type 10k  Ho. 55 are given in Tables 5 and 5 (Chapter II, Section 2). 

The amplification factors In Eq. (h.k)  will be considered constant, for which we 

must make 

P   - const, f_ - const, ♦ - const 
-err -«yr 

I  » const, f. ■ const. 
-ex        -t 

Dividing Eq. (U.10 by J and transposing the terms, we obtain the differential 

equation of motion for the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod in 

the following form: 

JMS--9910A iSl 



The constant coefficients in this equation are the following: 

i. the angular frequency of the undamped oscillations of the floating gyroassembly; 

f  is the frequency of the free undanped oscillations of the gyroassembly in cps 

(tLs numerical value for gyroscope Type 10U No. 55 1« given in Tables k  and 5, 

Chapter II, Section 2). 

" ^^ = —5^= (U.7) 

is the damping ratio of the floating gyroassembly which is the ratio of the actual 

a^lng factor to the critical damping factor (this numerical value for gyroscope 

Type 1(A Ho. 55 Is given in Table 5,  Chapter II,  Section 2). 

V ä H H H (U.8) 

».*. 

,   *        v .ir «nd K.     -   describe the dependence of the Ohe anrpllflcatlon factors K^ßi Kicon 
an(1 t^,^   aeB ^ 

.ngle /fl  on the Input angular velocity a,, the control current 1^ of the 

■icrosyn-torquer and the monent ^ respectively. 

Kquatlon (U.5) Is not Investigated because it is not the angle f3 which is of 

interest In the final analysis, but the output voltage U^ of the „icrosyn-pickoff. 
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Section 2. Equation for Floating Differentiating 

Gyroscope With Torsion Rod 

As In the case of the floating Integrating gyroscope, the output voltage of 

the floating differentiating gyroscope JJ . emitted by the mlcrosyn-plckoff Is de- 

termined by Eq. (3.13). The  numerical value of the amplification factor K « 
. 'P'  ^out 

for floating differentiating gyroscope Type 10 No. 55 is given in Table k, 

(Chapter II, Section 2). 

Replacing jf, ß  and ß  from E<^. (3.13), (3*1^), and (3.15) in the lefthand 

side of Eq. (4.5), and substituting for iC. . the value given by Eq. (4.10), we 

find the equation for the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod: 

-(» +-/c^—j^-.«*, (cos?--^ «*np)—^M.^1/t.- (^.H) 

-Kiu^-W*, W^.J+^ + ^^ + ^l +K
J~-)*- 

where ! 

Km.uma=K'.*K*.v~.  T« • (4.12) 

KMiu***=K*,tK*.um   .•» »i-.^, (4.14) 

The amplification factors K        ..      ,  K- ,.        and KL.      „       define the depend- 
-•»»  liout    "icon'  i^out "?!'  Hout 

ence of the output voltage U    t on tu, I     ,  and Mj respectively,    the numerical 
'k 

value of the factor K       „        for gyroscope Type lO   Ho.  55 Is given in Table 5 
'<">  üout 

(Chapter II,   Section 2).    Ibis factor represents the sensitivity of the floating 

differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod with respect to the input (measurement) 

angular velocity «M . 
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to the product b V0, which Is many times greater than one,  let us rewrite the 

equation for the gyroscope with the torsion rod in the following final for»: 

xl/cosp—^slnpj—*/„m./<„-*I..
;i-*>M1-iM.l + (U.15) 

where 
(U.16) 

The second expression in each of Formulas (4.l6),   (U.17),  and (^.18)  for these 

a»5)Ufication factors are obtained by substituting the corresponding Eqs.  (4.6), 

(4.8),  (U.9),  (4.10),   (4.12),   (4.13),  and (4.14) into the first expression for the 

factors. 

fly comparing Eqs.   (4.16),   (4.1?), and (4.18) respectively with Eqs.  (3-32), 

(3.33),  and (3.3M, we see that the amplification factors ^Ol;  S^a,,  and 

,,      «, are the same in the case of the floating different .ting gyroscope as they 

are for the floating integrating gyroscope. 

Section 3.    Transfer Function and Frequency Characteristic of the 

Floating Different! fttinff Gyroscope With Torsion Rod 

Assuming that the microsyn-pickoff is working ideally,  in which case 

A   - A'/» - A' -A:* - 0,  a04 U8ln« the di«"««1*1«11 ay*018 

a       t*p t tt d      2     d2 
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we will rewrite Eq.   ('♦•15) In the form of an operator: 

Dividing this equation byp^+Sb/^p+^.we obtain 
-   0 £       o 

(»».19) 

i   where 

^>=7&^r ^-^ 

Is the transfer function of the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion 

rod. In actual working conditions, a snail, and, in the general case constant, 

Toltage of an indeterminate nature due to the reasons given above will be added 

algebraically to the voltage ü_  ., determined by Expression (U.19). 

Proceeding in the same way as In Chapter III, Section 3, we can obtain from 

Expression (U.20) the following expression for the frequency characteristic of 

the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsloi.  rod: , 

where 

or 

p -    2 *-       is the relative frequency (U.22) 

i*(/)-/f-w^.(/). ^^) 
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v. (^5) 

^—KÄ) («».26) 

I     Expressions (U.23) and (U.2U) are the amplitude-frequency characteristic of 

' the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod. The phase-frequency 

I characteristic Is given hy Eq. (U.26). The physical meaning of these character- 
i 

I Istlc» Is the same as for the floating Integrating gyroscope. 

Section k.    Floating Differentiating Gyroscope With 

Torsion Rod Operating In the Steady State 

Let us take the steady state to mean the working conditions under which 

U ^ - Ü >. - 0. the control current !„„„ of the mlcrosyn-plckoff lor there nay be 
-out  -out   ' -con 

no plckoff at all) and the angular acceleration of the Instrument housing T being 

equal to zero at the same time. 

Iteklng 0 ♦ ■ tJ ♦ ■ I   " V ■ 0 In Eq. (1^.15), we obtain the following 

equation for the steady-state operation of the floating differentiating gyroscope 

with torsion rod: 

^...-f-.f...(C0S?-Vstn?-*-^T)"' + 

(^•27) 

In so doing, on the basis of Eq. (I*.12) and (^.8) we have: 

ft 
M »        ••' tä*   »re 

(^•26) 
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If vfetake  A ; -    A -t - 0 in Ev  (U.27), which will be the case If the voltage 

A   i. n&t dependent o~ tl«, ve will obtain the equation of equlllbrlu« for 

the floati*g gyroasse.bly (on condition l^ -   V  - 0).    The state of equilibrium 

which it defines occurs a short while after the  Instrument housing has begun to 

rotate with a cWstant input angular velocity   -•    Thus, If A   Is not dependent 

„ t, the steady .W 1. »»«ly the state of equilibrium of the floating gyroas- 

sembly for any constaiit, value of the angular velocity   »  when     V - Icon - 0. 

But If the voltage   idoes depend on time, Eq.  (U.27),  strictly speaking, 

will not be the equation of'^lihrlxm for the floating gyroassembly.    This 

equation has been obtained on the 'basis of the condition that Uout - yout - 0, 

I.e. U   * - const.    If, however,   A depends' on time, then with the equilibrium of 
•OUv 

the floating gyroassembly which occurs when - - const, the voltage yout cannot 

remain constant. But since In an instrument working nonnally the values *.   *  tt* 

and   A; are fairly small, the oscillations of the /oltage yout obtained when 

the floating gyroassembly Is In a state of equilibrium will also be comparatively 

i Mali. They will only have an effect to any great degree when the values of - 

are «mall; the latter in the steady state correspond to small angles  f, and, 

consequently, to small output voltages U^. In order to reduce the relative 

I error in the voltage Uout, caused by the voltage a and its derivatives, the 

! factor K has to be Increased, but this must be done in such a way that 

i there is no bivalent increase in A and its derivatives.  We should note that 

1 in the gyroscopes of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology K^ f  ^ for the 

differentiating gyroscopes is double what it is In the integrating gyros. 

Thus, when A depends on time, it la only possible for Eq. (U.27) to be 

accurately fulfilled, when the angular velocities - vary with A  and Its derlv- 

atives. 
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Hence, It Is vital to set to It that A In practice does not depend on time. 

Let us assume that this Is In fact the case to a high degree. Then, In Eq. (U.27) 

we can assume   AI* -   AI ■ 0. after which the equation will take the form: 

"...-^„..(cosP- =*-sin?-*..,..-^).+A. 

Trom this equation It will be clear that when 

i I.e. here the dependence of Uout on «• in the steady state Is fully determined 

I by the factor K^ „  . But If  cosp % 1. »^/O, Afj ^O.-JA ^ 0 , then In 
i ~ * -out 
I the steady state [see (k.Z9)] 

_ i   ■'r ' > ' v out      r , 

! I.e. here the dependence of üout on ^li» determined by the factor values 

>-.-^^^4co,f-^..n?-*.1..^+7-^—). 

It Is not possible to calculate the value of this factor in theory since K* and 

A  are Indeterminate; it can only be found by experiment, for which purpose we 
0 Ü 

I have to determine the ratio  "^e"? , which we shall denote i^-)        (the 

I index *exp" denotes a value found frosa experiment). Clearly, this ratio will be 

! equal to the factor K* „  . The values of this factor derived in this way can 
~ *• >Wout 

i be conveniently taken as the experimental values of K'^ XJ      , and we are then 

' relieved of the need to Introduce another coefficient into the discussion; we are 

I also able to study and take into account experimentally the deviations of K     rr 
"    »-out 

! from its nominal value which are possible when COB   9   •»   1 and «ü      - M. »  A - 0. 

Thus, taking the ratios (iSSE)        as the experimental values of K      (r      , and 
' ^ ^exp -«»»yout 

j mrking them "exp," we Obtain (provided none of the tems of Eq.  (It.27) can be 

f ignored] the following 
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i^.J..r(-f).- 
I -, Ulf A       \ 

In the last term on the right-hand «Ide It may be taken that g^ y       •• 

;yout.    After substitution we obtain 

(f-.io..),.r(   .   )..^ (U.30) 

- She numerical values of the amplification factor (KM  )   »ay vary 
-' -out eXp 

with «• . For a quantitative evaluation of the variation we will use the concept 

of the relative dlmenslonless amplification factor, which, according to Formula 

(3-56)* will be in the given case 

where the calibration value of (K   „ )       detemlned experimentally Is 
" ' yout exp 

(K u   .  , y»..c.._/j^.\   ^ (1^.32) 

The value of (K )        ahould be determined under conditions where the 
m» uout cai 

angle   9   is so small that we can assume 

cosp%l:   sinpssO 

and where 

•o- I^-TL^'I^L*1« 
I.e. where the Influence of angle   9 , the moments Mj and the voltage A are Insig- 

nificant . 
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In «uch a ease, as Is clear from the Ba. (U.30), the atpllflcatlon factor 

vlll be In practice equal to the theoretical value of K   „ 

determined from Eq. (U,28) and taken In all preceding arguments as constant. It 

is also possible, however, to have cases vhen It vlll not be constant. For example 

when the core of the mlcrosyn-plckoff Is saturated, the dependence of Its output 

voltage l^. on the angle 9  ceases to be proportional. Hence, In the given case 

the aapllflcatlon factor K   y   becomes variable, which. In Its turn, causes 
»' -out 

variability In the factor K      , as is clear from Eq. (U.28). Therefore, In 
* ** ' -out 

order to cover all feasible values of K 
*%ut 

vhen considering (K       „      ) 
""' iiout exp rel. 

w» will mark it and also the values used to express It with the subscript "cur" 

(current value). Then, in accordance with Equality (U.28) 

(M3) //r wr 
Ä-.c/0.,=(Ä"-.t,' ) = —^ (Ai.i/„yl)f.r 

Am r 

In practice, ve should choose as (K   ..  )   a value of the factor 

'^5-, n  )   ^ the vorklng range of the Instrument, i.e. the range In which 
* suit-  -out exp 

|Uout exp ^ Vnctieally proportional to the angular velocity «*        .    In this range 

'(K       ft     )        is to a sufficient degree of accuracy constant and for practical pur- 
exp 

lposes equal to the theoretical value of K 
I 
according to Equality (U.26) we can assume 

Uo 'Ut 
, determined by Eq. (k.26).  Hence, 

//..!, 
'cal 

(^•3^) 

Since in the general case (K U      )        is determined by Eq. (^.30),  substituting 
' üout exp 

lit into Ponnuln Ct.Sl), we obtain 

(^.35) 

Substituting the value of (K   ..  )   determined by Eq. (4.3U), marking K  „ 
"•* Siout -.1 -«»'iiout cal 

with the subscript "cur" and substituting its value in (U.33), we obtain 
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1  "'- r   ">.*.   ■*».«,,> -'* (U.36) 
/ -• •*' *   \ 

For practical purposes    ^Siur    is always roughly equal to unity, but we will leave 
Seal 

this ratio In Formula (U.36) In Its general form so that It wny apply In all cases. 

Analysis of Eq.   (U.36) shows that at small angles 9,,  when cos p ■& 1, 

sin  ß t* 0, there are three characteristic regions of values for (K^y      ) 
■out exp rel. 

1. Working region. In this region 

Weal    ♦..»€   (^(.l/o»!'»«1 

and, consequently, 

I    Thus, In this case the output voltage 0^ will be proportional to the Input 

; angular velocity •# • 

(U.37) 

If in Eq. (U.36) 

**..-^|  «««p. I-^-1  «co*? 
H la«! I vom mu 

Ht%t &<»t i^m Urn*  'twr    * 
and  *ss—»:—rr, :—-»-'• 

but the term   — sin 9   cannot be Ignored In comparison with cos » and 
«* 

cos f   ■«* 1 cannot be assumed, then 
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In this case U t will not only depend on the Input angular velocity •, but also 

on the angular velocity »•  , which Is highly undesirable since It prevents us 

obtaining an Idea of the angular velocity •# from the voltage you*« 

2.  Region In which the Influence of Indeterminate (random) Interference is 

considerable.  In this region 

Wt,l    *«iir     ^»,(/0„)'«' 

But the absolute values of both terms 

f'tnJ     * 
t/„., • 

(or either one of them) are such that they cannot be Ignored In comparlscn with 

unity i.e. in this region only one (or neither) of the equalities 

■4. 

Al, 
I       ■* 'ail 

la satisfied. In this region, therefore. 

"out mn 

^-^>,.,r.r,-*--Ti+-^ 
{k.ko) 

In this expression the two last terms, which are the Indefinite (random) 

values, can be both positive and negative. 

1    Thus, in the given region the factor (K »u  ) 
-out 

is a variable of a 
ejq rel 

randou nature on account of the random nature of the moment y^ *ad the Indetermi- 

nate character of the voltage A . TSils region occurs at smt-'l values of the In- 

put angular velocity «• when the gyroscopic moment Is comnensurate with or lefs 

than M- •  The  boundaiv of this region determines the minimum angular velocity 

■in 
which can be measured with the  instrument. 

V 
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3«  Region In vhtch the aarollflcatlon factor cf the glcrosyn-plckoff Is n 

variable (region of saturation of core of alcrosyn-plckoff). In this region 

by virtue of which 

and, consequently, is a variable. This region occurs at high values of the 

■easured angular velocity •• when the output voltage ]loyx^  Induced In the secondary 

winding of the mlcrosyn-plckoff reaches values at which there is saturation of the 

core. The boundary of this region determines the maximum angular velocity which 

the Instrument can measure. 

In order to increase the working region the boundary of the second region has 

to be reduced and that of the first region increased in every way. The former can 

be achieved by improving the design of the torsion rod with a view to increasing 

its transverse rigidity, by the greatest care in the manufacture, assembly and ad- 

justment of the instrument, and by supplying it with power from stabilized sources. 

1 If a mlcrosyn-torquer is used, the systematic interference component may be re- 

duced by supplying an apprcprlate current I   to its control winding. The second 

case can be made possible by using materials with high inductance which for 

practical purposes are not subject to hysteresis. Nevertheless, the upper boundary 

is still basically determined by the influence of the angular velocity w  , per- 

mitted, which fact requires limitation of thn  angle of rotation 9  of the floating 

gyroassertly and the measured velocity •*. 

Let us consider which conditions have to be fulfilled in order that the opera- 

tion of the instrument under conditions of varying input angular velocity t* may 

correspond as closely as possible to operation in the steady state. In other 

words, under what conditions will the output voltage aout be In practice 
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proportional tc the angular Telocity - not only when the latter Is constant, hut 

also vhen It varlea. 

Dlvldln« Eq. (U.15) ^ ^ %    ™*  "—ln« *'9     ' < ' ^ * *' ^  " "* 

write It In the form 

7ft/i-+rl^/-+^-f-.«'«|(cosp-J:^$,n^,"      (^^3) 

-W...-»^-^-*-..-Af.l+Ä• 

where T« and T,  denote the time constants 

{k.kk) 

(W.UJ) 

Clearly, for the operation of the instrument under conditions of a varying 

input angular velocity - to correspond in practice to operation In the steady 

state, the first two terms In the left-hand side of Eq. frM)  would have to he 

Legllglhly small comparad with the third term U^- For this the constants ^ and 

^ have to he «all for their part. It follows directly fro« Eqs. (U.W) and (U.U5) 

W to obtain «call time constants, the Instant has to he made In such a way 

that the moment of Inertia J and the specific damping moment K • . ^ are as small 

a. possible, and the rigidity of the torsion rod * Is as large as possible. An 

Ideal instrument would have J - 0; we could then take It that K j , ^ - 0. It Is 

imposslhle, however, to make an Instrument with J - 0, and If J / O/lt Is also 

impossible for K . M - 0. Moreover, the design Itself of the floating gyroscope 

conditions the presence and necessity of damping, l-e- 5 J , ^ / 0. Fro« this It 
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1B clear why In the floating differentiating gyroscope the damping (K .  „ ) 

should be less than In the floating Integrating gyroscope. 

In the ideal case, that Is, when TQ ■ T. - 0, the transfer function and the 

frequency characteristic of the floating differentiating gyroscope, as Is clear 

fro« (^.20), (V.21), (U.22), and (Jf-U), would be equal to 

»:.VH«:.(//) *-«/- 

Let us determine the values of T^. and T.   for the floating differentiating 

L 
gyroscope with elastic torsion rod Type 10   No. 55.    Let us take the calculated 

T&lues from Tables k and 5 (Chapter II, Section 2): 

./—0.035«♦-€•-•«?/f^ «=»»-=494 »lei» r*i, 

AT* Jl s5.]     (f-CM-MC 

Froa Formula (U.6) 

-«-/¥-i/^-' ■— 
/,-^-l9 ,. 

From Formula (U;7) 

Applying Formulas (U.U4) and {k.k3)t  we obtain 

(4.U6) 

•-iy^n: - TT^rm -0 6,7 (4 'k7) 

r,-i"u5-O0CM"c ^'^ 

r.^-^-o.oKM ... (U.49) 
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Section 5.  Equation for Floating Differentiating 

CyrOBcope With Feedback Circuit 

Figure I1.3 is a »Impllfled block diagram of a floating differentiating 

gyroscope vlth feedback circuit. The Instrument consists of a floating Integrat- 

ing gyroscope I and an amplifier 2. The output voltage TJÜU^ produced by the 

mlcrosyn-plckoff of the Integiatlng gyroscope Is fed Into the amplifier input 2. 

The amplifier output current I Is passed through the feedback channel to the con- 

trol winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer of the Integrating gyroscope. A detailed 

diagram of the parts of the Instrument Is given In Fig. U.U. The diagram Is 

similar In layout and rysbols used to that of Flg. U.2. 

The output current from the amplifier Is 

I 
vbere KL. r    is the »pllfier amplification factor In amp/volt. 

~-out, -a 
1 

Replacing the voltage ü0ut in Eq. (U.JO) by the value for It obtained by 

Eq. {3-13), we get 

Fran this It Is clear that the current I Is- In direct proportion to the angle 9 

vlth an accuracy continuing up to the value K.. T 
A » whlch ln * nsroally 

} "scut, =a 

working Instrument Is small because of the smallness of the voltage A . As has 

been said, the current 1^ 1B passed along the feedback channel to the control 

winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer. Under Its Influence the mlcrosyn-torquer Imposes 

a mornt 00 the floating gyroassembly which on the basis of Formula (3.10) will be 
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M. - f'c-/-. ^ - ^..-i". A'" .>■'.<**"-'+ A)- (^52) 

From this, dlsreganllng the voltage    A, we obtain 

(»».53) 

Thus, the moment created by the mlcrosyn-torquer under the  Influence of the 

current 1^ will be directly proportional to the angle   9   and directed In euch a 

way as to reduce that angle to zero.  I.e.  to return the floating gyroassembly to 

Its initial position.    In other words, this moment Is In nature exactly the 8a=? 

as the elastic moment created In the previous version of the floating differenti- 

ating gyroscope by the elastic torsion rod (or by a spring or springs).    In this 

version of the Instrument this moment Is created purely by electrical means, with- 

out the use of any elastic mechanical parts. 

It ghould be pointed out that this Instrument should work better than the 

previous one since both Its gyroassembly supports are rigid, whereas In the torsloa- 

rod gyroscope one of the  supports -- Mw> one constituted by the rod — Is elastic. 

at 

r 

c* 

'. 

ftm 't 

Fig.  4.3.    Simplified diagram of parts of floating 
differentiating gyroscope with feedback circuit- 

1) Floating differentiating gyroscope; 2) amplifier. 

, Besides the current Ia, the control winding, in the general case, may receive 

another current 1^, for example, to compensate for the Interference moment.    In 

the general case the current received by the control winding of the corrector Is 
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(U.5'0 

Both the vulWe U    .   and the  current I    can be taken as  the output signal 

proportional to the angular velocity oi -    It Is preferable, however,   to take the 

current I  . -a 
Let us formulate the equation for the floating differentiating gyroscope with 

feedback.    Tto do so,  we have to replace the current Icon in Eq.   (3'2U) by the 

current I'      determined by Eq.   {h.^k).    Next,   transposing the ten containing 
-con 

U      . vhich is the  "clastic moment, •' to the left-hand side of the equation,  we 
-out' 
obtain the desired equation in the  following form 

P. w „„i 

Die first term on the right-hand side of Eq.  C».??) should be «ultiplled by 

the term in brackets 

(co$p ^-»'"P). 

örtlich in deriving the equation for the  floating integrating gyroscope was taken as 

equal to unity assuming angle /9   is small.    The reason for this is that the 

floating differentiating gyroscope operates at angles ß which,   though small,  are 

finite, whereas the floating integrating gyroscope operates at angles  fi close to 

«ero.    Dividing Eq.   (^.55) by the time constant T and introducing parameters 

Bimilar to those introduced earlier for the floating differentiating gyroscope with 

torsion rod,  we obtain 
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«V 

The constant coefficients  la this equation are determined by the following 

equalities 

^]/Kv-"'K^"J'- -]f^: (^57) 

or 

(»».58) 
*=/-^-'-' 

Is the angular frequency of the free undamped oscillations of the floating gyro- 

assembly. The second variation of Eq. (4-57) Is obtained by using Formulas (3-26) 

4      and (3-20). 

Is the amplification factor equivalent to the rigidity cf the torsion rod k, or, 

vhat amounts to the same thing, the amplification factor K     . 
» ' -a 

Expressions (U.58) and (^.59) are obtained by successive sGbstltutlon of 

Bqs. (3.26), (3-18), and (3-20) Into Formula (I*.57). 

I     I ,/^2      **• Mt 

Is the damping ratio of the floating gyroassembly. 

„ *-£^L_ H 

?-TSr99ioA ^ 

Kt.M< (^-60) 

(^.61) 



i 

The second expresBlon for the given amplification factor Is obtained by the suc- 

cessive application of Eqs. (3.25), (MT), (3-19), (3.2<>), and (3.20). This 

factor describes the sensitivity of the floating differentiating gyroscope with 

feedback with respect to the input angular velocity ••• 

The second expression for the aapllflcatlon factor jfj    n ^ ls obtained by *con, -out 

means of Eq. (^-57) 

K     ,    E *M±Vssi - !     = A'rr....  ..!■ (U.63) 

The second expression for K,  „   la obtained by the successive application of 
-I, -out 

Bqs. (3.28), (^-57), (3'23), «nd (3-20), and the third expression by substituting 

Eq« (,*'59) lnto the second expression. 

Reducing Eq. (^.56) to a form similar to Eq. (4.15), we arrive at the final 

form of the equation for the floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback for 

; the case when the output voltage U^ of the mlcrosyn-plckoff serves as the output 

lvalue of the instrument: 
l 1 

x[(cos^-^-sinpj.-*toi./t,-*f..T-*-,-«,] + 2*v,Ä;. (4.64) 

*/,..- ^ „*   *T.---".c. »«.--^  .-TÜS— 

These three amplification factors are exactly equal to the corresponding 

factors (4.16), («i.lT), and (4.18) of the floating differentiating gyroscope with 

torsion rod, and to those of the floating integrating gyroscope (3-32), (3-33), 
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i and (S-S1*). Equation (U.6U) Is similar to Eq. (U.15) except thut on the right- 

hand side there la no term proportional to A , as there is In Eq. (^.15) for the 

floating differentiating gyroscope vlth torsion rod. This shows that the voltage 

A   affects the operation of the differentiating gyroscopes under consideration In 

different ways.  The absence of the derivative A V In the right-hand side of Eq. 

(k.6h)  Is explained by the fact that when deriving the equation for the Integrat- 

ing gyroscope we Ignored the product T A " /see the derivation of Eq. (Z-Zk^J. 

The dependence of the voltage U   on the angular velocity •• In the steady 

state is determined by the amplification factor K   tr  . However, as can be 
" ** *  -out 

seen from Equality (U.6l), this factor depends on the amplifier parameters, spe- 

cifically on the amplifier amplification factor K,. j   .    This dependence can be 
"-out, -a 

eliminated if the output current I of the amplifier, determined by Eq. (U.50), is 

taken as the output signal Instead of the voltage yout. Taking this current as 

—^      the output value of the floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback, we re- 

place the voltage U   in Eq. (U.6U) by the value of It determined from Eq. (U.50), 

as a result of which we obtain the equation for the floating differentiating 

I gyroscope with feedback for the case when the amplifier output current I acts as 

the output value: 

/    A.  \       /    al \ 
X 

4* 

4 + 2^>,j(.+-^)/4--^.,(,^~) 

x[(cosp—^-imp) *-*,Mir./f(j<i-*I..:-*«..-uj+       
ih-6tj} 

+ 26»./<'» ,, A; 

where 

I 
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thla  amplification factor represents the sensitivity of the floating differ- 

entiating gyroscope with feedback with respect to the angular velocity •» for the 

case when the amplifier output current ra serves as the output value.  It Is clear 

fron Kq. (U.66) that this factor only depends on the angular momentum H of the 

gyroscope and on the amplification factor of the corrector JCy    u «"»d does not 
icon,  -t 

depend in the least on the parameters of the other parts of the Instrument, In 

particular, the amplifier. It should be pointed out, as can be seen from Eqs. 

(3-32) and  (4.66),  that 

Thus, by taking 1^ rather than U^ as the output value, we obtain a differentiat- 

ing gyroscope whose sensitivity with respect to the angular velocity «*   does not 

depend on the Amplifier parameters. 

It is iamediately clear fro« Eq.  (k.63) that the influence of     A'     is 

directly proportional to the magnitude of the amplifier amplification factor 

$J I • 1 =out, =a 

It should be pointed out that Eqs- (U.V») and (k.^k)  only apply to the 

steady-state operation of the amplifier, although in practice this state does not 

always occur. Equations (k.6k)  and (U.65) for floating differentiating gyroscopes 

•with feedback circuit can be expressed in the form of Eq. (4.1*3), but since this 

does not provide us with anything new, we will merely find the expression for the 

time constants ^ and T- for floating differentiating gyroscopes with feedback. 

As in the ease of the floating differentiating torsion-rod gyroscopes, they will be 

determined by the first expression in Foraiulas (U.WO and (4.1*5), i.e. 
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I Substituting Eqs.   (4ö8) and (l*.6o)  Into these expressions, ve have 

'-T-/^ 
(U.67) 

and 

T,=7bT^- «• •" (U.68) 

Section 6. Transfer Functions and Frequency Characteristics 

Of Floating Differentiating Gyroscopes With Feedback 

Let us first consider the floating differentiating gyroscope vlth feedback 

Ich the output voltage U   of the 

value. Using the differential symbols 

In which the output voltage U   of the mlcrosyn-plckoff serves as the output 

d     2d' 
p ■ — and p « =—x 
c  dt    "   dtZ 

and assuming that  A'j-  A^ - 0, we will rewrite Bq. (U.6U) as an operator: 

(/,+ 2»v»-»-•) ^...^ 

= 4Af..4/6iii[(cos|>--^-$inp)«-*fc.|,./l.-»If.
:i-**, J»',| • 

2 2 When the equation ha« been divided by g    + 2b »/QP +  V^Q »   ^ can be represented in 

the form: 

(/#< = tt4l (^) [(cos p - -^ «*"0"- *'...-''• 
(^.69) 

-*.-- 
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I where W^.g.Cp)  Is the transfer function of the differentiating gyroscope unier 

consideration, determined,  as before, ty Eq.   (U.2ö).    Now, however,  the  values 

• O .- and -^     U        ln the expression for W        (p)  have to he taken from Fonnul-is v' ** '  -out -a«B«  - 

C».??)  or (U.58),   (4.60),  and  (k.6l). 

Equation (U.69) fully coincides with the corresponding Eq. ('♦.19) for the 

floating differentiating gyroscope with a torsion rod. 

In actual conditions, as in the case of the torsion rod gyroscope, a certain 

small, and in the general case, variable, voltage of an indeterminate nature due to 

reasons considered earlier will be algebraically added to the voltage U  . deter- 

mined by Eq. (U.69). 

The frequency characteristic of this instrument and also its amplitude- 

frequency and phase-frequency characteristics, as in the differentiating gyroscope 

with a torsion rod, are determined by Formulas (U.21), (U.2ft), (4.23), (4.24), 

,      (4.25), and (4.26). In the case given, however, the values K   „   »_ and b t - -' w o»     - 
in them should be taken from Formulas (4.6l) and (4.5?) or (4.58) and (4.60). 

Now let us consider the differentiating gyroscope with feedback in which the 

output current I    of the amplifier serves as the output value. Assuming that in 

Kq. (4.65)        *'«" A't " 0»  an<3 "Sing the differential symbols 

I 

ve can rewrite this equation as an operator: 

(j*+2*»^ + iK = »J*-./. [(cos p --^«-sin ?) •- 

2 2 
Dividing It by £    + 2b, p +   »0  » we obtain 

J 
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where 

•«•w-vOT- <,'-T1> 

1« the transfer function of the floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback 

in which the output cun-ent Ia of the amplifier serves as the output value. The 

*»!»»•« K^ j « WQ,   and b in (U.71) should be taken from Formulas (U.66> and 

(^•57) or (U.JÖ) and (l».6o). If  A'J and  A^ do not equal zero, a small lade- 

termlnate current caused by these derivatives from the voltage A   vlll be added 

algebraically to the current I determined by Eq. (^.TO). 

The transfer function (.h.Jl)  coincides exactly In form with the transfer 

function (^-20) for the floating differentiating torslcn-rod gyroscope and the 

feedback gyroscope in which the voltage U^^ serves as the output value. Hence, 

If we leave aside the slight effect of the voltage^ and its derivatives, which 

are impossible to take into account theoretically, we find that all three types of 

floating differentiating gyroscope considered have the same dynamlc properties. 

To obtain the frequency characteristic and also the amplitude-frequency and 

the phase-frequency characteristics of the floating gyroscope with feedback In 

which the output current 1^  of the amplifier is taken as the output value, we 

■bould apply Formulas (^.21), (^.22), (^.23), i^'^h),  {k.23),  and (U.26), substi- 

tuting 1C ^ j for K       Into them, and taking b and »Q from Formulas \k.60) 

and Oi-yr) or {k.38). 

i 
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Section 7. Steady-State Operation of a Differentiating Cyrosccpe 

With Feedback 

L«t us consider that the output current 1^  of the aapllfler Is taken as the 

Instrunent's output value.  We vlll take the steady state to mean the operating 

conditions of the Instrument under which I- = f- = 0 with the control curren', I 
-r  -r _con 

of the mlcrosyn-torquer and the angular acceleration y of the Instrument housing 

equal to zero at the same time.  In setting the condition Icon = 0 we do not In 

any way count out the use of the mlcrosyn-toniuer to compensate the systematic 

component of the moment f^.  Given this compensation, Icon Is taken to mean the 

value of the control current over and above the value necessary for the said COK- 

pensatlon. 

Thua, assuming I» = I* = ICon 
s V = 0 in Eq. (U.65), we obtain the following 

equation for the steady state of operation of the floating differentiating gyro- 

scope with feedback in which the output current Ia of the aapllfler serves as the 

output value: 

/.-^/.[(cosp--^-Jinß).-*,,)^f.] + 

w mmt'a 

Let us first assume that »^ = A^ r -- = 0. Uien there Is a corresponding value 

of the current ^ for each constant value of the ane"-!^ velocity «• In the steady 

state. If - ^ -^ 0 when A^ = 0, but Is constant, and ^ ^ 0, but does not de- 

pend on time, then the steady-state value of Ia will not only depend on • , but 

also on «.  and M.. 
£0    -4 

Let us now consider what happens If A ^ ^t 0 and Is a function of time. For 

this purpose let us first take a look at the physical side of the operation of the 
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inatnaasat when m       s »^ = A =0. When there le an amgular velocity w , a eyro- 

scoplc moment H^ cos J Is created which causes the gyrouBfi'mhly  to deviate from 

the position 9  - 0,  which It occupies when •• = 0. Let us assume that the pos- 

slhle values of the angle 9   are such that we can take cos 0 «1 with a high 

degree of accuracy, and, consequently, that the gyroscopic moment Is H „ and does 

not depend on the angle 9 • 

At the output of the mlcrosyn-plckoff there Is created a voltage yout which, 

reaching the Input of the amplifier, causes a current 1^ at Its output. The sec- 

ondary winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer is connected to the amplifier output. 

Given a current 1^ <*« mlcrosyn-torquer will Impose a counteracting gyroscopic 

*auaA  KT    M. I» on the floating gyroassembly. When the torquer moment becomes 
~icon' v^ - 

equal to the gyroscopic moment. I.e. when 

I 
KIcon, Mt^S = £-' 

(U.73) 

the floating gyroaasembly will enter a state of equilibrium. In which the current 

I- s 

"  -icon' & 
- ' «U,, Ia- 

(U.7>») 

Thus, the rotation of the floating gyroaasembly continues until the current 

I acquires the value necessary for the creation of a moment by the mlcrosyn- 

torquer equal and opposite to the gyroscopic moment.  Since neither of these mo- 

■ents depends on the angles 9 ,  the current ^ will not do so either, but will be 

detei»ined by the Input angular velocity » alone. For example. If In a state of 

•qullibrlum with «• = constant the voltage Uout for any reason changes, this will 

first and foremost cause a change In the current I*, and, consequently, a disturb- 

ance of Eq. (1».73) of the moments.  Since the gyroscopic moment remains unchanged. 
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the equality of the mooenta may only be restored by returning Ia to Its previous 

value. The current ^ Is a single-valued function of the voltage Uout which Is 

In turn a function of the angle 9 .    Hence to restore the dlsti'rbed equality of 

the moments, the floating gyroassembly has to turn to a new position In which the 

voltage Uout and the current T^ assume the old values at which Eq. (U.73) Is satis- 

fied.  It is quite clear that the design of the instrument ensures that Eq. (U.Tß) 

is automatically restored when disturbed through a change ir. yout.  Thus, any 

possible changes In the voltage U   lead in the long run to the floating gyro- 

assembly occupying a new equilibrium position in which the current 1^  and the 

voltage Uout assume their old values. 

Let us determine the value of the angle f    in the equilibrium position. 

Solving Eq. (lf.5l) with respect to f , we obtain 

Die value of the current I in the equilibrium position is determined by Eq. 

(1*.7U). Substituting it in (U.75), we obtain the value of the angle 9    in the 

equilibrium position: 

n—t • *- Ktf     / 4 
a •••      wmmt  '• 

It follows directly from this that with the variation in A  and |S^out/ l^r fi 

will also vary, but the variation in the latter does not affect the steady-state 

value of 1^, which remains unchanged. 

Thus, the possible nonlinear!ty of the mlcrosyn-pickoff, i.e. the absence of 

direct proportionality between the voltage Uout and the angle 9 , has no effect 

whatsoever on the dependence of the output signal — the current Ift — on the 
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4 
input angular velocity a. . This also explali ß the fact that the voUag« A Is not 

directly a part of Eqs. (U.6U) and (U.65), and, accordingly, E*. (1.72). The fact 

f that the voltage A la not directly a part of Eq. (U.lj) for the differentiating 

gyroscope vlth a torsion rod (or some other mechanical spring) can he explained 

by the following:  in this instrument the moment counteracting the gyroscopic 

■o«nt is created by a torsion rod and, consequently. Is a slngle-valued function 

of the angle 9 of Its twist. Hence In the steady state .here Is one definite 

value of the angle 9   for each value of - = const. The voltage y0„t. serves as 

the output signal; this voltage Is obtained at the given value of angle » and 

has, as pointed out (see 3-13), «n Indeterminate component A.  Thus, the differ- 

ence is that in the torslon-rod gyroscope the output signal Is the voltage Uout 

obtained at an equilibrated value of angle » and not directly dependent on - , 

vhile in the feedback gyroscope the output signal Uout or ^ is directly deter- 

«ined by the value of thT gyroscopic moeient, i.e. th« angular velocity - . We can 

|.      now answer the question, posed earlier, as to what happens If A\ /  0; in other 

! vords we can ascertain the physical meaning of the last tem in the right-hand 

I aide of Eq. (U.72). To make the argument simpler, let us assume that - « M^ = 0, 

1 A.t = const, and that when t • 0 the angle f = 0. In this case the amplifier 

input begins to receive a voltage which varies at a constant rate. A current 

A I,, will therefore begin to flow through the control wlndlngVd the torquer will 

jap^e a manent K^ ^ A^ on the floating gyroassembly. The gyroassembly will 

begin to rotate w^Tvelwity J and will do so in a direction tending to reduce 

1 the volt^e reaching the amplifier input. As a result there will be established 

' » regime under which the gyroassembly will rotate with a velocity 9  = const such 

that Co«« (3.1^3 

I 

#.,.-(*».«/...+ *'»>P+A''"a 
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and the noment of the torquer will be balanced by the danplng moaent. I.e. 

Excluding f from these equations, ve obtain 

A4 ■■ »» 

IMB IS in fact the current determined by the last term on the right-hand side of 

Bq. (lv.72).  Consequently, the condition A'^ = const leads to the appearance of 

the current A I = const. The error produced In the lnstruin«?n4. by this current 
-ft 

will be   •» s  A I-(K        I  ).    A case in which A't » const Is highly Improbable. 

Mich nore likely Is A',. ±   constant.    If A'* ■varies according to a periodic law, 

the current I    will vary correspondingly. 

Strictly speaking.  If A't^ conat,  1^ and 1^ cannot equal zero, and Eq.  (1+.72) 

cannot therefore be satisfied.    Thus,   A  ~ const does not influence Ia, and does 

not therefore cause any error.    But If   A is a function of time,  it causes an 

error — the greater the instantaneous values of a t,  the larger the error will be. 

The aim should therefore be to make A't «0,  I.e.  the voltage  A   should not depend 

on time.    Ve will assume from now on that this is the case. 

Up to the present we have assumed that the angle  9   has been small enough to 

enable us to consider cos  f   = 1.    But in actual fact cos   J  ^1 and the gyroscopic 

aoaent Is therefore a function of   ff .    We will shew that in this case the current 

^ will depend on the voltage  A .    We should point out in passing that this de- 

pendence cannot be seen directly front Eq.  (U.72) since the angle   9   Is not ex- 

pressed in it through the voltage. 

I 1 
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I.e. 

In the equilibrium posltlor. the torquer moaent equals the gyroscopic mctnent, 

Ki   M./~H*cosf 

or 

l^tC.tmtotf. (k.Tl) 

The dependence of the current 1^ and the angle 9    Is given, as before, by Eq. 

(It.75).    Substituting the value of   9  determined by this equality Into (U.TT)/ ve 

obtain 

(^.78) 

«► 
♦» 

The current I. will be the root of this transcendental equation. It Is quite clear 

that It will depend on a . If In practice the current T^ is not to be dependent 

on a , the instrument must operate at small 9   angles at uhlch for practical pur- 

poses cos»= 1. In order for this to be the case, as Is clear from Eq. (^.78), the 

factor K   u        (the sensitivity of the mlcrosyn-plckoff) must In turn be large 

enough and the current 1^ and the amplification factor 1^., ^ small enough for 

the cosine of the fraction In brackets equal to the angle ^ to equal unity, for 

practical purposes. When this condition is met, Eq. (U.78) becomes (U.7I*), I.e. 

the wrrent I ceases to be dependent on the angle 9  , and, therefore, .ilso on the 

voltage a . 

A direct influence on the nature of the dependence of the output signal on 

the input angular velocity is exerted in a differentiating gyroscope with feedback 

hy the microsyn-torquer characteristic,  i.e. by the nature of the dependence of 
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the moment created by It on the current I   (when the Instrument Is operating 

this Is the amplifier output current I ) fed to the control winding.  If this de- 

pendence Is not proportional, the dependence of the output slgral (the current I 

or the voltage UQ^) on the Input angular velocity *• will not he proportional 

either. Thus the strictest possible fulfilment of the condition KT    u ■ const 
-icon» st 

is essential. And so the differentiating gyroscope with a feedbaclc circuit has to 

operate at angles f   for which cos J ft* 1. In this Instrument serious attention 

has to be given to the mlcrosyn-torquer to ensure that KT    u ■ const.  In the 
-icon' Cj 

mlcrosyn-plckoff the voltage A  should not depend on time. It is better, of course, 

if It equals zero. 

It 1B clear from (U.72) that when cos J «^ 1 and k.z rj^rA+rO 

^--'la-' 
' i.ev in this case the dependence of ^ on «* In the steady state Is fully determined 

by the factor K^ j . But when cos 9   je I,      mz   jLot  M. ^ 0 and AI^O,  then, 

as is clear from Eq."(U.72), In the steady state (in the term containing  At ** 

assume 

*•. »,• * '. and 

where 

/tmt^K.I, 

1 

cot?—-^ tlnp-*^ -■^ + 
Mi . >»*; 

Thus, in the given case the dependence of I on «* is determined not by the 

factor K    T . but by the values of the factor K*   T , the numerical values 

of which cannot be determined theoretically since M , A'm   ,  and A.  are indeter- 
"1    r i 

Hlnate values.    It can on^y be determined experimentally,  for which purpose we 
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I 
'ial "? eXP !     - ( have to determine the ratio — ,  which we  shall denote I —' Obviously,   this 

U) exp 

ratio will be equal to the factor K'  T .  The values of K*   T derived this vny 
-«>   ia "    '   ift 

will be taken as the experimental values of K 
w*   la. 

w/exp 

h 
, which relieves us of the need 

to introduce another factor into the discussion, and enables us to study and take 

Into account experimentally the possible deviations of the factor K^ ^ from its 

nonlnal value determined by Eq.  {k.66),  which also occur when cos fl ■** 1 and 

Thus, by taking the ratios f—/ as the experimental values of the factor 
Wexp 

K and giving them the subscript "exp," we obtain for the case In which 
"*" iw 
none of the terns of Eq.   (U.72) can be disregarded 

-i^i 
M. 

COS 
»*; 

v^. 
{h.79) 

Tto evaluate the deviatl-jn of this factor from any value 

(^'A..-—-(-) • (4.80) 

taken as a calibration value, we have to Introduce the relative dimenslonless 

amplification factor in accordance with Formula (3-56) 

<^',U.. (*.,),.; (U.81) 

The value (K shoxild be determined under conditions where the angle ß  Is 
5cal 

■o small that we can assume cos /fl ^ 1 and sin /3 ^ 0 and where 

Mt «K 

vr 
«1. 
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f I.e. where the Influence of angle 9 ,  the moments K^  and the derivative  At 

are Insignificantly saiall. In this case, a<? is clear froa Eq. (U.79), the value 

of (K  ,. )    vlll be practically the tone as the theoretical value of K i 
-a 

cal 
determined by Formula (U.66).    However,   since K        j    cannot reaaln constant at 

large values of »»   (of current l),as(K        T) we have to choose a value of 
j - cal 

the factor corresponding to the working range of the  Instrument,   i.e.  the range 

in which the current I is for practical purposes directly proportional to 
-a exp 

the angular velocity w exp' 

If these conditions are met, on the basis of Foraula (U.66) we can assume 

Hc.i 

We will show that values of the factor (K   J )       fall Into three 

(^.62): 

recall that K   T s 

"2 exp.rel 

characteristic regions similar to those .'or  the factor (kj      )      (we will 

"-con'   **  exp.rel 

h. 
i )    conaiiered In Chapter II, Section 5. 

con' 
In order to cover all feasible values of the factor K „ i ln Btpresslon 

' —a 

(^•79)/ we vi.1.1 mark the factor and the ralues used to express It with the sub- 

script "cur" (current value^. Then, according to (U.66) 

*•,/ —(A^i ) f——i^—• 
•       *     («/  «.)<«r 

CM  ' 

Substituting (U.83) into (U.79) and then (U.79) and (U.Sa) into (J+.8l), we obtain 

(^•83) 

(»♦.81*)' 

if. 
cost »-ilnp—**, - — + 

»A; 

^. ■(■nfc) 
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It la clear froa this that at snail angles f ,  for which cos J ft* 1 ar.d sin J #«• 0, 

values may occur. the three follovir.g characteristic regions of (K    ) 
"*' ia - exp.rel 

In a similar vay to the regions for the factor (kj   ^ ) 
'-e°n'        exp.rel 

1.    Working region.    Here 

«i. 
2W. 

^. ••K1-) 

I 

(U.85) 

(U.86) 

and, consequently. (f-./,)*» rrt**' 

by virtue of •which the current 1^ will hs proportional to the angular velocity w . 

2. Region in which the influence of the Indeterminate (random) interference 

1» considerable. This region Is characterized by the fact that when the condl- 
  I 

tions (^.85) are net, only one (or neither)  Inequality {h.Q6)  is satisfied.    Hence 

in this region 

2»4i 
(*-./*). •1-**,.- 

and, consequently, is a variable of a random nature due to the random nature of 

N and  AI. Ihls region occurs at fiTnalll values of w vhen  the gyroscopic moment 
-i      . 1 

la consnensurate with the nioment M^. The boundary of this region determines the 

minimum angular velocity which the Instrument can measure. 

J 
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3. Reglor. In vhlch the ar.plifIcatlor. factor of the Bücrosyr.-torquer is 

variable (reglor. of saturation of the mlcrosyn-correotor).  In this reglor. the 

Inequalities (l»."-') are satisfied and 

However 

Html 

#1. 

Therefore 

and is therefore a variable. This region occurs at large values of I which 
| -a 

cause saturation of the magnetic circuit! of the mlcrosyn-torquer. 

If 
3M( 

< cosp 

and the conditions Ct.Öj) are satisfied, but the term    Sn sin f   cannot be 

ignored when compared with cod g   ,  and cos & ä> 1 cannot be assumed, then 

(l*.810 will take the fcrm 

(f-.t }..»».i-" *■ «» P —-^ »»n P- 

I 
Thl« value of (K        T  ) fully coincides with the value (K        .,      ) 

(^.87) 

In 
"- exp.rel -out exp.rel 

the torsion-rod differentiating gyroscope obtained under similar conditions  [see 

i(4.39)]. 
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Section 8. Coaparlson of the TVo Types of Dlfferer.tiatlr.g C^TOscope 

Let »ifl determine the frequency of the natural undamped oscillation TQ,  the 

damping ratio b and the time constants TQ and ^ for the floating differentiating 

gyroscope with feedback containing the floating Integrating gyroscope. Type ICT 

Ho. 79 developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For convenience 

in comparing the values obtained with those of the floating differentiating gyro- 

scope with torsion rod. Type ICT* No. 55» let us assume that the amplification 

factor KM  T is cho8en ln 8uch a way tta* the factor £ a M  ^8ee Formula 

-out-a i 

(^•59) ] equals the calculated value of the torsion rod rigidity k. Thus we take 

It that 

K  „  ■ k = l^i* gf-cm/rad 
-ff'^t 

(4.88) 

Let us first determine the values enumerated above frcm calculated data for 

the integrating gyroscope, and then frcm the values as measured. 

l) rrcm Table 1 (Chapter II, Section l) we have the following values for the 

integrating gyroscope parameters: 

J s O.O36 gf-cm-sec2, 

K .  M- - 20.39 Ä^ 20.U  gf-cm-sec. 
-^ St 

From Formula (4.58) 

*      Y J y   0.036 

MT 
Consequently, ^» ""^ " äi""'' '^ 
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Fron Formula (l*.6o) 
>~-±^ »^— = 2.45. 

2/^ 2.0.036 117 

Applying Eqs.  (h.&j) and (U.68),  we find 

hz-^- zm z 0-0006   'ec' 

Zl  :: 2S2o Z  2-2.Uj-0.0086 = 0.0U21  ace. 

The calculated values of the frequency fQ and the time constant T. coincide 

for practiced purposes vlth those of the differentiating gyroscope with torsion 

rod, which are 19 cps and 0.008^ sec respectively. The slight discrepancy Is 

explained toy the difference in the moments of inertia J of the floating gyrcassen- 

blies In the instruments. The calculated values of the damping ratio b and time 

constant T are approximately four times greater than those of the differentiating 

gyroscope with torsion rod. This is due to the fact that in the integrating gyro- 

scope the specific damping moment K.  M   is aoi-i  than four times greater than 
~f ' 2d 

in the differentiating gyroscope with torsion rod. 

2) Fran Tables 1 and 2 (Chapter II, Section l) we have the following actual 

values of the integrating gyroscope parameters: 

K.  M r 22.12 -a*23.1 gf-cm-sec (computed value) 

T r O.OOP? ?ec. 

Applying Formula (U.57), we find 

y      ^ -^  K 0.0027-22.1 
= 91^ '•</••<. 
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Corre spondlngly 

2«  2« 

From Formula (U,6o) 
I 1 

21%,      30.0037 91.2 
^^=..^..-=2.03. (U.90) 

Froa Formulas (U,67) and (U.68) 

7•.-i-•T^3=0•0,, •; 
r,—2»r(-2-2.o3aoii«o.044r ••« 

Comparing the actual values of f-., b and T-, T, with their calculated values 

we see that the actual values of f« and b are smaller than the calculated values 

while the true values of TQ and T. are somewhat greater than the calculated values. 

This la mainly due to the fact that the actual value of the time constant T is 

greater than its theoretical value. 

Thus, if an ordinary floating Integrating gyroscope Is converted into a 

floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback, the result Is an instrument 

which has too great a damping ratio b and, correspondingly, too large a time con- 

stant Xi* From Formulas (k.6o),  (^.59), and (^.68) It Is clear that these values 

can be reduced either by Increasing the amplifier amplification factor IC. 
-out* ia 

or by reducing the specific damping moment K .  „ , or by both methods together. 
'9*  2d 

The following point, however, should be kept in mind. When the amplification 

factor of the amplifier Is Increased and the time constants T. and T. reduced at 

the same time, there Is an Increase in the factor K   M (see Eq. ^.59) equlva- 
~9* -t 

lent to the rigidity of the torsion rod k. The factor K   u   increases as many 
" » ' £t 

times as the amplifier amplification factor. But one should not think of increas- 

ing the amplifier amplification factor alone since this would also lead to an 
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Increaoe In the current fed by the amplifier to the mlcrosyn-torquer, and this In 
i ' ' 

turn could lead to saturation of the torquer core even at comparatively «sail In- 
i i 

! put angular velocities « .  In order to reduce the damping ratio b (2.03) In the 

i i i 
Instrument under consideration to Its celrr.'1. f.t*i  value In the torsion rod gyro- 

scope (0.617), the amplification factor of the amplifier Ky    j has to be In- 
1 -out' -a 

creased 10.8 times.  In the process the time constant T. vlll decrease 10.8 times. 

If nothing in the design of the Instrument Is to be changed, the cpeclflc 
1 1 

damping moment can only be reduced by decreasing the viscosity of the filler 

liquid. This can either be done by raising the working temperature of the liquid 

or by using a less, viscous liquid. But filling the instrument w* th a less 

viscous liquid vlll limit its use since It vill be impossible tj use it as an 

integrating gyroscope. The only instruments which can be filled with a less vis- 

cous liquid, therefore, are those specifically intended for use as differentiating 

gyroscopes with feedback. Consequently Lt may sometimes be more practical to    ■ 

raise the vorklng temperature of the liquid. However, a considerable increase in 

the temperature in comparison with its ciilculated value will decrease the effi- 

ciency of the instrument at small angular velocities on account of an Increase in 

friction In the floating gyroassembly bearings. The latter fact Is explained by 

a reduction, accompanying the temperature Increase, in the buoyancy of the liquid 

I I 
as compared with Its calculated value, which for practical purposes is equal to 

the weight of the gyroassembly. 

Tests carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on a gyroscope 

Intended for use in an automatic pilot hi- ve shown that an increase in the temper- 

ature of the liquid of approximately 9 0 will not decrease its efficiency 

and vlll not to any significant degree affect the characteristics of the instru- 

ment of importance In Its operation as an automatic pilot (the drift Increases by 

0.0? mrad/sec). 

From Formula (4.60) It Is clear thai the damping ratio b Is directly 
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proportional to the specific damping moment K .  M ^^ Inversely proportional to 

the sauare root of K   „ . The time constant T. Is in direct proportion to 
-j » Bt -1 

am 

K.     „     «ad in inverse proportion to K       M      [see Formula (^.68) ] .    Hence a 

■»ariatlon in K,      „   has an Identical  effect on both b and T,;  a Variation In 
-j * Bd 

K   „ affects T, more than b. 

The operation of both types of floating differentiating gyroscope contidered 

is described by the identical second-order differential equations, (^.15) and 

(^.65). In both cases tne increase in the input value is caused by an increase 

in the angle 9   of rotation of the floating gyroassembly vlth respect to the In- 

strment housing. Hence the influence of angle 9   on the operation of the float- 

ing differentiating gyroscope becomes noticeable and, in this connection, very 

l^ortant. The influence shows up, firstly, in the fact that instead of sensing 

the full value of the ■easured Hrg'1*^ velocity w , the instrument only senses 

1 part of it, «• cos g , and secoally, in the fact that it partially reacts to the 

! mgular velocity cw  * which it should not sense at all. 
i 5o 

The influence of angle 9   on the operation of both types of instncnent is 
l 

! the sens, as can be seen immediately from the exprescions (^.39) and (U.87). 
i 

Hence the quantitative aspect of this Influence may be determljced on the basis of 

either one.    Let us do so for the floating differentiating gyroscope with torsion 

- rod.    In the steady state the output value UQ^ is determined by Bq.  (^.29).    Let 

, us assume that H,  s    A  ■ 0; this equation then assumes the form 

^-«^(e^-^nnp).. (MD 

or, if we apply Eq. (U.39), 
i/_. — f-ir^«». (V.92) 
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Let us denote the voltage yout. which would have been obtained If    ff  «v 0 aa 

(yout)  j   from (U.91) we obtain 

(^O .-*..!/.,..•. (^.93) 

In evaluating the Influence of the angle 9 and the angular velocity  w   on the 

UQ^ It Is convenient to use the coefficient 3C and the concept. Introduced 

earlier, of the relative error In the output value. According to Fonaula (3.58) 

the relative error In the voltage U   resulting from the Influence of angle 9 

and the angular velocity •«  Is 

Substituting E<i8.(U.9l) and (t.93) into this, we obtain 

^ —cos P —-^«-«In ^—1. 

From Eq. (U.92) after substitution of Eq. (U.93) we find 

(^.95) 

Die rlght-haud side of the equality, as is clear from Expression ('♦.9U) Is 

1 +  t „      .    Thus, 
-out 

When    «* „    :0 
5o 

^-..^1 + ^ (M6) 

.=s-coip. ('».97) 
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The Influence of angle J ard the angular velocity «• Zo on the voltage Uout 

can b« conveniently evaluated by means of the graph In Fig. ^.5- The broken line 

•hows the dependence of • 0 on 9 .    The continuous lines show the relative error 

•   , plotted frcn Formula (^.95), for different values of the ratio of the 
-out «*z ••*>. 

angular velocities  ^ and with the condition —^ Sin 9    > 0.  Knowing the 

values c 

(^.96). 

values of  t j.   it is easy to calculate the values of the factor « from Formula 
-out 

From the graph and Formulas I1*.92) 

and (U.96) it is clear that the output 

voltage üout, when —ü Sin f  > 0 and 

other conditions are equal, decrecwes eis 

the angle 9   and the ratio of the angular 
*• z SO velocities     increases. 

^   The comparison of the two types of 

Instrument considered enables MS to con- 

clude that the differentiating gyroscope 

with feedback has  considerable advantages 

over the differentiating gyroscope with 

torsion rod (or any other mechanical 

spring).    In view of the dependence of % 

the modulus of elasticity on temperature 

and mechanical hysteresis it is extremely 

difficult to find a spring in which the 

rigidity remains constant with the re- 

quired degree of accuracy.    The manufac- 

ture    of springs with strictly identical 
Flg. U.5*    Graph for evaluation of in- 
fluence of angle  9   and angular velocity rigidity and slight hysteresis  involves 

w _    on output voltfege U    t. 
great technological difficulties.    This, 
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In Its turn, makes It difficult to manufacture differentiating gyroscopes with a 

mechanical spring which have strictly identical characteristics. It is in prac- 

tice Impossible to make the torsion rod in such a way that its rigidity can be 

altered by simple means. Any change in the rigidity k of the torsion rod is 

accompanied by a change in the factor K   „   determined by Eq. (U.28). Hone of 
" •* ' -out 

the difficulties Involved In the use of a torsion rod apply to the differentiating 

gyroscope with a feedback circuit. 

In the differentiating gyrv scope with a torsion rod or any other kind of 

mechanical spring the value of the output, signal voltage U t is proportional to 

the angle 9   of  deviation of the floating gyroassembly from it= initial position 

and this angle, if we leave aside the subsidiary factors. Is proportional, to the 

Input angular velocity •• . If the parameters of the instrument when It la being 

designed are so chosen that the angle f ^^ corresponding to the upper limit of 

the Input angitlar velocity u ^^ is small, the instnment will have a low ampli- 

fication factor K   „  , I.e., it will not be highly sensitive. On the other 
••' =out 

hand. If the chosen angle 9 Bax Is large, then, as pointed out. Instead of sensing 

the full Talue of the angular velocity «* , the instrument will only sense part 

of It, ** cos f  , and will react at the same time to the angular velocity •• 

about the axis z0 perpendicular to the y input and the x output axes of the in- 

strument. The angle f nax  can only be Increased when the imgniBr mamentum of the 

gyroscope H is constant by decreasing the rigidity of the torsion rod k, which 

will be accompanied by an unwanted Increase in the time constants Trt and T,  f see 

Eq. (U.M*)  and (^5) ] , I.e. the dynamic properties of the Instrument will be 

poorer. All this leads to the frequent Impossibility of producing a differenti- 

ating gyroscope with torsion rod which fully meets all the specified requirements 

of the system in which it is to work. In such eases a differentiating gyroscope 

with feedback should be used, •mis Instrument is very sensitive, i.e. It has a 

Mgb amplification factor K     , for what balances the gyroscopic moment is not 
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the voltage U    +,   I.e.,   the angle   P , vhlch serves as the output  slenal propor- 

tlonal to the angular velocity  - ,  but rather the output current Ig of the ampli- 

fier,  which Is fed to the mlcrosyn-torquer,   and serves to measure the moirent M^ 

which It generates.     TTie current Ia attains considerable values  (but,   as pointed 

out,   this current  should not be  la^ge)  and Is to a considerably lesser degree 

BUbJect to the influence of various factors than the output voltage yout produced 

by the mlcrosyn-plckoff.     In short,  greater accuracy Is obtained here  in the 

«asurement of the Input angular velocity   w   on account of the  fact that ve are 

not «aBurlng the angle of rotation of the  floating gyroassembly by ipeans of 

U        but rather we are measuring the current I    at which there le created-a moment 

^ vhlch balances the gyroscopic moment,     ttxls method brings better results than 

^e «thod of measuring the angular velocity by ^sns of a floating differentiating 

gyroscope with torsion rod.    The gyroscope with feedback circuit can operate at 

fairly small values of the angle   P   and,   consequently,  Is to a considerable extent 

free from the Influence of the angular velocity   «    . 
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CHAPIER V 

ANALYSIS OF FLOATING GYROSCOPES 

Ihe characteristics of floating gyroscopes may be divided Into three groups: 

static characteristics,  drift characteristics,  and dynamic characteristics. 

Analyses of floating gyroscopes are also performed In three ways,   as  follows: 

1. Static analysis. 

2. Analysis for drift. 

3- Pynamlc analysis. 

xhe static characteristics describe the behavior of the floating gyroscope 

during time intervals in which the Input and output quantities are either constant 

or change so slowly that the behavior of the gyroscope Is, In this case, essentially 

analogous to its behavior in steady-state operation. Two groups of static charac- 

teristics, corresponding to their two possible operating regimes, are registered in 

static analyses of floating integrating gyroscopes: the spatial integration regime 

and the geometric-stabilization regime. 

Die drift characteristics describe the relatively slow, spontaneous change in 

the output signal which is observed during time intervals In which all of the Input 

quantities of the floating gyroscope are held constant. 

0»e dynamic characteristics describe the behavior of a floating gyroscope 

during time intervals in which a change occurs in the output quantities as a result 

of a change in the input quantities. These characteristics mist be determined from 
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U. „.»U. o, .n...... or ...... OKr-t.«, ^- — ^ »"^ —ll" 

th. «...r.tu« or ^ .urro^l« —, ^ P»-" "^"^ * "' ^K°!' 

.t„r, tM .«».«». -««. or th, PUKO« .- to^r, tH. CO..U.O« or .... 

.^d «»"«., th. v.1«. or ..Wio»! - .-. to..., .- otK.. .«r.- 

neous factors acting upon the device. 

0.,» t- ch.«ct.ri.t.c. of .0, .Pe=.»c flo.t.« «r—oP., -. »/ -» 

^.„.c co.0.™.« «. ior^o. .»«.. »PO. H ., .«.n-> r..tor. .M .o™ . 

CUT M.. or t.» ««— -".„ c^.. .- th. ...iou. ,.lu.. P.0UU.. to th. 

.  ♦ «th^r causec  Bxpcrlmental floating-gyroscope 
gvroacope Itaelf and changes due to other causeo. »pe 

.  .  T ^«aitlona by the MaBsachucetts Institute of 
char.cterl.tlCB obtained u«ier typical conditions by 

Technology are presented belov. 

! section 1.    AnOutUne^Jtatl^WysU 

^ .tatlc characteristics of floating gyroscopes are given as curves of the 

dependency of the relative dlaenslonless a-pllfIcatlon factors  (K^, ^J^. „1 

-«—     . of th. output v.lu«8 upon the r.1.- 
„J th. cori..poildU« r.l.tlv. .rror.     . of tB. o    pu 

,     „.     . .    Th... ..lu.. .« g.«.r.U» a«t.r.l».d fro. th. 

corr..po»ll»8 for-il" (3-5«). (3.59). ."1 (S-SD- 
„. .ft.. ch.r..t.ri.tio. of flo.t.« „ro.cop.. of .11 t„.. .« plot«, o. 

' . „..lo^rlth^o ^ of th. t„, .ho.» 1. PU- 5.1.    V.1U.. Of th. «l.t.«.«- 

i looltp-^   „, - -.** — "» "" * •'""•"■ "•"" " C•Uhr•"4 10e" 
i PUh^c.11, for th. lnt.r..l 0.01 to 100,000.    Th, l.ft-h.« .xl. of on.!-«., 

.Mch h.. . unlfo^l, o.Uhr.t.. ...1. r..«« '~ ° " ^- """ "» '•l"" "' 
i       - *.    J.      tv \ . under conald- 
I th. l.Utl«. dl-Mlool... ..pllflootton footor (K,^ t^Ua. r.1 

'.I '• «tl...   Th. rl**..-* .... of .-!»". c.„... . unlfor. .0.1. for th. ^t.~l 
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'Flg. 5.1.    Semllogarlthralc grid for plotting static char- 
acteristics of floating gyroscopes. 

(-0.20)-0-(-K).OU).    The zero point of this scale Is placed opposite 1.0 on the scale 

for the factor (K ) , .    This right-hand scale carries values of the 
-?ln' ?out exp- rel 

of the output quantity.    The curve of the dependency of the 

factor (K 
^out 

-x ) 
-In'  -out 

,    upon the relative angular velocity« ,   Is repre- 
exp. rel      ^ ^ exp. rel 

•ented by the solid line, and the dependency of   « upon •• ,  by the 
-out       *' 

broken line» 

Tbe conditions under which the static characteristic vas obtained and the 

▼alues of (K  .     ) , and ••  , should be Indicated lr ep-h case.  It Is also 
-?ln' ?out caI      cal 

necessary to Indicate x^    ,, the calibrating value of the Input quantity, unless 
-in. cai. 

the Input quantity la the angular velocity w  . Knowledge of the last two values 

peralts the use of the static characteristics to determine. In addition, the values 

** (K 
Sin' ^out 

)   and AX .. for any desired value of •♦ ^ encompassed by the 
•KD    " -out     ^ exp exp 

static characteristics. Thus Formula (3.56) gives 
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(if,.,>r(*. ..,),,(*- • ).„ (5.1) 

Since th* subdivisions of the . x        scale are one fifth the size of those of the 

(X \ scale, the value of the last factor Is determined more conven- 
xi   ' x    t exp• r*1 

lenSy £t  fro« Its curve, but fro. the . x   curve, obtained In this case by the 
-out 

use of Formula (3.6O). 

It should be noted that It follows from this particular formula that the devi- 

ation of the factor (K    ^  ).„ ^ tto*  unity, expressed as a percentage. Is 
-1B' ^out 

given by 

! •-.^lOOH. (5-2) 

^«.0/0 cö^ »h.t A »  — t    x  .By successive sabstltu- 
It follove from the Kq. (3.58) that A iout-   x ^^out   ' 

^^ -out 
itlon of Us.  (3.57),  (3.56), «nd (3.55) into this, we obtain 

^...-(^l..'....L1
r...r.v..x.».f..' (5*3) 

vhere 

,^,T™I""'I« "t* (5.»») 

1. the relative value of the  input quwitlty.    If the Input quantity is the angular 

velocity  • ,  It follows from ronmila (5.3) that 
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^.=(*',.' )...•> •.,•,-., (5.5) 

The sign of the absolute error Ax        of the output quantity Is determined by the -out 

sign of Its  relative error    « 
-out 

Section 2. Static Analyses of Differentiating Gyroscopes 

The Differentiating Gyroscope With Torsion Rod 

The steady-state operation of this device Is characterized by the coefficient 

K   „  . Thus the following tvo curves constitute Its static characteristics: 
- •» ,U ^ '-out 
first, the dependence of the relative dloenslonless amplification factor 

(K „  )      , as determined fron Bq. (U.31) upon the relative angular velocity 
1 "••»u ^ exp. rei 
|  ♦-out * 

«*      ,, and, second, the dependence of the relative error • „   of the output 
exp. rel ^o\x\. 

voltage U . upon the relative angular velocity »^   ^j^. According to Formula 

(3.59),    •   „   ^-(K-.u    tW rel*1' 
1 -out -out 

A device which permits the Instrument under analysis to be rotated atout Its 

Input  (measurement) axis at various angular velocities *• Is required to record 

these characteristics.    Devices capable of measuring the resulting output voltages 

Ü        with sufficient accuracy are alao required, 
-out 

Differentiating Gyroscope With Feedback Circuit 

This device Is characterized in the steady operating state by an amplification 
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factor K..   j.    It. static characterUtlcs are accordingly as follows:    f Irst, the 

curve of thldependence of the relative dlmenslonlecs amplification factor 

( ) upon w , , and, second, the curve of the dependence of the 
^,1  'exp.  rel upon "exp.  rel' 
relative error    « j    of the amplifier output current 1^ upon -exp<  ^^    The factor 

,-        x laleteralned by Eq.  (U.81).    According to Formula (3.59), 
*-•»,!  'exp. rel 

/ir     \ -1 ^5.6) 

The aame turntable .«chanlsin Is required for registration of these character- 

latlca a. in the case of the preceding device. Also necessary Is a device capable 

of «aaurlng the output current 1^ of the a-pllfler with sufficient accuracy. 

The turntable «echanlsa. used'ln the analysis of floating gyroscopes Is repre- 

.ented .che«tlcally In Flg. 5-2. As far as the operating principle Is concerned, 

it is . single-axis spatial angular-velocity Integrator with Integrating gyroscope 

•nd aervo-systeB, shown schematically In Fig. 2.19. 

i The baae 2 of the device takes the form of a pedestal and Is mounted on e  pier. 

L slave «tor, which consists of the .tator 1* «nd the rotor 13,  Is mounted within 

jtL base.    The «tor 1. fastened to the shaft 10. which occupies a fixed vertical 

jposltlon.    The geometrical axis of this shaft  1« the Input axis of the device con- 

'•ide«d as an Integrator.    This axis Is designated by the letter y In Fig. 5-2, ss 

It was in Fig. 2.19. 

I   The platform 9 Is carried on the shaft 10 In a rigidly horizontal position. To 

 tW, platform is attached the thermostat 11, which contains the floating Integratlne 

gyroscope 12 (if the device has Its own heating system, the thermostat Is unneces- 

Mry). The gyroscope la mounted In such a way that Its Input axis coincides with 

•  the i «is or is parallel to it. The x axis, the output axis of the gyroscope. Is 

1     perpendicular to the Z  axis. The z0 sxi. is perpendicular to both the x and X axes 
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and Is consequently horizontal.  In some analyses It Is necessary to fix the axle of 

rotation of the platform (the shaft 10) In a horizontal position, and also at vari- 

ous angles (^90°) to the horizontal. Thus the design of an actual turntable dif- 

fers from the scheme shovn In Fig. 3.2 In that It permits the axis of rotation of 

the platform to be adjusted to a horizontal position or at angle« other than ^0° to 

the horizontal, and reliably fixed in these positions. For this purpose, the hous- 

ing of the motor (vhich carries the platform 9 on its shaft 10) is not mounted di- 

rectly on the base 2,  as shovn schematically in Fig. 5.2, but is carried on a 

"  ' fi 

Fig. 3'2.    Turntable device for analysis of floating gyroscopes. 
1) Contact brushes and rings; 2) base;  3) rheostat for regulation 
of current ICon>  M  Icon current supply;  5) milliamneter;  6)  elec- 
tric clock; 7)  contact device; 8) graduated circle; 9) platform; 
10) shaft of slave motor;  11) thermostat;  12) floatlag Integrating 
gyroscope;  13)  rotor of slave motor;  lU) stator of slave motor; 
13) read-off microscope;  16) amplifier. 

horizontal pivot-axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the platform.    The 

•tructural elementd «hich carry the bearings of the motor-housing pivot axis are 

conveniently mounted on a plate equipped with adjustable legs, which are used to 

ensure the axis is truly horizontal.    The plate is mounted on the base 2.    The base 

Should be fully protected from vibration and tremors In the building and In the 
i 

•srth. 
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In other cases the axis of rotation of  the platform 9 (the y axis)  should be 

•trlctly vertical. 

The apparatus should penult rotation of the platform 9  In Inertlal space about 

the j axis at any constant angular velocity ranging from a small fraction of the 

earth's diurnal-rotational velocity to velocities of the order of 10 to 20 rad/sec. 

The required velocity of rotation Is Imparted to the platfora 9 by impressing the 

appropriate current Icon from the current  supply U upon the control vlndlng of the 

Hicrosyn torquer of the gyroscope 12.    The  size of this current   Is  regulated by 

■eans of the rheostat  3 and checked at the mllllamineter 5.    Under the  Influence of 

the current I       , the microsyn torquer applies a moment M   to the floating gyro- -con -^ 

■aaembly, deflecting it from its original position.    A voltage U    ^  appears at the 
-out 

outjut of the microsyn pickoff    %nd Is delivered to the  Input of the amplifier 16. 

The aapllfier output feed« the control vlndlng of the stator Ih of the slave motor. 

The «lave-motor rotor proceeds to rotate at a velocity at which the moment M    is 
i -t 

compensated by the moment of the gyroscope.    At a constant current  I       , this veloc- 
-con 

Ity will also be constant. Thus there is a specific velocity of rotation of the 

platfora 9 for each value of the current I  . The rotational velocity of the plat- -con 
t 

«feCM? 

I 

orm la determined by measurement of the angle through vhlch  it rotates  in a certain 

lWe Interval of time.    The angle of rotation 

*** la read through the microscope 15 from the 

circle 8, vhlch Is calibrated  in degrees. 

The electric clock 6 and  its contact de- 

vice 7 serve to determine the elapsed 
'lg-  5-3.    Decomposition of angular 
velocity of earth's diurnal  rotation      time.    The angular sensitivity threshold 
into vertical ( *• e sln   '   ) and 
horirontal ( *• e cos   *   ; components      of the apparatus should be no higher than 
(    «    » latitude}. 

| 6 seconds of arc.    In the actual apparatus, 

•11 '••* aourcea and their controls are built  into a single console.    The turntable 

•OT^ratua «nd all meaaurlng devices incorporated in it must ensure high precision in 
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the necessary measureaent ranges. Only when this condition Is met  may ve depend on 

obtaining the true static characteristics of the gyroscopes. Specifically for this 

purpose, the effect exerted on the operation of the apparatus by the moments M 
-d.syst 

acting upon the floating gyroassembly of the  integrating gyroscope are compensated 

by application of a current l^^Mj 8 8t £••• E«!-  O.lOjiJto the control winding of 

the mlcrosyn torquers.    The accuracy with which the gyroscope  is positioned on the 

turntable platfor« is of great importance. 

Due to the high sensitivity of the floating  Integrating gyroscop- «nd Its 

servo-system, the vertical component of the angular velocity of the earth's diurnal 

rotation will exert an Influence on the operation of the turntable apparatus (Fig. 

5-3).    To examine this influence let us assume that the current  I       mm 0.   The 
-con 

apparatus rotates with the earth about a vertical in inertial apace,  in other words, 

•bout the input axis j (see rig. 5.2), with a velocity   «      sin    *   (Fig. 5.3). 

Under these circuastances a gyroscopic moment Ht.e sin * arises, deflecting the 

floating gyroaesembly from its original position.    This leads to the appearance at 

the output of the mlcrosyn pickoff of the output voltage U      , which results In 
-out 

actuation of the servodrive.    The latter begins to return the platform 9 to its 
i 
original position.  I.e. to rotate it at a velocity      —••     ain * with respect to 

;the base.    Thus the platform 9 of an apparatus In good working order should, at 

icon m 0' reTolTe wlth respect to the base at an angular velocity equal in magnitude 

and opposite in sign to the vertical component of the angular velocity of the 

earth'e diurnal rotation.    With Icon/0, therefore, the angular velocity of the 

platform as determined by time and angle measurements during its rotation must be 

corrected for the vertical component of the angular velocity of the earth's diurnal 

rotation. 
I 

An explanatory block diagram of the turntable apparatus ia presented In Fig. 

f.k.    It ia analogous in principle to the diagres shown in Fig.  3.5.    In both cases 

the «aplifiera conaiat of elements which perform analogous function«.    The aonverter 
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element of the turntable a.pllfler has a transfer function which Is detennlned by 

^1 
<f t«««n*< fail 

«••»lira«. 

c 
-JT-^.     "mat' ,  1"1S 

Kf 

W»J.r«l 

Fig.  5.»».    Block diagram of turntable apparatus. 

Eq.  (3.87).     The slave motor of the turntable operates without reduction gearing. 

AasumlDg In Eq.   (3-99) that 

«•        — ••     sin   *   , 
tr«       e 

•rel-'pl-rel' 

is the angular velocity of the platform vlth reference to the base of where •* 

the apples. we obtain the differential equation of motion of the rotary platform 
l 

i in the form 

I 

rr(rt+ii-,.r..= -^(/OKJin?-*'...-{.,! (5.7) 

By successive substitution in this equation of the expressions  (3-100),  UM): 

(3.92), (3.97), and (3.87)   Er «"»PP08111« ^ (3.101) that K^- M^ .   7   .0, 

;  tra       e rel       pi. ny 

« -/r0(»r5 /»+ I)K»lnt-*/.w-/«- 
(5.8) 
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In practical stulles of the dynamics of the  rotating platform we may consider the 

terms Tg and Tr5 in Eq.  (5-8) negll£lble by cocparlpon vlth unity,   elnce this   Is 

assured by the  small values of the time  constants T and T  .     In this case,   the 

differential equation of aotlon of the turntable platform (5.8)   is considered  sln- 

plifled: 

(T^ + nJT/»-»-!)-,,   t =-(«^P+I)Ksln?-*,,../ „} (5.9) 

Here, T01 1» determined by Equality (3,122). 

Considering I   - const and assuming in either Eq. (5«8) or (5-9) that p ■ 0, 
-con 

ve find that the angular velocity of the rotary platform in the steady state is 

given by 

•»'.' .-^„r*-.-*»"»?- (5-10) 

Vlth I   « 0. it follows from this that 
-con 

The absolute angular Telocity of the platform is 

(5.11) 

V.».-«*,.. ,..+•••»'"»-*/.>-/... (5.12) 

1 
This velocity must also be taken as the angular velocity w exp- 
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Flg. 5.5. General view of apparatus for analysis of floating 
differentiating gyroscopes. 1) Electric clock; 2)  floating dif- 
ferentiating gyroscope, acting as component of turntable; 3) 
themostat; U) gyroscope under analysis; 5) rotary platform; 
6) feeding, regulating, and monitoring units for gyroscope under 
analysis; 7) feeding, regulating, and monitoring unit for turn- 

i       table apparatus; 8) three-unit console. m 

■ Integrating Eq. (5.10) for lero Initial conditions, we find that the angle of 
1 

rotation of the platform relative to the base of thfc apparatus is 

a . = (*i   J   -• sinfK (5.13) 

1 

*> 

' A general view of the apparatus for the static analysis of floating differen- 

tiating gyroscopes  is presented schematically In Fig. 5.5.    It consists of the turn- 

table device described above and shown separately in Fig.  5.2, plv^s the three-sec- 

tion console 8.    All the components necessary to feed, regulate, and monitor the 

turntable apparatus are Incorporated in aection ?•    The two sections 6 contain 

^erythlng neceaaary for feeding, regulating, and monitoring the gyroscope being 

analyzed. 
1 ; 
1 The floating differentiating gyroscope being tested (M  la mounted or the 

r^s-mofa 2*8 
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rotary platform 5 (Flg. 5,5) Inside a common thermostat 3 with the floating Inte- 

grating gyroscope 2,  which acts as an accessory component of the turntable appara- 

tus. The Input (measurement) axis of the test gyroscope Is oriented parallel to the 

axis (y) of rotation of the platform 5. Its g and z0 axes are parallel to the 

corresponding axes of the gyroscope 2, whose directions are indicated In Fig. 5.2. 

Static analyses of floating differentiating gyroscopes In the apparatus shown 

in Flg. 5.5 proceed as follows:  the platform 5 Is ««de to rotate at \arlou8 con- 

stant angular velocities «     -by supplying various currents Icon to the mlcrosyn 

torquer of the floatln« Integrating gyroscope 2. The output signal of the floating 

differentiating gyroscope being analyzed is measured for each value of «^ ^^ 

For torsion-rod gyroscopes this signal will be the voltage Uout, and for feedback 

gyroscopes It will be the output current I of the amplifier. The static character- 

istics of the devices tested are constructed on the basis of the results of analysis. 

Static characteristics obtained by the above method for floating differentia- 

ting gyroscopes are presented below. Figure 5.6 shows static characteristics for a 

floating differentiating gyroscope with a torsion rod — Type 10*, Ho. 55- Data 

concerning this gyroscope were given previously in Tables I* and 5 (Chap. II, 

Bee. 2). The static characteristics were recorded under the following conditions: 
i 

Frequency of current fed to gyromotor tgyr * '*00 cp8 

Ruse voltage of gyromotor 

Ihase current of gyromotor 

| Excitation current of mlcrosyn pickoff 

Frequency of current fed to excitation 
I winding of mlcrosyn plckoff 

Temperature of fluid 

I In calculating the numerical values of tho relative angular velocity     "exp-rel 

(see Equality (3.6l)J    and the relative dimenslonless amplification factor 

^L'U      ^XP    rei   fee ^  (l*-31^ '  it WaS "'n"ed tluit 

-out 

E=aBr9910/Y  ?iS 

?ph- iKO volts 

Iph- 0.6 amp 

l«- 250 ma 

*p- uoo < :ps 

« M 71.: L
0C 



•  -.|   ...J ... =0.0573 •/••■ -13^ 
cal 

-,-5 Here and henceforth,   fij    = 7.29  •   10      rad/sec Is the angular velocity of the 

diurnal rotation of the earth. 

IK v   )   -0.819-   "'-      -»I'-»   "    -0.23S . "'     . 

Static characteristics for torsion-rod floating differentiating gyroscope, 

TVpe lo\ Mo.  26,  produced by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, vhlch Is 

«Imllar in design to the Ho.  55, are presented In Fig.  5.?.    The characteristics 

vere recorded under the following conditions: 

2' Frequency of current fed to gyroootor f^    - '♦OO cps 

Ftese voltage of gyromotor U^      - 3.5 volts 

Phase current of gyromotor Iph      »0.5 *BP 

Kxcltatlon current of mlcrusyn plckoff        r x      - 250 ma 

Frequency of current fed to excitation 
wlttilng of mlcrosyn plckoff tp        " '*OCi =pa 

TlBB?)erature of fluid * ■ 71.1 C 

In plotting these curves it was assumed that 

mrtT\   «r.d.... -0.0573,,,v•. .= ,3L?,V    .. 

(K.v  ) -i.is-"' n»v"'    o-335 orV • 

In the analyses of both gyroscopes,  the upper limit of the measured angular 

Jyelocities u*        was 1950 mrad/sec - 1-95 rad/sec; this was imposed by the 
exp 

""   - # 
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i:..i... i.nii-. 

-»-ttr 0 

»•P    "1   U, , 

s 
Fig. 5.6. Static characteristics of Massachusetts Institute of Ttechnolnr^ 
torsion-rod floating differentiating gyroscope. Type 10*, Mo. 55. o-points 
tor {*.„,„      ) ; «-points for        * U^. 

-out exp. rel 

presence of stops which prevented deflection of the floating gyroassembly through 

■ore than 2.5° from its initial position with reference  to the housing of the mech- 

anism.    It will be rjmembered that the upper-limit restriction on the velocities to 

be measured with the differentiating gyroscope was occasioned in practice by the 

necessity of avoiding effects on its operation due to the angular velocity of the 

rotation of the instrument housing about tne axis ZQ,  I.e. about the initial posi- 

tion of the-spin.axiP. j.     The pre«\ter the neasured^angular velocity,  the greater 

will be the angle of deflection of the floating gyroassembly from Its initial posi- 

tion, and,  consequently,   the greater the effect of the angular velocity about the 

t   axis.    It would seem that floating differentiating torsion-rod gyroscopes should 

operate well beginning at very email values of the meaaured velocity  * txf'    How- 

ever, as shown by the curves in Figs.  5.6 and 5.7,  this is not the case.    It 
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develops that the  lower limit of the vorklnc ran^e  Is rather high.    Thus  in the  case 

of Gyroscope No.   55  U Is 0.390 rad/sec,   provided  that a relative output-voltage 

t 

-nt 
11;1'1'  I 'ii'1"   I'i'!!11! [Hi1".  [ 

■   1 I1'   ' 

^,tfw 

„:1JE- fc:::::^;jt:tei:: 

•*—<fl<tf 

^=> 

■a« 

A« 

M 

-an 

-an 

-m 

HIS 

«poo    wopoo 

FiK    5.7.    Static characteristics of floating differentiating cyroscope 
with torsion rod, Type !<*,  No. 26.    o-points for (Kw^     ) 
points for 

-out 

-out   exp.rel 

error        • „     ^ 0.01 is tolerated, and 0.170 rad/sec for        «  „^ 0.1.    Gyro- 
-out 

U for 
•out ncoye Ho. 26 gave the best results.    The relative output-voltage error 

this device does  not exceed ±0.025 at angular velocities above 0.C10 rad/sec.    At 

»aller angular velocities,   the discrepancy of the results of measurement is  so 

great that It becomes impossible to make  inferences  reganiing the operation of the 

device from these data.    It should be noted,  however,   that the wide scattering of 

the experimental «suits at small values of the measured angular velocity is due 

not only to imperfections in the gyroscope ltself,but also to imperfections in the 

apparatus used to measure the output voltage U^ of the gyroscope.    This voltage 

«as «easurod with the aid of an onlinary thermionic voltmeter without special 
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modification of the Eeasirenent apparatus.    As a  result,   Indetemlnate  electrical 

disturbances of various types showed up In the experlEental results.    These disturb- 

ances vere particularly Intense  In measurenentc of the voltages U    .   for siaall mca- —out 

sured angular-veloclty values.     It Is necesstwry to exercise extreme care  In design- 

ing the layout for analysis uf differential gyroscopes  In order to reduce  these 

dlstui'bancee. 

According to Information furnished by the persons who conducted tl^ci,  no spe- 

cial conditions were created for the gyroscope analyses.   I.e.  the gyroscopes were 

tested under conditions similar to those encountered In actual use. 

Most Important a-iong the factorö which exert a negative influence on the oper- 

ation of torsion-rod floating differential gyroscopes at small values of the mea- 

sured angular velocity are the following:    lack of rigidity (elasticity)  in the 

mounting of the fjjoating gyroassembly, which is formed by the elastic  torsion rod, 

and undue Influence on the value of the output voltage U        arising from dynamic 

imbalance of the gyromotor rotor,  since the electrical noise created by this condi- 

tion results in considerable distortion and suppression of the voltage U      ,  which 

is relatively small at small values of the measured angular velocity.    Other such 

negative factors are torslon-roc"  hysteresis,   the zero-point errors of this rod and 

the nlcrosyn pickoff, mechanical vibrations,  etc. 

Thus the lower limit of the working range of the device under consideration is 

determined both by the imperfections of the device  itself and by disturbances of 

various types in the measurement circuits.    It is possible that refinement of the 

instruments and technique used In measuring the output voltage will permit a cer- 

tain reduction in the lower limit of the working range of torsion-rod floati.ig 

differential gyroscopes.    In the opinion of C. S. Draper and the specialists work- 

ing with him, however,  the pecularities of the torsion-roc!  floating differentiating 

gyroscope Itself will,   in all probability, prevent the device working efficiently 

at ■easured angular velocity values significantly lower than 0.005 rad/sec.    This 
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Statement shoaH be reßarded as applicable  solely to the specific declßn of the 

device analyzed. 

1 

wo    .tooo     topoo   totßoo 

<■>,*,,fzrrtl 

Fig.  5.8.    Static characteristics of floating differentiating 
gyroscope with feedback circuit,    o-polnts  for (K      ^  ) ; 
• - points for    Cj  . ~    '-a exp. rel 

-a 

Figure 5.8 shows the static characteristics of a floating differentiating gyro- 

scope with a feedback circuit,   formed from the  floating integrating gyroscope  (Type 

1JO\   No.  79) whose characteristics were presented earlier In Tables  1 and 2 

(Chapter II,  Sec.   l).     The static characteristics were recorded under the  following 

conditions: 

Frequency of current  fed to gyromotor 

Phase voltage of gyromotor 

Riase current of gyromotor 

Excitation current of mlcrosyn plckoff 

Frequency of current fed to excitation 
winding of mlcrosyn plckoff 

f       « hOO cps -gyr 

Iph 

^x 

7.5   YOltS 

0.2 amp 

125 ma 

h UOO cps 
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Excitation current of Eicrosyn-torquer I "       200 ma 

Temperature of fluid « ■*      Tl.l C 

K,        T —      0.0952 ra/mv 
Amplification factor of anpllfler 'iout -a 

In computlnc the numerical values of the relative angular velocity **exPtrei 

[see Equality (3.61)]   and the relative dlnenelonless amplification factor 

^-»•,  I ' exp.rel   ^e Eqs.   (U.8l) and (U.8o£/,   It was assumed that 

•   =1   m,.i .».   =0.(^73° ... ^  13.Hw. 

{/f-./^(. = 0.1181 --—=118.1-"   =0.344;7" 

The following conclusions may be dravm from consideration of the graph shown 

in Fig.  5.8.    If it is  specified that the relative error       « j    of the output slg- 
-a 

nal (the current I  )  shall not exceed 0.01,   the lower Unit of measured angular ve- 

locitles will be 

%xp.-inr  0-003 "^Z8"' 
and the upper limit 

«, s   0.700 rad/sec. 
exp.max 

If, however, we have  « - ^p 0.1, 
"Ä ^ s 0.0009 rad/sec, 

e^>.mln 

m =   1.900 rad/sec. 
exp.mra 

In the latter case the value of «* was obtained by extrapolation. exp.max 

The static characteristics of the above device are generally similar to those 

of the torsion-rod floating differentiating gyroscope.    In this device,  however, 

M is considerably smaller.    Its - value is determined not by the po- 
:exp.min exp.max 

■itlons of the etops which limit the rotation of the floating gyroassembly, but by a 

saturation pbeooraenon in the core of the mlcrosyn torquer due to the drop in the 
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static characteristic at   large values cf the neasured ancular velocity. 

Ttms the floating differentiating c/roscopc with a feedback circuit permits ua 

to exploit the advantages afforded by the efficiency of the floating Integrating 

gyroscope in the region of low values of the oeasured angular velocity.     It has 

been noted above that the nlcrosyn plckoff can operate on either alternating or di- 

rect current,   i.e.   If the current I    delivered from the amplifier output to the se- 

condary winding of the mlcrosyn-plckoff is an alternating current,  the experimental 

values for the input ' n^ular velocity determined by the measurement of this current 

will depend on the node of alternation of this current.     In principle,   therefnre, 

we are faced here with the same difficulties in measuring alternating currents as 

are encountered .with torsion-rod floating differentiating gyroscopes.    However,   the 

floating differentiating gyroscope with feedback generally permits BO re accurate 

measurement of the  input angular velocity,   since measurement of it In this case 

amounts to neasureiüent of a comparatively large  I   current (I   _4nÄ^10'3  ^ «"p)/ 

and also by virtue of the advantages which this device offers in principle over the 

torsion-rod differentiating gyroscope, and   which were discussed in Chapter IV, 

Bee. 7- 

Difficulties due to magnetic hysteresis arise in cases when the microsyn tor- 

quer and, consequently,  the feedback circuit, are operated on direct current.    These 

■ay prove to be Just as troublesome as the difficulties which arise when working 

vlth alternating current.     Special measures are  necessary to elininate magnetic- 

bysteresis effects. 

In measurement of high angular velocities,   the operation of the device would 

be  limited only by the potentialities of the gyroscope itself, or. Bore precisely, 

by those of the microsyn torquer, provided that the feedback circuit and the system 

used to measure the ampllfier-outDut current are chosen correctly.    In practice, 

however, it may prove unnecessary to provide for the neasurenent of the maximal an- 

gular velocities permitted by the gyroscope v    When this is the case, a simplified 
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electrical    layout cay be enployed  In  the  feedback circuit, 

Section 3.    Static Analyses of Integrating Oyroecopee  In 
Spatial-In te^ratlon^Re^ice 

The steady spatlal-lntegratlon regime  Is characterized by the anpllflcatlon 

factor kj M        .    Thus the corves of the deperxience of the  relative nondlmen- 
-con, 

slonal amplification factor (k        , w) as determined by Eq.   (3.70) and  the 
"icon       exp-rei 

relative error • upon the relative angular velocity «. ,  are the static 
exp.rel 

characteristics of this regime. 

Analysis la  conducted with the turntable apparatus  Illustrated schematically  In 

Flg. 3.2.    Toe device  12 undergoing analysis  Is mounted on the platform 9 In the 

manner shown In Fig.   5.2.    The analytical proceuö ought to consist  In delivery of 

various currents  Icon to the control winding of the mlcrosyn torquer and measure- 

ment of the corresponding steady values of the angular velocity of the platform. The 

^urrent 1^ fed to the excitation winding of the mlcrosyn torquer ought to be heli 

Btrlctly constant, as  is usually the case when the floating integrating gyroscope 

Is normally used In its effective (lineai-) working range.    However,  when the wind- 

ings of the mlcrosyn torquer are fed separately,  Its working range,  which Is char- 

acterised by a proportional dependence of the moment M.   generated by It on the con- 

trol current Icon,  is  significantly smaller than when its windings are series-con- 

nected and fed by a common current I 
-con 

The restriction of the working range of an Integrating gyroscope resulting 

rrom reduction of the working range of the mlcrosyn torquer,  due to the use of sep- 

arate current supplies for its windings,  amounts to at least two modules of the 

,   "  exp.  rel *CAlK> and in "on« cases even more (see Fig.  5.1).    Thus the use of 

separate feeds for the windings of the mlcrosyn torquer prevents full exploration 

oT the potential of the floating integrating gyroscope undergoing analysis. 
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nt M. on the floating gyroaesembly Is ccmpensated by the delivery of 

In the analyses,   therefore,   the  two wlndlngc of the nlcrocyn torquer are connected 

In series and supplied with a common current I       .     This permits complete  study of 

the full potential of the floating Integratinc cyroscope  under examination,  or.   In 

other words,  full coverage of the angular-velocity ranee   Inherent to  It,  except  for 

certain restrictions Inposed even  In this case by the mlcrosyn torqaer.    The effect 

of the 

the appropriate current to the mlcrosyn torqaer. 

Accordingly,   static  analyses of floating Integrating gyroscopes  In the spatial- 

integration regime,  using the apparatus  shown In Fig.  5»2,  consists In delivery of 

various currents I        to the  series-connected primary and secondary windings of the 

mlcrosyn torquer and measurement of the resulting steady angular velocities of  the 

platform.    Accordingly,  the curve of the dependence of tl*e relative nondlmenslonal 

•inpllflcation factor 

(5.12») 

on the relative angular velocity *» ,  la used as the static characteristic 0 '    exp.  rel 

which describes the steady spatlal-lntegratlon regime, and not the curve of the 

factor (k-        M ) ,.    Here, *=!  "     exp. rel '♦ -con. 

(5.15) 

mtom 
•(»I 

<y..jc./ 
(5.16) 

Let us establish the relationship between the factors (k ) and 
'icon,"    exP-  rel 

^.I      '-> ejep. rel' Applying Eq.  (3.39)» ve may rewrite Expression (5.1U)  in 
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It  follows  fror  this upon application of Eq.   (3-TO)  Uiat 

• ■••>> ••• /«^ (5>1() 

Since the wlnilnos of the trlcrosyn torquer are serles-coniiectci and fed with 

a single current I        during the analysis, ^ -con ^ 

and Eqs.   (5.14),  (5.15),  (5-16),   and  (5.1?)  take  the   form 

(5.18) 

(*,:,.)., ..-.r'1--. (5.19) 

(*j5 .)  «77?f'  • (5.20) 

(*/« JuTTTT (5.21) 
'2,.- (a 

(V,U .-(*... A...^" t5-221 

In addition to the graph of the dependence of the  relative diroensionlesa am- 

plification factor (kg    , ^   ) rel on the relative velocity " exp    nl, we alao 

construct a curve of the dependence of the relative error « of the angular 

velocity upon this factor;  according to Formula (3.59),  this will be given by 

Figure 5.9 presents the static characteristics of a floating integrating 

gyroscope of T^pe 10 , Ho. 79 (data for which were presented, in Chapter II,  Sec. 
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-gyr 
UOO cps 

V 7-5 volts 

V 0.2 amp 

K* 125 ma 

h 1»00 cps 

1, Tables 1 and 2), as registered by the described method using the apparatus lllur 

trated «cheniatlcally In Fig. 5.2. The characteristics were recorded under the fol- 

lowing conditions: 

Frequency of current fed- to gyroaotor 

Fbase voltage of gyromotor 

Phase current of gyromotor 

Xxcltatlon current of mlcrosyn plckoff 

Frequency of current fed to excitation 
winding of mlcrosyn plckoff 

r 
Temperature of fluid 7    - 71.1 C 

The windings of the mlcrosyn torquer were supplied with direct current during 

the analyses. A high-quality direct-current voltage stabilizer of the type used 
I 

under noraal operational conditions was employed as a current supply. The use of 

direct current considerably simplified the task of obtaining exact measurements of 

the I   currents which arise in the series-connected windings of the mlcrosyn tor- 
•^ton I 

quer. It should be noted that the integrating gyroscope analysis was conducted 

under conditions which approxiinated to normal working conditions Just as closely as 

in the ease of differentiating gyroscopes. 

In co^uting the numerical values of the relative angular velocity *• txSmr^1 

£ee Eq. (3.61J, the relative dimensionless amplification factor (kjS ,  )   ^ 
_ -con " 

(according to Sqs. (5.19) and (5.20)|, and the relative error  •     , which is de- 

termined by Formula (5-2j), it was assumed that 

^mX   ■r.<i/.»r =0.05730/*,c •■•3.8«e 
// )» -24.47 «* 
Voa'cal 

(kja     W)cal - O.Oi.067 H25Z5££ . J,.o87 • lo'5 tS*l™ - 0.23k Ulf. 
con A& .. - JUA - - —     B& 
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It will be seen from the curves In Fig. 5-9 that the facto;  fit 2 \ . 
Vicon.-y     *"" 

remains equal to unity with an error of ±lll In the angular-velocity range from 

0.0001 to k rad/sec.    In other worts,  the relative error     * of the output 

quantity,  the angular velocity •• , does not exceed to.01 {±1$) In this range.    At 

angular velocities greater than U rod/sec,  the curve of the factor (k_2 ).»„ -.i» 
\=con,«»/    * 

a 

Fig.  5.9.    Static characteristics of operation of floating integrating 
gyroscope of l^pe 10*, R©- 79,  in spatial-integration regime,    o-polnts for 
(K.,2    , „ ) .;•-points for        « ; 1 and 2) Bavelopes of points for 

^I2 ' 
-eon 

^     , and* , corresponding to an absolute error A» of the 
exp. reJ     w 

output quantity equal to ±0.000001 rad/sec. 

i 
and, consequently, that of the relative error  •    , turn sharply downward; this 

is accounted for by a saturation effect in the core of the mlcrosyn torquer which 

re&iees the noment which it generates, and also by friction due to the radial load 

on the bearings which results from, the increase in the magnetic reactive nooent. 

At «agulr velocities mailer than 0.0001 rad/sec the distribution of the 

MB-^iO/V go. 
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points assuioes a random character.    However,   all of them occur between enveloping 

<" curves which correspond to absolute errors    A-   of the angular velocity «   of 

fO.000001 rad/sec.    TMs signifies that the Influence of various Indeteralnate 

electrical disturbances prevents us at small angular velocities from maintaining 

the output quantity of the spatial integrator,  I.e.,  the angular velocity   -,  with 

an error smaller than ^.000001 rad/sec.    Among the principal factors which cannot 

be taken into account due to their indeterminate nature,   and which,  consequently, 

belong to the class of indeterminate disturbances,   are the following:    friction in 

the bearings of the floating gyroassembly;  radial displacement of the floating 

gyroassembly,  which results in asymnetry of the magnetic flux in the gaps of the 

■icrosyn torquer and mlcrosyn pickoff and,   cuusequently,   in the development of a 

«aent acting upon the floating gyroassembly;  and finally,  electrical disturbances 

of various types which produce indeterminate output-slgnal components and thereby 

affect the operation of the gyroscope. 

Bie «gion of indeterminate values of the factor (kj.2       „Vxp.rel whlch lfl 

T\ -con'    / 
found at angular velocities smaller than 0.0001 rad/sec could,   in all probability, 

be reduced by more careful manufacture,   adjustment,   and monitoring both of the 

floating integrating gyroscope itself and of the servodrive.    It may be assumed, 

however,  that a certain region of indeterminate values of the factor 

, v 1#e      a region of indeterminate operation of the device in the 
vfl*    , M 'exp. rel' 
splSül-integration regime, will always exist at low angular velocities.    Refine- 

«nt of the device may lead to the region lifting toward lower sngular-velocity 

value«, but the general nature of the static characteristics of the device will re- 

main the same as that indicated in Fig. 5-9« 

It should also be borne in mind that the error of measurement Is also a func- 

tion of the accuracy with which the turntable circle is graduated and the Interval 

of tin« which elapses between successive microscope readings. 

X If « ±2.5* deviation of the factor /j^     \ ^  nl from unity   ^see 
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1 fc Formula (5.2)1   Is considered tolerable In the working range or the Type  10 ,  No. 

79 device,   this working range will extend (as seen from Fig.  5«9) froin   ^exp. min 

■ 0.00004 rad/sec to approximately   u "7 rad/sec.    The ratio of these 
6Xp«   D1£LX 

ll«its is NTO -      ex?- "^ - 175,000. 
"'"       '"exp. mln 

Applying the same tolerance to the working range of the  floating torsion-rod 

differential gyroscope whose characteristics were presented in Fig.  5-7/  we find 

that it extends from   &> _«.. " 0.010 rad/sec to   a; ^    mnv - 1-950 rad/sec. exp. Din exp. max 

Thus for this device 

AT,—12L-»«195. 

Accordingly, N^ : N^ - 897.5. 

The significantly wider working range of the floating integrating gyroscope 

operating in a uniaxial spatial-integrator system as compared to the working range 

of the floating torsion-rod differential gyroscope used to measure angular velocity 

Is accounted for on the one hand by the superior design of the integrating gyro- 

scope,   and on the other by the larger error in an ordinary thermionic voltmeter 

reading for an alternating output voltage U    .   as compared with a direct-current 

voltage.    The analyses of the differentiating and integrating gyroscopes were con- 

ducted on the same turntable apparatus.    The angular velocities of the rotary plat- 

«form were imparted by the same integrating gyroscope in both cases;  in one case, 

this functioned as a component of the apparatus,   and in the other as the object of 

analysis.    The angular velocities of the turntable apparatus were thereby main- 

tained with the sane degree of accuracy in the analyses of both devices. 

Even when the difficulties involved in measurement of the input and output 

quantities are taken into account, the range in which the integrating gyroscope 

functions satisfactorily is far wider than the same range for the differentiating 

gyroscope.    This is explained by numerous factors which affect the operation of the 
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differential gyroscope but not that of the Integrating gyroscope. As was noted 

previously, these include torsion-rod hysteresis, the zero-point errors ^<" this 

rod and the mlcrosyn-plckoff, vibration, etc. 

Differentiating gyroscopes with feedback circuits are superior In that they 

do not have torsion rods or mechanical springs of any other type, nie basic dis- 

advantage of all types of differentiating gyroscopes, however. Is the necessity of 

limiting the angle of rotation of the floating gyroassembly In order to eliminate 

the Influence on their operation of the angular velocity of rotation of the Instru- 

ment housing about the zQ  axis perpendicular to the Input (measurement} and output 

axes of the device; this lowers the upper limit of the working range of the device 

by a considerable margin. This limitation does not generally apply to the Inte- 

grating gyroscope, provided that It operates In conjunction with a correctly com- 

puted servosystem equipped with an Integral control having a:i adequate amplifica- 

tion factor. The  use of large amplification factors renders It possible to actuate 

the aervodrlve at srall values of the mlcrosyn-plckoff output voltage üf w or/ 

In other words, at extremely small (near-zero) angular deflections of the floating 

gyroassembly from Its Initial position. 

Since the Integrating gyroscope does not possess a torsion rod or any other 

mechanical springing device. It ts completely free from.the drawbacks inherent in 

them: hysteresis, nonllnearlty, difficulties In connection with the adjustment of 

the torsion rod. Another advantage of the Integrating gyroscope Is that it makes 

use of a heavy fluid having a considerably higher viscosity than that used In the 

differentiating gyroscope. This results In appreciable reduction of the In- 

fluence which the vibration of the gyromotor rotor during Its rotation exerts upon 

the operation of the Integrating gyroscope. 
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Section U.    Static Analysis of Integrating Gyroscopes 
In the Geometric-Oablllzatlon Regime 

In the steady state,   the geometric-stabilization regime Is characterized by 

the relative dlnenslonless amplification factor (Kw^      w     ,) , determined -    tra    rel   exp.   rel 

by Eqs.  (3-113) and (3.Ill) and the relative error *  » given by Eq. 

(3 •H'*).    "RUIB the static characteristics of this regime are the curves of 

(K ) .  • 
"•tra'rel      exp.  rel ftnd     "rel " functlon8 of   -exp.rsl' " obtalned froin E«l- 

(3.6l).    It should be noted that the geometrical-stabilization regime Is, by nature, 

a particular case of the epatlal-lntegratlon regime which occurs when the current 

Jcon delivered, to the secondary winding of the mlcrosyn torquer Is given zero value. 

As a rule,  the various disturbing moments M.    due to mechanical Imbalance,  the  re- 

actions of the plckoff and torquer,  the gyromotor leads,  etc., affecting the float- 

ing gyroassembly,  lead,  as noted previously,  to the appearance of drift In the 

■ervodrive which controls the integrating gyroscope.    It was also pointed out that 

a suitable current IconM Is supplied to the control winding of the mlcrosyn 
-i syst 

torquer in order to compensate the effect of the systematic component M     of 
-4 syst 

the interference moment H^.    The presence of thlc current does not alter the oper- 

ating regime of the device, which remains one of geometric stabilization, as in the 
1 

—ccn 

Ihe analysis of integrating gyroscopes in the geometrical-stabilization regime 

Is conducted in the apparatus represented schematically in Fig.  5.10.    This consists 

Of the familiar turntable.   Illustrated separately in Fig.   5.2, and the three-see- 

tlon console 17.    These are complemented by the independent unlaxlal spatial angu- 

lar-velocity integrator mounted on the rotary platform 16 with its servosystem and 
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the floating integrating gyroecope 10 to be analyzed. The Input axis y of this In- 

tegrator coincides with the geometrical axlf« of rotation of the platfcm l6. The 

base 3 of the Integrator is rigidly attached to the platform 16. The slave motor 

15 and its speed reducer, which consists of the servoEystem gears lU and 13, are 

mounted in the base 3. The shaft of the gear 13 Is vertical and directed alon^j the 

input axis ^ of the integrator. The thermostat 12 Is rigidly mounted on the gear 

13, and plays the part of the object which has to be stabilized geometrically in 

inertial space with reference to the ^ axis. The gyroscope 10 undergoing analysis 

la mounted within the thermostat. Its measurement axis Is directed along the jf 

ft 

Fig. 5.10.    Apparatus for static analysis of floating Integrat- 
ing gyroscopes in the geometric-stabilization regime,    l) Base; 
2) electric clock; 3) base of Integrator; h) floating Integrat- 
ing gyroscope;  5) light source; 6)  screen; 7)  scale; 8)  light 
■pot formed by beam reflected from mirror 9;  9) mirror;   10) inte- 
grating gyroscope undergoing analysis;  11) contact rings and 
brushes; 12) tbermcstat;  13),  Ik) servomechanlsm reduction 
gearing; 15)  slave motor of servosystem;  16) rotary platform; 
17) three-section console. 

axis.    A minor 9 is affixed to the face of the gyroscope.    The angles through 

which the thermostat 12 aal gyroscope 10 rotate with respect to the base 1,  i.e. 

with respect to ti».- earth, are determined by observation of the spot 8 (formed by 

the pencil of light reflected from the mirror 9) as it moves along the scale 7 on 

the fixed screen 6. 
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^      l*t us examine the steady-state operation of the Integrator mounted on the ro- 

tary platform 16,  which Is characterized  In the genera]  case by Eq.   (3.IO3). j's 

» 0 for the Intecrator under consideration.    Let us asaunie that the motnent M 
-1 syst 

acting or. the floating gyroassembly of the test gyroscope 10 Is coirpensated by 

supplying the appropriate current Icon M as determined by Eq.  (3.105)  to the 
-1 syst 

control winding of Its mlcrosyn torquer..' The transfer angular velocity w   of the 
tra 

integrator base 3 Is Identical to the absolute angular velocity of rotation of the 

platform 16. which Is determined by Eq.   (5.12).    Thus, 

•1,."•„...,. *•,.....+•»"»?. (J.s'») 

toklng all of the above factors into account, we find that, the steady-state 

operation o* the Integrator under examination Is characterized in the general case, 

provided that ^ ^^ . 0, by the equation 

•,.•"-(%.,••<+•»">?-*,   J.y (5.25) 
t •m 

^^ "re! l8 the angular velocity of the thermostat 12 carrying the gyroscope 

•10 (i.e. velocity of the mirror 9) about the y axis with reference to the integra- 

tor base 3 or,  which amounts to the same  thing,  to the platform 16. 

Setting Icon . 0 in Eq.  (5-25), we obtain the steady-state equation of the 

geometric-stabilization regime.    Thus for ideal operation of the integrator in the 

steady-state geometric-stabilization regime, 

•,.. (% „. +-.slnT)i - v  ,,. (5.26) 

In actuality,  the value of the angular velocity •*    , will deviate somewhat 
. rex 

from ita ideal value as given by Eq.  (5.26),   jimply because M, ,  ^ 0.    Let the 
1 rand ' 

corresponding absolute error be denoted by    A»^.    Wow « will be determined 

tin practice by the equality 
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•„.--K—-*•..)--<•"'•'■'■•'"n?"Au,f')- 

(5-27) 

In order to determine the values of (K )     rel vhich correspond 
tra'  rel 

to various relative angular velocities 

_.„.*..., (5.28) 

it is necessary to know the corresponding values of the factor (K ^  , ^      )eXp* tra     rel 
Proceeding from Eqs.  (3.Hi),  (5-27),  and (5.2U),   -e find that 

«■...-,..>--P^H..-,-(ä.' t5-2" 

Cms the problem comes down to one of measuring *»pl> abs and A u^. The tech- 

nique used in measuring «. ^  abß is evident from Formula (5.12), and also from the 

earlier descriptions of the use of the apparatus shown in Fig. 5.2. A «»^ should 

pot be measured with reference to the platform l6, which would be diffJcult, but 

With reference to the earth, i.e. by means of the light spct moving along the scale 

■^ of the screen 6 (Fig. 5.10). 

I    Let us find the relationship between A«^ and the angular velocity of the 

«Irror 9 about the ^ axis with reference to the earth, measured in corresponding 

units with the aid of the scale 7 and the light spot fomed by the beam at  light 

reflected from the mirror 9. The velocity of rotation of the mirror S about the 

y axis with respect to the earth is given by «^ - -^ + '*pl> ^j^- 

Substituting Eq,.  (5.2?) in the above, we obtain 

| ..., (...lnt-a.,M)> (5.30) 
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Ihus tt   ,    differs from A*»     .by the vertical component of the angular velocl- 
mlr rel 

ty of the earth's diurnal rotation, w  . sin*.    As a result it is necessary to cor- 

rect the measured values for the angular velocity   «   .    mathematically for the ver- 

tical component of the earth's diurnal rotation in order to obtain values fora«*^^. 

In practice,, however,  it is considerably more convenient to proceed in such a way 

that the angular velocity •<   .    is not a function of«»    sin  ♦ , and therefore di- 

rectly equal to A »•     ,, i.e. 

•mttmAmt*i- (5.31) 

To accomlish this, a current I - I     /^mn sufficient to compensate the ^» * -con       con. conp 

vertical cooiponent    •*     sin ♦ of the earth's diurnal rotation should be supplied to 

the control winding of the microsyn torquer of the gyroscope 10 undergoing analysis. 

It follows from Eq.  (5.25) that this current 

7—r-i^r (5.32) 

On the basis of all the above considerations,  therefore,  the analysis of a 

floating Integrating gyroscope in the geometrlc-stablllratlon regime should consist 
j 
of the following: various constant angular velocities in the Inertlal space about 

i 

the y axis are imparted to the platform l6 by supplying the appropriate currents 

I       to the control winding of the microsyn torquer of the gyroscope k.    Ihe velo- 
-con 
city A.«»    ,   la measured by observation of the light spot (formed by the beam of light 

«fleeted from the mirror 9) as It moves along the scale 7, »nd of the electric 

clock 2,  referring,  in this case,  to Formula (5.3l)» since this Is permissible by 

vlrture of application of the current I  determined from Eq. (5.32) to the rr -con.  ooBp 

'control winding af the alcrosyn-torquer of xhe gyroscope 10.    Bext,  the values of 

(K w        , ••     .)       which correspond to the various value« of ••e_)# rel 
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determined from Eq.   (5.26)   are conputed from Formula (5.29).    Then the values for 

'exp. rel "' (K 6> &)       )      ,   and     *,,,        ore calculated and curves plotted accordingly 
tra'      rel ^±"  ^^ rel 

Figure 5.11 shows  static characteristics for a flo-tlnc; Integrating gyroscope 

of Type 10 ,  No.  79  (data for which were given In Chapter II,  Sec.   1,   Tables 1 and 

2),   operating In the geometric-stabilization reglr«;  thf.se were  recorded by the 

method outlined previously In the apparatus represented schematically In Fig.  5.10. 

Hie characteristics were registered under the  following conditions: 

Frequency of current fed to gyromotor 

Fbase voltage of gyromotor 

Phase current of gyromotor 

Excitation current of mlcrosyn plckoff 

frequency of current fed to excitation 
winding of mlcrosyn plckoff 

Excitation current of mlcrosyn torquer 

Frequency of current fed to excitation 
winding of mlcrosyn torquer 

Vertical component of angular velocity 
of earth's diurnal rotation,   compensated 
by application of current Icon<  comp = 

■ const to secondary winding of mlcrosyn 
torquer 

Temperature of fluid 

-gyr 

Jph 
I 

lex 

f 
-I 

lex 

u 

m   1(00   CpS 

■8.2 volts 

>0.3 amp 

- 125 ma 

■ 400 cps 

> 100 ma 

- UOO cps 

U   sin ^- 4.87 x 10"5 

- rad/sec 

T - 71.10C. 

In calculating the numerical values of the relative angular velocity ^J—J^J. 

and the relative nondlmenslonal amplification factor (K 

it waa assumed that 

), fc*.     ,  '*/    , 'exp.  rel tra'       rel      ' 

(i. *•- wi »I   »•**/—a -0.0573 0/*9e«l3.l«« 
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Fig.  5.11.    Static. chAracterlstlcs of operation of floating integrating 
gyroacope. Type 10  , Bo. 79 in geometric-stabilization regime,    o-polnta 

1 w nll 1)J  2) envelope 

» «..W.., _., «n*  * •»-„!» »Weh corre- 
for («L-tra'-re^exp. rel' * "P01^8 for 

eurres of points for (jC w tra rel'exp.  rel 'rel' 
■pond to an absolut« output-quantity error   Aw  ei 

0f tO .000001 rad/sec. 

It can be seen from comparison of the curves of Fig. 5*11 »nd those of Fig. 

5.9 that for  m , < ^ rad/sec, the operation of the floating integrating cxp. rel 

gyroscope in the geometric-stabilization regime is similar to its operation in the 

■patial-integration regime.    In the range of angular Telocities from 0.0001 to U 

rad/aec W» factor  (K    M «.--»«»„i) tra rel exp. rel 
remains equal to unity within ±1$, i.e. 

the relative error rel of the output quantity (the angular velocity ••    •,) 

does not exceed *0.01, or ±1^, in this range.    At angular velocities lower than 

0.0001 rad/sec, the experimental points fall between envelope curves which corre- 

spond to absolute errors     t -^ of ±0.000001 rad/sec.    The reason for this is 
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eaBentially the   same as In the case of the  cpatial-lnterratlon  rc^lr-c. 

At higher angular velocities, and particularly at angular velocities lr. excess 

of k rad/sec,  the operation of the Intecratlrit; gyroscope In the geotetrlc-stablll- 

zatlon recline,  as dlBtlngulshed from Its operation In the spatlal-lnte-ratloa re- 

gime, proceeds normally,  without deteriorating: In any way.     It may be stated that 

the operation of the device in the geometric-stabilization regime is not subject to 

an upper angular-velocity limit.    Ihls  is in consequence of the fact that imper- 

fections in the operation of the mlcrosyn pickoff, gyromotor,   fluid damper, or the 

mechanical components of the design by which these elements are linked exert hardly 

any detrimental Influence on the operation of the Integrator as a whole.    In any 

concrete geometric-stabilization system the upper velocity limit is imposed by the 

capacity of the  servosystem to reproduce this high angular velocity and large an- 

gular accelerations. 

Section 5.    Drift Analysis of Differentiating Gyroscopes 

i 

5y the angular velocity of drift of a differentiating gyroscope we mean the 

input angular velocity which would necessarily result,  under Ideal conditions,  in 

the appearance of that output signal of the gyroscope Vhich is actually obtained at 

»ero value of the input angular velocity      ••    .    let us t-w UQ^ ^ ^ denote the 

output voltage obtained from the differentiating gyroscope at zero input angular 

velocity •», and by ••       the angular velocity of drift which correspondo to it.    It 

rollows from Eq.  (U.29) that in the ideal case, i.e.    for 1^    -   A   - 0 and angles 

0     near zero,  U    . ä K       n       « .    Proceeding from this equality, we may write 
-out      -  m ,1^^ 

m </... 4, (5.33) 
*'       K 
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Accordlnely, the angular velocity of drift of a floating differential syroocope 

with a feedback circuit Is 

/     ,4. 

(5.3^) 

where la. dr l8 the outPut current of the anpllfler at zero vulue of the input an- 

gular velocity   •• . 

In accordance with the above,  measurement of the drift of a floating differ- 

entiating gyroscope Is accomplished by measurement of Its output signal for zero 

value of the Input angular velocity   w .    The analysis is performed In the apparatus 

Illustrated scheiaatically ii. Fig. 5.5.    The velocity of the platform 5 in Inertlal 

space about the jr axis should be adjusted to zero.    The corresponding angular velo- 

clty "pi, nl should be equal to -   ^sin     ♦   .    The occurrence of drift in a tor- 

sion-rod floating differential gyroscope is a result of inaccurate assembly and 

adjustment of the device,  torsion-rod hysteresis,  noncorrespondence between the 

zero-points of the torsion rod and the microsyn-plckoff, etc. 

The systematic, component of drift may be compensated by application of an 

appropriate current Icon M to the mlcrosyn torquer (if there is one).    The 
-1 syst 

random drift component cannot be compensated.     The drift of a floating differentiat- 

ing gyroscope with feedback may also be basically compensated in a similar manner. 

Analyses of a floating differentiating gyroscope with a torsion rod — Ro. 26 — 

showed that its        - ^ was O.OOlU rad/sec.    Drift data for the differentiating 
k 

gyroscope Type 10 , Mo.  55, were given in Table 5 (Chapter II,  Sec.  2). 

Section 6.    Drift Analysis of Integrating Gyroscopes 
' 

 fljr the angular velocity of drift of a floating integrating aToscope. which we 
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i 
denote by   w .  >  we mean the absolute angular velocity at which It Is necessary to 

dr 
rotate the device about Its Input axis In order to maintain the output slcnal of 

the ryroscope (the voltage Ü    .) constant (specifically,   for exanple, equal to 

tero) when the current I       — 0.     In other wordo.   it is  the velocity at which It  Is ' —con 

necessary to rotate the device about Its Input axis In order to create a cyro- 

•coplc moment equal In value a«i opposite In sign to the  Interference moment actlnc 

upon the floating gyroasse=:sly about Its axis of rotation.    Accordingly,  the float- 

ing gyroassembly will be in equilibrium when the device  is  rotated at a velocity 

«        with I        «0, and U    . will be constant as a result.    If the device were dr —con -out 

an ideal one.  I.e.  if*, were tero,  its   «^ would become zero.    The angulir velo- 

city M      is the sum of systematic and random components.     The  systematic component 
dr 

of «       is an effect of moment components M.        t due,  first,  to imbalancj of the 

floating gyroassembly with respect to its axis of rotation and,  second,  to moments 

exerted on the floating gyroassembly by the leads of the gyromotor and the pickoff 

aid torquer, and also to moments resulting from elastic defomatlon or the floating 

gyroassembly.    The systematic component of «^ due to the second group of factors 

my be compensated by supplying an appropriate current to the control winding of 

the microsyn torquer.    The systematic component of « ^ due to imbalance of the 

floating gyroassembly, which we shall designate the gravitational component of the 

drift velocity aud denote by • . . depends on the orientation of the floating 

gyroassembly with respect to the vector of the force of gravitation.    This component 

0f m      my also be compensated if we take the above orientation into account. 

Ihus the entire systematic component may be compensated by supplying the appropriate 

current to the control winding of the microsyn torquer.     It is readily seen that 

this compensation does not complicate the normal operation of the device.    As was 

noted previously, however, there are also random,  indeterminate components of 

,m which cannot be eoupensated.    These also determine the ultimate potential 
dr 

of the gyroscope. I 
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As a rule,  drift velocity should bo 

dcternlned with the output axis of the de- 

vice  (the axis of rotation of the float- 

ing gyroassembly)  In both the vertical 

and horizontal positions.    When this axis 

Is horizontal,   the observed drift velo- 

city •• j       .       will be due to all of the ■'      dr.  hor 

factors enumerated above,   Including Im- 

balance of the  floating gyroassembly with 

respect to its axis of rotation.    With 

the output axis of the device in a verti- 

cal position,  the drift velocity •• .      vert 

will not contain the gravitational drift 

component,   since the moments of gravity 

_  ._      ..      _      „. t and lift are zero with respect to the 
Fig.   5.12.    Results of measurement 
of angular velocity of gravitational of „^^ of the floatlne g^. 
drift in 38 floating integrating ^ " 
gyroscopes of Typ? 1^.    («0 Graph a88embly when it occupies this position, 
of statistical-frequency distribu- 
tion;   (b) graph of cumulative sums.        ^ <lrlft observed in thlß case ls due ^ 

all of the causes discussed above with the exception of imbalance of the floating 

gyroassembly with respect to its axis of rotation. 

Accordingly,  if »» .      u      and  • . .  are known,  the gravitational drift ' dr. nor ar. ven 

coiDponent  -^   ^ is   » tx.\ioT~'m dr. vert'    In drlft anftly8e6' tte devlce 

unlergoing test 12 should be mounted on the platform 9 in the manner indicated in 

Fig.  5.2.    The output axis x of the device should be perpendicular to the axis of 

rotation of the platform,  and the Input axis y should be disposed along or parallel 

to .the axis of rotation of the platform.    Thus the axis of rotation of the plat- 

9    'U<g-*l'»-Ui'l0'W'm'tM 
1    1    1    1    1    1    r    1     1—r—t 
i 

.J"J 

form should be vertical for determination of dr. fcor when drift is being 

determined with the ;    axis in the horltontal position, and horizontal when drift 
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T 

Is determined for the vertical position of the iQ axis.     The jr and zQ axes  should 

I He In the plane of the meridian In both cases.    The axis of rotation of the plet- 

forrn mußt be  situated horizontally In the plane of the meridian for determination 

of   "dr. vert' 
Setting I   - ir - 0 In Expression (3-103) and applying Eq. (3-31*), we find 

^ -con 

that the relative angular velocity of the platform w rel « -«^^ ♦ (^J/H) for 

drift analysis. The absolute angular velocity of the platform, which Is the drift 

velocity sought. Is equal to 

It is evident from this, among other things, that the larger H is, the smaller 

will be the drift velocity under otherwise identical conditions.  IMs Is accounted 

for by the fact that the larger H becomes, the smaller the angular velocity « ^ 

required to create a gyroscopic moment equal In value and opposite in sign to the 

mcment M^ 

IT Thus, to determine m       va  must measure the relative angular velocity w rel 

of the platform with I   »0 and add to it the transfer velocity of the platform 
' -con 

*•   . If the x and r„ axes are horizontal, *« . . " «  8ln * >  when the i axls ls tra -    "0 tra    e 

horizontal and the z- axis vertical, and also when the x axis is vertical, 

«*. mm COB    ♦   . tra e 
Given  **     , we may also determine the disturbance moment M^ - H«^.    "Hie 

gravitational mcment M.        acting about the axis of rotation of the  floating gyro- 

assembly is accordingly H ««^       . 

•Qie diagrams in Fig. 5.12 present experimental values for angular velocity 

of gravitational drift for 38 Type 10    floating integrating gyroscopes  (Massachu- 

setts Institute of Technology) with their ZQ axes in the horizontal position.    The 

graphs are constructed on the basis of 59 measurements.    The lower diagram shows the 

distribution of statistical frequencies,  and the one above the distribution of 
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cumulative  totals.    The common «»I« of abscissas  Is calibrated In values cT the gra- 

vitational conponent of the angular velocity of drift   •• . »In mrad/sec or. the 

upper scale and In fractions of «»     (the angular velocity of the diurnal rotation 

of the earth) on the lower scale. 

Let us recall the Ijnportanc* of the concepts "statistical frequency" and  "cu- 

mulative total."    Statistical frequency refers to the nunber of values of a con- 

tinuous random quantity (in our case the angular velocity    ••   . )  In each of the dr. gr 
equal intervals Into which the reckon of practical occurrence of these values Is 

divided.    The value of the statistical frequency is plotted on the ordlnate of the 

point which represents the right-hand boundary of the interval In question.     In 

Fig.   5«12,   the region in which  »• values occurred In the analyses is divided 

into intervals of 0.01 mrad/sec      It is pointed out that the term "continuous ran- 

dom quantity" refers to a variable random quantity which may assume any value with- 

in a given Interval. 

By cumulative total or cumulative frequency we mean the number of values of a 

continuous random quantity occurring to the left of a given point in the region in 

which values of this quantity occur in practice.    The cumulative sums are calculated 

for the points which represent the boundaries of the above-mentioned intervals, 

vith the exception of the point forming the left-hand boundary of the first inter- 

val..   Accordingly, the cumulative sun for any given point is equal to the sum of 

statistical frequencies for all intervals lying to the left of this point.    The 

cumulative sum is plotted on the ordlnate of the point in question. 

It can be seen from Fig. 5.12 that 93$ of all measured values of the gravita- 

tional component of the angular velocity of drift do not exceed the angular velo- 

city of the earth's diurnal rotation, while 70jl are smaller than approximately one- 

fourth of this velocity.    The results of measureneot of the gravitational component 

of drift angular velocity with the ZQ axis in a vertical position agree with the 

data given in the graphs of Fig.  5.12. 
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Fig.  5.13.    Apparatus for drift analysis of precision 
floating gyroscopes,  mounted on a concpte pier. 

\ 
Drift analysis of integrating gyroscopes requires high-precision equipment. 

In order to carry out drift measurements for the modem high-precision float- 

ing gyroscopes designed for use in the  Inerttal-navlgatlon systems of euided 

■issiles, it was necessary to take    extraordinary measures to insulate the test 

apparatus from the inevitable vibrations of the building.    To accomplish this It 

vaa necessary to mount the test apparatus on a specially constructed concrete pier 

built on a rock base which was buried deep underground and not in contact with tht- 

building. 

A photograph of an apparatus of this type used by the Minneapolis-Honeywell 

flnn Is shown in Fig.  5.13-     The apparatus  in which the gyroscopes are drift-tested 

is mounted on the pier.    It must be noted that as floating gyroscopes of even high- 

er precision are developed,   the problem of insulating the test stands from the 

various possible types of vibration and accidental shock grows considerably more 

complicated. 

 Ihe creation of stable, high-precision feed sources is a very important 
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and difficult inatter. 

Section 7.    Dynaalc lasting 

The general procedure for determlnlnc the dynamic characteristics of floating 

gyroscopes consists  in the following:     a certain  input signal  1c supplied to the In- 

put of the gyroscope,   i.e.  the input quantity of the gyroscope  is varied according 

to a definite pattern,  and the resulting variation of the output quantity of the 

gyroscope with time registered with the aid of an oscillograph.     Inferences con- 

cerning the dynamic properties of the gyroscope are made on the basis of the curve 

obtained in this way,  and the parameters which characterize these properties of the 

gyroscope are determined.    Either the  input angular velocity     «•    or the input cur- 

rent 1^   of the gyroscope (the currmt supplied to the secondary winding of the 

■icrosyn-torquer) may serve as the signal delivered to the input of the gyroscope. 

The input signal (the input quantity)  is varied in such a way as to produce an 

output cuv/e from which it will be possible  to ascertain the dynamic properties of 

the gyroscope.    Step-displacement, pulse,  uniform-sinusoidal, and certain other 

■odes of Input-quantity variation are most suitable from this standpoint.    We pro- 

ceed now to consideration of the reactions of floating gyroscopes to step displace- 

ment of input angular velocity as a means of detenaining the parameters which 

characterize their dynamic properties. 

Analysis of Integrating Gyroscopes 

It is evident from Eq.   (3.2U) for the  floating integrating gyroscope that its 

dynaaic properties are characterized by a single parameter,  namely, the time 
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constant T. The tltce constant Is cost conveniently determined from the curve of 

the transient process which occurs upon step displacement of the Input angular velo- 

city ••  Let us consider how this is done. 

The analysis is conveniently performed in the apparatus represented   .e"- 

tically in Fig. 5.5.  The floating Integrating gyroscope k  undergoing the test Is 

mounted on the rotary platform 5 in <* common thermostat 3 with the floating inte- 

grating gyroscope 2 which is functioning as a component of the turntable apparatus. 

The Input  (measurement) axle of the test gyroscope should be parallel to the j; axis 

of rotation of the platform 5«  The platform is set Into rotary motion with a cer- 

tain constant angular velocity •• by Ue procedure described earlier.  In this meth- 

od, the control winding of the mlcrosyn-torquer is supplied with an input current 

I   such that the output signal of the gyroscope (the voltage Ü  ) remains equal 
-con 

to «ero within the limits of the accidental components, which cannot be cotpensated. 

Under these circumstances, the gyroscopic moment and the systematic component of the 

monent M   are in equilibrium with the moment Mt of the microsyn torquer. The in- 

stant registration of the transient process begins,  the input current Icon is 

switched off, with the result that the floating gyroassembly is freed from the in- 

fluence of the iwinent M. .    In this way the test gyroscope is  subjected to a step- 

displacement reaction of the angular velocity at which the platform 5 is rotating. 

The transient process which results from this — a variation in time of the output 

voltace Ü        of tte test gyroscope — Is  recorded with the aid of the oscillograph. 
^^    -out 

Tor exposition of the procedure by which the time constant T is determined from the 

curve of the transient process, we will refer to Eq.  [Z.2h).    In our case the ac- 

celeration   V » o. 

to cutoff of the current I      , the entire right-hand member of Eq. (l^U)  la Up -con 

equal to zero;  the voltage U        is likewise lero within the limits of the random 

cosponents, which are not subject to compensation.    The voltage Uout., which is 

^ governed by the input angular velocity     ••    .   is ■(«»•.«..red after cutoff of the Icon 
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current.    AB Been fron! Eq.  (3.2U),  however,   this voltase will also be a function of 

the moment Mi a«i the derivatives   A   t and A  ^    .    The dependence of yout on M1 

could have been ellr.inated by application of a suitable  current  Icon  . lcon,  conp' 

but this vould liave complicated the procedure,   since  it would necessitate effecting 

a momentary drop In the value of the current  to Icon!  comp Instead of r. coi^lete 

cutoff.    Moreover,  the application of a current Icon> comp would merely coisp-ncate 

the influence of the constant components of the moment M^ whose presence does not 

produce errors  in the determination of the time constant T from the experimental 

graph of the transient process. 
i 

Thus It is more convenient In practice  to make     A   ^ and the  term containing 

M   negligibly small in comparison with the term containing   ••     .    The velocity     " 

mußt be BuTflclently high to fulfil this condition.    Assuming that this condition la 

met and the current I        is completely cut off, and also considering the term con- 
-con 

taining   A" negligible by comparison with unity,  we may rewrite Kq. ^3'21*)  in 

the form 
TÜ^ + Ü^-K^v«*. 

Integrating this equation with the assumption that at the instant t  - 0,  when 

the current I        is switched off, U        - U    .   = 0, and that the input ang'Oar velo- 

city instantly assumes a value •» ,  we obtain an equation which describes the tran- 

sient process rea-lting from step displacement of the input angular velocity- 

U^K^it-ril-e-*)]. (5.35) 

It will be aeen from this equation that if the time constant T were equal to 

«ero, the transient process would be determined by the equation 
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</„-f.. t1 «..«•'• (5.36) 

In this case the voltare U ^ would increase as a linear function of tine. 0    -out 
This  relationship is represented graphically by the broken line  In Fl^.   $.1''*.    With 

T jfc 0,  the gra^h of the transient process takes the form of the curve indicated by 

the heavy line in Fig.  J.lU.    This curve is asymptotic.    Letting ♦.-»*• in Tq.   (".3 ), 

we obtain the equation of the asymptote In the  fo"* 

t/.-,=/f..t>,.,-('-n. (5.37) 

i 

It follows from this equation that the asymptote cuts off a segment on the 

axis of absciss^d equal tc  the time constant T expressed in coiresponding units. 

'-f       . // y / 
/i/  J 

/y/       * * 
V / Ju / 

Flg.   J.lU.     Transient procss in f?oat- 
Ing integrating gyroscope upon 8te:j 
dlsplacenent of input angular velocity 
-   .    1) For T - 0; 2) for T/0;  3) 

asynptote of curve of transient pro- 
cess for T/0. 

JT    M   »t-tf 

Fig.   5.15.    Oscillogram of transient 
process in floating integrating cymo- 
scope of Type  10 , No. 79,   upon step 
displacement of Input angular velo- 
city •« . 

Ihis fact may also be used to determine the time constant T from the curve of the 

transient process obtained experimentally by the procedure described above.    The 

slope of the asymptote is equal to the slope of the straight line which represents 

the transient process for T"0. 
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Figure  5.15 shows  the experlr.ental transient-process curve which appears upon 
U 

btep displacement of the  Input angular velocity « for a lype  10    floatln,;: inte^rat- 

Ini? gyroBcope,  No.  79»  aR obtolrieJ by the at>ove procedure.    The broken line  It 

drawn parallel to the asymptote and represents the curve of the  transient process 

which would occur for T-0.    We  find from the curve that the  tine  constant T for 

the gyroscope In question Is 0.0027 sec. 

IMa experimental value for the time constant T iz  larger than  Its calculated 

value,  which Is 0.0017  sec.     Similar results  In the  sense of  Increased  time-con- 

stant values (with reference  to their calculated values) were also obtained in tests 

of other devices of the  same type,  but larger In dimension.    The cauo«8 of the time- 

constant Increase are not yet fully explained.     The basic factors are apparently 

the following: 

1) The shaft of the gyromotor rotor,  the housing (frame)  of the gyroscope, 

and the axis of thir floating gyroassembly are to a certain decree elastic,   rather 

than absolutely rigid,  which gives rise to a lag in the transmission of moments; 

2) the presence of play in the bearings; 

3) the time lag inherent in the electrical measuring equipment used to measure 

and record the output signal (the voltage U       ). 

It Is noted that since the  integrating gyroscope possesses a large specific 

damping moment, moderate changes in temperature cannot produce any essential changes 

In its dynamic characterIsti^b. 

Analysis of Differentiating Gyroscopes 

It Is evident from Eqs.  (U.15) and (U.65)  that the dynamic characteristics of 
i 
differentiating gyroscopes of both the torsion-rod and feedback types are deter- 

mlned by two parameters:     the angular frequency of free undamped vibration       » . 
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and the dimensionless da.T;plr.5 ratio b. It follows from Eq. (*».U3) that the dyna

mic properties of differentialIns cymoscopes may also be characterized by the two 

time constants and T^. The parameters and b or the correspordlns Tq and

may be determined from the curve of the transient process which results from 

step displacement of the Input angular velocity « . The analysis Is performed In 

the apparatus reprecented schematically In Fig. 5*5» As before, the test gyroscope 

Is the one keyed with the numeral 4. A certain constant angular velocity « Is 

Imparted to the platform 5; «s In the analysis of the Integrating gyroscope, this 

must be sufficiently large to render insignificant the Influence of a , and the 

derivatives of A on the transient process. In analyses of torsion-rod differentiat

ing gyroscopes, which do not have (mlcrosyn) torquers, the step displacement of 

tte liqtut angular velocity ** Is brought abet by abrupt reduction of this velocity 

from a value equal to the angular velocity of the platform to zero, which results 

in sharp deceleration by means of special mechanical devices.

In the case of differentiating gyroscopes with feedback circuit, step dis

placement of tte Input angular velocity Is accoiq>llshed, as with the Integrating 

gyroscopes, by switching off the current I^^^. Thus the differentiating gyroscope 

with torsion rod Is tested on the basis of step-displacement nullification of the 

Input angular velocity m , and the feedback gyroscope on the basis of the step-

displacement appearance of this velocity. The transient process, the time-curve of
I

!tbe voltage registered In either case by means of an oscillograph.

Figure 5*16 shows the experimental curve (oscillogram) of the transient pro

cess which occurs In a Type 10** floating dlffei-entlatlng gyroscope (No. 55) upon 

step displacement of its irput angular velocity, as registered by the above method. 

The transient process is of the character of a damped harmonic vibration. Thus the 

dimensionless damping ratio is b C 1 for this gyroscope. Let us derive formulas
t •

I for determination of the values of b and » ^ from the transient-process osclllo-

. It is known that the period of harmonic vibrations Is given by
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n- 2« 

and the damping decrement by 

o-.-'X 
Substituting the value of T, In this and solving the resulting expression for 

b, ve obtain 

If b is known,  we obtain 

*= 

/■w (5.38) 

H- li/riT» (5.39) 

from the expression for T.. 

In order to compute b anl • 

from Formulas (5.38) and (5.39) It is nec- 

ecsary to know T, and D.    The period T\ 

is determined directly from the transient- 

process osclllograa.    lb establish D on 

the basis of the osclllograa ve determine 

the values A , A , A_...  — the anplitudes 
Fig.  5.l6.    Osclllogram of transient 
process occurring in floating differ-    of the initial and succeeding half-waves, 
entiating gyroscope with torsion rod 
(l^pe l(y*.  No.   55)  upon step displace- Then the formula is employed to calculate 
ment of input angular velocity. 

O..M.. ^-{«=0.1.2. .  . .) (5.U0) 

the values of the damping decrement for each pair of successive amplitudes.    The 

arithmetical mean of the values D .   is taken as the daoping decrement D. 
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I 

T 

Knowing » 0 and b,  we may compute the tin«  conctar.tB TQ arvl T^  fror. FOJTT. ;lu3 

(U.W*) and (»♦.U5). 

Referring to Fig. 5.16, we  find that 

T^O.OHU sec,  A0- 32, ^- 7,  A2 - 3- 

According to Fornula (S.Uo), 

So,!-7^-0-219'?!^-3/?"0''29- 

The value of D.   „ le nearly double that of D0 ^    The most Imraedlate explana- 

tion for this is the  Influence on the vibration of the gyroassembly of the moments 

£ ,the voltage    A    ani Its derivatives,  and also of the errors of the measureroet.t 

apparatus.     Consequently, we shall not take ^ 2 into consideration in determining 

the values of b and       » 0,  but shall consider 

D-D^- 0.219. 

Substitution of this value  for D in Formula (5-38) yields 

b —    * ^ = 0.436. /w 
Referring to Formula (5.39), we find that 

-158.5 
*      (MM4 /l~Ö.4X* 

Consequently, 

~7r. 
/.^-,<'-1^-5-25J2.P. /*      2r. 2« 

According to Formulas (U.UU) and (U.U5), 

r.-^.i|.f-o«65.... 

j Tte experimental value for the natural undannped-vlbration frequency f0 was 

found to be higher than its calculated value of 19 cps.    Thus tlw  experimental 
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value of the tine constant T-  Is found  to be cmaller than Its calculated  value, 

which was 0.0084 sec.    The experlaental value of the dlaencloniesa dainpln^ ratio  b 

Is approximately yyft lower than Its theoretical  value,  while  the tine constant T. 

Is approxlaately half Its theoretical value.    The discrepancies between the experi- 

mental and calculated values of tQ, TL,  b, and T    are expltlned by the fact that 

their calculated values do not Include  the effective values of the radial clearance 

»      of the damper, the moment of Inertia J, and the rigidity k of the torsion rod.; 

the failure of the computation formulas  to take  into account secondary factors which 

Influence the vibration of the  floating gyroassembly,   and the errors of the  test 

apparatus. 

Figure 5.17 shows the experimental curve (oecillogram) obtained by the above 

procedure for the transienL process which occurs upon step displacement of the input 

angular velocity of a floating differen- 

tiating gyroscope with feedback circuit 

formed from a floating integrating gyro- 
k 

scope of IVpe 10    (No.  79).    The transient 

process is aperiodic  (monotonlc)  In na- 

tuie.    Hence the dinensionless danping 

ratio b > 1 for this d-vice. 

If the anticipated value of the di- 

mensionless damping ratio b ^ 2,  C. S. 

Ikraper recomnends the use of graphs of the 

type shown in Fig. 5.18 to determine Its value, and also the value of the ar^ular 

frequency of natural undamped vibration » - from the curve of the transient pro- 
I 
Cess which accompanies step displacement of the input quantity.    We note that these 

graphs are suitable for both nonosclllatory »«i oscillatory transient processes (for 

9*^ ^3 ^2)*    Let us consider how the graph shown In Fig.  5.16 is applied.    From 

Fig.  5.17.    Osclllogram of transient 
process in floating differentiating 
gyroscope with feedback circuit on 
step displacement of input angular 
velocity. 
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the graph of the transient process,  we determine  the  three  time values  (denoted by 

t-,   tp,  and t7) at which the output qountity x    .   becomes equal to 

a) for the transient process which occurs when the output quantity Is step- 

reduced to sero (fig.  5.19a): 

Xi      * ■ O.736 xn      ., -1 out '      -0 out' 

52 out - ^^ 5o out' 

f3 out * O'1" ?0 out' 

(5.U1) 

1 

where x_       .   la the steady-state value of the output quantity at the moment at 
—0 out 

which the step-displacement reduction of the input quantity occurs  (i.e.  at the  in- 

stant t   - 0); 

; b) for the transient process which occurs when a constant value is imparted to 

.the input quantity by step displacement (Kig.  5.19h): 

-1 out 0.264 x    ,.     . 7 -out sdy' 

i2 out " 0-59U iout sdy' 

53 out " 0-801 5out sdy' 

(5.42) 

where x .     is the  steady-state value of the output quantity which is established 
-out sdy " 

after step displacement of the inpat quantity to a constant value. 

The next step is to determine the ratios 

^2 

h 'h 
(5.43) 

Then the diroensionless damping ratios b are determined for each of these ratios 

from the graphs shown in Fig. 5.18, and their arithmetical mean taken as the experi- 

imental value of b. 

The graphs in Fig. 5.18 are used to determine the values of the products 

'oil* '0*2' '0*3' (5.W0 
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Vu vo/,. yJt, 

Fie.  5.18.    Graphs for determination of b and     » 
from osclllogran of transient processes with 0 

which correspond tc the values of the ratios  (5-^3) at this value of b.     This yields 

three values for the ancular frequency of natural undamped vibration   f     equal to 

v-=^; »«•=!*. .«=5?» (5.U5) 

Ohe arithmetic mean of these values Is taken as the experimental value of »   . 

fifi-  5-19'    Determination of values  for t-,   t„ 
(a) For step-displacement reduction of Input q 

, and t  . 
(y>\ ,        *  '  *<  %    ~  inPat W*ntit}i Kb) for step-displacement application of constant In- 
put quantity. 

Referrlne to the transient-process osclllogran shown In Fig.  5.17 and applying 

Formulas (5.^), we obtain ^ - O.OI36 sec,  t2 - 0.0339 sec,  t    - 0.0553 sec. 

Computing the ratios (5.U3), 

*2 
2-5, t.i, h ■1.1. 
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Referred to the curves In Tig.  5-18, these ratios give b. » 1.8, b ■ 1.62, 

b - 1-2. 

The value for b will not be taken Into consideration, as It differs signifi- 

cantly from b and b . Then the value of b becomes 

v      -1 *^g              1.3    »    1.62        ,  - D ■      ■      =    • 1.7. 
2 « 

Referred to the curves In Fig. 5.18, this value of b yields     '^0 " ''^'"oS " ^•1** 

According to Formulas  (5.^5), 

"      *,     0.0339 '        } 

Let us assume 

= 95.3 nd/ sec. 

Consequently, 

/.-^•|»_15Jep«. 

Thus the undamped natural vibration frequency fg for the feedback differential 

gyroscope analyzed is 1^.2 cps, and its diaensionless damping ratio b is 1.7.    It 

would be desirable to have b = 0.7 to obtain proper dynamic properties In the device. 

The value of b nay be reduced by the methods discussed earlier.    It should be noted, 

however, that a gyroscope with a dlmenslonless damping ratio b « 0.7 could no longer 

be used as an integrating gyroscope, since it would have an excessively large time 

constant T. 
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CHAPIEH VI 

INEHTIAL SYSTEM OF NAVIGATION 

Section 1.    General Outline 

^ The Inertia! system of navigation is  a method of automatically and seml-auto- 

matlcally guiding aircraft and guided missiles,   and directing them towards their 

target.    The chief feature of the system Is that It Is completely self-contained 

and Is not dependent on any ground equipment.    The Inertlal-system Instruments In- 

stalled In the moving object make It possible without any contact with the ground 

or any orientation with respect to celestial bodies to direct the object to its 

target solely on the basis of Newton's laws of motion In absolute   (inertlal) space. 

The Inertlal system of navigation Is baaed exclusively on equipment Installed In 

the aircraft or guided missile.    Ihls equipment measures distance  and direction 

without the use of optical or magnetic radio communication,   or any other contact 

with the earth or the  celestial bodies. 

In the United States the Inertlal system waa originally developed for use in 

■edlum-range guided missiles as well ;is In conventional piloted craft.     But the 

system Is chiefly Intended for long-range guided missiles. 

The inertlal system of navigation hat  several important advantages ovei  con- 

ventional systems.    The main advantages are Its Invulnerability to intentiend 
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Interference,   the absence of any need  for ground equipment,  and the absence of radio 

1 enlBBlons, «aklng It dlfflcu.U for the aircraft or rocket to be detected by the 

enemy.    At the preBent eta^e of development ti* weight of the  Inertlal navigation 

equipment installed In the aircraft or rocket,  accordlns to American sources,   varies 

between 3«. and 900 k^, depending on the purpose,  accuracy required,  and time needed 

to complete the task assigned. 

The Inertlal system of naviCatlon consists of roughly the  following fan!liar 

Instruments:    gyroscopes,  accelerometers,   computing devices,  and     :rvodrlveS. 

They are all used in one  fonn or another In modern aircraft.     In an Inertlal sy.tem 

of navigation,  however,  the demanas made upon these Instruments are considerably 

■oro ccplex.    The chief requirement  Is great accuracy.    The accuracy required In 

the manufacture,  adjustment, and maintenance of the set parameters of Inertlal- 

system Instruments is so great that It can only be compared with the accuracy of 

precision Instruments In the laboratory.    At the same time this equipment must 

~ operate correctly under conditions whero there are great changes In the surrounilns 

te-pemture and under the conditions of vibration and shocks which occur in high- 

speed aircraft and rockets. 

Any inertlal system of navigation Is basically a device  for reckoning the 

path traversed by the object from the point of departure to  Its point of destina- 

tion.    For the system to be effective  the geographical position (longitude and latl- 

tude or equivalent data)  and the departure a«i destination points have to be known. 

B.ese data have to be Incorporated Into the system In the right way.    From what has 

been said It follows that the Inertlal system of navigation cannot home the object 

in is guiding    (for instance, an aircraft or rocket ) onto a moving target unless 

U the final  homing   stage some other automatic searching device working on a dif- 

ferent principle Is used (radar.  Infrared etc.) 

| An opening Inertlal system of navigation supplied with data on the Initial 

I! position of the guided object arxl on the location of the point of destination Is 
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able to detenclne and produce  the  fcllowlng data:     the geographical position of the 

moving object,   the ground speed,   the distance already traversed and the distance 

left to the point of destination,   the direction of the point of destliiatlon,  and 

the position of the aircraft or rocket with respect to the plane of the horlson. 

Given these data.   It Is comparatively easy to work out a system which will emit 

comniand signals that can be fed to  the automatic pilot of the craft to ensure auto- 

matic flight  to the point of destination.     Thus,  this system of navigation can di- 

rect a guided object from one fixed point to anotner.     In its purest forn, as 

pointed out.   It  Is a self-contained system unconnected with any devices outside the 

guided object.     In Its Ideal form it should work at any point on the globe at any 

tine and In any weather.    It should be completely Insensitive to any outside inter- 

ference,  either random or intentional;   it should be accurate and reliable, and 

should be able to make unlimited deviations from the planned course and ensure 

guidance of the object at any height.    In its completed form the system must ensuir! 

accurate guidance of the aircraft or rocket from a certain point to another point 

of destluatlon or to any subsequent points on the earth's surface along any chosen 

path.    The path may be predetermined or decided during flight. 

A system answering this specification will not require complex ground equip- 

ment either at the point of departure or along the line of flight.    The only ground 

equipment necessary is the instruments used to determine the geographical coordi- 

nates of the  launching point.     Information regarding the  coordinates of tte point of 

destination will also be required. 

The inertial system of navigation should not be confused with navigation by 

the stars or with automatic computing systems for dead reckoning. 

i The distinction between the inertial system of navigation and navigation by 

the stars (astronavigatlon)  is obvious.    When flying at a low altitude la bad 

weather the possibility of using astronavlgational equipaent Is limited whereas 

this is not the case in inertial navigation. 
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The computlnc Instruments  for automatic dead  reckor.lnc (avlaGraphE),  which 

^ have now been In une for several years,  provide data  similar to those  supplied by 

the  inertial system,  but  they carry out the con-pn^ticn usloc entirely different 

Input signals.    The automatic dead-reckonins computers receive  indications of the 

air speed fro» the speed data' unit.    The  signals are automatically corrected  for 

drift by means of a mdar unit  using the principle of the Doppler effect.     The 

actual speed,  thus measured.  Is broken dovn by means of coordinates  lnU> southern 

and northern components vhlch are then integrated with respect to time.     In this 

way data Is obtained on the distances traversed in the Norch-South and East-West 

directions.    Other automatic dead-reckoning systems do not use the air-speed indica- 

tor and rely entirely on radar readings. 

Without radar measurement of the ground speed by the use of equipment  in the 

flying object (aircraft or rocket),  the work of the  computer will depend on the 

action of the air pressure recorder used to measure the air speed.     But the use of 

«> air pressure reconlers  In high-speed aircraft,  and all the more so in guided mis- 

alles,  involves many difficulties.    In practice it Is Impossible in such casos to 

bbtain exact data on the speed and contiguous data on the drift relative to ground 

U a great height without using external radiation,  which Involves  the danger of 

Intentional Interference or detection. 

The inertial system of navigation uses a completely different method of pin- 

■pointing a moving object, eliminating the need for data on the movement of the ob- 

ject relative to the  stars or the earth obtained by optical,   radar or other means. 

Section 2.     Working Principle of Inerttal  System of Navigation 

i 

The working principle of any inertial system lies in measurement of the 

acceleration of a moving object.    As is known,  the only value describing the motion 
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of a body  In space which can be measured   InslJe   U.e body  Is  the  accelerutloti.     By 

continuous metisurement of the acceleration It  Is possible to obtain Initial data 

with which to determine  the velocity and path.     TJie acceleration of a movin;: object 

can be measured with an  instruaent called an acceleroneter. 

The velocity of a moving object is  the  integral of the acceleration with 

respect to time,  and the distance traversed is  the integral of the  velocity with 

respect to time.     Thus,   the distance can be expressed as a double  intecral of the 

acceleration with respect to time.    Let us assume,  for exajople.   that  there Is a 

power truck standing on a straight section of railway track.    We will equip it with 

an acceleroneter which ^an measure its acceleration in the direction of notion,  and 

two Integrators 5 and 6 (Fig. 6.1).    We will attach a device with contacts to the 

Integrator output shaft which turns to form an angle proportional to the distance 

traversed;  one conu-ct must be connected to the  Integrator shafi. and the other to 

the instrument houaing.     We will turn the second contact with respect to the first 

contact to form an angle corresponding to the prescribed path of the truck. 

When the truck begins to move the accelerometer ijnmedlately begins to nea- 

Bure the acceleration and the output shaft of the second lnte&rator turns,  forming 

an angle proportional to the distance traveled.    As soon as the  truck has traveled 

the predetermined distance, the contact device Is actuated,  switching off the motor 

and stopping the truck.     Thus the truck reaches a set point, guided solely by 

equipment Installed Inside It and without any contact with the outside;   the exter- 

nal conditions,  on which the velocity of the truck Is dependent,  may differ (for 

Instance,  head wind,  variation In the contact circuit voltage),  but none of them 

can affect the halting of the truck at a given point along the track.    This example 

Illustrates the simplest Inertlal system with one degree of freedom,  and shows that 

Jt is possible in practice to direct the guided object to a fixed point by pre- 

vloualor setting the Instrtrae its for a given distance; the operation of the Instru- 

■ents does not in any way involve the direct measurenent of the velocity by contact 
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Fig. 6.1.    Accelerometer and In- 
tegrator,     l)  Accelerometer hous- 
ing connected  to moving object; 
2)  springs;  3) mats; k) potentio- 
meter;   5) *nd 6)  first and second 
integrators. 

with the rails or other    ^xiemn] ceauc. 

The measurement—  the dead reclconln^—   Is 

made here by mear.s of self-contained 

equipment Installed  in the moving object 

and is net connected with the surroamliti^ 

medium.     This principle  of meiB'irln^ and 

Integrating the acceleration Is the basis 

of present-day  systomE  of inertlal  navi- 

gation. 

4 

Section 3.     Problems of the Practical Application of the  Inertlal 
Havlgation System 

In an elementary example of the  Inertlal guidance of an object along a 
I 
straight line,   it is enough, as pointed out,  to equip It with a single accelero- 

meter to measure the acceleration acting in the direction of motion. 

If it Is necessary to furnish inertlal guidance to an object moving in a 

plane along two mutually perpendicular axes,  we shall require two accelerometers 

and two pairs of Integrators.    Each accelerometer with Its two  Integrators will in 

the given case control the movement of the object along its own axis. 

If we now imagine an Inertlal system of navigation Intended for aircraft or 

rockets with as many as six degrees of freedom and capable of flying in different 

positions, further problems arise in connection with the choice of vorklng prln- • 

ciples and the development of the essential units of the system, and also in con- 

nection with ensuring that they operate with a very high degree of accuracy. An 

aviation Inertlal system must contain two or three accelerometers to determine the 

corresponding acceleration of the aircraft along two or three mutually perpendicular 
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axes (e.g. S-N, W-E, upward-downward). The output signals fron thf; acccleroncters 

may be integrated by separaL^ Integrators or In certain cases by Intecrators which 

are part of the accelercceters ther.selves. 

We will take  It from now on that the  Inertlal system contains two accelero- 

nseters— one to measure the acceleration  '/    in the direction S-N,  ani the ether to 

measure the acceleration v_ In the direction W-E.    The northern and southern acccl- 

erations are    considered positive.    For the accelerometers to measure the given 

accelerations,   they  should be  inctalled on a horizontally stabilized platform per- 

manently orienta>d with respect to the line S-N.    The measurement axis of one ac- 

celerometer lies alone the line S-N,  and the other along the line W-E.    We will 

call the first one  the northern accelerometer and the  second one  the eastern ac- 

celerometer.     Since the accelerometers cannot distinguish the acceleration of the 

moving object, which they are intended to measure,  from the acceleration of gra- 

vity,  which they are not supposed to measure, even a  slight deviation of the plat- 

fora with the accelerometers from horizontal may give rise to large errors.    The 

proper orientation of the platform and accelerometers relative to the S-N and W-E 

axes or relative to some other initial system of coordinates selected must also be 

strictly maintained. 
I 
'    The northern and eastern velocities of the objet i relative to the ground (see 

Fig. 1.13) are determined by continuous integration of the accelerations v^ and yE 

effected by the integrators. Thus, with zero initial conditions 

(6.1) 
•,-|'>*. 

„.-..,« (6-2) 

I    Toe  distance L^ and 1^ traversed by the object in the northern and southern 

directions are obtained by continuous integration of the velocities vN and v^. 
I "     " 
With zero Initial conditions 



J ^-j^rf'.  tr-^erf». 

The true course of the object K  can be determined by a corpatln^ device on 

the basis of the equality 

Dropping In Formola (l.ll) the minus sign, which depended on the choice of 

the direction of the I axis (Fig. 1.13), *« ^«i that the rate of change In lati- 

tude Is 

integrating, we obtain 

I 

J 

T-f. + T i-Ldt. 
R J   " 

(6.3) 

vhere    * Q   Is the latitude of the launching point. 

TiU.« integration Is carried out by the second northern acceleration Integra- 

tor. Substituting Into (6.3) the value of y emitted by the first northern accel- 

eration integrator and determined by Eq.  (6.l),  we find 

t-n+y 
*'*•• 

(6.U) 

taus,  the latitude of the position of the object is determined by double integra- 

tion of the northern acceleration.    "Hie value ' ^ 0 is Introduced Into the "system at 

the take-off. 

Let us see how the longitude   X    of the position of the object is determined. 

'To obtain the rate of ct.ange in longitude determined by Eq.  (1.12),  the eastern 

ivelocity signal emitted by the first eastern acceleration integrator and the  latl- 
1 
jtude signal emitted by the second northern acceleration integrator are fed to an 

automatic computing device which calculates ^  froB Formula (1.12). Ihus, the 

I 
jcomputing device output emits a signal indicating the rate of change in longitude 
1 
; 1 
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x"ir^v (6.5) 

This signal  Is fed to the Input of the second eaötern Integrator which contlnuo isly 

integrates Eq.  (6.5).    Thus  the  «second eastern Intesrator calculates the  lon^ltuie 

of the object's position from the  formula 

'-^l-.^-- (6'6> 

where A0 is the longitude of the  launching point Introduced  Into the  system at the 

take-off. 

Consequently,  the longitude X   Is determined by double Integration of the 

eastern acceleration,  i.e. r ( 

The distance and direction required to the point of destination are calculated 

•by spherical trigonometry by the automatic computing device which receives signals 

from the acceleration integrators.     In addition,  the inertlal system of navigation 

^continuously and automatically determines the angles     + ,     &     and    T      (see Fig. 

1.6), describing the object's position with respect to the plants of the horizon 

and meridian,  knowledge of which (in addition to knowledge of the distance  and re- 

quired direction to the point of destination)  is essential for automatic guidance 

of the object by means of an autopilot. 
1 It will be clear from the foregoing that for the practical implementation    of 

the inertlal navigational system the first essential is a triaxlally stabilized 

platform which maintains its horizontal position with a great degree of accuracy 

and is permanently orientated with respect to the line S-K.    Let u« suppose that an 

aircraft takes off at the equator (Fig. 6.2) and that the stabilized platform 2 

with the accelerom .ers mounted on it inside the aircraft is horizontal at take-off. 

If the platform is to continue to maintain faithfully in inertlal space the posi- 

tion In which it was set at take-off, when the aircraft moves along the meridian 
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through,   let us say,  the «n^le    <P    ,  the platform will incline tcvaris  the horizon 

by angle   ¥     .    Hence,  for the platform to remain horizontal during any movement of 

the aircraft with respect to the earth.  It must be stabilized not with  respect  to 

inertial space,  but to the plane of the 

horizon.     In other words,   the position of 

the platfont with the accelerometers when 

the geographical coordinates of the air- 

craft change must also be changed in such 

a way as to renain horizontal and perma- 

nently orientated relative to tne  line 

B-N. 

A similar problem is encountered In 
Fig. 6.2.    Platform with accelerometers 
in an aircraft,    l) Aircraft at take-      the conventional gyrohorizon In which the 
off point; 2) platform with accelero- m 
■eten;  3) position of aircraft after     verticality of the direction of the gyro- 
Bovenent along meridian through angle 

9 ; k) position of platform stabil-    scope spin axis must be maintained during 
1   Ized In inertial space;   5) position of 
I   horizontally stabilized platform. arbitrary movement of the aircraft rela- 

tive to the ground.    Ths problem in the gyrohorizon is solved by using a small cor- 
1 
rector pendulum (or some similar arrangement) which serves to determine the direc- 

tion of the vertical and to  switch on the slave motor which sets the gyroscope  spin 

axis In this direction.    As is known, however, when lengthy turns are made,  the 

gyrohorizon does not  show the true vertical.    The reason for this is that the  cor- 

rection pendulum deviates frx.;:. vertical under the influence of the transfer forces 

pf Inertia.    The gyroscope also deviates from vertical in its wake. 

Unfortunately,   in inertial Bystems of navigation Intended for high-speed air- 

craft and rockets it is impossible to use a simple pendulum arrangement to deter- 
I 
mine the true vertical and keep the stabilized platform in an exactly horizontal 

I 
position.    The reason for this is that the pendulum will be affected by the trans- 

fer forces of Inertia and made to deviate from the true vertical.    Thus if the 
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ecceleronetcrs are to work properly,   the stabilized platforr. musL always be hori- 

zontal  and must be orientated  Invariably with   respect  to the S-N line.     Unless the 

platform is horizontal the accelero.T.e*-ers will  start measuring,  besides  the  accel- 

eration of the object,  the projection of the acceleration of gravity onto the plane 

of the platfora.    For example.   If the platfora swings  Trotz the horizontal through 

1'.   the effect of the projection of the acceleration of gravity onto the plane of 

the platform may cause an error In determination of the distance of 18.5 tan by the 

end of an hour's flight. 

Let us consider the two main methods of ensuring the desired direction of the 

meajsurlng axes of the accelerometers used In the Inertia! system of navigation. 

In the first method the acceleror^eters 8 and 9 (Fig. 6.3) are situated on the 

platform 7 which is mounted in the frame 6 on the gyrostablllzed platform 1 ori- 

entated permanently In Inertlal space so that Its    ^,   axis Is parallel to the earth's 

diurnal rotation.    For the sake of simplicity the gyrostablllzed platform 1 In Fig. 

6.3 has been drawn without the glmbal In which It Is mounted.    Ihe platform Is 

shown dlagrammatlcally In Fig.   1.21,  and Its operation Is dealt with In Chapter I, 

Sec.  7.     The   £•  axis In Fig.  6.3 corresponds to the   1^   axis In Fig.  1.21.     Since 

the platform 1 remains permanently orientated In Inertlal space,  the  floating gyro- 

scopes used on It should operate  In the geometrlcal-stablllzatlou regime. 

Ihe platform 7 with the accelerometers has two degrees of freedom with re- 

spect to the platform 1;   one Is   rotation about the   ^ •   axis togetlier with the frame 

6,   and the other Is rotation about the    { axis with respect to the  frame 6.     Rota- 

tion of the platform 7 about the  g    axis Is effected by the ser/odrlve  10 controlled 

by the output signal of the second northern acceleroneter 12.    Rotation of the 

frame 6 about the   J'  a*16 l8 effected by the servodrlve 16 controlled by the sig- 

nals emitted by the clock Ik and the computing device k.    The   f,   W,   and    f 

axes are permanently fixed to the platform 7 and an: similarly orientated to those 

In Fig.  1.13*    The  £   axis is the measurement axis cf the eastern acceleroneter 8, 
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and     1   the measurement axis of the northern acceleroneter 9. 

In order to understand how In the given system the horizontal position and the 

desired orientation of the platform 2 In the axlnuth are nalntalned, let us look at 

Fig.  6.1».    Let us consider that the  take-off point of the aircraft  Is  located on 

Fig. 6.3.    Diagram showing principle of Inertia! navigation system with 
gyrostablllzed platform orientated permanently In inertia! space,     l) Gyro- 
stablllzed platform orientated permanently in inertia! space  so that  the 

f." axis Is parallel to the axis of the earth's diurnal rotation;  2)  lon- 
gitude Indicator;   3)  second eastern-acceleration integrator;   k)  computing 
device;  5)  first eastern-acceleration Integrator;  6)  frame;  7)  platform 
vlth accelerometcrs; 8)  eastern accelerometer;  9)  northern accelerometer; 
10) «ervodrive;   ll)  first northern-acceleration Integrator;   12)   second 
northern-acceleration Integrator;  13)  latitude  Indicator;   Ih)  clock;   15) 
summation device;   16)   servodrlve of frame 6. 

I 

the equator (in Flg.  6.U. the aircraft is not shown).    The gyrostablllzed platform 

1 is mounted In such a way that its f •  axis is parallel  to the axis of the 

earth's diurnal rotation.    The platform 2 with the  accelercneters  is set horizontal 

pit the take-off.    Since the platform 2 lo mounted on the platform 1 gyrostabi 11 zed 
! 
In inertial space,  to prevent disturbance of the horizontal position of the plat- 

fro« 2 through the earth's diurnal rotation,   it is essential to turn  it  in inertia! 

■pace about the f • axis at the rate of the earth's diurnal rotation,   i.e. at a 

rate of IS0/1»»""'    TW« rotation is effected by the servodrlve 6 (in Fig.  6.3    it is 
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marked Item 16)  controllel by t:.e clerk 7-     In such a case the platfom 2 on the 

equator will remain horizontal.     In Flge.  6.3 ara 6.U the     {    ',      ■»     and     f   axes 

have  the  sane meaning. 

iU. 6.U.    Dlaewun lllustratlrv: Integral correction:     l) gyrostablllzed 
pUtfonn orientated pennanently In inertlal space so ^^ ^ J      ^ ^ 
parallel to the axis of the earth's diurnal rotation;  2) platform with ac- 

; ceLerometers;  3) northern accelerometer;  U) northern migrators;   5)  ser- 
1 vodrtve; 6) servodrive; 7) clock. 
1 
l 

I Let us «uppose  that the aircraft has begun rxi move uniformly along a meridian 

'in a northerly direction in such a «ay that the northern acceleration is v^ - 0. 

When the aircraft has moved through a small angle    A     *    ,  the platform 2 is no 

longer horizontal since It has maintained its original position in inertlal space. 

As a result,  the projection of the force of gravity will begin to act on the mea- 

surement axis    w    of the northern accelerometer.    The accelerometer will send a 

signal to the first integrator which,   in its turn, will send one  to the second 

integrator (in Fig.  6.3 the two integrators are  represented by a double Integral 

sign).    The signal from the second integrator output sets going the servodrive 5 

(item 10 in Fig. 6.3) which begin« to turn the platfom 2 to a horizontal position. 

As a result, a regime is established in which the second integrator output emits a 
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conetant. el^nal ensuring tVjSit the  cervodrlve  5  (Flg.  6.U)  keeps turnlti,; pltttrorrc 2 

about the   f   axle  (Hg.  6.3)  at a rate equal to the rate  of chont'e, «# ,   In the  lati- 

tude.    Hence  the platform 2 stays horizontal  the whole time.     The  clgnals fror, the 

accelerometer and  the  first Integrator will be  zero at this point.     This method of 

keeping the platform horlzon'-al Is conventionally called  Integral corroctlon.     In- 

tegral correction ensures the horizontal position of the platform In similar fashion 

when the aircraft  Is moving with sn acceleration of v  .     In this case  the  signals 

from the accelerometer and the first Intejrator will no longer be equal to  zero, 

and the signal from the  second Integrator will not be constant. 

Let us go back to Fig.  6.3.    The northern accelerometer signal   Is twice inte- 

grated by the integrators 11 aivi 12.    "Hie output signal of the  integrator 12 is 

sent to the  oervodrlve  10 and to the latitude  indicator 13.    The latter shows the 

aircraft's latitude.    The first window shows whether the latitude 1P northern (by 

the letter W) or southern (by the letter S).     The other windows indicate the de- 

grees, minutes and seconds of the latitude. 

The signal from the eastern accelerometer 8 is sent to the  input of the first 

«astern integrator 5.     Its output signal,  which is proportional to the eastern 

speed of the aircraft,   is sent to the input of the computing device  h.    This device 

simultaneously receives a signal from the output of the accelerometer 12 pro- 

portional to the  latitude    *   .    The computing device k emits a signal proportional 

to the rate of change       x In the longitude,  calculated from Formula (6.5).     "Ms 

signal is sent to  the  input of the  second eastern integrator 3«    The  signal from 

the integrator output  is sent to the longitude  indicator 2,  which is  similar to the 

latitude indicator 13,   and is fed to the  summation device  15 where  it is algebra- 

ically added to the signal indicating the rate of the earth's diurnal rotation 

«* received from the clock. The signal from the output of the summation device 

15 switches on the servodrlve 16 which turns the frame 6 about the f ' axis at a 

rate of    w        +     X   ,   ensuring the horizontal position and required orientation of 
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the platform ^  In the ailauth, together with the servodrlve 10. 

.t 

Fig.  6.5.    Gyrostablllzed platfonr..     l) Body of guided object;  2)  slave 
■otor of roll servo-By stem;   3)  frame of roll axis;   U)  gyroscopes;   5) ac- 
celerometers;   6)  stabilized platfonas;  7)  slave motor of pitch servo- 
systen;  8)  slave motor of course servo-system. 

The second way of making certain that the accelerometer measurement axes  re- 

tain their horizontal position and required orientation In the azimuth is to place 

the accelerometers directly on the gyrostablllzed platform 6 (Fig.  6.5) which,   in 

this case,  is stabilized with respect to the pline of the horizon and the S-N di- 

rection.     In other words,  in this case the  % , n t  and   £*  axes (Figs.  1.13 and 

6.5) are mat.^i-lally reproduced directly by the gyrostablllzed platform.    The work- 

ing principle of this kind of platform has beer, described in Chapter I,  Sec. 7. 

Tbe diagram in Fig.  C.5 is a slightly altered version of the platform shevn in 

Fig. 1.21.    It was pointed out in Chapter I,  Sec. 7 that in order to ensure the re- 

quired orientation of the ^ / »7  /  and  f   axes relative to the earth,   it Is es- 

sential to turn the platform correspondingly in inertial space,   for which corre- 

sponding currents I        have to be fed to the gyroscope torquers.     In the case  under 

consideration these currents are supplied by the output signals of the first i.ite- 

grators of the northern and eastern accelerations of the object (aircraft or guided 

»issile).  The gyroscopes on this platform will operate both in the geometrical-sta- 

bilization and spatial-integration regimes.    A great advantage of this version is 

the invariant nature of the position of the gyroscopes and the platform Itself with 

regard to the gravitational field. 
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In principle the  Integral system Is set  In operation In the  following way.    The 

stabilized platform Is set  In a horizontal position and Is mouiited in the azimuth 

vlth the measurement axis cf tlie northern accelerometer lying from BOLith to north, 

which also orientates the eastern accelerometer.     Next,   the loncltude and latitude 

of the departure point and  the destination point are fed Into the co-sputer and the 

Integrators are set at zero.    As soon as the aircraft begins its  take-off run the 

acoelerometers start working and emit the  signals necessary for the system to oper- 

ate.    The computer will keep determining the current coordinates,   the course and 

the angles of pitch and roll of the aircraft, and will emit the necessary signals 

for the automatic pilot to guide the flight. 

de distance traversed,  measured by double integration of the accelerometer 

signals,  is proportional to the square of the time;  this results in an inadmissible 

accumulation of errors In dead reckoning.    But is not yet possible to manufacture 

accelerometers,  integrators, and gyroscopes with the accuracy needed to prevent 

-these errors during prolonged flight by a guided object. 

A practical solution to the problem of reducing the  accumulation of errors and 

maintaining the horizontal position of the stabilized platform has only been possi- 

ble through the implementation by designers of Inertial systems of navigation of the 

Idea put forward by Dr. M.   Schuler In 1923.     Schüler's principle of a pendulum with 

an oscillation period of 8h.k min is the basis of all the known practical  systems 

of inertial navigation being developed at the present time  for guiding aircraft and 

rockets.    The principle of this pendulum has made  it possible to establish the dl- 
i 
rectlon of gravity (vertical) with precision in a moving object irrespective of the 

acceleration acting in any direction, due to ai..   cause.    When this principle is ap- 

plied,  the platform and its accelerometers with a period of 81».U mln will uninter- 

ruptedly follow the true vertical and thereby set the accelerometers perpendicular 

to this vertical.    Furthermore, the application of this principle is a guarantee 

against the Inadmissible accumulation of errors in the computed position, which 
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would otherwise occur through the drift of  the gyroscopes,   the lack of balance of 

the acceleroneters ar.i  Instrument errors.     In practice  tte  Inertlal navigation sys- 

tem Is arranged in such a way tliat It functions ao a pendulun with an oscillation 

period of SJ'.U nln.     Schuler fomijlated his principle approximately as follows: 

"An oscillating mechanical system,   the center of gravity of which is beln,; acted 

upon by a central force,  when Eoving along the  surface of a sphere around the center 

of the forces, will not be drawn Into an oscillating motion  If the period of Its 

natural undamped oscillations is equal to the oscillation period of a pcndulura of 

a length equal to the  radius of the sphere and  subject to the  effect of its fiell 

of forces." 

For bodies moving along the earth's surface or flying above the earth at a 

height which is insignificantly small compared to the radius R of the Earth,   this 

period is 

r=2K 1/1=2^/^^=84.4 

Section k.    Application of the Principle of the Pendulum With an 
.Oscillation Period of 8k.k Min to the  Inertlal System of Navigation^ 

By the correct selection of the parameters  for the  separate parts of the 

inertlal system its natural oscillation period can be made to equal 6k.k min.     If 

this is done,  the system,   like Schuler's classical pendulum,  will find the vertical 

of a point and maintain its position or oscillate with respect to it,   irrespective 

of the novemeDt of the object.    Furthermore,   this oscillating system will not ac- 

cumulate errors proportional to the square of the time;  any accumulation will be of 

an oscillatory nature. 

L *W* o«cill*tory nature can be demonstrated by considering the system with one 
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degree of freedom,   ohown alagrarjsatlcally In Fig.  6.6.    The  ey;-,tem consists of a 

platform,  turning by means of a servodrlve about an axle perpendicular to the plan«. 

of the drawing,  to which Is attached an accelerometer equipped with an accelera- 

tion indicator.    The accelerometer signals are passed suc^esclvely from the poten- 

tiooeter-plckoff to two Integrators equipped with Indicators showing the speed and 

distance traversed. 

Let us transpose the whole system to the North Pole and suppose  that the ac- 

celerometer has a slight error In balance which creates a small output signal at 

the accelerometer output (Flg. 6.6g) when the object and the accelerometer are sta- 

tionary.    ThlB output signal cannot be distinguished from the signal which Is ob- 

tained if the object begins to turn to the right (clockwise around the earth). 

After the second integration the acceleroiaeter signal will indicate the apparent 

change in the latitude of the object.     If this  signal is passed as a correcting 

signal to the servodrlve of the platform,  the  latter will begin to turn in a clock- 

vise direction.     If the platform deviates from the horizontal,  the elastically sus- 

pended body of the accelerometer will be subject to the effect of gravity which will 

now act in the opposite direction to the initial imbalance of the accelerometer. 

As soon as the platfc.-m reaches the point where the effect of gravity exactly com- 

pensates for (cancels)  the  initial imbalance  (Fig.  6.£b),  the accelerometer signal 

will become  zero.    The  rate of change  in the output signal of the  firet integrator 

■will also drop to zero in the process.     The  second integrator will record this as a 

continuation of the object's motion at a constant speed in a clockwise direction 

and will gradually increase the "distance gone" output signal,   through which the 

platform will be forced to continue turning In the previous direction. 

I As the platform turns,   the elastically suspended body of the accelerometer 

■wings by the force of gravity to the right,  producing a signal of the opposite 

polarity at the accelerometer output which makes it appear that the object has 

■lowed down.    When the angle through which the platform swings to the right is 
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Fig. 6.7. Graph showing errors 
In system with osclllÄtlor. period 
of 84.'; mln. 

such that the body of the acceJerometer 

moves away from the center by a value 

equal In absolute terms and opposite In 

sign to the Initial harmful deviation, 

(D __j% the signal at the output of the first in- 

tegrator becomes zero (Fig.  6.6c).    A 

signal with a negative sign will then be- 

gin to appear at the first Integrator out- 

r^*~^j   iXjß P*^»  showing that the object has seemlng- 

1 toa« 1 ly begun to move In the reverse direction. 

As a result,  the output signal of the se- 
Flg.  6.6.    Diagram Illustrating oscil- 
lations of platform,     l) Stabilized cond Integrator Is reduced,  which makes 
platform;  2) accelerometer;  3) accel- 
eration Indicator;  h) first Integra- the platform turn In the reverse direc- 
tor;   5)  speed Indicator;  6)  second  In- 
tegrator;  7)  Indicator of distance tlon.   I.e.  counterclockwise.    During this 
traversed. 

reversal the platform will again pass a 

point where the imbalance of the elastlcally suspended body of the accelerometer 

vlll be exactly compensated by gravity (Fig.  6.60).    At this point the acceleration 

will be zero and the speed In absolute values will be equal to the speed In Fig. 

6.6fi,  being different only In sign.    When the platform moves further in a counter- 

clockwise direction it will reach the position shown in Fig.  6.6«, after which the 
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3 
whole cycle will be cepeated. i I 

I 
If the paraaeter« of the oscillatory isystem under conslderBtlon are aelected In 

•uch a way that It« oscillation period Is Bk.U min,  the System will behave like 

Schüler«* pendulum.    The error in the calculated distance will also osclllote with 

a parlod of BU.h mlu.    A rough graph of these errors  Is given in Fig.  6.7.     The 
1 I 
«■plltude of the oscillation of the error depends on the sensitivity and the pre- 

clalon of the accelerometer,  gyroacopes  (if the system Is corRtructed as In Fig.   6.5), 

■ervodrlves,  and Integrators. \ 

Seetlon S      Effect of the Corlolls Acceleration and the Wonspherlcal 
BhApZ nf th^ EarÜTörthi Operation of the Inertlal System ofjlavlgatlon 

Rotational acceleration (Corlolls acceleration)  affects the operation of the 

inertlal system of navigation to a certain extent. 

If the Earth did not turn on its own 

axis, an object flying,  let us say,  from 

the Equator to the North Pole along a 

straight ground course would follow the 

straight path shown in Fig.  6.8a.     In 

actual fact,  however,  on account of the 

rotation of the Earth,  while flying along 

a meridian the object describes a curved 

path In absolute space (Fig. 6.5b).    An 

Fig. 6.8.    Effect of Earth's rota- 
tion on the path of a guided ob- 
ject in absolute space when flying 
from the Equator to the North Pole 
ou ti steady course.  (9) t^th rela- 
tive to ground (the absolute path 
would be the same  If the Earth did 
not rotate);  (b) actual absolute 
path. observer located  In space above the Pole 

would aee It as such.    This path testifies to the constant change In the magnitude 

and direction of the object's speed In Inertlal space and to the effect of Corlolls 

1(rotational) acceleration on the object;  to compensate for this the output signals 

'of the S-H and W-E accelerometers have to be corrected. 

The non^pherlcal shape of the Barth has a certain effect on the operation of 
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the  Inertlal ßyste» of navigation.     If  the Earth were perfectly spherical,   the ver- 

tical fixed by means or a pendul,«: with an oscillation period of Sk.k «In would be 

the same as a line from a point on the efface of the earth to Its center.    As a re- 

sult of the slightly flattened shape of the Earth,   however,  a vertical line does 

not correspond to a line to  the center of the Earth.    Tte angle between them at a 

latitude of 1»50 Is approximately 11 minutes.    The noncoincidence of the lines gives 

rise to a harmful acceleration.    The  inertia caused thereby affects the S-N acvl- 

erometer and this effect in long-range  inertlal systems must also be corrected. 

Section 6.    Combining Inertlal Systems of navigation With Other 
Navigational Systems ~ 

A purely inertlal system of navigation (Fig.  6.9) requires its component 

units —the accelerometers,  gyroscopes,  computing devices,  servodrives, and other 

instruments—to possess a very high degree of accuracy cospared with similar in- 

struments used in    aircraft at the present time.    The problem of achieving the re- 

quired   accuracy   in the inertlal system components has not yet been fully solved; 

at the moment,  therefore,  so-called combined systems have appeared alongside de- 

signs of purely Inertlal systems,  in which the accumulation of errors inherent in 

J         \    C"V0 /   ''•"■•        f Xim lÄtter tyPe of «/«tern is compensated 

for by the use of signals from a radar 

unit on board the guided object, or by 

Fig.  6.9.    Block diagram of purely «^"lonal verification of the speed «nl 

-Tre^teTl) JMiXr^r   ^ ^ "^ ~ *™* ""~n" 
second Integrator; k) position indica-    points, 
tor;  5) computing device; 6) stabil- 
ised platform. ....... 

The combined Inertlal system of navi- 
1 

gatlon lacks the chief advantage of the purely inertlal system,  to vlt,  complete 

Independence from outside emission and the absence of any need for external 
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reference points. In certain areas, howeter, the use of combined Inertlal Systems 

Is fully Justified on account of the small size, simpilclty, and low cost of the   ( 

equipment required as compared to the equipment used In purely Inertlal systems of 

i ' 
navigation. Civil aviation, for Instance^ Is a field In which combined systems can 

be used predominantly.  They can also be \Ued In military aviation. 

One of the best-known combined systems Is formed by the addition to the Inertlal 

system of a radar unit working on the principle of the Doppler effect. The radar 

antenna Is mounted on the lower surface oi  the aircraft or rocket and faces forwards 

or backwards at an angle to the line of flight, but not directly downwards. When 

the guided object is In flight, the antenna of the radar unit emits a contlnuous- 

wmv« signal. Port of the signal Is reflected from the earth's surface back to the 

antenna, its frequency differing slightly from that of the original signal on accoi vuit 

Of the Doppler effect. The difference between the frequencies of the original and 

reflected signals Is proportional to the ipeed of the object above the earth. By 

asurlng the different signals along an ixls parallel to the longitudinal axis of 

th« object and also along Its transverse «xls and their rector summation It Is pos- 

sible to obtain the true ground speea. 

As already pointed out, the purely tdertlal system calculates the ground speed 

of a guided object by continuous Integration of the output signals from two accel- 

fdr the earth's rotation and other factors. «roswters with the necessary correction 

The ground speed signal, calculated by th< first Integrator Is sent to the servo- 

drive of the gyrostablllzed platform carrjkng the accelerometers and turns th^ 

platform with an angular velocity equal t< the angular velocity of the movement of 

the object around the earth, which Is essential to maintain the horizontal position 

of the accelerometers. In order to give t  reading of the distance traveled, the 

■peed signal Is Integrated by the second integrator. That Is what happens In a 

purely Inertlal system of navigation In wJ Ich, as already pointed out, the accuracy 

vlth which the «peed and the distance traveled are determined will gradually 

1 
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deteriorate us tit  flight continues on account of the Inevitable accumulation of 

errors. 

In a combined system of navigation It Is possible to make a continuous or 

periodic ground-speed correction which Is calculated by the acceleration Integrator. 

In the radar system making use of the Doppler effect this Is done In the followlnt; 

nay.    The ground speed signal from the radar unit Is compared with the  speed signal 

calculated by the acceleration Integrator.     If there Is any discrepancy,   the rele- 

vant correction Is made so that the speed signals emitted by the radar unit aiul the 

integrator become the same. 

If the guided object  is flying over friendly territory where detection of the 

radar emission from the object is of no danger to It,  the radar unit can be left on 

■the whole time.    Under the circumstances the unit can act as the basic ground-speed 

Indicator,  and the accelerometer-integrator system can be used to average the mo- 

■entary errors and interference created by the radar unit when flying over rugged 

terrain. 

I When the guided object is flying over foreign territory the radar unit may not 

work the whole time on account of the danger of instant detection.    But it can be 

mutomatically switched on from time to time for a few seconds, and then be switched 
i 
Off for considerably longer,  irregular periods,   say from 10 to 15 min.    Under these 

operating conditions the periodic correction of the inertial-system readings Is 

kept up, and the chances of the guided object being spotted are greatly reduced at 

jthe same time.    A block-diagram of an Inertlal system of navigation combined with a 

radar unit working on the principle of the Doppler effect Is shown in Fig. 6.10. 

j A (US) firm w.rking In the field of inertlal navigation reports that the com- 

bined system incorporating both Inertlal and radar principles has a navigational 

lerror not greater than 1.5* of the distance traveled in 10 hr.    This means that a 

^o-ber flying at 965 W^r towards a target iÄ» km from the take-off point will 

reach Urtth an error not greater than 72 km.    Inertlal .yatem. of navigation can 



t 

be combined with other types of radar.    For example, an Inertlal .ysten Intended 

for long-range bombers or transport plane* can be further equipped with a radar unit 

of the type installed in similar aircraft for observation of the terrain belnc 

flown over a«! for bombing purposes.    By keeping a watch on certain known landmarks 

aod gxWl mlar beacons with the aid of this radar unit the navigator can deter- 

mine the exact position of his aircraft.    The aircraft's coordinates detennirved in 

this way can then be compared with data calculated by the  inertlal system.    If there 

1. any discrepancy,  the  readings of the inertlal system can be corrected accordingly. 

, Another way of obtaining   . fix in order to make periodic corrections to the 

inertlal system is by astronavigatlon.    As is known,   if the teight and azimuth of 

two .tars are known,  the geographical coonlinates of the object at any point on the 

'earth', .urface can be detennined.    One of the most important problem, of astrona- 

Vigation - obtaining an exact standard for the horizontal - is solved by using 

L gyrostahilized platform of the inertlal system.    The main component in the-s- 

Lavigational system is the system for observing the heavenly bodies or automatic 

photoelectric sextant.    This device can automatically follow the chosec star or 

planet at night, or the sun during the day.    A fully automatic system of astronavi- 

Bation requires two stellar observation systems mounted on a repeating stabilized 

platform'which follows in movement the basic gyrostabilixed platform of the inertlal 

^.t«.    The system contains a computing device which solves the problem, of .pheri- 

cal trigonometry in the calculations. 

| Ihe ob.ervation of two star, makes it possible in principle to achieve a fully 

'automatic system of aeronavigation.    If the a.tronavigatlonal .yste- 1. solely 

Led to correct the inertlal .ystea, a si^lified system following only one star can 

U UWd.    A rough block diagram of a combined Inertlal .y.tem of navigation with 

i.trooomic correction is .hown in Fig. b.U. 

toertial-a.tronomic »y.tems of navigation are being a.ed at the pre.ent time 
i 

In »OBe of the guided mi..ile. produced in the USA.  ; 
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Fig. 6.10.    Block diagram of system of 
inertlal navigation combined with ra- 
dar unit working on the principle of 
the Doppler effect,     l) Acceleromcter; 
2)  radar unit;  3)  first integrator; 
1»)  second integrator;  5) position in- 
dicator; 6) computer; 7)  stabilized 
platform. 

Fig.  6.11.    Rough block diagram of 
Inertlal system of navigation com- 
bined with automatic  system for 
following a celestial body,     l) Ae- 
celercmeter;  2) automatic photosex- 
tant;  3)  first integrator;  h)  se- 
cond Integrator;   5) positior  indi- 
cator;  6) computer device; 7)  sta- 
bilized platform. 

Section 7.    Some Components of Inertlal Navigation Systems 

•    The above-described working principles of Inertlal systems of navigation do 

not constitute anything new.    As is well known,  a navigational system of this kind 

is first developed in the Soviet Union by K.  B. Levental'   in 1932.    Nor ie the 
I 

equipment used in Inertlal systems original in principle.     It has been possible to 

manufacture a complete gyroscope from the  structural point of view for about fif- 

teen years;  the principle of the pendulum with an oscillation period of dk.k min 

was put forward by Schuler in 1923, and integrators,   servodrlves,  and other kinds of 

neasuring Instruments were known before the Second World War;  nevertheless, despite 

the fact that the general principles of the system of Inertlal navigation and its 

»opponents have long been familiar,  even by the beginning of the War the problem of 

the practical reallration of these systems had not been emphasized sufficiently 

inyvbere. I 

This asy seem strange at first sight since the advantages of the inertlal sys- 

tem considered above far outweigh those of all the known systems of navigation. 
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9 
Simple calculations,  however, will show that In spite of the slispllclty of the 

principles of the  system,  the Inplenentatlon of It Involves the greatest difficul- 

ties.    It has token many years to develop the theory and to perfect  the designs and 

technology of production of the gyroscopes,  accelerometers,   servodrlve and other 

Instruments Baking up the Inertlal navigation system.    The reason for the great 

difficulty in actually constructing Inertlal systems Is first and foremost that the 

demands made upon the Instruments in the system are inordinately severe. 

The main requirement is an extremely high degree of accuracy in manufacturing 
i 

and adjusting the  instruments.    Gyroscopes,  accelerometers,   servodrlves,  and inte- 

grators nave long ueea aseu in modem navigational systems,  but the accuracy re- 

quired from them in Inertlal systems must be one or two orders greater than that 

attained at the present time.    Standard and batch-produced components for inertlal 

systems can only be compared as to accuracy required with precision instruments 

ised in the laboratory.    On the other hand,  the high degree of accuracy has to be 

sombined with exceptional shock and vibration resistance so that the Instruments 

;an work in the exacting conditions eacountered in high-speed aircraft and rockets. 

loreover,  inertlal-system instruments Intended for conventional and pilotless air- 
i 

craft must be small in size and low in weight. ' 
I 

The second and no less important requirement in these Instruments is that they 

■ho»Id operate accurately and reliably ever an unusually wide range of Input values. 

The ratio of the maximum measured input value (e.g. acceleration,  angular velocity, 

etc.) to the minimum in some instruments may reach 100,000.     This is an entirely 

pev requirement and not even the most accurate Instruments come up to it.    It is 

difficult to imagine,  for Instance, a voltmeter with a scale reading up to 100 kv 

Which could measure with great accuracy voltages of both up to 10 v and up to 

100,000 v without changing the measurement range (scale).    In this connection It is 

pf Interest to recall that the most remarkable natural "Instrument" as regards the 

irange of values which can be sensed is the human ear,  in which the ratio of the 

\ 
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maximum audible value  (sound Intensity)  to the olnlnum Is  10 

At present the developoent of Instrunents for Inertlal systems of navigation 

Is proceedlne along two lines:     on the one hand,  the Instrunents of familiar design 

now used in aircraft are being perfected from the point of view of accuracy,   speed 

of action and range of response.     These instruments  (acceleroueters,  gyroscopes. 

Integrators,   computers and servodrlves)  are being carefully analyzed from the 

standpoint of maximum accuracy attainable in mass production.     On the other hand, 

many experts  are seeking new principles in the construction of mechanical and 

electrical instruments  specially adapted to work in inertlal systems of navigation. 

The high accuracy required in inertlal system instruments has given r'?» to 

the need for special precision test apparatus without which verification and ad- 

justment of these Instruments is impossibl'?.     Such apparatus  includes turntables 

for testing gyroscopes with precision devices to measure the  angular velocity vlth 

an accuracy of several milliradlans per day;   stands for testing synchronous 

coupling systems with an accuracy in transmitting the component angle of several 

minutes; equipment, for measuring the gyroscopic moment with an accuracy of mill 

mlllionths of a gram-centimeter;  potentiometers (compensators) measuring ac current 

with an accuracy of hundredths of a percent,   and so on.    In Its turn,  the building 

of such test apparatus may require the development of completely new devices,   such 

as reducerless silent electric motors,  ultra-accurate dr  and ac voltage regulators, 

optical instruments for measuring slight movement and so on.    Thus the development 

of inertlal systems of navigation cannot be compared with the development of a 

system which,   although new,  doeu not differ very much in principle from existing 

types.    Compared with known methods the development of inertlal systems is a tech- 

nological Jump forward demanding solutions different in principle in the field of 

the designing,  production technique and testing of aircraft instruments. 

I«t us consider In general terms some of the basic elements of inertlal navi- 

gation systems,  with the exception of the gyroscopes,  since all the preceding 

chapters of the book have been devoted to them. ......       .. 
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Accelerometers 

T 

Devices for measuring acceleratlor;,  or accelerometers,  are lasportant compo- 

nents in Inertlal systems.    To measure acceleration of motion In a straight line, 

so-called linear accelerometers ar» used.    These Include,  for example,  aecelero- 

■eters which work by peasurlfig the movement of an elastlcally suspended body. 

These accelerometers have been known for a long time und are widely used  in re- 

search of various Jflnds.     In the old type of design direct »ethods of recording 

were often used,  for example,  a diamond tip which made scratches en a glass plate. 
r 

Flp. 6.12.    Linear accelerometer. 

Fig.  6.13.    Illustration of working 
principle of accelerometer with elec- 
tric spring,    l)  Instrument housing; 
2) low friction bearings;   3)  electric 
motor stator; k) armature of motor; 
5) pendulum weight. 

The accelerometer.] intended for aircraft usually use electric output-signal pick- 

offs.    Figure 6.12 shows an industrially produced linear accelerometer with an elec- 

tric output signal pickoff.     This acceleromfter is intended for aircraft and short- 

range rockets and measures positive and negative accelerations acting in a torlzon- 

jtal and vertical plane,  or in both planes at once.    Accelerometers of this kind are 

[produced in batches with upper limits of measurement varying from 5 g to 50 g.    The 

'total error of these instruments (scale, hysteresis, and also nonlinearlty)  is a 

■n 11 m mi of 2^. 

I In developing a new accelerometer or adapting an existing one  for an inertlal 

■ysten,  the problem imnediately arises of the range of measurable acceleration or 
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the ratio of the Kaxlmuni measurable acceleration to the iiinlBUB.     It Is considered 

that this ratio ahould be of the order of 100,000 If the system Is to operate sat- 

iefactorlly.     It Is extremely difficult to construct an acceleroneter with an elas- 

tlcally suspended body with tnls ratio since at snail accelerations the operation 

of the instrument will be detrimentally affected by friction and at high accelera- 

tions there will be errors caused by hysteresis of the elastic suspension.    More- 

over,  the designing and manufacture of springs or spring systems with a satisfac- 

tory perfonnance over such a wide range of accelerations involves great complica- 

tions.    One of the practical ways of overcoming this difficulty is to use a me- 

chanical spring with low rigidity together with a so-called "electric spring." 

Figure 6.13 is an illustration of one of the possible applications of the elec- 
i 

trie-spring method in the construction of a linear accelerometer.    The part of the 
! 
electric spring in tte diagram is played by a small dc electric motor.    The arma- 

ture k of the motor is attached Immovably to the instrument bousing.    The stator 3 

and the load 5 attached to it is suspended on two supports in the low-friction 

bearings 2.    If there is no acceleration, the pendulum thus formed hangs vertical, 

i.e.,  in its initial position.    If the device Is shifted horizcntally in the plane 

of the swing of the pendulum with acceleration, the pendulum will swing and take up 

the position shown in Fig. 6.13 by the dotted line.    The stator k will turn with it. 

Let us now impress upon the armature a voltage of a polarity and magnitude such 

I that the motor develops a moment sufficient to return the stator-pendulum to its 

i initial position,  corresponding to absence of acceleration.    The voltage which is 

i Impressed upon the armature and which causes the moment of the motor,  compensating 

jin this case for the moment of Inertia,  will be proportional to the linear accel- 
i 
leratlon with which tl» device moves.    Thus the device acts as an accelerometer and 

■the measurement of the accexeru.lon is the value of the voltage needed by the ar- 
I I 
'mature to return the stator to its initial position. 

Since moments tending to return the stator immediately to its initial position 



are always Impressed upon It when there  Is acceleration,  the ensie of deflection of 

the stator will always be soull.    Thlc scans that the accelerometer measures the 

linear acceleration and does not experience the undesirable effect of the accelera- 

tion of gravity.     In order to Impress a voltage on the armature,   use can be made  in 

the acceleronetcr of contact-type or other plckoffs which react to the deviation of 

the etator-pendulum from Its Initial position and in response send a voltage to the 

armatoie which keeps Increasing until the  stator returns to  Its Initial position. 

One of the methods of the measurement of acceleration is the use of the so- 

called resonance accelerometer.    This instrument contains a vibrating unit,  the re- 

sonance frequency of which varies with the acceleration with which It moves.    The 

deviation of the resonance frequency Is proportional to the acceleration.    Hence, 
i 
If we calculate the difference between the number of oscillations which would have 

i 

occurred In a given time Interval If there were no acceleration    and the number of 

oscillations occurring over the same period when there Is oscillation.   It will be 

proportional to the Integral of the acceleration,   i.e., proportional to the varla- 

itlon In. speed over the given time Interval.    Kius, the resonance accelerometer Is a 

representative of the so-called Integrating accelerometers whose use can simplify 

C problem of the Instruments needed for the  inertial system of navigation    Cer- 

n experts believe that resonance accelerometers eventually may replace conven- 

tional accelerometers. ! 

Integrators 

At the present time there are various types of Integrators In existence and in 

actual use.    Methods of "aachlne" Integration have been carefully studied, and any 

resent-day computer can cope with Integration processes.    When this method of In- 

tegration la used In Inertial systems of navigation, however, we encounter the same 

w 

\ 
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difficulties which perpetually accompany these systems,   to wit,  accuracy,  resistance 

to vibration,   range of response, and so on.    The specific conditions In which iner- 

tlal navigation systems   perate make It difficult to utilize the conventional inte- 

grators used in the laboratory. 

Flg. 6.1U.    Diagram showing componenta of electromechanical integrator of 
I the integratlng-drive type,    l) Two-phase tachometergenerator;  2) liquid 
! dower;  3) two-phase induction motor;  U) output shaft;   5) potentloneter- 
j pickoff;  6) output shaft of reducer;  7) potentiometer wiper; 8) reducer; 

9) amplifier;   ID) co«5)arator. 
i 
I I 

One of the cooBonest integiators in Inertlal ayst-!-- <« the electromechanical 

jlntegrutor of the integrating drive type with an ac tachometergenerator.    It is a 

'abaping-type integrator. 

I A diagram showing the component parts of this type of integrator is given in 

Tig. 6.1k.    The chief reaulrement is that the angular velocity of the output shaft 

6 with respect to the instrument housing should !>• proportional with a high degree 

'of accuracy to the input voltage U^.    The input voltage U^ is sent to the com- 

parator 10.    The latter simultaneously receives a voltage U^ from the precision 

tachometergenerator 1, mounted on the output shaft U, proportional to the momentanr 

Wue of the angular velocity of the output shaft.    The difference voltage is pick- 

Ld off the comparator output and la sent after amplification by the amplifier 9 to 

the control wlnilng of the two-phase induction motor 3,  the rotor of which is 
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d 
connected to the output sMft.    The difference voltage and,  consequently,  the rota- 

tional moment of the motor become  zero only when the velocity of the rotation of 

the shaft 1 (the motor rotor)  Is exactly proportional to the value of the Input 

voltage U.   .    Let us suppose that the output shaft at the moment under considera- 

tion is rotating at an angular velocity exactly proportional to the Input voltage. 

On account of the difference voltage equalling rero,  the  rotation of the shaft will 

then begin to slow down and Its angular velocity will cease to be proportional to 

the Input voltage U.   .    As a result of the voltage U      developed by the tachometer- 

generator will fall below the Input vclt^ge Uln.    The result of this will be another 

difference voltage and the rotation of the output shaft will begin to accelerate. 

At the moment the angular velocity of the output shaft reaches a value proportional 

to the input voltage U    ,  the difference voltage will again become zero.    If the 
j 
angular velocity of the output shaft exceeds the required value, there will again be 

a difference voxtage, but this time its phase will be such that it will cause the 

motor to slow down; this will continue until the ang ar velocity of the output 

abaft becomes proportional to U. • 

Hence the difference voltage is always such that it brings the angular velocity 

>f the output shaft to a value proportional to the input voltage V^    Since the 

wgular velocity of the output shaft 6 is proportional to the input voltage U^, its 

angle of rotation, and consequently the output voltage U^ picked off the potentio- 

meter 5 (Fig. 6.110, will be proportional to the integral of the input voltage Via 

th respect to time. 

The parameters of the design are chosen in such a way that the deviations of 
] 
the angular velocity of the output shaft fit» a value proportional to the input 
l 
jroltage are fairly small.    The liquid damper 2 is mounted on the output shaft to 

reduce its free oscillations to a minimum. 

This type of Integrator works satisfactorily in conventional systems of air- 

craft navigation.     Inertlal systems of navigation,  however, which require the 

r 
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Integration of algnala fron: extremely small (thousandths of a §)  up to very large 

(tens of g)  accelerations,   need an Integrator vlth considerably greater accuracy 

which can  .<ork over a wide range of Input values.     One way to solve this problem 

is to use «iltlstage Integrators of the Integrating drive type.     The firm Bosch 

Anna has constructed a two-stage Integrator in which each of the two tachometer- 

generators works In Its own range of velocities and voltages, and which has a cor- 

responding circuit for selectl.ig the ranges. 

Another analog-Integrator Is the dc Integrating amplifier.    The output signal 

of this aapltfler Is proportional to the Integral of the  Input voltage with re- 

spect to time.    A critical component In the integrating amplifier Is the hl^h- 

grade condenser connected to the feedback circuit.    The leakage current from the 

condenser and the dielectric loss in the Insulation must be very small In order to 

obtain the necessary accuracy in integration. 

i The most convenient instruments for Integrating pulse signals,   for instance 

resonance accelerowster signals, are Integrators of the digital type or pulse 

jcounters.    The digital integrators can provide any desired degree of accuracy 

whereas in the analog-integrator the required degree of accuracy is frequently- un- 

attainable through limitations in design and production technique. 

I 1 
i ! 

Computing Devices 

Analog computers, which make calculations involving proolemu of spherical trl- 

.gonooietry, have been used in aircraft for some time.  In using them in inertial 

systems of navigation the greatest difficulty encountered is obtaining the desired 
I 
accuracy. This problem frequently makes it impossible to use analog computers in 
I ! 

.Inertial systems. { 

j *a obrioua solution to the problem is to use binary digital computers which 
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can provld« practically any declred degree of accaracy vlth only a slight Increase 

in size, weight, anl cost as compared vlth analog computers.    An example of a ood- 

em aircraft digital computer is the differential analyzer made by the North 

Anerican Aviation firm.    This device, which contains 93 integrators, weighs 5^.5 

kg,  takes up a volume of 0.026 ■ , and consumes only 100 watts.    An additional ad- 

vantage of digital computers in inertial systems of navigation is that they can be 

used at the same time for calculations in connection with booolng, fire control, etc. 

besides navigational problem«.    Present-day digital computers work so rapidly that 

they can solve navigational problems in fractions of a second and then make a cal- 

culation connected with bombing, after which they can go back to inertlal-navlga- 

tion problems.    The advantages of digital computers have earned them a prominent 
j 
place in new Inertial systems of navigation. 

t 

Servodrives 

It Is clear that although we have highly sensitive and reliable accelerometers 

and gyroscopes as well as integrators and confuting devices, it is still impossible 

'to construct an inertial system of navigation until we have developed servodrives 

which can stabilize the platform carrying the a&eleroneters sufficiently accurate- 
j 
Ily and rapidly. The ability of gyroscopes to detect the slightest rotation about 

.their axes anl the capacity of accelerometers to record the slight accelerations 

Will be of no avail unless the servodrives are able to react to the extremely weak 
i 
signals emitted by these instruments and turn the platform appropriately in re- 

i 
sponse.    Servodrives must provide exact geometric stabilization of the platform no 

i 

natter what computed changes in the position of the aircraft or rocket may occur 

in the air. The rapidity with which servodrives intended for inertial systems must 

work is very great and the dynamic errors must be very small. The whole 
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servosystem will not work well unices Its component parts —the amplifier, slave 

motors, and reducer --possess the necessary accuracy, linearity, small time con- 

stant, and good dynaoiic characteristics. 

In developing a servodrlve  for an inertia! system of navigation we should not 

only make use of everything that Is known in the theory of servosystems,  but also 

devise entirely new methods of analysis and computation. 
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